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MANNERS AND CUSTOMS

OF THE

ANCIENT EGYPTIANS.

CHAPTER XIII. {continued),

SUITE OF THE PANTHEON.

GODS OF THE SECOND AND THIRD ORDERS.

I HAVE already stated that it is not my intention

to treat of the remaining Deities according to the

rank they hold in the Pantheon, or to distinguish

between those of the second and third order.

The monuments, indeed, afford no proof of this ar-

rangement ; and the number of Genii or inferior

Deities suggests that those excluded from the

second rank were not all comprehended in the

same class of tertiary Gods.

It might even be difficult to fix upon the twelve

of the second order. The most important are

doubtless Re (the Sun), Atmoo *, Thoth (the

Moon), Eilethyia, Ao, Thmei, Athor, Thriphis,

Amunta(or Tamun), Mandoo, Seb, Netpe, Tafne,

Ranno, and Sofh ; but of these fifteen, Ao, Thmei,

and Tafne are born of Re, and should therefore

* Nofre-Atmoo being perhaps a character of Atmoo.
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2 THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS. CHAP. XIII.

be of the third order ; and Seb and Netpe only

seem to claim a rank in the same class with Re,

Atmoo, and the others, from being the parents of

Isis and Osiris.

I should perhaps have placed Atmoo before

Thoth, from the rank he holds on the monmnents

of Thebes as well as of Lower Egypt ; but the

duties of Thoth bringing him into frequent com-

munication with Osiris, and his character of the

Moon connecting him with Re the Sun, may
serve to claim for him prior notice.

Thoth*, Taut, Hermes, Mercury, The Moon.

Thoth, the God ofLetters, had various characters,

according to the functions he was supposed to fulfil.

In his office of scribe in the lower regions, he was

engaged in noting down the actions of the dead,

and in presenting or reading them to Osiris, the

Judge of Amenti :
*^ the dead being judged out of

those things which were written in the books, ac-

cording to their works." He also overlooked and

re2:istered the actions and life of man while on

earth ; holding then, instead of his tablet, a palm

branch, emblematic of a year, to which were at-

tached the symbol of life, and man in embryo under

the form of a frog, t

Thoth was the ^\first Hermes " mentioned by

Manetho; the same who was reputed to have been

the preceptor of Isis, and the Hermes of Plutarch 1:,

* It is remarkable that the Gauls called their Mercury Theutates.

+ These cnibleius are mentioned by HorapoUo.

X Plut.de Is. s. 19.
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whom an idle fable represented with one arm shorter

than the other. *

Plato, in his Phaedrust, makes Socrates relate the

following fable of this Deity :— *' I have heard that

about Naucratis, in Egypt, there was one of their

ancient Gods, to whom a bird was sacred, which

they call Ibis; but the name of the Daemon t him-

self was Theuth. According to tradition, this God
first discovered numbers and the art of reckoning,

geometry and astronomy, the games of chess and

hazard, and likewise letters. Thamuswas at the time

King of all the country, and resided in that great

city of Upper Egypt which the Greeks call Egyp-

tian Thebes : the God himself being denominated

Ammon. Thoth, therefore, going to Thamus,

showed him his arts, and told him that he ought

to distribute them amongst the other Egyptians.

Thamus asked him concerning the utility of each ;

and when they had been explained to him, he ap-

proved what appeared reasonable, and blamed that

which had a contrary aspect. After Theuth had

fully unfolded to Thamus many particulars respect-

ing each art, he proceeded to discourse upon letters.

* These, O King,' said he, ' will render the Egyp-
tians wiser, and increase their powers of memory.
For this invention maybe regarded as the medicine

of memory and wisdom.'
"

' O most learned Theuth,* replied Thamus, 'one

person is more adapted to artificial operations, and

another to judge of the detriment or advantage

* Plut. de Is. s. 22. f Phaedr., Tayl. transl., p. 364.

J Aaifiwi', in a good sense.

B 2
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arising from their use. Thus it liappens tliat you,

who are the father of letters, through the bene-

volence of your disposition, have affirmed just the

contrary of what letters are able to effect. For

these, causing the memory to be neglected, will

produce oblivion to the mind of the learner; be-

cause men, trusting to the external marks of

writing, w^ill not exercise the internal powers of

recollection. So that you have not discovered the

medicine of memory, but of admonition. You will

likewise deliver to your disciples an opinion of

wisdom, and not truth.'
"

Psellus confounds Thoth w ith Hermes Trisme-

gistus, whom he makes posterior to Moses, and

imagines to be the Argeiphontes of the Greeks.

But he applies to Trismegistus the characteristics of

Mercury, instead of to Thoth. This Argeiphontes

Macrobius supposes to be the Sun, at whose rising

the hundred eyes of Argus, or the light of the

fixed stars, were put out.

The first month of the Egyptian year, says the

former writer, was called after Thoth, as also the city

of Hermopolis ; where, as we learn from the sculp-

tures of the Portico, the Cynocephalus shared with

this Deity, of whom he was the type, the honours

of the temple. The few columns which remained

of the Portico at Oshmooncin, or Hermopolis iNIagna,

were thrown down in IS'2'2 by tlie Turks, and burnt

for lime; suffering the same fate as the ruins at An-

tinopolis, and other limestone relics: and though

strictly forbidden by ]\Iohammed Ali, many sand-

stone monuments have been since used as con-
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venient quarries for the construction of modern
buildings.

To return to Thoth. The CynocephaUis is

synonymous with the hieroglyphic of letters; and

we even find it holding the tablet, and fulfilling

the office of Thoth ; which shows that it was not

only the emblem, but also the representative of

that Deity. lamblichus says that certain physical

properties were common to it and to the Moon
;

and, according to Horapollo, the latter was repre-

sented in hieroglyphic writing by a Cynocephalus.

This statement is perfectly borne out by the sculp-

tures, Thoth and the Ape, his emblem, being both

introduced in the character of the Moon. Indeed,

the crescent is found followed by the figure of

Thoth in several hieroglyphic legends, with the

phonetic name Aah or loh, signifying the '* Moon."*
This last word occurs in the Plate before ust, ac-

companied by the Ibis, the sacred bird of Thoth
;

and Plutarch t states that *' Mercury was supposed

to accompany the Moon round the w^orld, as Her-

cules did the Sun." Thoth, therefore, in one of

his characters, answers to the Moon, and in another

to Mercury.

The Egyptians, represented their Moon as a male

Deity, like the German Mond and Monat, or the

Lunus of the Latins ; and it is worthy of remark,

that the same custom of calling it male is retained

in the East to the present day, while the Sun is con-

sidered female, as in the language of the Germans.

* Vide infra, p. 68. note f. f Plate 45. fig. 5.

X Plut. de Ls. S.41.
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Thoth is usually represented as a human figure

with the head of an Ibis, holding a tablet, and a pen,

or a palm branch, in his hands ; and in his character

of Lunus he has sometimes a man's face with the

crescent of the Moon upon his head, supporting a

disk, occasionally with the addition of an ostrich

feather; which last appears to connect him with

Ao, or with Thmei.

Plutarch says the Egyptians ''call the Moon
the * Mother of the World,' and hold it to be of

both sexes*; — female, as it receives the influence

of the Sun ; male, as it scatters and disperses

through the air the principles of fecundity." He
also supposes " Osiris to be the power and influ-

ence of the Moon, and Isis the generative faculty

which resides in it." t But this is evidently at

variance with the authority of the sculptures, which

fully establish the claims of Thoth, and disprove

any connection between Isis and the Moon. Nor
is there any authority for the opinion of Spartianust,

who says, although the (Greeks or) Egyptians call

the Moon a Goddess, they really consider it in a

mystical sense a God, both male and female.

" The Sun and Moon," observes Plutarch, "were

described by the Egyptians as sailing round the

world in boats, intimating that these bodies owe

their power of moving, as well as their support

and nourishment, to the principle of humidity §;"

which statement is confirmed by the sculptures: and

* Plut. de Is. s. 43. f Pint, de Is. s. 43.52.

% Spartian. Vit. Antonini Caracall. cap. vii,, quoted by Jablonski, I.

cap. iii. 6.

^ Pint, de Is. s. 34.
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some have thought that a species of Scarabaeus was

sacred to*Thoth or the Moon.*
The Ibis-headed Deity was called " Lord of

the eight regions of the land of Not," which may
imply the South, or the Thebaidt, and be a part of

the wordNo-Amun, or Diospolis; or be related to

the name of the city where he was particularly

worshipped, which is now called Oshmoonein, the

cijjLa.on E. of the Copts. There is, indeed, an evi-

dent connection between his title '' Lord ofthe eight

regions," and Oshmoonein, the modern name of

Hermopolis, which, derived from Shmen or Slwion,

signifying eight, implies the "two eights ;" and if

some have been disposed to think it refers to the

eight books of law, which Menes§ pretended to have

received from the Egyptian Mercury, the demon-

strative sign of " land," foUow^ing this group, suffi-

ciently refutes this opinion. His title " twice great

"

frequently occurs on the monuments, as in the in-

scription of the Rosetta Stone, where the Greek

styles him " the great and great," or twice great.

The Ibis was particularly sacred to him, and

standing on a perch, followed by a half circle and

two lines ll, indicated the name of the God. It was

thought to bear some relation to the Moon, "from

its feathers being so mixed and blended together,

* Vide Horapollo, i. 10. ; and iiifra, on the Scarabaeus.

•j- Unless this word " No" be a sign, which, as ChaiTij)ollion thinks,

was merely put after words ending in " n," and which, forming no part of

it, was not pronounced. r/</£- Gram. ChampoU. vol.i. ch. iv. p. 107.

J Vide infrfi, on Savak.

^ Diodor. i. 94. He calls the King Mnevis. '

II
The half circle had the force of T, which was doubled by these

lines, reading Tot or Taut.
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the black with the white, as to form a represent-

ation of the Moon's gibbosity."* '*The space be-

tween its legs while walking was observed to form

an equilateral triangle;'* and "the medicinal use it

makes of its beak" was thought to be connected

with the office of Thoth, who taught mankind the

art of curing diseases, and communicated all intel-

lectual gifts from the Deity to man.

Such was the respect paid to this bird, from its

destroying the venomous reptiles which infested

the country, that any person killing one was pu-

nished with instant death t ; and "those priests who
were most punctual in the performance of their

sacred rites, fetched the water they used in their

purifications from some place where the Ibis had

been seen to drink." t

According to Plutarch §, a sow was sacrificed "to

Typho once a year at the full Moon:" and the

animal is sometimes represented in a boat, in the

paintings of the tombs, accompanied by one or more

monkeys. This appears to connect it with Thoth,

or the God Lunus|| ; and if, as I suppose, the sub-

ject refers to the commencement of a new period,

being the beginning of the future state of a soul

condemned for its sins to migrate into the body of

a pig, the relation it bears to the office of Thoth is

readily accounted for. The impression that the

animal was offered to Typho may proceed from its

* Pint, de Is. s. 75.

f Diodor. i. 8.3. Cic. Tiisc. Qunest. v. 27. The same inotlve induced
the Thessalians to protect the IStork. Win. x. 2.'3.

I Plut. de Is. s. 75. $ Phit. de Is. s. 8.

I)
Vide infra, on the Pig.
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liaving been chosen as an emblem of" sin. ^lian

says, *' they sacrifice a sow to the Moon once a

year;" which statement is confirmed by Herodotus,

who asserts, that " the only Deities to whom the

Egyptians are permitted to offer the pig are the

Moon and Bacchus (Osiris)." But he makes no

mention ofTypho ; and the supposed "discovery of

the body of Osiris by Typho, while hunting a wild

boar at the full Moon*," would rather lead them to

offer it to Osiris than to Typho. For as Plutarch

himself confesses, *' the opinion of the Egyptians

was that sacrifices ought not to be of things in

themselves agreeable to the Gods, but, on the con-

trary, of creatures into which the souls of the

wicked have passed t ;" and the pig was an emblem
ofEvih

I have observed that Thoth, in one of his cha-

racters, corresponded to the Moon, in the other to

Mercury. In the former, he was the beneficent

property of that luminary, the regulator and dis-

penser of time, who presided over the fate of man,

and the events of his life : in the latter, the God
of letters and the patron of learning, and the means
of communication between the Gods and man-
kind. It was through him that all mental gifts

were imparted to man. He was, in short, a dei-

fication of the abstract idea of the intellect, or

a personification of the intellect of the Deity.

This accords well with a remark of lamblichus,

that Hermes was the God of all celestial knowledge,

which being communicated by him to the priests,

* Plut. de Is. s. 18. t Pint, de Is. s. 31.
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authorised them to inscribe their own commentaries

with the name of Hermes. He may also be con-

sidered analogous to the " septenary intellectual

agents" of modern philosophers. " These are called

by Hesiod guardians of mankind, bestowers of

wealth, and royal demons; are described by Plato as

a middle order of beings between the Gods and men,

ministering to their wants, carrying the prayers of

mortals to heaven, and bringing down in return

oracles and all other blessings of life."*

According to the fabulous account of the Egyp-

tian Mercury, " he was reported to have invented

letters t, regulated the language, given names to

many things, and taught men the proper mode
of approaching the Deity with prayers and sacri-

fice. He instructed them in the system of the

stars, and the harmony and nature of voices. He
was the inventor of the palcestra, and of the lyre,

to which he gave three strings, in accordance with

the three seasons of the Egyptian year ; the treble

to correspond to summer, the bass to winter, the

tenor to spring. He was the patron of elocution,

whence called Hermes, ' the interpreter,' by the

Greeks. In the sacred rites of Osiris he was

represented as the scribe of the Deity, and his

counsellor ; and it was to him that the Egyptians

supposed mankind indebted for the olive, and not

to Minerva, as is the oj)inion of the Greeks." t

He was distinct from the Mercury, who ushered

the souls of the dead into the region of Hades,

answering to the Anubis ofEgypt, as already stated

;

* Pint. s. 2G.; supra. Vol. I. (2tl Scries) p. 222.

t Conf. Plato, Phileb. p. .374. J Diodor. i. HJ.
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and also from Hermes Trismegistus, whom I shall

have occasion to mention presently.

The circumstance of the God Lunus being the

dispenser of time, and represented noting off years

upon the palm branch, appears to argue that the

Egyptians, in former times, calculated by lunar

instead of solar years ; and the hieroglyphic of a

month, which is a lunar crescent, shows their

months to have been originally regulated by the

course of the moon. *

I have once met with the figure of an Ibis-headed

Deity as a female t, but I am uncertain respecting

the character and office of that Goddess, nor is it

certain that the name of Thoth was applied to her.

Thoth at the temple of Samneh appears to be

styled the son of Neph.

According to Cicero t, the Greeks reckoned in

their mythology five Mercuries ;
" one the son of

Heaven and the Day Another of Valens

and Phoronis, the same who is beneath the Earth,

and called Trophonius. A third the son of the third

Jupiter and Maia, and who is said to have begotten

Pan by Penelope. A fourth the son of the Nile,

whom the Egyptians consider it unlawful to name.

A fifth, worshipped by the Pheneatse, who is said

to have slain Argus, and on that account to have

fled to Egypt, and to have given laws and letters

to the Egyptians. He was styled by them Thoyth,

and bore the same name as the first month of their

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 13.

f A green porcelain figure in the possession of Chevalier Kestner, the
Hanoverian minister at Rome.

X Cicero de Nat. Deor. iii. 22.
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year." Of the two last, the former was probably

Anubis, whom, in his mysterious office connected

with Osiris and the final judgment of the dead, it

may have been unlawful to mention* ; and the

latter, the Ibis-headed Deity Thoth, in his cha-

racter of the dispenser of intellectual gifts to man,

and the God of Letters.

Hermes Trismegistus.

The epithet Trismegistus, " thrice great," has

been applied by some to Thoth ; but the Deity

here represented is shown by numerous Greek

inscriptions upon his temple at Pselcis to have been

distinguished from the God of Letters by this name,

with the additional title, *' Lord of Pautnouphis."

Much confusion has arisen in consequence of

these two Deities having the name Hermes ; many
having ascribed to Trismegistus the honour of in-

venting letters, which in reality belongs to Thoth

alone, as the monuments of Egypt prove beyond

the possibility of doubt.

The temple of Pselcis t, now Dakkeh, in Nubia,

was erected by the Ethiopian king Ergamun, a

contemporary of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and com-

pleted by the Lagidae, in honour of this Hermes.

On the towers of the area, and in the portico,

are numerous Greek inscriptions; the general

Or even Thoth, as scribe of Ameiiti. Vide supra, Vol. I. (2tl Series )

p. 441.

i Pselcis was probably called m. ^,^y^ __^ n ^wvna rZI
from the (loddess Selk, if we ^ v-^JK ;

'j'

—

M
|—i rl

may jndjj;e Irom a legend given ^ r^^
| | tu I '

I

in 1)1. 15. of M. Champollion's ., ,,, ., ,_, . , ,.. i i m o .i. .i
' ' » No. 4.')7. " The tomplc of the land of P-Selk. '

Pantheon.
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purport of which is that the writers came and
" adored the very great God Hermes," (frequently

with the title) " Pautnouphis."

Tlie name Pautnouphis probably refers to the

town of which he was the presiding Deity, since

the name in hieroglyphics, Taut-n-pnoubs, or Taut-

n-pa-noubs, is followed by the sign ot land and the

female sign ; which last may perhaps be read as part

of the name, making it Taut-n-pa-t-noubs. A tree

also seems to be a demonstrative sign accompanying

the name, as if it ended with " the land of the tree."

The word Nouphis, however, does not appear to

connect him with Neph, the great God of this part

of the country ; nor does his hieroglyphic legend,

Taut-n-pnoubs, apply to the town of Pnoups, which

was much farther to the south, probably at Samneh,

placed by Ptolemy in lat. 22°, and opposite Tasitia.

We might even suppose the word Paut-nouphis to

be a corruption of Taut-nouphis. But I cannot

agree with the ingenious ChampolUon *, in reading

it " Pahit-nouf" ('* celui dont le coeur est bon"),

especially as the Greek inscriptions write the name
Paut-nouphis, even in the oblique cases, proving that

s is the Egyptian, and not the Greek termination.

The Ibis was sacred to him as to Thoth, of

whom, indeed, he may possibly be an emanation
;

to its perch is attached an ostrich feather, the em-

blem of Truth, which, like the head-dress he wears

of four plumes, belongs also to the God Ao. In his

hand he frequently bears a staff, surmounted by the

head of a hawk, the emblem of Re, with a snake

* Champoll. lettre xi, p. 150.
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twined round it, accompanied by a scorpion, the

symbol of the Goddess Selk. From this the idea

of the caduceus of Mercury may have been derived,

signifying, as some suppose, prudence. In the

opinion of many writers, as Eusebius, Psellus, and

others, Hermes Trismegistus was a priest and phi-

losopher, who lived a little after the time of Moses,

and taught his countrymen mensuration, theology,

medicine, and geography, upon which subjects he

wrote forty-two books. According to others, he

was a cotemporary of Osiris; but this fable is con-

tradicted by the fact of no Egyptian individual

having been raised to the order of Gods. It is pos-

sible that the works of some philosopher (perhaps

of the same name, the Egyptians having the custom

of forming the names of individuals from those of

their Gods) may have been ascribed in after times,

through the ignorance of the Greeks, to a Deity,

wlio was, in fact, no other than the abstract qua-

lity of the understanding, the supposed cause of

that success which the human mind obtained on the

various subjects they ascribed to him.*

Their motive for separating this Hermes from

Thoth it is difficult to ascertain. It was probably

one of those subtle distinctions which philosophy

had established, and religion had deified as a sepa-

rate attribute of the divine wisdom, as modern in-

quiries have shown the difference between the

understanding and the reasoning faculty.

*' The princi})al books of this Hermes," ac-

cording to Clemens t of Alexandria, " forty-two

* Vide S2iprd,p.9. f Clem. Alex. Strom, lib. vi. p. 196.
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in number, were treated by the Egyptians with

the most profound respect, and carried in their

religious processions. First came the singer,

.... holding two in his hand, one containing

hymns in honour of the Gods, the other certain

rules for the conduct of the monarch. Next to

him the horoscope, .... whose duty was to recite

the four books of astrology, one of which treated

of the fixed stars, another of solar and lunar

eclipses, and the remaining two of the rising of

the sun and moon. Ten books contained those

things which related to the Gods and the religion

of Egypt, as sacrifices, first fruits, hymns, prayers,

processions, holy days, and the like. Last of all

came the prophet with ten other books, called

sacerdotal, relating to the laws, the Gods, and

rules of the priesthood. Thus, then, of the forty-

two most useful * books of Hermes, thirty-six con-

tained all the philosophy of Egypt, and the six

last treated of medicine, anatomy, and the cure of

diseases."

Ao, lo.

I had supposed this Deity to be the " material

or visible body of the moon,'* which in Egyptian

was called loh. This is, however, very doubtful,

and the absence of the figure of the moon in the

name of the Deity greatly militates against my
conjecture. He bears on his head a single ostrich

plume, or a cluster of four feathers, and is always

* " Avo fxiif ow Kai TiffffapciKOVTa at iravv uvayKcaai ry Epjup ye-yovacfi
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painted of a black or dark colour. In the tomb

of Remeses III., at Thebes, he is represented

seated on a throne, on either side of a small

chamber, where it is possible that the king's min-

strel was buried ; and before him two figures are

playing the harp, as though he were the patron of

music.

From Porphyry's description of Kneph, which

represents him of a black colour, and wearing a

single feather on his head, Ao has been confounded

with the ram-headed Deity j but this has been

already noticed. *

The ingenious and much-regretted Champollion

supposed him to be Djom or Gom, the Egyptian

Hercules, though his name does not agree with

that of the God of Strength. In either case,

whether as the Moon, or as Hercules, the title

'^ Son of the Sun," which he always has in the

hieroglyphics, would accord perfectly with his cha-

racter ; the Moon, from its borrowing its light from

the Sun, being aptly considered its offspring, and

Hercules, from his being the power of that lu-

minary. For Hercules was the abstract idea of

strengtli, applied to it in every sense ; he was the

power of the Deity and the force of the Sun.t

" Agreeably to which notion," says Plutarch, "Her-

cules was supposed by the Egyptians to be placed

in the Sun, and to accompany liim round the

world, as Mercury does the Moon."} The Her-

cules of Egypt was called Gom ('K.cu[j.), which in

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 240.
-f

Macrob. Saturn, i, 23.

X Plut. de Is. S.41.
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Coptic signifies *' strength ;
" or, according to some,

Clion, Gignon, Gigon, or Sem*: and Macrobiust

asserts that the Egyptians considered the power of

this God to be manifold, alluding to the universal

influence of the Sun, which extends over all things,

*' Tov ev TraGTi xai hia ttolvtcov vjXiov."

According to Herodotus t, he was one of the

twelve Gods born of the eight great Divinities of the

country. Cicero § considers the Nile his father
;

and shows him to have been distinct from the famous

Hercules of Tyre, the reputed son of Jupiter and

Asteria. The antiquity of this Deity is noticed

by Herodotus in contradistinction to the com-

paratively modern date of the Greek hero ll, and

is distinctly pointed out by Macrobius, who says,

" Hercules is religiously worshipped at Tyre ; but

the Egyptians venerate him with the most sacred

and august rites, and look upon the period when
his worship was first adopted by them as beyond the

reach of memory. He is believed to have killed

the Giants, when, in the character of the valour of

the Gods, he fought in defence of heaven ;" which

accords with the title of a work called " Sem-
nuthis," written by Apollonides or Horapius^, de-

scribing the wars of the Gods against the Giants.

Semnuthis, or Semnoute, signifies the " power of

* Vide Jablonski, II. iii. 3., from Hesychius.

f Macrob. Saturn, i. 24. J Herodot. ii. 43.

^
" Alter (Hercules) traditur Nilo natus ^gjptius, quem aiunt

Phrj'gias literas conscripsisse." Cic. de Nat. Deor. lib. iii. 16. Diodorus
says of Hercules that he was by birth an Egyptian, i. 24.; vide also

v."76.

II
Vide Herodot. ii, 145, 146.

i In Theophil. Antioch. ad Autol3'c, lib. ii. c. 6.

VOL. IL — Second Series. C
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the Gods ; " and some suppose the name of Se-

bennytus to be derived from the same word. *

lamblichus calls Hercules " the force of na-

ture! ;" and these different authorities tend to

confirm the opinion already stated, that he was

the abstract idea of valour or strength, and when
represented with the Sun, he was the force of

that luminary. The Greeks acknowledged two

Deities of this name, *' one worshipped as an im-

mortal God, the other as a herot;" and it is

probable that the former derived his origin from

the Egyptian Gom, or from the Tyrian Melc-

arthus §, whose temple was founded in Phoenicia

2300 years before the age of Herodotus. The
Greek mythology also acknowledged a Goddess

of strength, unconnected with Hercules, who was

the sister of victory and valour, and the daughter

of Pallas, the son of Crius and Eurybia, by the

nymph Styx.

Champollion at one time conjectured that the

name of the Deity in this Plate might read Moue,

and that he was the splendour of the solar rays

;

but there is no positive authority respecting the

force of the ostrich feather.

Another Form of Hercules ?.

There is another Deity who appears to lay claim

to the name of Hercules, from the lion skin he

* Xf/i)'o))Ti, whence the modern Semeiioiul. Vide infra, p, 42. note.

The analogy of Sein and Samson is striking.

•- Iambi. Vita Pythag. c. 28. " 5yr«/ur Ti]r (Iiiktkoc."

;: Herodot. ii. 44.

$ The Tyrian Hercules. Tiiis name, Mclek Ardth, signifies, " Lord
of Earth," and, not as Jablonski supposes, Mclck Cartha, " Lord of

the City," lib. iv. p. 27G.
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wears over his head and back ; but as his figure

and hieroglyphics are not met with on the monu-

ments, I offer this merely as a conjecture, from his

having the principal attribute of the Greek Her-

cules. The only representations I have seen are

small terracotta figures of a dwarf*, with a rude

beard, not unlike some of the Typhonian monsters

already mentioned t, or the deformed Pthah-Sokari

of Memphis, t M. Champollion supposed him to

be Chaos, or informous matter.

HoNSOO, Khonso, Chons.

Khonso was the third member of the great

Theban triad, the two first, as already shown,

being Amun-re and Maut. He was also the

third member of the first triad of Ombos, com-

posed of Savak, Athor, and Khonso, where his

name is sometimes accompanied by the hawk of

Horus. He is represented under the form of a

mummy, holding in his hands the emblems of life,

stability, and purity, with the flagellum and crook

of Osiris ; at the side of his head falls the plaited

lock of Harpocrates, or of childhood, given to

the youthful third personage of the Egyptian

triads; and he has the crescent and globe worn

by Thoth in his character of the Moon. He is

also figured as a man with a hawk's head ; and he

sometimes holds in his hand the palm-branch of

Thoth, on which he is seen marking off the number

* Vide Plate 2-i. a. fig. ] . One in the collection of Chevalier Kestner.

f Vide su2}rd,\o\. 1. (2d Series) p. 431.; and Plate 41. and-24.«.
fig. 4.

X Vide Plate 24. a. fig. 2.

c 2
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of years with a reed, or pen, like the last-mentioned

Deity. This, as well as the crescent and globe,

may appear to connect him with the Moon ; but I

am rather disposed to see in him some analogy to

the Egyptian Hercules, or the representative of

created things.* The name of Chon, given to

Hercules by the author of the " Etymologicum

Magnum t," is certainly in favour of the former

supposition, though much doubt still exists re-

specting the real character of the Egyptian Her-

cules.

It was from this God that the name of an indi-

vidual Petechonsis, mentioned in a papyrus found

at Thebes, was derived, which signifies Chonso-

dotus, or " gifted by Khonso." It is compounded,

like Diodotus, Herodotus, Ammonodotus, and

others, of the ^ordi pet, " gifted," or " giver," and

the name of the Deity.

The name of Khonso is written with the sieve,

(kh, or sh) ; the zigzag (n), the reed (s), and the

chicken (o). The first character is marked with

cross lines, showing the nature of the object it re-

presents ; but these are frequently omitted on the

monuments ; and, as all hieroglyphics were painted,

the distinction between the sieve and the solar disk

was pointed out by a blue, and a red, colour. Few
sculptures, however, have retained it ; and hence

the former often presents the same appearance as

the Sun, from which it cannot then be distinguished.

In those cases, too, when all the hieroglyphics are

* Vide supra. Vol. I. {2d Series) p. 248.

f Vide Jablonski, lib. ii. c. 3. s. 3.
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of the same colour, as in many of the painted

tombs, no distinction is maintained between them.

I have therefore given an instance of it in the

name of Khonso* ; and, if in other places the dis-

tinction between the Sun and sieve is not pre-

served, the reader will bear in mind that the le-

gends are as they appear on the monuments. This

will readily occur to any one acquainted with the

study of hieroglyphics, especially as no subjects of

an intricate nature are here introduced.

Hake (or Hak), Pneb-to, Hor-pi-re, Hor-
SENED-TO, AND HaRKA.

I have already observed that several Deities

were represented in the same character as the

youthful Harpocrates. Khonso, the last-mentioned

God, differs from them by assuming the form of a

mummy, by holding in his hands the emblem of

stability, united with the sign of life and purity, and

by his finger not being raised to his mouth. But
he was, like them, the third member of a triad, and
his youth was indicated in a similar manner by a

lock of hair, the symbol of infancy. At Ombos he

has even the hawk of Horus attached to his name,
like most of these youthful Deities, t

Ehoou, the child of Athor, has been already men-
tioned t, as well as Harpocrates, the son of Isis. It

remains now to speak of Hake, Pnebto, Hor-pi-re,

Hor-sened-to, and Harka.

* Plate 46. Part 3. Hierogl. No. 1. f Vide siqn-d, p. 19.

% Sujjrd, Vol. I. (2cl Scries) p. 410.

c 3
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Hake* is the third member of a triad at Esneh,

proceeding from Neph and Neboo, a Goddess

who is one of the forms of Neith. He is figured

as a child, like Harpocrates, having the usual lock

of hair, with his finger to his mouth, and carrying

in his hand the crook and flagellum of Osiris.

The youthful Deity Pneb-tot is the third mem-
ber of the lesser triad of Ombos. He has the

usual emblems of Harpocrates, and is styled the

son of Horus or Aroeris : iiis name signifying " the

Lord of the World."

Hor-pi-ret (" Horus, the Sun"?), a Deity of si-

milar form, is the third member of the triad of

Hermonthis, proceeding from Mandoo and the

Goddess Reto.

Hor-sened-to§, whose name implies *' Horus the

Support of the World," is the third member of the

triad of Edfoo, composed of Hor-Hat, Athor, and

this infant Deity.

Harka, or Horka, is the third member of the

second triad of Thebes, tlie offspring of Amunre-

Generator and Tamun. He is evidently of ancient

date, occurring on monuments of the Pharaohs of

the 18th Dynasty. In form he resembles Har-

pocrates and other of these youthful Deities, from

which the hieroglyphic legends alone distinguish

him.

. T-SON-T-NOFRE.

The Goddess T-son-t-nofre || is the second per-

son of the lesser triad worshipped at Ombos, con-

* Plate 46. a. Part 1

.

f Plate 4G. a. Part 'i.

X PI. 46. a. Part 3. $i PI. 46. a. Part 4.

II
PI. 46. a. Part 5.
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sisting of Aroeris, T-son-t-nofre, and their son

Pneb-to. Her name seems to apply to Isis, as it

signifies *' the sister of the Good," which title pe-

culiarly belongs to Osiris.

The remaining Deity represented in this Plate*

is taken from the sculptures at Tuot (Tuphium),

but his name is unknown, and the absence of

hieroglyphic legends prevents our ascertaining his

character and office. From his head project what

appear to be two ears, which alone are remarkable

in his otherwise simple form. He is probably of

an inferior class of Deities, and of uncertain date.

Atmoo, Tethmoo, Thothmoo, Tmou.

This was one of the principal Deities of the se-

cond order of Gods. His name appears to read

Atmoo, Tmou, or Tethmoo, being written both

with A and T as the initial letter ; and, indeed, if

A be one of the names of Thoth, it readily accounts

for this apparent inconsistency in the mode of

spelling his name. We may perhaps trace in At-

moo the word tern, " to complete or perfect,'* but

I am unable to decide to what Deity he corresponds

in the mythology of Greece.

There is reason to suppose him the Heron of

Egypt, from whom the city Heroopolis, on the canal

which communicated from the Nile to the Red
Sea, was called. A monument still existing amidst

the mounds of an old town near the site of that

city, which presents his figure with that of Pthah,

* PI. 46. a. Part 6.

c 4
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Tore, and King Remeses the Great, seems to con-

firm this opinion. M. Champolhon quotes a pas-

sage from a hieratic papyrus, which says, " My
right temple belongs to the spirit of the Sun in the

day, and my left temple to the spirit of Atmoo in

the night ;" which would seem to identify him with

Sol inferus, and recalls the word Atme, *' darkness,"

which in the Arabic language has that significa-

tion. The same ingenious savant thinks that the

analogy between Atmoo and Heron is confirmed

by the monumental inscriptions giving to the

Kings the title "born of Atmoo," since Herma-
pion, in his translation of the Obelisk of Remeses,

calls that Monarch tiie *' son of Heron." The
expression, " Phrah, Lord of Years like Atmoo,"
common on obelisks and dedicatory inscriptions,

serves to maintain the connection between those

formulas, and that given by Hermapion ; and the

latter appears to have reference to the idea of com-

pletion of time, which accords with the name of

Atmoo.

Though principally worshipped in Lower Egypt,

he holds a conspicuous place amongst the con-

templar Gods of Thebes ; and the paintings in

the tombs show that he fulfilled an important

office in the regions of Amenti. He is there re-

presented in a boat, accompanied by Thoth, Thmei

(the Goddess of Truth and Justice), and Athor

;

Horus, the son of Osiris, performing, as usual, the

office of steersman.* The boat a])j)ears to be styled

* Vide infra, on the (ioddcss Khciiii, p. 48.
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** of (Thoth) the Lord of the eiglit Regions," and

also *' of the son of Osiris ;" but this last is probably

in consequence of its being entrusted to the charge

of Horus. On the prow sits a swallow ; but the

rare occurrence of this bird is not sufficient to fix

it as an emblem of Atmoo ; and we even find it

in the same position in the boat of Re. Atmoo
wears the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, not

however placed one within, but at the side of,

the other ; and he is always figured with a human
head, and painted of a red colour. Sometimes,

though rarely, he appears with a simple cap, and

he holds the staff of purity common to all the Gods
of Egypt.

Nofre-Atmoo.

This Deity was perhaps an emanation from, or

a character of, the one just mentioned. The prefix

Nofre signifies *'good;" and he may possibly be

the abstract idea of goodness, without interfering

with the privileges of Osiris. For Osiris was, in

like manner, distinct from the Goddess Thmei,

though called *' the Lord of Goodness and Truth*^

Nofre-Atmoo was styled the *' Defender " or

"Protector of the World," or "the two Regions

of Egypt." He bore on his head a lotus flower,

or two long feathers upon a shaft, on either side

of which was attached a peculiar pendent emblem;

and he frequently carried in his hand a sceptre

with a summit of the same form, I have some-

times found his figure in the tombs of Thebes, ac-
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companied by a symbol which appears of particular

importance in relation to the dead, and may allude

to some office he held in the region of Hades.*

He is even represented standing on the back of

a lion ; and in a drawing, copied by my friend

Mr. Burton from Karnak, he appears to be styled

the son of Pasht.

Anouk, Anouke, Estia, Vesta.

This Goddess was the third member of the triad

of Northern Ethiopia, and the cataracts, composed

of Neph, Sate, and Anouke ; and at Dakkeh she

is represented as the nurse of a King, who is said

to be *' the son of Neph, and born of Sate," the

other two Deities of the same triad. She was the

Vesta of the Egyptian Pantheon, as we learn from

an inscription at Sehayl, formerly Sete, an island

immediately below the first cataract, which calls

her "Anouke or Estia."

Herodotus t seems to think that Vesta was not

among the number of the Egyptian divinities, when
he says, " Nearly all the names of the Greek Gods
have come from Egypt ; for, excepting Neptune,

the Dioscuri, Juno, Presto, Themis, the Graces,

and Nereids, those of all the other Deities have

always been known in Egypt ; and this is asserted

by the Egyptians themselves." It is possible that

he means the name, and not the character, of this

Goddess; for there is abundant evidence of Juno

* Vide Plate 48. Part 1. fig. 3. -)- Ilerodot. ii. 50.
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and Themis being Egyptian Deities. But still the

resemblance between the name of the latter, and

of the Egyptian Goddess (Thmei), was greater than

of any other in the two Pantheons ; and in proof

of this, we have only to compare those of Amun
and Zeus, Khem and Pan, Thoth and Hermes, and

many others, which have scarcely a single letter

in common, and directly contradict the assertion

of the historian. It is, at all events, certain,

that Juno, Vesta, and Themis were Egyptian Dei-

ties, though there is no evidence of the others he

mentions being admitted to their Pantheon ; and

Neptune, according to the historian, *' was only

known to the Libyans.'*

To the Greek appellation of the Ocean God,
Poseidon^ it may not be too presumptuous to apply

the meaning of the " Deity of Sido7i," from which

maritime town of Phoenicia Greece very probably

derived his worship ; and the Latin Neptune may-

present a similar claim to an Eastern origin, in the

commencement of its name " Neb," which in the

language of Egypt and Syria signified '* Lord."

Diodorus * admits Vesta into the number of the

Gods of Egypt, together with the Sun, Saturn,

Rhea, Jupiter, Juno, Vulcan, and Mercury ; and

the importance of her office is shown by her fre-

quent occurrence in the oldest temples.

She also seems to bear some analogy to Neith t,

though in reality distinct from that Goddess.

The head-dress of Anouke, which is singular,

* Diodor. i, 13. f ''''^^ supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 283.
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and exclusively appropriated to her, is a cap or

crown surmounted by several feathers placed in

a circular form.

Thmei, Truth or Justice.

This Deity had a two-fold character, as Goddess

of Truth and of Justice. Her figure is frequently

represented in the hands of the Kings, who pre-

sent it as a fit offering to the Gods ; and many,

in their regal titles, are said to love, or to be loved

by, Thmei.* A small image of this Goddess was also

worn by the chiefjudge while engaged in listening

to the cases brought before him in court; and when

the depositions of the two parties and their wit-

nesses had been heard, he touched the successful

litigant with the image, in token of the justness

of his cause. t A similar emblem was used by the

high priest of the Jews ; and it is a remarkable

fact, that the word Thummim is not only translated

" truthX^'* but, being a plural or dual word, corre-

sponds to the Egyptian notion of the ** two Truths,"

or the double capacity of this Goddess.

According to some, the Urim
and Thummim signify "lights

and perfections §," or "light

and truth,"— which last pre-

1 sent a striking analogy to the
No. 45H. A l)re;ist-i)latt', with the r t-» a i rni

figures of lu and Thmei. twoflgurcsot Kc aud 1 hmci,

in the breast-plate worn by the Egyptians. And

* Conf. the title (luXaXijOtnj of the Obelisk translated by Hermapion.

f Vidr siiprf). Vol. II. p. 30. J Vide supra, Vol. II. p. 27.

§ Vide Exod. xxxix. 8. 10.; and Levit. viii. 8.
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though the resemblance of the Urim and the Uraeus

(or basiHsk), the symbol of majesty, suggested

by Lord Prudhoe, is very remarkable, I am disposed

to think the *Uights;" Aorim or Urim, more nearly

related to the Sun, which is seated in the breast-

plate with the figure of Truth.

This Goddess was sometimes represented by

two similar figures placed close to each other

;

or by one figure wearing two ostrich feathers,

her emblem ; and sometimes by the two feathers

alone, as in the scales of the final judgment. It is

to these figures that Plutarch * alludes, when he

speaks of the two Muses at Hermopolis, under

the names of Isis and Justice. Diodorus describes

the chief judge in the sculptures of the tomb of

Osymandyast, with the figure of Truth suspended

to his neck, with her eyes closed ; and it is worthy

of remark, that the same mode of representing

the Goddess occurs in the paintings of Thebes t,

confirming the account of the historian, and es-

tablishing her claims to the character I have given

her.§

Her principal occupations were in the lower re-

gions, and she was on earth the great cardinal virtue.

For the Ancients considered, that as Truth or Jus-

tice influenced men's conduct towards their neiffh-

bours, and tended to maintain that harmony and

good will which were most essential for the welfare

of society, it was of far greater importance than the

other three,— Prudence, Temperance, and Forti-

* Pint, de Is. s. 3. t Diodor. i. 48.

X Plate 49. Part 1. fig. 2. § Vide Mater. Hierog. p. 46.
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tude. These were reflective qualities ; and more

immediately beneficial to the individual who pos-

sessed them, than to those with whom he was in

the habit of associating.

As the dead, after the final judgment and ad-

mission into the regions of the blessed, bore her

emblem (either the ostrich feather, or the vase

which indicated their good deeds, taken from the

scales of Truth), and were considered approved or

justified by their works, the hieroglyphics of her

name were adopted to signify " deceased," or, in

other words, "judged" or "justified."

The same idea may be traced in an expression

of Plato's Gorgias, where, in speaking of the judg-

ments of the dead, Socrates says, *' Sometimes

Rhadamanthus, beholding the soul of one who has

passed through life with Truth, whether it be of

a private man, or any other, is filled with admir-

ation, and dismisses that soul to the Islands of the

Blessed. The same is also done by ^acus."*
Indeed, the modern Persian or Arabic expression

in relation to the dead is not very dissimilar,

which styles them " pardoned," or " to whom the

mercy of God has been shown," answering to our

more simple and matter-of-fact '* the late," or

" the departed."

Diodorust mentions a figure of Justice without

a head t, standing in the lower regions, "at the

gates of Truth," which I have found in the judg-

* Plato, Taylor's Trans, vol. iv. p. 4.58.

f Diodor. i. 9G.

t This calls to mind "the good woman" of modern times.
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ment scenes attached to the funereal rituals on the

papyri of Thebes. In one of the subjects of a

mummy case in the British Museum, the Goddess

occurs under the form of a sceptre (surmounted by

an ostrich feather), from which proceed her two

arms, supporting the body of the deceased. Ano-
ther figure of the same Goddess, issuing from a

mountain, presents him at the same time two em-

blems, supposed to represent water, or the drink of

Heaven.

Thmei was always styled the daughter of the

Sun, and sometimes " chief" or " Directress of

the Gods."

From her name the Greeks evidently borrowed

their Themis, who was supposed to be the mother

of Dike (Aixrj\ or Justice ; but the name of the

Egyptian city Thmuis does not appear to have been

called from the Goddess of Truth.

Mandoo (Mendes?), Mars Ultor?.

The name of this Deity was probably the origin

of Mendes, whose character and attributes have

been strangely perverted by Greek writers.

Herodotus considers Mendes the Egyptian Pan
;

but I have already shown the Deity of Panopolis

to be Khem, and it is evident that he has mistaken

the characters of both those Deities.

" The Mendesians," says the father of history*,

" abstain from sacrificing goats for these reasons :

* Herodot. ii. 46. 42.
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they place Pan among the number of the eight

Gods, who were supposed to have preceded the

twelve ; and this Deity is represented by their

painters and sculptors in the same manner as in

Greece, with the head and legs of a goat. It is

not that they believe he really had that form ; they

think him like the other Gods ; but the reason

being connected with religion, I am not at liberty

to explain it. The Mendesians have a great re-

spect for goats, particularly the males ; the same

feeling is extended to those who have the care of

them ; and when a he-goat dies, the whole of the

Mendesian nome goes into mourning." *' This

animal," he adds, " and the God Pan are both

called in Egyptian Mendes;'* and Plutarch* asserts

that *' the Mendesian goat had the name of Apis,"

like the Sacred Bull of Memphis. Diodorust

says it was chosen as an emblem of the God of

Generation ; who, as I have already shown, was

Khem, the Egyptian Pan ; but this is not con-

firmed by the monuments: and though numerous

representations occur of the God Khem, we find

no instance of the goat introduced as his emblem.

The fact of Herodotus admitting Pan to be one

of the eight great Gods leaves no doubt respecting

his identity with Khem, who too is shown by the

authority of a Greek dedication at Chemmis, or

Panopolis, to be tlie Pan of Egypt. But the de-

scription he gives of this Deity, with the head and

legs of a goat, is so inconsistent witii the Egyptian

* Plut. dc Is. s. 73. t Diodor. i. 88.
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mode of representing these Divinities, that I do

not scruple to reject it as perfectly erroneous, fully

persuaded that the God Mendes never had that

form, either in the Mendesian nome, or in any

part of the country. That he bore no relation to

Khem, or Pan, I have already shown, and Mendes,

if he be the same as Mandoo, was totally distinct

from the God of Generation.

Vain indeed would be the task of endeavouring

to reconcile the opinions of Greek writers with the

real characters of the Egyptian Deities, and it is

frequently preferable to reject them than to be in-

fluenced by their doubtful testimony.

Mandoo was probably one of the deified attri-

butes of the Sun, which may have led to the re-

mark of Strabo, that Apollo was worshipped at

Hermonthis *, since Mandoo formed the leading

person of the triad of the place : he wore the globe

of Re, with the feathers of Amun, and was usually

represented with the head of a hawk, the emblem
of the Sun. He sometimes had the name of Re
added to his own, as in two of the hieroglyphic

legends in the accompanying Plate, which might

read Mandoo-Re, or *' Mandoo the Sun." This

may be adduced in confirmation of the opinion t,

that many Egyptian Gods were originally borrowed

from a Sabaean worship established in the country

at a remote period ; which, modified by speculative

theory, afterwards assumed a metaphysical charac-

* Vide my Egypt and Thebes, p. 423. Champollion supposes the
name of that city to have been derived from the God Mandoo-Re, or
Month-Re ; whence Re-Month and Ermont.

t Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 209. 242. 288,

VOL. II.— Second Seuies. D
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ter. They appear to have retained in their form

the connection they had with the Sun or other

heavenly bodies, after having been converted into

representatives of the Divine attributes.

The Pharaohs frequently styled themselves
" Mandoo towards the Gentiles ;

" from which it

appears that he was the avenger, or protector

against enemies, the Mars of Egyptian mythology,

with the additional title of Ultory "avenger,"

like the Roman God of War. In this capacity

he might justly be considered *' the guardian of

Egypt." The God of War, to whom the expres-

sions* Aps^, P^pBg, ^poroTvoiySy ixiaK^ovs^ TSi^s(ri7r7\.riTaf

more properly apply, is the God Ranpo, the actual

destroyer of men and cities ; a Divinity of inferior

rank, and one whose character was not connected

with any abstract idea of the Deity. Mandoo held

a higher post. He was the God of War in a me-

taphysical point of view, — a Divine attribute, as

the avenging power, and opposed to the mere type

of war as distinctly as were several metaphysical

and physical characters of other Egyptian Deities.

He was probably the Apr]s of the obelisk of Re-

meses, whose inscription, translated by Hermapion,

is given in Ammianus.

The name of Mandoo may be traced in those

of several individuals, as Mandoftep, Osymandyas,

and others. It also appears in that of Isment,

which is given to several towns even at the present

day.

* Homer, II. E. 31.
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Mandooli, Malooli.

Mandooli, or, according to the hierogly])liics,

Malooli, is mentioned in numerous Greek inscrip-

tions at Kalabshi in Nubia, the ancient Talmis, as

the Deity of the place. From the similarity of the

names, I had supposed him to be the same as the

preceding God; but his figure in the adytum of

the temple differs from that of Mandoo, and shows

him to be a distinct Deity. In the inscriptions

mention is made of his horse, an animal sacred

among some nations to the Sun ; but little is

known of his attributes, or the office he held in the

mythology of Egypt.

At Dabod he occurs as the third member of a

triad composed of Seb, Netpe, and this Deity
;

where his dress, and title, *' Lord of Pliilae," appear

to connect him, on this occasion at least, with

Osiris. M. Champollion, after stating * that, at

Kalabshi, he is the third person ''of a triad formed

of Horus, his mother Isis, and their son MalouH,"

comes to the conclusion that this triad was the link

which connected the extremity ofthe Divine chain,

as the last of the incarnations of Amun-Re. It

was therefore the final triad, of which the three

members resolved themselves into those of the

first triad, Horus being called the husband of his

mother, by whom he had Malooli. Thus these

three correspond to Amun, Maut, and Khonso of

the Theban sanctuary. This is on the supposition

* Cliampoll. Lettre xi. p. 153, 156.

VOL. II.— (Second Series.) *d' 2
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that Mautwasin like manner the mother ofAmun,
as Isis was the mother of Horns.

Savak, Sovk.

Sav^ak, the crocodne-headed Deity of Ombos,

was another deified form of the Sun, as may be

seen from the hieroglyphic legend in the Plate *,

where the crocodile is followed by its figurative

hieroglyphic, the globe of Re.

This animal was a type of the Sun, "its number

sixty," according to lamblichus t, being thought

to accord with that luminary. But the respect

paid to it at Ombos, and some other towns of

the Thebaid, was not universal throughout Egypt.

The people of Apollinopolis and Tentyris, in par-

ticular, held it in the utmost abhorrence ; and the

enmity consequent upon this difference of opinion

was carried so far by the Tentyrites and Ombites,

that a serious conflict ensued between them, in

which many persons lost their lives. And, if we
may believe Juvenal t, to such a degree were the

passions of the belligerents excited, that the vic-

torious Tentyrites actually ate the flesh of one of

their opponents wlio had fallen into their hands.

Thebes acknowledged Savak as a Deity, and

the figures represented in the Plate are taken from

the sculptures of the capital of Upper Egypt. Tlie

hieroglyphics in the first line read, " Savak, tiie

ruler of the Upper Country, the land of No ;"

* Plate 50. part 2. Ilicrog. 3. and 4'.

f Taml)l. (le Mystcr. sect. .5. c. 8. Vide infra, p. 232, 235,

;j:
Juvenal, Sat. xv. SO.
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which last appears to confirm what I before ob-

served respecting the title given to Thoth.*

M. ChampoUion considers that he corresponded

to the Greek Chronos, or Saturn, in consequence

of the coins of Crocodilopolis, or Arsinoe, present-

ing his figure, and a medal of Antoninus struck at

Alexandria having the same Deity with a croco-

dile in his right hand. Clemens of Alexandria, in-

deed!, supposes the crocodile to be the emblem
of time ; and Horapollo says the two eyes indicate

the rising of the Sun, its body placed in a curved

posture the setting, and its tail the darkness of

night; but the fact of " the years of Seb" oc-

curring so frequently on the monuments seems

rather to identify the father of Osiris with the

Greek Chronos. t

He sometimes, though rarely, appears with the

head of a ram and the asp of Kneph ; he then as-

sumes the attributes of that Deity. The crocodile,

his emblem, forms part of the name of Sabaco, one

of the Ethiopian Princes of the 25th Dynasty ; and

at Ombos he shares with Aroeris the honours of

the sanctuary, one of the adyta of that double

temple being dedicated to him. I have once found

an instance of the word Savak written Sahbak, or

Shabak ; and if we may follow the authority of

Strabo, Souchos, or rather Sovk, is another mode
of his name, which the geographer § tells us was

that of the sacred crocodile of Arsinoe.

* Vide siiprd, p. 7. f Clem. Alex. Strom. 5.

J Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 312. 442.

§ Strabo, xvii. p. 558.

D S
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Tafne, Tafnet, Dafne.

This Goddess is represented with a lion's head,

and the globe and asp of the Sun, of whom she is

said to be the daughter ; or with a human head,

having the horns, feathers, and globe, which form

the head-dress of Athor. She held a conspicuous

place among the contemplar Deities of Thebes;

but I am not certain what peculiar office she bore,

nor to what Deity she corresponded in the Greek

Pantheon. She may be the same as the following

Goddess ; and the city of the Pelusiac Daphne *

was probably called after her, as well as the pre-

decessor of the modern Tofnees, in the Thebaid.

The latter town, which lies between Esneh and

the Gebelayn, is remarkable for its lofty mounds,

and appears to have been the Aphroditopolis of

Greek writers.

Tafne is represented in the Oasis holding a bow
and arrow in her hand, with an eye on her head

j

but this is of late time, and of unusual occurrence.

Thriphis, Athribis.

The Goddess Thriphis is mentioned in the Greek

dedications of the temples at Chemmis and Athri-

bis, as the contemplar companion of Khem ; and

from the conspicuous post there held by her, it is

evident that she was a Divinity of considerable

consequence. Her exact form and attributes, how-

* Hcrodot. ii. 30. 107. Teliaphnclics, or Talipaiihcs, of S. S., and

Ta(l>vat of the Scptuagint. Vide Vol. I. p. 17G.
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ever, are not ascertained, though it is probable she

had the head of a lion. *

Mr. Burton has given another Goddess with the

head of that animal in the 26th Plate of his valu-

able " Excerpta;" but being of late Roman time,

and of uncertain character, I have not introduced

her with the other lion-headed Deities.

Hak, Hekte (Hecate ?).

This Deity has also the head of a lion, sur-

mounted by a solar disk; and she sometimes ap-

pears under a human form, with the head-dress of

Athor. Her name reads Hak, or Hekte, probably

the origin of the Grecian Hecate ; and it is when
bearing the attributes of this Goddess that Isis

has the name of Hekte, or Hecate, attached to her

own, as I have already observed.t Even the God-
dess Maut is found sometimes to assume the title

of Hekte, as well as her form and attributes t; and

the same are likewise given to Pasht or Bubastis.§

Her figure occurs at Medeenet Haboo, and on

other monuments of ancient date, both among the

Gods of the temples and the Deities of the tombs,

recalling the " Hecaten Coeloque Ereboque poten-

tem" ofVirgil. II According to Epiphanius, Hecate

is the same as Tithrambo ; since he says, " some are

* Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 265.

f Vide supra. Vol. I. (•2d Series) p. 369.

j Vide Plate 27. Part 1. fig. 2. Hierog. 4.

§ Vide S7ipra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 282. ; and Plate 27. Part 2.

Hierog. 2.

II
Virg. ^n. vi. 24.7.

D 4
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initiated into the rites ofTithrambo, which is inter-

preted Hecate; others into those of Nephthys; and

some into those of Thermuthis." * But the Deity

Tithrambo seems rather to be connected with the

Evil Being Ombte, or Ambo, aheady mentioned,

and distinct from the Egyptian Hecate, t

Menhai.

The form and attributes of the Goddess Menhai

are similar to those of Hekte : a lion's head sur-

mounted by a solar disk, and the Uraeus.

The figure in the accompanying Plate is taken

from the temple of Esneh, which is of a Roman
period. But Menhai was not a Deity of late in-

troduction, since she appears at Thebes on monu-

ments of an early Pharaonic age. From her name

being attached to that of Pasht or Bubastist, we

may conclude she sometimes assumed the character

of the Egyptian Diana, though at Esneh she was

one of the forms of Neith or Minerva.

Another Character of Pasht, or Buto ?.

This Goddess § appears to be another character

of Pasht : she has the head of a cat ; and her name

is of frequent occurrence in Upper and Lower

Egypt, particularly in the vicinity of the Pyramids,

on monuments' of the earliest date. She may

* I'richard, p. 144., who quotes Jahlonski.

-|- Vide xHjn-d, Vol. I. (2d ScM-ics) p. 441.

X Vide Plate 27. Part 2. Ilicros. 4.

Oi Plate 5\. Part 4. ; and supra, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 276.
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possibly be Buto ; and future discoveries will no

doubt enable us to settle this question, and decide

respecting the reading of her name.

ElLETHYIA, IlITHIA, IlITHYIA, SoVEN ?, SeBN ?.

Though there is reason to believe that Netpe *

held an important station as the protectress of

mothers, the fact of the Goddess before us pre-

siding over the city of Eilethyas, and her attend-

ance upon Isis while nursing Horus, assert her

claim to the name of Lucina. t It also seems in

some degree confirmed by her emblem, a vulture t,

the hieroglyph ical representative of a *' mother**

Though the monuments show her to have per-

formed the duties of liUcina, she is more usually

the protectress of the Kings ; and she does not ap-

pear, like the Greek Lucina, to be connected with

the Moon, or with Bubastis the Egyptian Diana.

At Eilethyas, she was worshipped under the name
of Seneb or Soven ; and there, as in other places,

she had the office of Lucina. Netpe, as already

stated, had also a claim to that character, being

the "protectress of childbirth, and of nurses;"

and the monster Goddess Typho (who appears to

represent childbearing or gestation), Isis, and even

* Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 314.

f Hor. Carm. Sec. 13.

—

" Rite matures aperire partus,

Lenis Ilithyia, tuere matres ;

Sive tu Lucina probas vocari,

Seu Genitalis."
,

J Has HorapoUo in view Eilethyia or Juno-Lucina, when he says

Juno and Minerva are both represented by a vulture ? (i. 11.)
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Ranno, Athor, and other Deities, shared with her

the duties of Lucina.

Here, as in many instances, we observe the

characters of some of the Egyptian Deities to be

as closely allied as those of the Greek Pantheon
;

and the occasional transfer of the attributes of one

God to another, and the gradual blending of mi-

nute shades of distinction, tend to make their my-

thology obscure and uncertain. Thus we have

the Goddess—
Soven, or Eilethyia

:

Netpe, who was Rhea, the protectress of mothers

in childbirth

:

Typho, the emblem of childbearing or gestation

:

Ranno, the nurse of infant princes : and

Isis, Athor, and other Goddesses, who assisted

with Lucina, or acted as the nurses of chil-

dren .
*

The Romans, in like manner, had several God-

desses who presided over parturition and young

children, as Partunda and others ; and so nume-

rous did their Deities become by this subdivision

of their nature or attributes, that Petronius ob-

serves, " Italy is now so holy, that it is easier to

find a God than a man."

The hieroglyphic legend of the Egyptian Lucina

reads Scneb, Scbn t, or Soven ; and she is styled

*' Lady of the Land of Seneb, or Sebn*' (Eilethyas),

which is represented by, and appears to be derived

* Vide infra, p. 4(5. ; and on Ranno.

f Some might sec in this origin of the name of Scbcnnytus. Vide

swprd, p. 18.
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from, a ^Heg" chRi, or ceKi rtp<LTq (tibia, or tibia

cruris).

It is to this place that Diodorus* alludes when
he says that the Goddess Eilethyia, one of the

ancient Deities of Egypt, founded a city called

after her ; as did Jove, the Sun, Hermes, Apollo,

Pan, and many others ; and this assertion of the

historian accords well with the antiquity of that

city, which contains some of the oldest remains

existing in Egypt.t The same credit cannot be at-

tached to a statement of Plutarch, that men were

formerly sacrificed in this city, as I shall have oc-

casion to observe in speaking of the rites of the

Egyptians, t

Soven may also be the Genius of the Upper
Country, or the South, opposed to the Genius of

the Lower Country, given in the following Plate §;

though I do not trace that connection of the former

with Neith, and the latter with Sate, which Hora-

poUo might lead us to expect. Ii However incon-

sistent may be the assumption of two characters by
the same Goddess, we find that the Greek Eilethyia

was in like manner confounded with other Deities,

as Juno and Diana, though said to be daughter of

Jupiterand ofJuno, or, according to some, ofLatona.

She is usually represented as a Goddess with

the cap and two ostrich feathers of Osiris, or

with the cap of the Upper Country, and occa-

* Diodor. i. 12. -)- Now destroyed by the Turks.

X Vide infra, chap. 15. § Vide Plate 53. Part 1.

II
Horapollo, i, 11., says Minerva rules the Upper, and Juno the

Lower Hemisphere ; and the vulture is the emblem of Urania, the God-
dess of Heaven.
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sionally with the globe and horns of Athor ; and

she frequently appears under the form of a vulture,

which, with outspread wings, hovers over the King

as if to protect him. This confirms the statement

of Eusebius * , who observes that the image of the

Deity worshipped at the Egyptian city of "Eile-

thyas had the form of a flying vulture, whose wings

were inlaid with precious stones." She has also

the form of an asp, which, like the vulture, wears

the head-dress of Osiris, ~ the crown of the Upper

Country with two ostrich feathers. This asp is

frequently winged. It wears the Pshent, or crown

of the two regions ; or the crown of Upper Egypt

only, when opposed to the Genius of the Lower
Country, who, under the same form of an asp, has

that of Lower Egypt. The water-plants chosen

as the initials of the respective names of these

two Goddesses agree with the crowns they wear;

one signifying *' Upper," the other " Lower

Egypt," which are thus written in hieroglyphics

or ||lk t^ ; the last two having^1^
in addition the bowl or basket, signifying " Lord."

Indeed, it is not altogether improbable that the

Goddess Eilethyia may have had the name Sarest,

** the South," which her hieroglyphic, sometimes

written thus H "^
, A^ , or A^ I , appears

+ I ^1 ^^
* Euseb. Prcpar. Evangel, iii. 12.

f IJ[)[)cr Egypt was called Mares, whence the Arabic name Marees

or Marecsec ajjplied to the south wind.
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to justify ; but I have found no instance of the

Goddess to whom she is opposed having the hiero-

glyphic signifying *' the North,'* ^[^J , or ^^1 .

Soven also appears occa-

,or

ppe£

sionally with a vulture's

head, and I have found

instances of this God-
dess as an Ophigyps^

with the body of a vul-

ture and the head of a

snake, on the coffins of
1 2

Other forms of the Goddess Eilethyia.

the dead.

The Genius of the Lower Country.

This Goddess has also the character of guardian

and protectress of the Monarchs, and is placed

in opposition to Eilethyia, as the Genius of the

o. 459. 3 2 1

Fig. 1. The Genius of the Lower Country, opposed to figs. 2. and 3., or the Goddess
Eilethyia.

Lower Country.* She is represented under the

form of an asp, frequently with wings, having the

crown of Lower Egypt, which is also worn by

her when figured as a Goddess. She is treated as

one of the contemplar Divinities at Thebes and

other towns of the Upper Provinces, with the same

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 412.; and Plate 79.
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honours as the last-mentioned Deity. She also

occurs under the form of a vulture, alternately

with the vulture of Eilethyia, on the ceilings of

I
I r

I
'X. Tl t

the temples; being
* "

distinguished only

by the cap of the

Lower Country,

and the hierogly-

phic legend which

accompanies her

emblem. She even

Fig.l. opposed to figs. 2. and3., orthe Goddess Eilethyia. attCUdS ISlS WhllC

nursing Horus, together with the Goddess Eilethyia.

Xtjjw,/, " Khemi," *' Egypt," The Pure Land ?.

Egypt, as might be reasonably expected, was

among the Deities worshipped in the country.

She is represented with the emblem of purity

on her head, and another apparently signifying

*' cultivated land," which also enters into the names

of the Goddess Kahi, and the Deity of Tentyris.

In one hand she holds a spear with a bow and

arrows, and in the other a battleaxe and the sign

of life, illustrative of the military power of the

country. In this she resembles one of the forms

of Neith or Minerva. I had imagined this God-
dess to be the Genius of the " Eastern Bank," op-

posed to another of similar character, whom I

have called the '* Western Bank of the Nile ;
'* but

the hieroglyphic legends appear to authorize the

conclusion of her representing Egypt itself. A
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Strong argument in support of this is also derived

from her being put in opposition to the foreign

nations with whom the Egyptians were at war.

Though the force of the character forming her

name has not yet been ascertained, the signification

given it by the learned Champollion seems to be

confirmed by the fact of our finding it applied to

gold when in a pure state. It is therefore con-

sidered to be the emblem of purity^ rather than

power, as formerly supposed ; and the Goddess has

the title of '' the pure Land," which doubtless ap-

plied to Egypt.*

It is the sceptre usually seen in the hands of

the Gods, erroneously said to be surmounted by

the head of the Upupa ; a misconception into

which Horapollo has also been led, as is evident

from his considering that "bird a fit ornament

for the sceptres of the Godst," because it is the

type of "gratitude." But the head is that of a

quadruped, not of a bird ; though easily mistaken

for the Upupa when carelessly sculptured, or of a

small size. Its being emblematic of purity makes

it an appropriate characteristic of the divine nature,

and it is very properly associated with the feather

of Truth.

The name of Egypt was Khemi, which, as I have

already stated, bore a strong analogy to the word

Khamet, "black ;" and both are sometimes written

in the same manner by the hieroglyphic of a croco-

* Vide Plate 53. Part 3. f Horapollo, Hierog. i. o6.

X Or Chame. I write these words indifferently with Kh, and Ch.

Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 2G3.
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dile's tail*, which signified " black," or at least had

^^the force of Kh^ the Jm ^^ ^^ /^^^
initial of the word. -^^ ' ©' ^^^

3 2 1

The crocodile's tail in the name of Egypt,
" Khemi."

Egypt was also called the "land of the tree" (of

Khem), and " of the eye" (of

Osiris?). O
2 1

Other modes of writing the name
of Egypt.

The two last occur in the inscription of the Ro-

setta stone, as on other monuments, but the former

are more usual on sculptures of an early period.

It is singular that no one of these groups is ap-

plied to, or enters among, the hieroglyphics of this

Goddess. There is, however, a God who seems

to represent Egypt, or Khemi, on whose head the

crocodile's tail is placed ; but he is of late date,

and only found in monuments of a Ptolemaic or

Roman epoch. He performs the office of steers-

man of the boat of Atmoo, in the place of Horus.

That Egypt was called Khemi in the earliest

times is evident from the sculptures : but the name
Egypt is not found in the hieroglyphics ; nor do we
find that of Aeria, by which some pretend it was

known at a very remote period.!

* Horapollo (Ilicrog. i. 70.) says "a crocodile's tail signifies ' dar/c-

/(r,s.s;"' in Coptic K^-KG, KCJULC, KHJULGTC, y^peJULC^

X.eJULC, or (fi)JUL(fjiJL.

-f
Aul. (iell. xiv. G. Vidr xiijmi. Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 262. The

analogy between Klieni, Ham, ami licni, orhamoo, " fever," or " heat,"

is remarkable.
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The West ?, or the Western Bank of the
Nile?. (PI. 53. part 2.)

This Goddess may either be the West bank of

the river, or the West generally, opposed to tlie

Goddess who represents the East, whose name is

preceded by the same signs, and generally

followed by the hieroglyphic signifying *' moun-
tain" This was evidently borrowed from the cir-

cumstance of the valley of the Nile being bordered

on one side by the Libyan, on the other by the

Arabian hills ; as the mode of representing a ''fo-

reign land," by a mountain, originated in the dis-

tinction of the level plain of the Egyptian valley,

and the hilly country of Syria or other foreign

lands.

I have also met with the Goddesses of the

East and West, each bear-

ing on her head her pecu-

liar emblem raised upon a

perch. In these the table of

offerings denotes the for-

mer ; and the hawk on a

perch, with the ostrich fea-

ther before it, is indicative

of the West.

The Goddess before us is styled " the AVest,

Queen of Heaven, Directress of the Gods ; " and she

VOL. IL — Second Series. E

1 2

No. 461. Fig. 1. The West.
2. The East.
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frequently wears her usual emblems placed on

another signifymg " cultivated land." To Athor

are sometimes given the same hawk seated on a

perch, in her character of President of the Western

Mountain.*

Her office is evidently connected with the dead,

as is that of Athor, when she assumes these at-

tributes
; probably in consequence of the Western

District or Mountain, particularly at Thebes and

Memphis, being looked upon as the abode of the

dead. She may also be a type of Hades or Amenti,

the resemblance between which name and the

West, Ementy is consistent with its supposed con-

nection with the lower regions, as I have already

had occasion to observe.

The funereal rituals of the Papyri frequently

represent four rudders, each of which is applied to

one of the four cardinal points, designated as rud-

ders of the S., N., W., and E. This division was of

the earliest date in Egypt, being mentioned in the

oldest monuments that exist. The expression

" S. N. W. and E." signified the whole world ; as in

the coronation ceremonyt, where the carrier pigeons

are ordered to fly to those four points, to proclaim

that the king has assumed the crown. They in like

manner divided the world into four quarters ; one

being Egypt ; another the South, or region of the

Blacks ; a third the East, or the Asiatic country
;

and the fourth the North, comprising Syria, Asia

Minor, and ])robably Europe.

* Vide xvpm. Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 391. iiiicl Plate 3(J. r/. fig. 2.

t Vide Plate 7G.
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It appears that the expression " conqueror of the

9 regions" signified "of the remaining three parts

of the world," Egypt itself completing the whole

number 12, and three being the sign of plurality

for each set, in the sense of " the regions."

SOFH ?, SOFKH ?, SaKH ?.

The name of this Goddess is still uncertain. It

appears to read Sofh * or Sofkh ; and these letters

are followed by demonstrative signs, which are

either intended to represent horns t, or human
tongues. If the latter, her name may possibly be

related to Sagi, " a tongue," and she may be the

abstract idea of the human speech. From her

employment, noting on the palm branch of Thoth

the years of human life, and from her title, " Lady
of Letters," she appears also to be the Goddess

of writing. She may perhaps be a deification of

"speech" or language. t But her hieroglyphics

read sofh or sofkh, and not sakh, c^.^, " writing;

"

nor does the word sagi, ca.xi, "a tongue," answer

to the characters they present. Like Thoth, she

registers the events of man's life, and bears a palm-

branch with the emblems signifying halls of assem-

bly ; marking on it, at the same time, the years of

the King's life, or the number of jmnegyries at

which he had been proclaimed.

* This may call to mind the Hebrew words sophar (sefer), "to

count" or "write ;" and Tzophim, "prophets," or "watchmen ;" the

Sofis of Persia ; or the Greek ao(pi.a, wisdom ; though without being

related to any one of them.
-|- Perhaps connected with the cow's horns placed over her head.

X Vide supra. Vol. I. (-^d Series) p. 392.
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It is not impossible that these assemblies were

the origin of the title '* lord of triacontaeterides,"

given to Ptolemy on the Rosetta Stone ; but from

the number which Thoth and this Goddess are

sometimes marking upon the palm branches, it is

evident they could not refer to games celebrated

every thirtieth year. Nor could Ptolemy have

been entitled to a jubilee of tlurty years, since he

only reigned twenty-one. Indeed, we are ignorant

of the exact meaning of the title, though it pro-

bably refers to the years of the assemblies recorded

by these Deities, whatever may have been the me-

thod by which they were computed. Pthah, the

creative power, appears to have been the Deity to

whom they were particularly consecrated ; since,

in the regal titles, the King is styled " lord of the

assemblies, like his father Pthah."

This Goddess is represented at the Memno-
nium writing the name of Remeses the Great on

the fruit of the Persea tree, under whose shade

the king is seated, in the presence of Thoth and

Atmoo. *

She is generally clad in a leopard-skin ; and on

her head she bears a radiating ornament, peculiarly

appropriated to her, over which are cow's horns

turned downwards.

Selk.

The Goddess Selk is distinguished by the scor-

pion, her emblem, which is usually bound upon

* Vicle Plate 30. d. ; and supra. Vol. I. (2d Seiics) p. .392.
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her head. Her office seems to have been prin-

cipally in the regions of Amenti, where she has

sometimes, in lieu of a human head, a symbol very

nearly resembling the hieroglyphic character sig-

nifying *'wife;" and the scorpion, her emblem,

even occurs with the legend " Isis Selk."*

In the hieroglyphics of a Theban mummy case

(now at Bodrhyddan), I have found this Goddess

called the " daughter of the Sun."

AsCLEPIUS, ^SCULAPIUS.

The name and form of this Deity were first

ascertained by Mr. Salt, at Philae ; where a small

sanctuary, with a Greek inscription, is dedicated

to him. His dress is always very simple, though

not one of the great Gods of Egypt ; agreeing

with the description given of him by Synesius.t He
is bald, or wears a small cap fitting closely to his

head, without any feathers or other ornament; and

in his hands he holds the sceptre and crux ansata,

or sign of life, common to all the Deities. His

name reads Emoph, orEmepht; but he cannot

bear any relationship to the " leader of the hea-

venly deities" mentioned by lamblichus, who w^as

second only to Eicton^, the great ineffable God,
and *^ primum exemplar."

* Vide Plate 43. a.

\- " Unus porro Deus ab iis minime occultatur, sed in propatulo ha-
betur, ^sculapius nempe, quern qiiidem pistillo c^lviorem viileas."— Synes. iuKncoin. Cahitii.

% Or Aimothph. § Vide supra, Vol. 1. (2cl Series) p. 216.

E S
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The Egyptian Asclepius was called the *' son

of Pthah ;
" he was therefore greatly revered

at Memphis, and, indeed, throughout the whole

country. The Egyptians acknowledged two of

this name ; the first, the grandfather of the other,

according to the Greeks, and the reputed inventor

of medicine ; who received peculiar honours on " a

certain mountain on the Lybian side of the Nile*,

near the City of Crocodiles," where he was re-

ported " to have been buried."

Ammianus Marcellinust says, that "Memphis
boasted the presence of the God ^sculapius ;

"

and the sculptures show that he held a post

amongst the contemplar Gods of Upper and Lower
Egypt, from Phila3 to the Delta. He occurs

more frequently in temples of a Ptolemaic than of

a Pharaonic epoch.

Damascius, in the Life of Isidorus, says, " the

Asclepius of Berytus (of Syria) is neither Greek
nor Egyptian, but of Phoenician origin ; for sons

were born to Sadyk, called Dioscuri and Cabiri,

and the eighth of these was Esmun t, who is in-

terpreted Asclepius.'* But it is highly impro-

bable that the Egyptian Deity was borrowed from

Phoenicia : and the only point of resemblance (if

we may believe the authority of Herodotus in so

difficult a question) is the fact of Ascle])ius being

the son of Pthah, and the Cabiri being, according

to Herodotus, sons of Vulcan.

S

* Vide ivj'vd, on the Crocodile, chap. 14.

-{• Ainni. Marc. xxii. J I. '\. Which signifies <7ji;///.

<j Vide supra. Vol. I. {'.id Scries) p. 181.
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According to Macrobius *, he was ** the bene-

ficent influence of the sun, whicli was thought to

pervade the souls of men ;
*' but as this accords not

with his appellation " son of Pthah," I am rather

inclined to consider him that healing and preserving

power of the Creator (Pthah) which averted cala-

mities and illness from mankind.

There is no appearance of the serpent having

been sacred to him, as to the Greek God of medi-

cine ; nor are the cock, the raven, or the dog,

found among his emblems on the monuments of

Egypt. It is, however, probable that the serpent,

in after times, was admitted as the symbol of the

Egyptian as well as the Greek ^sculapius ; the

record of which appears to show itself in the snake

of Shekh Hereedee, a Moslem saint of Upper
Egypt, who is still thought to appear under that

form, and to cure the diseases of his votaries.

Tpe, Pe, THE Heaven.

This Deity has sometimes been confounded with

Netpe, the mother of Osiris, from her having the

firmament as her emblem. She was a deification

of heaven itself, or that part of the firmament in

which the stars were placed. She is sometimes

represented under the form of the hieroglyphic

character signifying " the heavens" studded with

stars ; and sometimes as a human figure, whose

body, as it bends forwards with outspread arms, ap-

* Macrob. Saturn, i. 23.

E 4
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pears to overshadow the earth and encompass it; in

imitation of the vault of heaven reaching from one

side of the horizon to the other. In this posture

she encloses the zodiacs, as at Esneh and Dendera.

Her name Pe, or with the feminine article Tpe,

signifies in Coptic " the heaven ;
" which agrees

with the statement of Horapollo, before cited *,

that the Egyptians considered the heaven feminine,

contrary to the custom of the Greeks.

The uppermost part of the compartments sculp-

tured on Egyptian monuments is generally crowned

by her emblem, representing the heaven, instances

of which are given in the plates of this Pantheon.

NiLus, Hapi Moou.

The hieroglyphic name of this Deity appears to

be Hapi Moou. The Coptic word Moou signifies

" water," but the import of the prefix Hapi is

uncertain. To the God Nilus, and to one of the

Genii of Amenti, the name Hapi, or Apis, is com-

monly applied, as well as to the sacred Bull ofMem-
phis. Plutarch t thinks " the Mendesian goat was

also called Apis ; " but I cannot suppose that he

has confounded the River God with the Egyptian

Pant; nor can we readily account for a similar

misconception in regard to the Cynocephalus-

headed Genius of Amenti §: though the connec-

tion between Nilus and ^avapis, mentioned by

Martianus Capella, may have originated in the

* Supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 2G8.

+ Pint, de Is. s. 73. t Vide snpni, p. 32.

9 Vide infra, p. 70., on the Genii of Amenti.
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Egyptian name of Hapi*— " Te Serapim Nilus,

Memphis veneratur Osirim."t

Nilus is frequently represented binding the

throne of the monarchs with the stalks of two

water-plants, one indicating the dominion of the

Upper the other of the Lower Country t ; and in the

compartments which form the basement of the

sculptured walls of the temples, he brings offerings

of various kinds §, especially fruits and flowers, the

produce of the beneficent influence of the Nile

water. Thoth frequently assists him on the former

occasion ; and this allegorical subject may signify

that the throne is indebted for its support to the

intellectual and physical gifts of the Deity.

He is figured as a fat man, of a blue colour,

with water-plants growing from his head ; and he

holds in his hands their stalks and flowers, or water-

jars, indicative of the inundation. It is remarkable

that the name Nilus accords so aptly with the

colour given him by the Egyptian artists. Nil, or

Neel, is the word which still signifies blue in many
Eastern languages. The iY/Zghaut, or blue moun-

tains ; the Nilab, or blue river, applied to the Indus
;

neeleh, the name of indigo in Egypt and other

Eastern countries,— suffice to show the general use

of this word ; and its application to the river of

Egypt was consistent with the custom of calling

those large rivers blue, which from the depth of

their water frequently appear of that colour.

* Tlie zigzag lines which follow recal the v/ortl nun, which Ilora-

poUo says was applied to the inundation.

t Quoted by Prichard. INIythol. p. 89.

t Vide Plate 57. § Vide PI. 5Cu fig. 1

.
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I have elsewhere observed that the term dzrelf,

applied to the eastern branch of the Nile, which

comes from the lake Dembea, in Abyssinia, pro-

perly signifies blacky in opposition to the Ahiadt or

white river ; for though azrek also implies dark

hlue^ it has not that signification when opposed to

ivhite. In proof of which it is only necessary to

add, that a black horse is styled dzrek as well as

aswed, and the same term is applied to any thing

in the sense of our ^^ jet black"

At Silsilis this Deity is worshipped as the third

member of a triad composed of Re, Pthah, and

Nilus— the Sun, the creative power, and the river
;

the last being, as the third person in these triads

always was, the result of the other two. It is pro-

bable that the marked respect with which he was

there invoked arose from the peculiar protection

they desired of him, when the blocks hewn in the

quarries of Silsilis, for the temples of Upper and

Lower Egypt, were committed to the charge of the

stream that was to convey them to their different

destinations.

In the Temple of Luxor at Thebes are two

figures of this Deity, one of a blue, the other of

a red hue, to whom the education of the infant

Amenoph III., the son of Queen Maut-m-Shoi, and

another child, are supposed to be entrusted. The
children are carried in the arms of the red-coloured

Deity ; and the other follows behind, carrying the

sacred tausy or emblems of life. The former is

probably intended to indicate the turbid ap})earance

of the Nile during the inundation (rather than, as
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I had supposed, the land it irrigates) ; and the

latter, of a blue colour, the limpid stream of the

river when confined within its banks.

At Phila? a figure of the God Nilus is repre-

sented seated beneath the rocks of the cataract,

holding liydricE, or jars, in his hands, from which

he pours forth water, emblematic of the inunda-

tion. A snake surrounds his abode, and on the

rocks above are perched a hawk and vulture.

That the water-jar was indicative of the inundation

we learn from Horapollo ; and in consequence of

the Nile being considered " the efliux of Osiris,"

Plutarch says, *' a water-pitcher was always carried

first in the sacred processions in honour of that

God." * The connection between the God Nilus

and Osiris probably led to the notion, as the form

of the corpulent Deity of the Egyptians to the

figure, of the Greek Silenus, the nurse of Bacchus.

At the city of Nilopolist, situated in the province

of Arcadia, a splendid temple was dedicated to

the God Nilus. Other towns of Egypt^also cele-

brated his worship with proper honours ; and from

an observation of Herodotus it is evident that in

all those situated on the banks of the river, certain

priests were exclusively appointed to the service

of this Deity. "If," says the historian t, "the

body ofan Egyptian or even of a foreigner is found

at the river side, whether carried away by a cro-

codile or drowned in the stream, the neighbouring

town is obliged to embalm it in the most splendid

* Plut. de Is. s. 63.

f Stephan. dc Urb. in voce NtiXor. % Iltrodot. ii. 90.
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manner, and deposit it in the sacred sepulchres.

No one, not even a friend or relation of the de-

ceased, is allowed to touch it : the priests of the

Nile alone have this privilege ; and they bury it

with their own hands, as if it were something more

than a human corpse."

Tap, Ape, Tapj:, Thaba, Thebes.

The frequent occurrence of the name of Thebes

in the hieroglyphic legends of its temples, led to

the discovery of the Goddess of the city ; and

during my stay there in 1828, while examining

the various contemplar Deities in the Temple of

Amun at Karnak, I observed that Thebes had

a guardian Genius or Goddess of the same name.

She was called *' Ap (or Ape), the potent Mo-
ther of the Gods." The name Ap (Aph, or

Ape), written phonetically, is followed by a

symbolic character, of the same sound, which is

no other than the demonstrative sign of the pre-

ceding word ; and the Goddess sometimes wears

this last on her head, together with the globe and

horns of Athor, her usual head-dress. Sometimes

she holds in her hands the staff of purity, some-

times the water-plant sceptre common to all the

Goddesses.

The symbolic character above mentioned fre-

quently occurs inlhe names of individuals, as in Pe-

himmwj), or Fet-dmuuoph ; .
B I Jv^Ws \4

and is also put alone for Thebes, followed by the
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sign of " land." The formation of the name of

the city and its corruption into Thebes is singular.

The original word is Ap or Ape, being the Coptic

ape, " head " or *' capital." With the feminine

article t (by which in the hieroglyphics it is al-

ways followed), it becomes Tape, or " the Ape ;

"

and this being pronounced by the Egyptians,

as by the Copts, Taba *, and in Lower Egypt

Thaba (the Memphitic dialect substituting tJt for

t)i was readily converted into Thebes. For this

dialect being prevalent in the part of the country

mostly frequented by the Greeks, Thaba was the

name by which the city was usually known to

them ; and Thaba was too near the Greek not to

be converted into their 0rjS'a<.

The idea that Thebes was derived from Theba
or Thebh, 'PilPi the "ark," is evidently erroneous,

and on a par with those etymological fancies which

trace from Noah the word vaug, nauta, and navy

;

or with that of the learned in Soodan, who find in

their Bernoo the Biir-nooJi, or " the land of Noah."

Pliny t and Juvenal X have both given Thebe

as a singular word, adhering more closely to the

Egyptian original. Amunei, '* the abode ofAmun,"
has been translated Diospolis ; and the scriptural

name No, or No Amun, appears to have the

same import, unless " iVo " was applied to the

whole of the Thebaid. I had formerly imagined

that Papa was corrupted from Tape, especially as

* It is possible that the name of Taphis in Nubia was taken from
the capital of Upper Egypt.

f Plin. V. 9.
"

X Juv. Sat, xv. 6.
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the Itinerary places it only on the western bank,

and that it was confined to the Necropolis ; bnt

the frequent occurrence of the name on either side

of the river leaves no doubt of the city of Thebes

being all called Tape. The title which follows the

name, *' land of thrones," probably refers to its

being the royal seat from olden times, as well as

the capital of Upper Egypt.

Of Pathyris, the western portion of Thebes, I

have already spoken. *

Tentyris, Tentore.

Other cities as well as Thebes had their pecu-

liar Genius ; and so subtle, as I have already shown,

were the divisions of the Divine Spirit which was

thought to pervade the universe, that every month

and day, as Herodotus observes t, were consecrated

to a particular Deity; or, more properly speaking,

every month, day, and hour had its own Genius or

Spirit, which was looked upon as a divine eman-

ation. It was according to the favourable or un-

favourable influence of these, that they predicted

concerning the future events of the life of an indi-

vidual from the day of his birtli :
'* his good or bad

fortune were thence foretold, as well as the part

he was about to })erform in after life, and the sort

of death which would terminate his career." t We
are therefore not surprised to find every city of

Egypt with its peculiar Genius, as well as a pre-

* Siipro, Vol. 1. (-^il Scries) p. 387. f llerodot. ii. 8^.

% llc'iodot. loc. cit.
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siding Deity ; tliough the respect paid to it did

not extend beyond tlie precincts of the town, or

the nome to which it belonged.

The name of Tentyris, wliere Athor was parti-

cularly worshipped, was probably a modification of

Thy-h-athor, (shortened into Tynator and Ten-

tore,) signifying the abode of Athor. The Coptic

name is Tentore. The hieroglyphic legend of the

Goddess, the Genius of the place, presents the

name of the town ; and this group is generally

added to her head-dress, followed even by the

sign *' land."

Kahi, " THE Land."

The Genius of the "land" was represented as

a Goddess, bearing on her head the symbolic hie-

roglyphics signifying "land" and "cultivated

country." She was styled " Mother of all the Re-

gions," and may therefore be considered an ab-

stract notion applying to the earth generally, or

to Egypt as the mother and chief of all.

It must be confessed that Earth, the great mother,

ought to hold a more important post in the mytho-

logy of Egypt than the Deity before us, however

low^ might be the rank of physical objects compared

to that of the great Gods of their Pantheon. The
Greeks considered the Earth as the mother, as the

Heaven was the father of all *
; and A''arro t sup-

poses them to have been the chief Deities. But

* nde Plut. de Plac. Pliilosoph. i. G.

•f
Varro, de Ling. Lat. lib. iv. &c.
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when he tells us they were the same as Serapis

and Isis in Egypt, he betrays great ignorance of

the religion of that country. It is probable that

the Greeks paid them much greater honours than

they received in Egypt, where there is reason to

beheve the Earth was only revered as the abstract

idea of a combination with the divine power for

the exercise of the creative agency.

Ranno?.

This Goddess, represented with the head of an

asp, is common in the oldest temples. She is fre-

quently employed as the nurse of the young

princes, whose early education was supposed to be

entrusted to her care ; and she presided over

gardens as well as the God Khem. Athor and

Maut are also represented suckling the young

princes in temples of the oldest times ; and in-

stances occur of the former under the form of a

cow, her emblem, performing the same office to

the young Remeses. But this was more particu-

larly the part of the asp-headed Ranno. This

Goddess was also represented under the form of

an asp, crowned with long feathers and a disk

and horns ; or as a female figure bearing an asp

upon her head, which, as I have already observed,

was sacred to her, as to the God Nepli *, and

which was probably the Agathodasmon of Euse-

bius.

* Vide siq)rd, Vol. U. p. 184.; and Vol. I. (2d Serifs) p. 239. and
41.3.
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There is another asp-headed Goddess, whose

name is written Hoph, or T-hoph, w^hicli calls to

mind the snake Efface. She has some office in

Amenti, but does not appear to be related to the

Deity before us.

Bai.

The snake Bai also appears to have been figured

as a Goddess, and sometimes under its own form,

as guardian of the doorways of those chambers

of the tombs which represent the mansions of

heaven.

HoH, HlH.

Another snake-headed Goddess has the name
Hoh, or Hih. She occurs at Dendera and Philse.

The Coptic word Hof signifies the viper, ana-

logous to the JiT/e of the Arabs. I am not aware

of her office. Other Goddesses with the head of

a snake occur in the chamber of Osiris at Philae

;

but as their office relates to the dead, they may
only be connected with the Genii of Amenti.

The Year?

From the palm-branch which this Goddess bears

on her head, I have supposed her to denote the

Year, which in Egyptian is called Rompi ; though,

from the comparison of different legends, it appears

that her name in the hieroglyphics does not read

Rompi, but Rpe, which resembles the word erpe,

" a temple." The pahn-branch, however, favours

VOL. II.— Second Series. F
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the conjecture that she represented the deified no-

tion of the year.

In her hand she holds the usual sceptre of the

Goddesses, and sometimes a palm-branch, with

the emblems of man in his early career of life, as

well as the figurative sign of the assemblies, which

marked fixed periods of time.

The Deity of a month may very properly be

considered Thoth, or the Moon ; but the figures

representing some other divisions of time, as well

as the three seasons, are still unknown.

Amunta, Amunt, or Tamun.

This Goddess, who frequently occurs at Thebes,

has been considered a female Amun ; the only dif-

ference between her name and that of the Egyp-

tian Jupiter being the addition of the female sign,

or article t. She is also styled *' the President

of Thebes." She wears the crown of the Lower
Country, like the Goddess Neith, and she some-

times bears in either hand the sign of " water.^*

From her name she might be mistaken for the

west, JEfnenfy or the lower regions, A7nenti. But

the absence of the demonstrative signs indicating

either of them sufficiently contradicts this opinion

:

and from her rank as second member of the second

Theban triad, composed of Amun-Generator, Ta-

mun, and Harka, it is evident that lier character

and office were very different from either of those

two. She may be one of the forms of the Egyp-

tian Minerva.
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Neb ? Tneb ? Dominion ?

From the hieroglyphics of this Goddess we may
suppose her to represent the abstract idea of do-

minion ; and the presence of the vulture and asp

together on her head-dress * may perhaps tend to

confirm this opinion, though they were not exclu-

sively appropriated to her. She also wears the

globe and horns of Athor in common with many
other Goddesses. Her name occurs in the temple

of Remeses III. at Medeenet Haboo ; she is there-

fore of an early Pharaonic age.

Ehe, Tehe, "The Cow."

Besides the sacred cow of Athor, was another,

supposed by the learned Kircher to be dedicated

to the Moon, whom he considers the same as Isis

;

but from the hieroglyphic legend given by M. Cham-
pollion, in which she is styled " Generatrix of the

Sun," she seems rather to be the darkness of Chaos,

" which was upon the face of the deep," and from

which sprang the light of the Sun. M.Champollion

therefore supposes her to be one of the characters

of Buto *, though, from a legend accompanying an-

other figure he gives of the same cow, it appears

that she was sometimes identified with Neith, whose

name precedes that of Ehe,

She is sometimes represented as a female figure

with a cow's head, and the globe and horns of

* Vide Plate 60. Part 1.

f Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 273.

F 2
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Athor surmounted by two ostrich plumes ; and

her nameEhe, *'the cow," is followed by its figur-

ative hieroglyphic, or demonstrative sign.* The
name Ehe was evidently the origin of the Greek
lo, though I am inclined to think that persecuted

wanderer to be derived from the history and em-

blem of Athor, or from Isis, rather than from the

Goddess before us. t

H^.'y, 'foTnoT, The Hours of Day and Night.

The consecration of every month and day to a

particular Deity, mentioned by Herodotus, is more

than confirmed by the fact of our finding the hours

themselves treated as Divinities. But it is possible

that the statement of the historian may only refer

to the almanacs, where, according to Cha3remon,

the names of the Gods appeared affixed to each

day, in the same manner as those of saints in mo-

dern calendars, t

According to the Egyptian system, the hours

were not merely dedicated to particular Deities,

— each was considered a peculiar Genius in itself,

a minute fraction of the divine essence which per-

vaded it ; and, if not worshipped with the same

honours as the superior Gods, prayers were ad-

dressed to them with the hope of rendering them

favourable to the individual who invoked their aid.

The hours are frequently found in tombs and on

* Vide Plate GO. Part 2.

-]- Vide .supra, Vol.1. (2(1 Series) p. 388. Eiistathiiis says, " lo, in

the language of the Argivos, is the Moon." Vide lablonski, ii. c, 1.

p. 7. ; and .siiprri, p. 5., on Thoth.

i Vide supra, Vol.1. (2d Scries) p. 218.
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sarcophagi, where the deceased is represented

either praying or making an offering to each in

succession, beginning with the 1st and terminating

with the 12th hour, both of day and night. From
not finding them in any temple, I suppose that

their introduction impUes a review of the hourly

occupations of the individual during his life, and

that these Deities or Genii were principally con-

nected with the final ordeal of the dead.

The name in the hieroglyphics is Hey, or H^-'«,

followed by the female sign, which agrees well with

the Coptic H^-T or o'jfno'c, the former having the

masculine, the latter the feminine article (niri^.T,

and -fonrrtcc) j and it is remarkable that in the same

language the word signifying *' present time" is

rtcy, which cannot fail to call to mind the vuv of

the Greeks, the German nun, and our own now.

The first of those here introduced is the Sth

hour of dai/,—No. 2. the 12th hour, No. 4. the 10th

hour, and No. 3. the 10th hour of night ; which

last is written phonetically egorh, the Coptic

eXcwp^*, " night." Macrobiust supposes that

Apollo, being called Horns by the Egyptians,

" gave his name to the 24 hours of day and night,

as to the 4 seasons, during which he completes

his annual course ;
" and the same is stated by Dio-

dorus t to be the opinion of some of the Greeks.

* The Coptic letter jL genga is a hard g, and not dj ; and from

this the Cairenes have probably derived their hard pronunciation of the
Arabic -^ gim, or g, which, in Arabia and other places, is always soft.

It is, however, supposed that it was originally hard in Arabic, like the
Hebrew gimel.

f Macrob. Saturn, lib. i. c. 2G. J Diodor, i. 26.

F 3
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Hawk and Jackal-headed Deities.

These three figures of hawk and jackal-headed

Deities are common in the tombs of Thebes, but I

do not know their office. Two large figures of the

hawk-headed Deity, with similar hieroglyphic le-

gends, are conducting, together with the jackal-

headed and other Deities, Remeses III. into the

presence of the God of the temple, at Medeenet

Haboo. These kneeling figures seem to be beating

themselves in the manner the Egyptians are said

by Herodotus to have done (in honour of Osiris),

and as Athenagoras tells us was the custom at all

the great festivals celebrated in the temples. They
are sometimes represented in the same attitude

before the God Atmoo ; and from their hierogly-

phic legend, we may suppose them to be the Spirits

who pervaded the Earth.

The Four Genii or Gods of Amenti.

These four Genii of the lower regions perform

a conspicuous part in the ceremonies of the dead.

They are present before Osiris while presiding in

judgment, and every individual who passed into a

future state was protected by their influence.

When a body was embalmed, the intestines were

taken out and divided into several portions, each

being dedicated to one of these Deities ; and they

were either deposited in vases*, which bore their re-

* These vases have been improperly styled canopi.
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spective heads, or were returned into thebody accom-

panied by these four figures. Amset, Hapi, Smautf

(or Smof), and Kebhnsnof (or Netsonof) were their

names. The first had the head of a man*, and was

sometimes represented holding the staff and having

the form ofthe other Deities, but only in the tombs ;

the second had the head of a Cynocephalus ape, the

third of a jackal, and the fourth of a hawk ; and,

though differing from them in form, they cannot

fail to call to mind the four beasts of the Revela-

tions.t They were generally in the form of mum-
mies ; but they sometimes occur as human figures

walking, and even carrying the body of the dead, as

in the chamber of Osiris, at Philse, where they bear

the Deity to his tomb, under the form of Sokari.

To Amset were dedicated the stomach and

large intestines ; to Hapi the small intestines

;

to Smautf the lungs and heart ; and to Kebhnsnof

the liver and gall-bladder. This point was long a

desideratum ; and though it was known that the

four vases, placed in the Egyptian tombs with the

sarcophagi, each of which bore the head of one of

these Genii, contained the intestines of the dead,

no one had examined them with sufficient care to

ascertain the exact portion in each. To Mr. Pet-

tigrew we are indebted for this interesting fact

;

and in introducing it I have much pleasure in

paying a just tribute to the patience and zeal with

which he conducted the examination, and in re-

* 1 have found one instance of Amset in the form of a woman, on a

mummy case in the British Museum.

f Rev. iv. 7.

F 4
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turning him my thanks for his communication upon
the subject.

I have already noticed the assertion of Plutarch,

that the Mendesian goat * had the same name
as the sacred bull Apis ; and have shown that

the only Deities so called were the Memphite
bull, the God Nilus, and one of the Genii of

Amenti.t Though we may find a difficulty in

accounting for such a misconception, it is more
probable that this last, which was represented with

the head of a Cynocephalus, should have been

mistaken for the animal he mentions than the God
Nilus. And as he doubtless speaks from a vague

report, originating in the ignorance of the Greeks,

it is possible that the form of the ape-headed

figure, added to the similarity of name, led to his

error ; which, indeed, is not more inconsistent

with truth than Herodotus's belief of the God Pan

being represented with the head and legs of a

goat.l: One inference may perhaps be drawn from

these erroneous statements, — that the name Apis

(Hapi) signifies a "genius" or *' emblem ;" Apis

being the *' Genius," or, as Plutarch calls it, '* the

image of the soul " of Osiris. Hapi-moou may
therefore be the Genius of the water, or the Nile

;

and the Cynocephalus-headed Plapi, the emblem
of the terrestrial nature of man. This conjecture,

however, I ofier, with great diffidence, to the opin-

ion of the learned reader.

When the body of a person of quality was em-

* Vide supra, p. 32. and 60. Pint, cic Ih. ii. 7.'i.

-|- Vide supra, yt.bG. \ lloroilol. ii, 40.
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balmed, the intestines were deposited in four vases

of alabaster, or other costly materials, according to

the expense which the friends of the deceased

chose to incur. Some were contented with those

of cheaper materials, as limestone, painted wood,

or pottery ; but in all cases the cover of each vase

was surmounted by the head of its own peculiar

Deity, according to its contents. In embalming

the bodies of poorer people, who could not af-

ford this expense, the intestines, when properly

cleansed, were returned into the body by the

usual incision in the left side, through which they

had been extracted ; and the figures of the four

Genii, generally of wax, or aromatic composition,

enveloped in cloth, were introduced into the cavity.

This was done with the same view of protecting the

parts under their peculiar influence, as when they

were deposited in the vases. The aperture was

afterwards closed, and covered with a leaden plate,

on which they represented the eye (of Osiris?),

or sometimes the same four Genii who were thought

to preside within. But I shall have occasion to

mention this hereafter in describing the funeral

rites of the Egyptians, where I shall also notice

the error of Porphyry respecting their throwing

the intestines into the Nile.

The hieroglyphic legends painted on the ex-

terior of the vases alluded to the Deity whose

head they bore, and it is principally from these

that their names have been ascertained.

The Goddess Selk is sometimes found accompa-

nying the four Genii, in the paintings of the tombs,
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and I have once found an instance of Smautf with

a human head.

The name of Amenti, " that subterraneous region

whither they imagined the souls of the dead to go

after their decease*," signified, according to Plu-

tarch, " the receiver and giver ;" in which we may
perhaps trace a proof of its being considered a

temporary abode. The burial ofarms and different

objects of use or value with the body may also in-

dicate their belief of a future return to earth, after

a certain time, which is said by Herodotus to have

been fixed at 3000 years ; though Plato gives this

period to a philosopher, and 10,000 to an ordinary

individual.

The resemblance of the names Amenti, *' Hades,"

and Ement, " the West," is remarkable.t This last

was looked upon as the end, as the East was the

beginning, of the world. There the Sun was buried

in the darkness of night, and there he was sup-

posed, allegorically, to die and pass through

another state, previous to his regeneration and re-

appearance upon earth, after each diurnal revolu-

tion. This analogy between them cannot fail to

call to mind the similarity of the Hebrew word

Ereb, or Gharb l^y t, signifying " sunset," or

" the West," and the Erebus of Greece.

Clemens § says that ancient temples were turned

towards the West ; but this was not the case in

Egypt, where the points of the compass do not

* Pint, de Is. S.29.

f Vk/c iiiftfi, on the Hippopotamus, in Ch. xiv.

X Tlic Gliuib, "West," of the Arabs. § Clem. Strom. 7.
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appear at any time to have been points of religion,

at least as regards the position of their sacred

buildings, no two of which are made to face ex-

actly in the same direction. Nor does his assei'-

tion*, that temples were formerly styled tombs,

apply to those of the Egyptians.

The Assessors.

The number of the Assessors who attended at

the final judgment was forty-two. They frequently

occur in funereal rituals, on sarcophagi, tombs,

and papyri. I have also found them complete t in

the side adytum of a temple at Thebes, which,

from the subjects there represented, appears to

have been appropriated to funereal purposes. Dio-

dorus t speaks of ** Osiris and the Assessors seated

below him," whose approbation King Osymandyas

hoped to obtain after death by his piety, in pre-

senting to the Gods of Egypt such offerings as

were peculiarly acceptable to them ; and the forty-

two judges he mentions §, at the sacred lake of

the dead, were a type of those who, in the region

of Amenti, pronounced their acquittal or condem-

nation of the soul, when it sought admittance to

the Regions of the Blessed.

These Assessors were similar to the bench of

judges who attended at the ordinary tribunals of

* Clem. Orat. Adhort. p. 19.

f Sometimes only a few are given, as 3, 9, and 12.

% Diod. i. 49. 92.

i One reading gives " cvai ttXeiw tojv TiffaapaKoira" i. 92.
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the Egyptians *, and whose president, or arch-

judge, corresponded to Osiris. They may perhaps

call to mind the four-and-twenty elders mentioned

in Revelations t, as the four Genii of Amenti ap-

pear to bear some analogy to the four beasts who
were present with them before the judgment seat.

The Assessors were represented in a human
form with different heads. The first had the

head of a hawk, the second of a man, the third of

a hare, the fourth of a hippopotamus, the fifth of

a man, the sixth of a hawk, the seventh of a fox,

the eighth of a man, the ninth of a ram, the tenth

of a snake, and the others according to their pe-

culiar character. But, to avoid a tedious detail, I

refer the reader to the Plate, from which it will be

seen that they varied in different rituals, though

the number, when complete, was always the same.

They are supposed to represent the forty-two

crimes, from which a virtuous man was expected

to be free when judged in a future state, or rather

the accusing Spirits, each of whom examined if

the deceased was guilty of the peculiar one which,

it was his province to avenge. They were distinct

from the thirty-six Daemons mentioned by Origcn.

These presided over the human body, which was

divided into the same number of parts, each ap-

propriated to one of them ; and they were often

invoked to cure the infirmities of the peculiar

member immediately under their protection.

* Fide Vol. II. p. 2A'. t Rev. iv. 4., and xix. 4. &c.
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Cerberus.

This animal is supposed to be the guardian of

the Lower Regions, or the accusing Spirit. It is

more probably the former, being seated near the

entrance to the abode of Osiris, and called Ouom.
ri-Amenti*, *' the Devourer of Amenti," and " of

the wicked."! It has the form of a hippopotamus,

a peculiarly Typhonian animal ; sometimes with

the head of a fanciful creature, partaking of the

hippopotamus and the crocodile ; and it is fre-

quently represented as a female.

Seated at the entrance of Amenti, it watches

the arrival of those who present themselves for

judgment, and turning its hideous head with angry

looks, appears to menace the wicked who dare to ap-

proach the holy mansion of Osiris. This monster

was the prototype of the Greek Cerberus ; but

the lively imagination of the Greeks improved

upon or exaggerated the deformity : its neck was

said to bristle with snakes ; it was represented with

three, or with fifty heads; and Virgilt and others

describe its rapacity, and the terror it was supposed

to cause.

* Plate 63. Part 2. figs. I, and 3.

f The sign " wicked " is a man killing himself, by beating his own
head with a hatchet or club, according to Champollion's ingenious in-

terpretation. Vide Plate 63. Part 2. fig. 2.

t Virg. iEn. vi. 4.21.

" Melle soporatam et metlicatis frugibus ofFam

Objicit : ille fame rabida tria guttura pandens,

Corripit objectam."
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UNCERTAIN DEITIES.

TosES? (PI. 64. Parti.)

I now proceed to examine the form or attri-

butes of those Deities whose names are unknown.

The first of these is a Goddess, whose hierogly-

phics appear to read Toses. She wears the globe

and horns of Athor, and is styled the Daughter of

the Sun ; but her office is not defined. She is

found in the old temples of a Pharaonic age.

The two next figures of this Plate contain the

figures of two Deities, who seem, from their hiero-

glyphic legends, to have the same name, — Toses

or Tosos, written with different characters.

Hon, HoHP ? (PI. 64. Part ^0

The name of this Deity appears to read Hoh, or

Hohp. His form and office are unknown. He
occurs in temples of a Pharaonic age, the annexed

figure being from Medeenet Haboo at Thebes.

(PI. 64. Part 3.)

The name of this God is unknown, owing to

the imperfect preservation of the hieroglyphics, and

the uncertainty respecting the first letter in his

legend. I have only met with him in temples of

a late date, as at Dendera.
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Smot ? A Form of Thoth ? (PL 65. Parti.)

This Deity is represented in hieroglyphics by a

statue, in Coptic Smot, which should be his name.

He has the title " Ruler of the Eight Regions of

No," which seems to imply some connection with

Thoth; and he bears on his head the disk and

crescent given to the Moon.

Ao ? (PI. 65. Part 2.)

The bull-headed Deity appears to have the

name Ao; which probably signifies a *'bull," since

it frequently occurs over oxen, as the word Ehe
over cows. I do not, however, suppose him to be

connected with the God Ao, previously men-

tioned. *

Spot ? Soptet ? (PI. 65. Part 3.)

Spot, Sopt, or Soptet, appears to be the name
of this Deity. His office is uncertain. This

figure is from one of the tombs of the Kings at

Thebes. His hieroglyphics call to mind those

which follow the name of the God Tore t, the seal

and the spirits or rulers of the land.t

(PI. 65. Part 4.)

This Goddess is represented nursing a child

;

not as Isis and Athor, but merely holding it on

* Vide supra, p. 15. f Vide Plate 25. Part 2. fig. 2.

X " Of Phut ? " or " the West ? " Vide infra, p. 82.
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her hand, as though it were entrusted to her

charge. Her hieroglyphic consists of a shield

crossed by two arrows, which she also bears on

her head ; but I am ignorant of her name and

office. She is, perhaps, the abstract idea of " pro-

tection" or ** defence."

A Character of Isis, the Defender?
(PI. 66. Part 1.)

The Goddess here represented is probably one

of the characters of Isis, as the protecting Deity

who averts misfortunes from mankind. Her hiero-

glyphic legend signifies "defender," or "avenger,"

and in the first line is the phonetic name of

" Isis." She holds the ostrich feather, the em-

blem of truth and justice, and her position with

outspread wings is similar to that of Isis when
protecting her husband Osiris.

(PI. 66. Parts.)

Of this Deity I have been unable to ascertain

the name and office ; but from his having an em-

blem of strength as his hieroglyphic, which he also

bears upon his head, he may be one of the forms

of Gom, the Egy})tian Hercules.

Nehimeou ? NoHEMAO ? (PI. 66. Part 3.)

The name of this Goddess appears to read Nehi-

meou, Neliimaoee, or Nohcmao. She is styled " Mis-

tress of the Eight Regions of the Land, Domina-
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trix of Tentyris," from which place her figure and

hieroglyphics are copied. Siie is called *' daughter

of the Sun." Her head-dress consists of a shrine,

from which water plants are sometimes represented

to rise, her head being covered by the

body and wings of a vulture. In her hand

she holds the usual sceptre of the God-

desses. At the quarries of the Troici

Lapidis Mons, she occurs as the second

member of a triad composed of Thoth,

this Goddess, and Horus (or Aroeris).

Mention is also made of the Goddess

Merte or Milt.

Melsigor, or Mersokar ? (PI. 67. Part 1.)

This Goddess is from one of the tombs of the

Kings at Thebes. Her name appears to read

Melsigor, or Mersokar, and she is styled Ruler

of the West, or of Amenti, " the Lower Regions."

She wears the globe and horns of Athor, in com-

mon with many other Goddesses ; and I have found

an instance of her under the form of a winged

asp, with the cap of the Lower Country, having

the same appearance as the Genius of Lower
Egypt*, and opposed in like manner to Eilethyia.

VOL. II.

"2 ~*"^ "-""^
1

Fig. 1. Mersokar opposed to Eilethyia, tig. 2.

* Vide siqjra, p. 45.

Second Series.
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Merte? or Milt? (PL 67. Part 2.)

This Goddess is frequently met with in the oldest

temples, where she always accompanies the King,

when represented running with a vase and the fla-

gellum of Osiris in his hands, amidst various em-

blems. Her name appears to be Milt, or Merte.

In the Lower Regions, she has sometimes the

united heads of a lion and crocodile, with the

globe of Re and the two long feathers of Amun ;

but this figure is of rare occurrence, and I believe

only in funeral subjects, among the Genii or minor

Deities connected with the dead.

She usually bears on her head a cluster of the

northern water plants, upon a cap terminating in a

peculiar form at the back ; from which it might

seem that she was more particularly connected

with the Lower Country, those water plants being

emblematic of that part of Egypt. Sometimes,

however, she has those of Upper Egypt ; but the

more frequent assumption of the former suffi-

ciently proves that her name was not Mares *, one

of the appellations of the Thebaid.

(PI. 67. Part 3.)

The name of this Deity is uncertain. I had

supposed her to represent Phut, or Libya ; but this

opinion does not seem to be supported by subse-

quent observations. She was one of the contem-

plar Deities of Tentyris ; and occurs also at Thebes

;

but at Esneh her hieroglyj)hics are totally different,

or may, indeed, be of another Goddess, who has

assumed her form and attributes.

* Whence tlic modern Egyptian name Alcrccs, or Mcrcescc, given to

the south wind.
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(PI. 68. Parti.)

The Snake-headed God seems to be related to

Horus. His figure seldom occurs. This is from

Dendera. I have seen some bronzes of the same

God ; one of which is in the possession of Miss

Rogers, and apparently not of late date.

A Character of Osiris ? (PL 68. Part 2.)

This Deity is probably one of the characters of

Osiris. His name is sometimes followed by the

emblem of Stability, sometimes by that of Good-

ness, — both belonging to Osiris, whose head-dress

he wears. I have only met with him at Philae,

and Dendoor, in sculptures of a Ptolemaic or

Roman period.

(PI. 68. Part 3.)

This figure has no hieroglyphics over it. It

may perhaps be one of the forms of Amun-re, being

found at Thebes.

Re-to ? RiTHO. (PI. 68. Part 4.)

The name of this Goddess is composed of " Re,"

"the Sun," and " To," " the World." She is called

" Chief of the Gods," and occurs in the oldest

temples, wearing the globe and horns of Athor.

At Tuot (Tuphium) and Hermonthis, she is the

second member of the triad, of which Mandoo is

the principal Divinity.

Ranpo, Raspo ? or Ratpo ? God of War.

The name of this God appears to be Ranpo : his

form is very peculiar, and from his attributes he

G 2
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claims the title of God of War. He is some-

times represented with a spear in his hand ; some-

times bearing in his left hand a spear and shield,

while with the other he wields a battle-axe, as if in

the act of striking : a quiver full of arrows being

suspended at his back.* He wears the helmet

or crown of the Upper Country, in front of which

projects, in lieu of the usual asp, the head of an

oryx, a gazelle, or a goat. He sometimes occurs

with a Goddess, who, standing on a lion, or on two

crocodiles, holds out towards him two emblems re-

sembling snakes with one hand, and with the other

a bundle of lotus flowers, apparently as an offer-

ing to the God Khem.t Connected with this group

are figures in the act of fighting, which would

imply that the subject was emblematic of war.

It may reasonably be supposed that the Egyptian

Mars did not hold a very high rank in their Pan-

theon. His character was not connected with the

operations of the Deity ; nor did a God of War
present any abstract notion of a divine attribute,

unless it were as the avenging power. This, in-,

deed, appears, as already stated, to have been re-

presented by Mandoot, — in which character he

probably answered to the Mars Ultorof Rome, and

to the Apr^g mentioned by Hermapion in his in-

scription translated from the Obelisk of Remeses.

Ranpo occurs on tablets, but not in any of the tem-

ples of Egypt.

* Vide Plate 69. fig. 1.

t Plate G9. fig. 3. See the subject in the British Museum.
j Vide si/prri, p. .'i4.
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Goddess of War, Bellona ? (PI. 70. Parti.)

The first figure in this Plate appears to be the

Goddess of War. She is seldom found, and I have

not met with her in any temple.

(PL 70. Part 2.)

The Deity of Part 2. is from a stone tablet of

the time of the 2d Osirtasen, found at the temple

of Wady Gasoos, in the Desert, near Kossayr. He
may be a form of Amun.

(PI. 70. Part 3.)

The third figure may be a mode of representing

the Dog-star, Sothis, and a character of Isis.

(PI. 70. Part 4.)

The fourth has the name Mak, or Makte, which

might seem to indicate the Genius of War ; but

her peaceable occupation of presenting two vases

ill accords with that character ; and we have al-

ready seen that other Deities possess the undis-

puted post of Mars and Bellona. Her office is

therefore unknown.

Leontocephalus. (PI. 71-)

The Lion-headed God is seldom met with in the

Egyptian sculptures ; and never, I believe, in tem-

ples of a very early epoch. If, therefore, he be

Gom, or Sem, the Egyptian Hercules, he is probably

a form introduced at a late period, or the God of

Physical Strength.

G 3
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The first figure in this Plate is from the temple

of Dendera, which is of Ptolemaic and Roman
date; the second is from Dabod*, where he accom-

panies the God Amun, to whom a Ceesar is making

offerings. He has a lion as his hieroglyphic.

The third has not a lion's head, but that animal

is introduced as a demonstrative sign after his hie-

roglyphic name, which appears to read Moui, sig-

nifying " Lion." The fourth has also a lion as the

demonstrative sign, and may be the same as the

last Deity. They are of late time ; and being

copied from monuments imperfectly preserved, the

legends are uncertain.

The last is a Goddess with a lion's head, whose

name appears to read Rita or Erta ; but I am
ignorant of her character and office. She may,

perhaps, be a form of Bubastis, or of Buto.

Goddess of the Eye. (PI. 72. Parti.)

The name of this Goddess is uncertain. She

has an eye upon her head ; and she sometimes stands

in an attitude of prayer, before other Deities. She

occurs in temples of a Roman and Ptolemaic date,

as at P^dfoo. Though her office is unknown, she

may have been a Deity of some importance, and

probably a character of Buto, or one of the great

Goddesses of the Pantlieon. The eye she bears on

her head is the samet which enters into the name
of Egypt, and holds a distinguished post in the

ceremonies of the dead. It is frequently found in

* Plate 71. Part 2.

f Vifle supra, p. 48. 7.3., imd Plate 8.3, 84.
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the tombs, made of stone or blue pottery ; and is

painted on sarcophagi, boats, and fancy ornaments.

ToTOUON? (PI. 72. Part 2.)

This Deity is from the temple of Samneh, at the

third Cataract of the Nile, of the early time of the

second Osirtasen. His name may signify the

** opener of the hand."

Neboo, Neboou. (PI. 72. Parts.)

The name of this Goddess appears to be Nebou.

She is one of the contemplar Deities of Esneh

or Latopolis, and the second member of the triad

worshipped there, which consisted of Neph, this

Goddess, and their son Hake. She is a form of

Neith, the Egyptian Minerva, like the Lion-headed

Goddess Menhai already mentioned. *

(PL 72. Part 4.)

The name and character of the God in Part 4. of

this Plate are uncertain. He is of late date ; and

though he has the title " Great God" following his

name, he does not appear to hold a very important

office in the Pantheon, — unless, indeed, he be a

character of some one of the principal Deities.

The two Gods in Part 5. are forms of the

youthful Deity Ehoou, the son of Athor, and the

third member of the triad of Dendera, who has been

already described, t

HiPPOPOTAMUS-HEADED GoD.

There is a God with the head of a hippopotamus,

who may be one of the characters of the Egyptian

* Supra, p. 40.

f Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 409.

G 4
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Mars, the animal itself being worshipped at Pa-

premis, the city of that Deity. * I liave only found

him so represented in small pottery figures, but

never in the sculptures ; though the Hippopotamus-

headed Goddess occurs on monuments of early

date, t The connection, indeed, of the God Mars

and this Typhonian animal is remarkable.

Heron, Ant^us, Perseus, Busiris, Thueris,
Canopus.

The first of these I have supposed to correspond

to Atmoo, and the second to Ombte, but of Per-

seus I have not yet been able to form any con-

jecture. Nor do I know if Busiris is a character

of Osiris, or a separate Deity. Of the form of

Thueris, the concubine of Typho, of Canopus, and

of his supposed wife Menuthis (or Eumenuth), wor-

shipped in a town of the same namet, I am also

ignorant ; as well as of the two Deities of Winter

and Summer, whose statutes are said, by Hero-

dotus §, to have been erected by Rhampsinitus.

genii of the lower regions.

I have described the form and general cha-

racter of the principal Deities, who compose the

Pantheon of Egypt. Those minor Divinities, who
held various offices in the regions of the dead, I

have not introdux;ed ; their attributes and functions

being as yet imperfectly ascertained, or altogether

* Vide Hcrodot. ii. .59. G3. anil 71.

f Vide mtprd. Vol. I. (2(1 Series) p. t29.

X r«/6' Jablonski, v. 4. p. 1.53. ^ Ilerodot. ii. 121.
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unknown ; and many were only inferior emanations

of some of those already described. Others were

Genii or Demons ; and some were of that class of

beings* who were thought to people every part of

the universe, and to be present unseen amongst

mankind, sometimes influencing their actions, and

sometimes themselves acting in obedience to their

commands.

They were mostly represented under a human
form, with the heads of different quadrupeds, birds,

reptiles, or fishes ; among which may be mentioned

the cat, lion t, ape, fox, cow, ram, hare, hawk, duck,

crane, crocodile, tortoise (generally the entire ani-

mal, in the place of a head), and the garmootX

fish. Some were figured as mere emblems ; and

one even assumed the form of the usual sceptre of

the Gods.

In concluding this imperfect notice of the Egyp-

tian Deities, I must observe, that whatever opinion

I have ventured to express, is offered with great

diffidence, owing to the intricacy of the question,

the imperfect information to be obtained from the

monuments, and the doubtful authority of Greek
writers. I have therefore given little more than

the forms of the Gods, and their principal charac-

ters whenever they could be ascertained ; and I

conclude in the words of Seneca§, applied to an

observation of Aristotle,—" Egregie Aristoteles ait,

numquam nos verecundiores esse debere, quam
cum de Diis agitur."

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2tl Series) p. 112. 217. §21, 222.
j- Vide infra, p. 215.

t Silurus Carmuth, or Heterobranchus bi-dorsalis.

§ Senec. Nat. Qujest. vii. oO.
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Vignette N. View of the modern town of Manfalo6t, showing the height of the banlcs

of the Nile in summer. In the mountain range, opposite Maufalo6t, are the large crocodile
mummy caves of Maabdeh.

CHAP. XIV.

The Sacred Animals.

1 NEXT proceed to mention the sacred animals.

Of these, many different grades existed. Some

were looked upon as Deities, others were merely

emblems of the Gods. The worship of some was

general throughout Egypt, that of others was con-

fined to particular districts ; and the same animal

which received Divine honours in one part of the

country, was often execrated and held in abhor-

rence in another. In one city a sacred fisli was

venerated, in another it was served up among the

delicacies of the table ; and many serious quarrels

ensued between whole towns and provinces, owing
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to the circumstance of a sacred animal having been

killed, either from accident or design, by the in-

habitants of a neighbouring district, where its

worship was not acknowledged. *

It is, however, very improbable that such lawless

disputes took place, in the early periods of Egyp-

tian history, during the reigns of the Pharaohs
;

when a vigorous government had the power of

maintaining order, and when a wise priesthood

watched equally over the interests of all. No
opinion indeed is more liable to error, than one

which judges the customs and character of the

Egyptians, from the degraded state of the country

under the rule of the Ptolemies and Caesars. For,

as De Pauwt justly observes, there is no more
reason to believe such excesses were perpetrated

at that period, than to expect the modern towns

of Europe to make war on each otlier, in order

to maintain the pre-eminence of their saints and
patrons.

Herodotust says, " They are obliged by law to

feed the sacred animals, and certain persons of both

sexes are appointed to take care of each kind. The
employment is an honourable one, and descends

from father to son." And "so far," observes Dio-

dorus §,
" are they from declining, or feeling

ashamed, openly to fulfil this office, that they pride

* Juv. Sat. XV. 36.—
" Numina vicinorurn

Odit uterque locus ; cum solos elicit habendos
Esse Decs quos ipse colit." Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 159.

-f-
De Pauw, Rech. sur les Eg. et Chin. i. 145.

j Herodot. ii. 65. § Diodor. i. 83.
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themselves upon it
;
going in procession through

the towns and country, with the distinguishing

mark of their occupation, as if they were par-

takers of the highest honours of the Gods. And
being known by a peculiar emblem belonging

to each, the people perceive, on their approach,

of what animal they have the care, and show

them respect by bowing to the ground, and by

other marks of honour."
'*When parents, living in towns, perform vows for

the recovery of their children's health*, they offer

prayers to the Deity to whom the animal is sacred,

and then shaving a portion, or half, or the whole,

of the child's head, they put the hair into one scale

of the balance and money into the other, until the

latter outweighs the former ; they then give it to

the person who takes care of the animal, to buy

fish (or other food)."

It was not, however, on accidental bounty that

the nourishment of these creatures depended. The
value of a whole head of child's hair, even when

they paid its weight in gold, or any other gift,

depending upon accidental vows (frequently per-

formed after a long interval), would be a preca-

rious means of support for the unremitting appetite

of the. Divine beasts ; it was, therefore, wisely ma-

naged, that a fixed revenue should be provided for

the purpose ; and each had apiece of land belong-

ing to it, the produce of which was sold for its

maintenance, and sufficed for the payment of the

curators, t

* Herodot. and Diodor. loc. cit. f Diodor. i. 83.
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The custom of bearing the emblems of the dif-

ferent sacred creatures, to whose service they were

devoted, may still be traced m the banners borne

by the guardians of the Shekhs' tombs, who travel

throughout Egypt in quest of charitable donations *;

and, though seldom differing from, or inferior to,

each other, in the discordant and deafening noise

of drums and clamorous instruments, they are as

readily distinguished by the peculiar emblems of the

Saint to whose service they belong. But tlie duty

is not wholly gratuitous ; being performed partly

from a prospect of rewards in Paradise, and partly

from the love of the tangible benefits they obtain

on earth, by means of his useful name. Vows are

also made, as in former times, by the credulous and

the devout, for the recovery of health, or the ac-

complishment of a wish ; but the accuracy of the

balance is no longer required, to regulate the ex-

tent of the donor's piety, or to adjust the quantity

of his gratitude to the nice precision of a hair.

The expense incurred by the curators, for the

maintenance of the sacred animals, was immense.

Not only were necessary provisions prociued for

them, but imaginary luxuries, which they could

neither understand nor enjoy. They were treated

with the same respect as human beings ; warm
baths were prepared for them ; they were anointed

with the choicest unguents, and perfumed with the

most fragrant odours. Rich carpets t and orna-

* Vide Vol. III. (1st Series) p. 394.
-) Carpets are frequently mentioned by ancient writers, as I have

already had occasion to observe. Vide also Theocrit. Id. xv. 125.
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mental furniture were provided for them, and every

care was taken to consult their natural habits. Fe-

males of their own species were kept for them,

and fed with the utmost delicacy and expense

;

those only being selected, which were remarkable

for their beauty. When any died, the grief of the

people could only be equalled by that felt at the

loss of a child ; and in so sumptuous a manner were

their funeral rites performed, that they frequently

cost more than the curators had the means of pay-

ing. * The same respect was extended to those

which died in foreign countries; and when engaged

in distant wars, they did not neglect " the cats and

hawks, or leave them behind, but, even when it

was difficult to obtain the means of transport, they

were brought to Egypt," that they might be de-

posited in holy ground.

Geese were kept for some of the sacred animals.

Meat was cut into pieces and thrown to the hawks,

who were invited by well-known cries to their

repast ; cats and ichneumons were fed on bread

soaked in milk, and with certain kinds of fish

caught on purpose for them ; and every ani-

mal was provided with food suited to its habits.

t

Whenever any one of them died, it was wrapped

up in linen, and carried to the embalmers, attended

by a procession of persons of both sexes, beating

their breasts in token of grief. The body was then

prepared with oil of cedar, and such aromatic sub-

* Diodor. i. 8+. and xiiprd. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 353.

f Diodor. loc. cit.
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tances as tended to preserve it, and was deposited

in a sacred tomb.

The respect paid to the sacred animals v^as not

confined to the outward ceremony of their funeral,

nor to the external marks of grief the mourners

voluntarily imposed upon themselves, by shaving

their eye-brows on the death of a cat, and their

whole body for the loss of a dog ; all the provisions,

which happened to be in the house at the time,

were looked upon as unlawful food, and were for-

bidden to be applied to any use. * And so remark-

able was the feeling of veneration in which they

were held by the Egyptians, that, in time of severe

famine, when hunger compelled them to eat human
flesh, no one was ever known to touch the meat of

any of them, even on the plea of preserving life. To
destroy one voluntarily, subjected the offender to

the penalty of death : but if any person even unin-

tentionally killed an ibis or a catt, it infallibly cost

him his life; the multitude immediately collecting,

and tearing him in pieces, often without any form

of trial. For fear of such a calamity, if any person

found one of those animals dead, he stood at a

distance, and, calling out with a loud voice, made

every demonstration of grief, and protested that it

was found lifeless.

"This superstitious regard to the sacred animals,"

observes Diodorus, *' is thoroughly rooted in their

minds, and every Egyptian has his passions strongly

bent upon their honour. For at the time when

Ptolemy had not yet been called a King by the

Romans, and the people were using every possible

* Diodor. i. Si. f Diodor. i. 83.
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effort to flatter the Italians, who visited the country

as strangers, and studious to avoid every thing that

could excite disputes, or lead to war, a Roman
having killed a cat, and a crowd being collected

about his residence, neither the magistrates who
were sent by the King to appease their rage, nor

the general terror of the Roman name, were able

to save the offender from vengeance, although he

had done it unintentionally. And this we relate,

not from the testimony of others, but from what

we ourselves had an opportunity of seeing during

our journey in Egypt." " Never," says Cicero*,

" did any one hear of a crocodile t, an ibis, or a

cat having been killed by an Egyptian." *' Rather

would they submit to suffer death than destroy an

ibis, an asp, a cat, or a crocodile ; and if any one

accidentally injured one of those animals, he would

object to no kind of punishment." t

I have stated the reasons assigned by Diodorus

for the worship of sacred animals, and have noticed

the ridicule with which the Greeks delighted to

treat this strange custom of the Egyptians. § We
are not, indeed, surprised that it should have

struck any people as absurd and inconsistent ; and
the Hebrew legislator felt the necessity of pre-

venting the Jews from falling into this, the most

gross practice of which idolatry was guilty. The

* Cic. (le Nat. Deor.i. 29.

-|- Cicero would have been more correct in substituting a haivk, or a
ctfnoccphalnx, for a crocodile, which last was not sacred throughout
Egypt. Vide ivfrd, p. 09. and 2;M-.

f Cic. Tusc. Disput. v. 27.

5 Infra, p. 101.; and supra, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 158. ct scq.
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worship of the golden calf, ti representation of tlie

Mnevis of HeHopolis, was a proof how their minds

had become imbued with the superstitions they had

beheld in Egypt, which the " mixed multitude had

practised there : " and it frequently happened that

the Egyptians were more attached to such emblems

than to the Gods themselves. This was the natural

result of idolatrous feelings, which have in all times

forgotten the Deity in a blind respect paid to tlie

type that chanced to represent him.

*' In Egyptian temples," says Clemens*, "the
porticos, vestibules, and groves, are constructed

with great splendour ; the halls are adorned with

numerous columns ; the walls are perfectly splendid

with rare stones, and brilliancy of colour ; the

sanctuary t shines with gold, silver, and amber, and
with a variety of glittering stones from India, or

Ethiopia, and the adytum is hung with curtains

of gold tissue. If you enter the circuit of the holy

place, and hastening to behold what is most worthy
of your search, you seek the statue of the Deity,

one of the priests who perform the rites there

steps forward to introduce you to the object of his

worship, looking upwards with a grave and reve-

rent face, as he chants the Peean hymn in his native

tongue. But no sooner does he draw aside a por-

tion of the veil, as if to show a God, than you
find ample reason for smiling at the mysterious

Deity. For the God you sought is not there ; but

a cat, or a crocodile, or a native serpent, or some

* Clem. Alex. Pjedagop:. iii. c. 2.

j- The body of the temple, or iedes, whither the profane did not pene-
trate, the adytum being the most holy part of the asdes.

VOL. II. — Second Series. H
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such animal, which is more suited to a cave than a

temple ; and you behold an Egyptian God in a

beast* lyingbeforeyouonapurple carpet." Thesame
idea is conveyed in these two lines of Juvenal t,

—

" Illic CEeruleos, hie piscem fluminis, illic

Oppida tota canera venerantur, nemo Dianam.'

"

It sometimes happened that, like the Gods of

Rome, or the Saints of modern Italy, the sacred

animals fell into disgrace, in consequence of the

wishes of their votaries not having been complied

with ; and this supposed neglect was resented with

the same feelings, which subject the image of

a Saint to the bastinado, or to the ignominy of

having a string tied round its neck, and being

thrown into a well. Plutarch t tells us, that when-

ever any great drought, or pestilential disease, or

other extraordinary calamity, happened, it was

customary for the Egyptian priests to select some

of the sacred animals, and having conducted them

with all silence and secresy to a dark place, to terrify

them with threats, and afterwards, if the disorder

still continued, to devote them to death.'* And
Porphyry relates, that they were in the habit of

using threats, not only to the sacred animals, but

even to the Gods themselves, — " declaring tl)at,

unless they did what they desired, or if they acted

contrary to their wishes, they would * disclose the

mysteries of Lsis,' ' divulge the secrets hidden in the

abyss,' 'stop the Baris (the sacred boat),' or ' scatter

before Typho the members of Osiris.'"

* In the inner or minor sanctuary of the great temple of Karnak,
is the statue of a colossal hawk on a pedestal, though the temple was
dedicated to Anuin and not to Ke.

t Juv, Sat. XV. 7. J Plut. de Is. s. 7.3.
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The above mentioned ceremony, adds Plutarch,

of puttmg those animals to death, " being per-

formed in secret, and at no fixed season of the

year, but as occasion requires, is wholly unknown
to the generality of the people, except at the

time they celebrate the funeral of some particular

species; when openly, and in sight of all, they throw

them into the grave, to be buried alive with those

whose obsequies they are performing. They
imagine that by this means they shall vex Typho,

and cut oif the pleasure they suppose he enjoys

from the sad event before them." " But the

animals, at whose funeral the above-mentioned rite

is practised, are such as are honoured and wor-

shipped by the whole nation, as the Ibis, the Hawk,
the Cynocephalus, and the Apis;" and the se-

lection of the others depended, of course, upon the

character of the Gods, and of the peculiar emblems,

worshipped in the place where those ceremonies

took place.

Peculiar sepulchres were frequently set apart

for certain species, and animals of different kinds

were not generally buried in the same place.

But in large populous places, the mummies of

oxen, sheep, dogs, cats, serpents, and fishes were

deposited in the same common repository ; though

the more usual custom was to bury one or more
of each species in a tomb, exclusively appropriated

to them : which was usually a small square cavity

hewn in the rock, and sometimes of considerable

dimensions.

The promiscuous admission of different animals

H ^
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into one sepulchre may have been from tlieir en-

joying less consideration there, than in other towns

where their worship prevailed. For even those

which were held sacred througliout the country,

were not equally esteemed in every place ; and

the exclusive privileges they enjoyed in one town,

might have been denied in another, without de-

priving them of the title they claimed to the name

of Sacred Animals. At Thebes, however, Sig'.

Passalacqua discovered birds, rats, shrewmice, toads,

snakes, Scarabaei, and flies, embalmed and deposited

in the same tomb ; and I have seen one there, in

which were found the mummies of cats, snakes,

and cows. But in the same cemetery, I observed

a sepulchre appropriated solely to cats, another to

hawks, and another to fish.

Some were buried in the district where they

died ; others were transported to the nome or city

where they were particularly sacred, — except,

perhaps, when the place in which they had been

kept, paid them similar honours. For it is not to

be supposed that the city of Thebes would will-

ingly suffer the embalmed bodies of the Ibis it

had fed, and highly venerated, to be transported

to Hermopolis; though this last was the place more

peculiarly appointed to the worship of that bird,

and of I'lioth, the Deity to whom it was sacred.

Indeed, the fact of our finding the embalmed
bodies of the Ibis, both at Tliebes, Memphis,

and other places, sufficiently establishes this con--

jecturc; and shows, that tlie animals removed to

the patron city were only taken from places where
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their worship was not particularly regarded, and

probably only from towns or villages in the vicinity.

And when Herodotus* says, "They carry the

cats which die, to certain holy places, where they

are embalmed, and thence removed to Bubastls,"

we may infer that the historian only alludes to

those, that died in places where the cat and the

Goddess Bubastis did not enjoy any conspicuous

share of the honours of the sanctuary. The same

applies to his observations respecting other sacred

animals of Egypt, as "the shrewmouse, the hawk,

and the Ibis," though he says '• the two former t

were transported to the city of Buto, and the

latter to Hermopolis."

The fact of the sacred animals having been em-

balmed and buried in the tombs at Thebes, shows

that Plutarcht is wrong in stating, that the in-

habitants of the Thebai'd were exempt from the

taxes levied throughout the country, for the main-

tenance of the sacred animals; and we can only

explain this by supposing the Thebans to have had

the privilege of providing ,';eparatel^ for the animals

they kept, without contributing to the common

fund levied for that purpose on the rest of the

Egyptians.

"Dogs were buried in their own town, being-

deposited in sacred coffins;" and " bears (which"

Herodotus states to have been "r<7re§ in Egypt),

and wolves, were interred in the place where they

were found dead."

* Heroilot. ii. G7.

f This must be an error: the hawk being sacred to Re, not to Biito.

i Plut. cle Is. s. 2). § Vide Vol. III. p. 2G.

H 3
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The same author* says, "When a bull or a

heifer dies, the latter is thrown into the river,

and the former buried in the suburbs, with one

or both of its horns above the ground, to mark

the spot. Here the body remains till it is de-

composed, and a boat despatched from the Isle

of Prosopitis comes round to each town, at a par-

ticular period. This Prosopitis is an island in the

Delta, nine schcenes in circumference, containing

several towns,— one of which, called Atarbechis,

sends the boats destined to collect the bones, and

employs several persons to go from town to town,

to exhumate them, and take them to the particular

spot, where they are buried. They inter in like

manner all other cattle that die;" but it maybe
doubted, if the Egyptians defiled their sacred

stream, by throwing into it the body of any animal

that had been found dead, unless it were in those

places where the crocodiles were fed. The dis-

covery of the bodies of cows or heifers embalmed

and buried in the tombs, disproves this statement

;

and the remark above made, respecting the in-

terment of animals in the place where they died,

applies equally to bulls, whose embalmed bodies are

discovered in the sepulchres of Thebes and other

places.

The law which obliged them to bury the bodies

of animals when found dead in the field, or else-

where, owed its origin to a wise sanatory pre-

caution ) and the respect i)aid to certain birds

* Ilcroilot. ii. 11.
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arose from their great utility in removing those

impurities, which, in a cUmate Hke Egypt, ne-

cessarily arose from the decomposition of animal

substances exposed to a burning sun. The same

consideration induces the modern Egyptians to ab-

stain from molesting the Vultur percnopterus*,

the kite, and others of the falcon tribe.

The mode of preserving and interring differ-

ent animals depended on circumstances. Those

which were sacred, w^ere embalmed with great

care, and at a considerable expense
;

particular

tombs were set apart for them ; and funeral cere-

monies were performed, according to the con-

sideration they enjoyed in the temples of the town
where they died. Some idea may be formed of

the enormous sums occasionally expended on

those occasions, from the statements of Diodorust,

who affirms, that the guardians of the sacred

animals, in his time, laid out no less than 100
talents at a single funeral ; and when Apis died,

in the reign of Ptolemy Lagus, the curator spent

the whole of the money collected for the purpose,

and borrowed from the King 50 talents in ad-

dition, to defray the expenses of its burial.

Many and various theories have been suggested

to account for the origin of animal worship in

Egypt; which, according to Manethot, was in-

troduced in the reign of the second King of the

* The Rokham, or Rakhaiu ; called also " Pharaoh's hen," or " the
scavenger of the Nile."

t Diodor. i. 84. % Vide Vol. I. p. 2G.

H 4
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2d Dynasty. " It is difficult," says Diodorus*,
*' to ascertain their motive for so singular a

custom. The priests, indeed, assign a peculiar

and hidden reason for it ; but three others are

commonly reported amongst the people. The
first of these, altogether fabulous, and in character

with the simplicity of primitive notions, is, that

the Gods, in the early ages of the world, being in

fear of the numbers and wickedness of mankind,

assumed the form of animals, in order to avoid

their cruelty and oppression. And having at length

obtained the dominion of the world, they decreed,

as a reward to those animals by whom they had

been saved, that mankind should ever after respect

and nourish them while alive, and perform funeral

honours to them at their decease.

'* The second is, that the ancient inhabitants of

Egypt, having suffered several signal defeats from

their neighbours, in consequence of the confusion

and want of discipline in their army, devised the

plan of carrying standards, and for this purpose se-

lected the figures of animals. These, being placed

upon a spear, and raised to a sufficient height,

served as a rallying point for the soldiers, and en-

abled them to keep their ranks in the confusion

of battle. And by this means having obtained the

victory over their enemies, they attributed their

success to the animals whose figures they bore,

and out of gratitude abstained from killing any of

the same species, — treating them afterwards with

religious veneration.

* Diodor. i. SG.
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" Tlie third reason is, gratitude for tlie benefits

conferred by them on mankind. For the cow not

only ploughs the land itself, but produces those

which perform the same useful office ; sheep bring

forth lambs twice (in the year*), and from their

wool are made clothes and ornamental furniture,

while their milk is an article of food, both itself,

and the cheese made from it. The dog is required

both for the chace, and as a guard t the

cat is a protection against the approach of the

venomous asp, and other reptiles ; and the ich-

neumon is useful in destroying the eggs of the

crocodile, which would otherwise multiply so

much as to render the river unapproachable.

The ichneumon even wars with that animal itself,

and overcomes it, by a wonderful stratagem.

Having enveloped itself in mud, it watches its op-

portunity, while the crocodile sleeps with its mouth
open on the shore, and then adroitly glides

througli its mouth into its stomach, and eating its

way out, escapes unhurt, at the same time that it

kills its enemy. The hawk is worshipped, be-

cause it destroys scorpions, horned snakes, and

noxious creatures which endanger human life :

though some suppose the reason to be from its

being the bird selected by augurs for predicting

future events."

These remarks agree with an observation of

Cicero, " that the Egyptians only hold those

animals sacred, which are of use to man, as the

* Conf. also, Diodor. i. 36. Tliis is the case at the present clay.

-j- " Therefore," he adds, "they represent Anubis m ith a dog's head."

I have elsewhere noticed this error, in speaking of the dog. Vide

also siqirci, Vol. I. ("2d series) [). 410.
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Ibis, from its being the destroyer of serpents ; and

much might be added respecting the utiUty of the

ichneumon, the crocodile, and the cat."

" Goats, bulls, wolves, and others," continues

Diodorus, "are reported to have been venerated

for similar motives." The historian then pro-

ceeds to give other reasons, one of which, though

highly improbable, deserves to be mentioned, —
" that in the early period of the Egyptian mo-

narchy, the people being prone to rebellion against

the Government, one of the Kings devised this

method of sowing the seeds of discord among
them, and preventing their union. He divided

the country into several parts, to each of which

lie assigned a peculiar animal, — establishing its

worship there, and forbidding it to be eaten. By
which means, the same animal that was adored

in one place, being regarded with no respect, and

even despised, in another, all community of feeling

was destroyed, and the animosity arising between

neighbouring provinces, prevented their uniting

against their rulers."

The historian also refers, in another place*, to

the supposed sojourn of the Gods on earth ; when,

in their visits to different places, they assumed the

form of various animals; "a notion, which," he

adds, "the poet having learnt during his stay in

Egy))t, introduced into his verses, —
" Krtt Tt Btoi K.eivoi(riv eoikotiq aWoSaTroifft,

HavToiot TtXtOovreQ tTrtorpaif/jwfft 7ri)\t]rtg,

AvO()0)TnoV vUpiV Tt KCIl tWOimjl' KJOpMVTtQ."

Plutarcli, in mentioning the same subject, sayst,

* Dioclor. i. 1:.'. f Pint, du Is. s. 7'^.
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" That the Gods, through a dread of Typlio, meta-

morphosed themselves into animals, lying concealed

in the bodies of Ibises, dogs, and hawks, is more

extravagant than the most fanciful tales of fable.

It is equally incredible, that the souls of those,

who survive their bodies, should return to life

again only through such animals. Of those,

therefore, who wish to assign a political reason for

their worship, some assert, that Osiris, having

divided his army into several divisions, assigned

to each a separate standard, distinguished by a par-

ticular animal, which afterwards became sacred, and

was worshipped by the troops to whom it had

been given. Others maintain, that it was in con-

sequence of some of the later Kings, who wished

to strike terror into their enemies, having decked

themselves with gold and silver figures of those

animals. Others, again, attribute it to the artifice

of a crafty prince, who, perceiving the Egyptians

to be of a volatile disposition, always inclined

to change and novelty, and, from their numbers,

invincible as long as they were guided by wise

counsels and acted in concert, devised this sort of

superstition, whilst they were yet dispersed up
and down in their several habitations, as a means

ofpropagating discord amongst them. For, amongst

the different species of animals he enjoined them
to worship, many bore a natural antipathy to each

other, and some were eaten in one part of the coun-

try, and some in another. He therefore foresaw

that, as each party would defend its own favourite

animals, and resent whatever injuries they suffered.
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this must imperceptibly engender a hostile feeling

amongst them, and prevent their plotting against

the government." These were, of course, merely

the fanciful notions of the uninstructed, as Dio-

dorus j ustly observes.

Many of the animals were worshipped, not

from a particular respect paid to them, nor on

account of any qualities they possessed, but solely

because they liad been chosen as emblems of

certain Deities ; and their selection for this pur-

pose is a separate and independent question. Tliat

the reasons for it were often as capricious and

ridiculous, as those stated by the historian, is

very probable ; and what could be more arbi-

trary than the adoption of the Ibis to represent

the God Thoth, or the spotted Cow to be the

emblem of Athor ? For, if tliey looked upon the

Ibis with a feeling of gratitude on account of its

utility in destroying serpents, the reason for its

being chosen as the peculiar type of the Egyptian

Hermes could not originate there ; nor does a

Cow, however useful to mankind, appear to be n

suitable representative of the Goddess Venus.

It is, therefore, evident, that neither the benefits

derived by man from the habits of certain animals,

nor the reputed reasons for their peculiar choice

as emblems of the Gods, were sufficient to account

for the reverence paid to man}^ of those they held

sacred. Some, no doubt, may have been indebted

to the first mentioned cause ; and, however little

connection appears to subsist between those

animals and the Gods of whom they were the types.
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\vc may believe that tlie ox, cow, sheep, dog,

cat, vulture, hawk, Ibis, and some others, were

chosen from their utility to man. We may aiso

see sufficient reasons for making some others

sacred, in order to prevent their being killed for

food, because their flesh was unwholesome, as was

the case with certain fish of the Nile,—a precau-

tion which extended to some of the vegetables of

the country. But this will not account for the

choice they made in many instances ; for why
should not the camel and horse have been selected

for the first, and many other common animals and

reptiles for the last-mentioned reason ? There

was, as Porphyry observes, some other hidden

motive, independent of these ; and whether it was,

as Plutarch supposes, founded on rational grounds,

(with a view to promote the welfare of the com-

munity,) on accidental or imaginary analogy, or on

mere caprice, it is equally difficult to discover it,

or satisfactorily to account for the selection of

certain animals as the exclusive types of particular

Deities.

Porphyry gives another reason for the worship

of animals, which is consistent with the speculative

notions of the Egyptians ; but still it offers no
elucidation of the question respecting the pre-

ference shown to some before others, nor does it

account for one or other being chosen to represent

a particular attribute of the Deity.
*' The Egyptian priests," says that writer*,

*' profiting by their diligent study of philosophy,

* Porphyr. de Abstin. iv. c. 9.
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and their intimate acquaintance with the nature

of the Gods, have learnt that the Divinity per-

meates other beings as well as man ; that he is not

the only creature on earth possessed of soul ; and

that nearly the same spiritual essence pervades all

the tribes of living creatures. On this account, in

fashioning images of the Gods, they have adopted

the forms of all animals, sometimes joining the

human figure with those of beasts; at others, com-
bining the shapes of men and of birds. Where-
fore some of their images have the form of a man
up to the neck, with the face of a bird, or a lion,

or any other creature : others, again, have the

liead of a man, with the remainder of the body,

either the upper or lower parts, shaped like some
other animal. Thus we find the lion adored as a

God ; and there is a part of Egypt called the

Xeo^ztopolite nome, from the lion, another called

the ^^.sirite *, from the bull, and a third the

Xj/copolitan, from the wolf. Under these sem-

blances, they adore the universal power which the

Gods have severally displayed in the various forms

of living nature."

If, as he supposes all animals had been admitted

by themt, this notion of the universal participa-

tion of the divine essence would account for the

adoption of each member of the animated crea-

tion, as the representative of its own particular

portion of the Divinity from whom it emanated.

* " Bouo-ipirTjc." This is a Greek fancy. Vide siiprd. Vol. I. (2cl

scries) p. 347.

-f-
(Cicero is also wrong in saying, " Oinnc icre genus bcstiariini

-/Egyptii consecraverunt. De Nat. Deer. iii.
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But the difficulty is not solved by this statement,

nor by that of Plutarch*, who says, *' Many sup-

pose the soul of Typho to have been divided

amongst those animals, — signifying that the ir-

rational and brutal nature proceeds from the evil

principle ; and, consequently, all the reverence

paid to these creatures, is with a design to pacify

him."

Plutarch t and Porphyry attach great importance

to the doctrine of emanation, as the source of animal

worship ; and the statements of those two writers

tend to show the principle which guided the Egyp-

tians, in their speculations respecting the connec-

tion between the Creator and his creatures. The
doctrine of emanations from one great soul, to

which all returned again, after having been suffi-

ciently purified from the contaminations to which

each soul was subject during its earthly career,

formed a principal feature of their religion ; and

not only was man, or the human soul, considered

an emanation from the same great and universal

source, but every animated creature was supposed

to partake of its divine essence. This idea ex-

tended ev^en to " herbs and stones," which were

thought to " have within them the natural pro-

perty of the Divinity." t

I have already had occasion to observe §, that

the idea of the human soul, which was an ema-

nation from the great soul that governed and

* Plut. de Is. s. 73.

+ Pint, de Is. s. 77. Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d series) p. .318.

J Mercur. Trismeg., Dialogue with Asclepius. '

^ Vide sitpi'd, loc. cit.
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pervaded the universe, returning to its divine

origin after certain purifications, led to the doctrine

of the transmigration. The evil propensities of

man, and the sinful actions of which he was fre-

quently guilty, were thought so to taint the original

purity of the divine nature of the soul, that, on

leaving the body, it was no longer in a fit state to

reunite itself with the immaculate source from

which it proceeded ; they therefore supposed that

it underwent a proportionate degree of purifica-

tion, according to the nature of the impieties each

individual had committed. For this purpose, it

was condemned to a state of purgatory, by pass-

ing' through the bodies of various animals.* The
most wicked were confined in those of the most

odious description, as the pig and others, which

for this reason they believed to be fit emblems of

the Evil Being t; and "those," as Plato t makes

Socrates say, ** who were guilty of injustice,

tyranny, and rapine, entered into the tribes of

wolves, hawks §, and kites."

Hence it appears, that the animals they held

sacred, which partook more immediately of the

divine nature, were distinct from those into which

the "souls of wicked persons passed during the

period of their transmigration;" and that it was
imparted to some in a direct maimer, while others

only received it through tiie medium of other in-

fluences.

* Vide Phit. dc Is. S.72. f Pint, tie Is. s..31.

I Pliito, riucdo, p. 20+. Trans. Taylor.

§ This was accord iii^'; to the i<!ca.s ol'lhc (Jrccks.
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It also appears, that intermediary agents and

Daemons were supposed to inhabit the bodies of

certain animals, in which they visited the earth ;

and conformably to this notion, the numerous

Genii of the Egyptian Pantheon were figured with

the heads of different animals, distinct from the

Deities to whom those animals were peculiarly

sacred.

*

The custom of representing the Gods under

a human formt, was owing to their considering

man the intellectual representative of the Deity,

who bore the stamp of the mind of the Creator,

and the only created being who was worthy of

being considered a likeness of the Divine original.

And in adding the heads of particular animals, they

probably alluded to certain properties, of which

they were deemed suitable emblems.

From what has been stated, it is reasonable to

suppose that the sacred animals enjoyed different

gradations of rank ; and the same respect was not

paid to the crocodile, whose worship was confined

to particular parts of the country, as to the uni-

versally adored Ibis, or the Cow of Athor. Some
were in themselves sacred, — being looked upon,

as Strabo and Porphyry say, " really to be Gods,"

— as the bull Apis, and others ; some were

adored as representatives of the Deities to whom
they were sacred ; and others were only emblems.

It is not, however, always easy to ascertain to

what degree the animals were held sacred by
the Egyptians, since ancient authors disagree

* Vide supra, p. 89. f Vide supra, Vol. I. (^d Series) p. g-i?.

VOL. II. — Second Series. I
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on this point. Thus we find that, though Strabo

supposes the Oxyrhinchus to have been worship-

ped throughout the country, Plutarch says the

Cynopohtes eat this fish ; and the dog, which

the geographer considers universally sacred, was

in like manner, out of revenge, killed and eaten by

the people of Oxyrhinchus. Strabo's words* are,

" All the Egyptians venerate the Oxyrhinchus fish.

For there are some animals which every Egyptian

worships: as for instance, of quadrupeds, three,

—

the ox, the dog, and the cat ; of birds, the hawk, and

Ibis; offish, two,—the Lepidotus, and Oxyrhinchus.

Some are adored in particular places : as the sheep,

by the Saites and Thebans ; the Latus, a fish of the

Nile, by the people of Latopolis ; the wolf, by the

Lycopolites ; the Cynocephalus, at Hermopolis

;

the Cepus, by the Babylonians who live near

Memphis ; . . . . the eagle, by the Thebans ; the

lion, at Leontopolis ; the goat, by the Mendesians
;

the Mygale, at Athribis ; and others, in different

places." The bodies, however, of all animals

which were found dead, were removed and buried,

as might be reasonably expected, since this re-

gulation arose from a sanatory precaution ; and it

therefore appears, from the most common kinds,

as horses, asses, and others, not being discovered,

that the embalming process was confined to certain

animals, and rarely extended to those which were

not sacred to some Deity.

In order to enable the reader to distinguish

the sacred animals of Egypt, I shall introduce a

* Strabo, xvii. p. 559.
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list of those known there in former times, and point

out such as appear, from the authority of com-

petent writers, or from being found embalmed in

the tombs, to have a claim to that title ; arranging

them under their respective heads of MammaUa,
birds, reptiles, fishes, and insects, to which I shall

add some of the holy members of the vegetable

kingdom.

Bronze Apis, in the possession of Miss Rogers—Fig. 2. The devices on its neck and back.

I %
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Some fabulous insects may also be cited, as well

as fabulous quadrupeds, which were chiefly em-

blems appropriated to particular Gods, or repre-

sentative of certain ideas connected with religion,

the most remarkable of which were scarabs with the

heads of hawks, rams, and cows. Of these, many
are found made of pottery, stone, and other mate-

rials, and the sculptures represent the beetle with a

human head. This change did not render them

less fit emblems of the Gods : the Scarabaeus of

the Sun appears with the head of a ram as well as

a hawk ; and the God Pthah was sometimes figured

with the body of a Scarabaeus, and the head and

legs of his usual human form.

Having now stated the name of the Deity to

whom they were consecrated, and the town where

divine honours were particularly paid to them, it

remains to add a few remarks on the comparative

claims of each, in order to distinguish the animals

worshipped as Deities, those held sacred throughout

Egypt, those whose worship was confined to par-

ticular districts, and those which were revered

merely out of respect to the Gods of whom they

were emblems.

Monkeys.

The Cynocephalus Ape, which was particularly

sacred to Thoth, held a conspicuous place among
the sacred animals of Egyj)l, being worship])ed as

the type of the God of Letters, and of the Moon,

which was one of the characters of Thoth. It was
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even introduced in the sculptures as the God him-

self, with " Thoth, Lord of Letters," and otiicr

legends, inscribed over it*; and in astronomical

subjects two Cynocephali are frequently represented

standing in a boat before the Sun in an attitude

of prayer, as emblems of the Moon.t Their pre-

sence in a similar boat with a pig probably refers

to them as types of the Divinity, in whose honour

that animal was sacrificed; " the ilibo^z and Bac-

chus," according to Herodotust, being the sole

" Deities to whom it was lawful to immolate swine,

and that only at the full moon."§ But their pre-

sence was not confined to Thoth or the Moon. On
two sides of the pedestals of the obelisks of Luxor,

four Cynocephali stand in the same attitude, as if

in adoration of the Deity to whom those monu-

ments were dedicated ; a balustrade over the centre

doorway of the temple ofAmun at Medeenet Haboo

is ornamented with figures of these animals; and a

row of them forms the cornice of the exterior of the

great temple dedicated to Re at Aboosimbel.

Sometimes a Cynocephalus, placed upon a throne

as a God, holds a small Ibis in its hand ; and in

the judgment scenes of the dead it frequently

occurs seated on the summit of the balance, as the

emblem of Thoth, who had an important office on

that occasion, and registered the account of the

actions of the deceased.

* Vide Plate IS. f Vide also Horapollo, i. 14, 15.

% Herodot. ii. 47.

§ Plutarch says, " a sow was sacrificed to Typho once a year, at the
full moon." De Is. s. 8.

VOL. IT.— Second Skkies. K
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HorapoUo* states some curious reasons for Cy-

nocepliali being chosen as emblems of the Moon,

lambhchus also speaks of certain physical analo-

gies common to them and to that luminary ; and

the former supposes that they were brought up

in the temples, in order to enable the priests to

ascertain from their habits the exact instant of the

conjunction of the Sun and Moon. Several equally

ridiculous reasons are given for their relation to

Thoth, and to other hieroglyphic symbols.

The place where this animal was particularly

sacred was Hermopolis, the city of Thoth. Thebes

and other towns also treated it with the respect

due to the representative of the Egyptian Hermes
;

and in the Necropolis of the capital ofUpper Egypt,

a particular spot was set apart as the cemetery of

the sacred Apes.

Mummies of the Cynocephalus are put up in

a sitting posture, which is that usually given to

the animal in the sculptures, when representing

the God Thoth ; and its head forms one of the

covers of the four sepulchral vases deposited in

the tombs of the dead, t It was then the type of

the God Hapi, one of the four Genii of Amenti,

who was always figured witli the liead of a Cyno-

cephalus. Many of tliis species of ape were tamed

and kept by the Egyptians, and the paintings show

that they were even trained for useful purposes, as

I have already liad occasion to observe.

t

* II<)ni|K)llo, i. II.; iiiul I'lin. viii. 54.

t rirU- .svprd, p. 5. and lii. % ^''"'<' Vol. II. p. 150.
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It was a native of Etliiopia, as Pliny* and other

authors state, where it is still common ; and many
are brought down to Cairo at the present day, to

amuse the crowds in the streets, by exhibiting the

antics they are taught, to the sound of drums and

other noisy instruments ; but the constant applica-

tion of the stick shows the little respect now paid

in Egypt to the once revered emblem of Hermes.

Strabo agrees with other writers t, in stating

that the Hermopolitans worshipped the Cynoce-

phalus. He afterwards mentions the Cepus, which

was sacred in Babylon t, near Memphis ; but from

his description of that animal, "with a face like a

satyr, and the rest between a dog and a bear,"

we may suppose he had in view the sacred Ape of

Thoth, as no animal worshipped in Egypt answers

his description so well as the Cynocephalus. §

Indeed, it is possible that he mistook the Cy-

nocephalus of Hermopolis for one of the smaller

kind of monkeys, and applied the name Cepus to

the sacred type of the Egyptian Hermes. This is

further confirmed by the account given by Pliny
||

of " the Cepus, whose hind feet resembled human
feet and thighs, and the fore feet were like human
hands," and by its being " a native of Ethiopia."

Some might suppose that he had in view the Ty«

* Plin. viii. S-l,, and vii. 2. f Strabo, xvii. p. 559.

J The modern town of Old Cairo stands on the site of Babylon, of
which the principal remains are the Roman station mentioned by
Strabo (xvii. p. 555.), Vide my Egypt and Thebes, p. 309.

^ S. Passalacqna mentions a monster resembling a Cynocephalus
found at Hermopolis. Vide Pettigrew on Munmiies, p. 184. ; and Pas-
salacqua's Catalogue, p. 149.

II
Plin. viii. 19. Vide JEWan. Nat. An. xvii. 8.

K 2
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phonian figure which occurs so often in the astro-

nomical subjects ; but this is generally represented

with the head of a hippopotamus and the body of

a bear, or of some fanciful monster.*

The green monkey of Ethiopia was frequently

brought to Egypt with the Cynocephalus by those

who paid tribute to the Kings of Egypt ; there is,

however, no evidence of its having been sacred to

any Deity.

Some writers mention the Cercopithecus, which,

from the expression

" Si mihi Cauda foret cercopithecus eram,"

seems to have been remarkable for the length of

its tail. This might even apply to the green

monkey of Ethiopia. Indeed, Pliny's description

of the Cercopithecus with a black head accords

with one species still found there, t They seem

to have been embalmed at Thebes and other

places, and may therefore have some claim to

a rank among the animals revered by the Egyp-

tians ; and, if we may believe Juvenalt, the Cer-

copithecus was worshipped in the capital of the

Thebai'd. It was frequently represented as an

ornament in necklaces, in common with other

animals, flowers, and fanciful devices; and the

neck of a bottle was sometimes decorated with

two sitting monkeys.

* Vide Plate 40.; and supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 429.

f Pliny (viii. 21.) docs not place the Cercopithecus among the

monkey tribe.

J Jnv. Sat. XV. 4.
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The Bat.

This animal is represented in the paintings of

Beni Hassan.* It does not appear to have been

sacred, nor do I know any instance of its being-

found embalmed. Egypt produces several species,

some of which are of great size. The ancient

Egyptians classed it among birds ; but this was

probably in reference to the element m which it

moved, in the same manner as they introduced the

crocodile and hippopotamus with the fish of the

Nile.

The Hedgehog.

Small figures of the hedgehog were sometimes

made of earthenware and other materials, to serve

as ornaments. Lamps of terra-cotta are also met

with in the tombs, having the form of this animal.

They do not, however, appear to have been con-

nected with a religious feeling ; but, like the small

porcelain figures of the ibex, hippopotamus, fly,

frog, and others, frequently found in Egypt, were

probably intended for ornamental purposes, and

frequently used as toys or trinkets.

The Mygale, or Shrew-mouse.

The Mygale t held a conspicuous place amongst

the sacred animals of Egypt, but I never observed

any representation of it in sculptures ^-elating to tlie

* Vide Vol. III. p. 50. t Sorex myosurus, Pa//.

K 3
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religion, or the natural history of the country. It

has been found embalmed in the tombs of Thebes,

and S. Passalacqua has thence brought specimens

of two species. It is remarkable that one of these

is larger than any with which we are acquainted.

Herodotus * tells us that they removed the shrews

which died to Butos, where they were buried ; in

consequence of their being sacred to Buto, or La-

tona, the Goddess of that city; and Plutarcht as-

serts that it received divine honours from being-

blind, and was therefore looked upon as a proper

emblem of darkness, which was more ancient than

light. The notion of its blindness they doubtless

derived from its habit of coming forth only at night,

when all was darkness, and from their impression

that no animal who had the power of sight could

neglect to take advantage of so valuable a gift;

but however we may ridicule the Egyptians for

believing the blindness of the Mygale, we find a

parallel in the proverbial stigma we have attached

to the mole and the bat.

I have already noticed t the character of tl>e

Goddess Buto, or Latona, of whom it was the em-

blem. According to the mcta])hysical notions of

the priesthood, she was that primordial " darkness

which covered the deep," represented, according

to their custom, by the name and under tlie form

of a Deity. The Gods of Egyi)t consisted, as I

have frequently shown, of abstract ideas, as well as

those things on which the divine intellect o])crated.

* Ilcrodot. ii. 07. f Pint. Symp. iv. Quaest. 5.

t Supra, Vol. I. (2cl Scries) p. 273.
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Of this system an idea may be obtained from many
parts of the Mosaic account of the creation; and

the second verse of Genesis might present to an

Egyptian at least six members of liis Pantlieon, in

the Earth, Chaos, Darkness, the Deep, the Spirit

of God, and the Waters.

But a similar abstruse notion was beyond the

reach of the uninstructed. They were contented

to see in Latona the nurse of Horus*; and the

Mygale was said to be the animal, whose form she

assumed to elude the pursuit of Typhon, when he

sought to destroy the son of Osiris, who had been

committed to her charge.

I have already shown that the Mygale is found

embalmed at Thebes, and that the burying-place

of this animal was not confined to Butos. Strabo,

indeed, would lead us to infer that Athribis t vied

with that city in the honours it bestowed upon

the emblem of Latona ; and if he is correct in this

assertion, the relationship, or perhaps the identity,

of Buto and the lion-headed Goddess Thriphis

ma}^ be established. 1^ The Athribis mentioned by
the geographer was the capital of a nome of the

same name, lying between Bubastis and the Nile.

Another Athribis stood in Upper Egypt, in the

nome of Aphroditopolis, close to the Libyan range

of hills, where extensive mounds and ruins of a

temple still mark its site. It was also called Cro-

codilopolis ; but tradition lias retained the name
of Athribis in the Coptic Athrebi. The inmates of

* Hcrodot. ii. 156. f Strabo, xvii. 559.

% Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 265. and 273.

K 4
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the White Monastery, which stands in the vicinity,

designate it by that of Atrib, or Medeenet Ashaysh 5

and the inscription on one of the fallen architraves

of the temple distinctly shows that the Goddess, as

well as the city, bore the name of Thriphis.*

The Bear, Weasel, and Otter.

Herodotus t says " bears are rare in Egypt,'*

but there is little doubt that this animal was always

unknown there ; and the only instance of it in the

paintings or sculptures is when brought by foreign-

ers to Egypt, among the gifts annually presented to

the Pharaohs. It is therefore singular that Prosper

Alpinil^ of Padua should assert it to be a native of

that country, and describe it *' as not larger than

our sheep, of a whitish colour, more easily tamed

and less fierce than our own."

According to Plutarch §, the soul of Typho was

fabled by the Egyptians to have been translated

into the constellation of the Bear. This notion is

probably derived from the frequent representations

of a Typhonian monster in astronomical subjects
;

which are the more remarkable, since they date at

tlie early period of the 18th Dynasty. That writer

also asserts 11 that "the weasel was worshipped by
the Egyptians, as well as the asp and beetle, on

account of certain resemblances, (obscure as they

are), which those creatures are thought to present to

* Vide infra, p. 229.; and siiprr). Vol. T. (2(1 Series) p. 21)5, 266.

f IIcroclot.ii.G7. J Trospcr Alpinus, Hist. Nut. ALg. iv. 9,

§ Pint. (Ic Is. s. 21.
II

Pint, (le Is. s. 74.
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the operations ofthe Divine power, like the image of

the Sun seen in drops of rain. For there are many
who think, and are ready to assert, that the weasel

engenders at the ear, and brings forth her young

at the mouth, and they consequently look upon it

as a just symbol of the Divine reason." From his

having already mentioned the Ichneumon, it is

evident he does not allude to that animal ; and we
are therefore bound, on his authority, to give the

weasel a place among the sacred animals of Egypt.

Porphyry says, that "the weasel, the beetle, and

the crocodile were emblems of the Sun ;
" and

lamblichus * considers "the dog, Cynocephalus,

and weasel common to the Moon."

It is on the authority of Herodotus t that the

otter is mentioned amongst the animals of Egypt;

but I have already observed 1^ that it is unknov/n

in Egypt, and that he probably had in view the

large Lacerta Nilotica, or monitor of the Nile,— the

name svoopig, or " water animal," being too vague to

be exclusively applied to the otter. Whatever this

was, he asserts it to have been sacred ; and had he

not mentioned the Ichneumon §, we might feel

certain that he had taken it for the otter (if by
svuopig he meant to designate that particular in-

habitant of the water), and I have known the same

mistake to have been made by modern travellers.

Indeed, though Herodotus was aware of the ex-

istence of the Ichneumon in Egypt, he may have

been led into this error on seeing it in the river

;

* Iambi, de Myster. sect. v. c. 8. f Hcrodot. ii. 7:^.

X Vol. III. p. r27. $ Herodot. ii. 67.
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and it is more likely that the Ichneumon should be

mistaken for an otter than tlie monitor of the Nile.

Since writing the above, I find my last opinion

fully confirmed by Ammianus Marcellinus *, whosays

it is "the Hydrus, a kind of Ichneumony^ which

attacks the crocodile ; and the name of Enhydrus,

given it by Solinus and Isidorus, added to the

observation of Hesychius, who describes *' the En-

hydrus as an amphibious animal, like the beaver,"

may suffice to show that the Enhydris (svuop/^) of

Herodotus is no other than the Ichneumon.

The Dog.

The dog was held in great veneration in many
parts of Egypt, particularly at the city of Cynopolis,

where it was treated with divine honours. Strabo

tells us a stated quantity of provisions was always

supplied by the inhabitants of that city for the

maintenance of their favourite animals ; and so

tenacious were they of tlie respect due to them,

that a civil war raged for some time between them

and the people of Oxyrhinchus, in consequence of

the latter having killed and eaten them. This had

been done in revenge for an insult they had re-

ceived from the Cynopolites, who had brought to

table their sacred fish.t

'* In ancient times,'* says Plutarch t,
*' the Egyp-

tians paid the greatest reverence and honour to tlie

* Ainm. Marc. xxii. 14. p. 33G.

f Pint. (Ic Is. s. 72. Strabo .says the Oxyrliincluis fish was sacred in

all Egvi)t (xvii. p. 559.).

X Plut. de Is. s. 44.
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dog; but by reason of Iiis eating of the flesh of Apis,

after Cambyses had slain it and thrown it out, when
no other animal would taste or even come near it,

lie lost the first rank he had hitherto held amongst

the sacred animals."

Such is the opinion of Plutarch ; but it may be

doubted if the dog ever enjoyed the same exalted

rank among the sacred animals as the cat and

many others, however much it was esteemed by the

Egyptians for its fidelity. It was sacred *, but not

universally worshipped. It was not held in the

same repute in every part of Egypt, as we have

already seen from the disputes between the Cyno-

polites and Oxyrhinchites ; nor was it looked upon

as one of those " which were worshipped by the

whole nation, as were the Ibis, the hawk, the Cy-

nocephalus, and the Apis."t

The assertion of Plutarch respecting the disgrace

into which the dog fell may be justly doubted ; and
Herodotus, whose authority is to be preferred,

in his account of Apis's death, and the care taken

by the priests to bury its body, disproves his state-

ment, and stamps it with the fabulous character

which belongs to so many of the stories contained

in the treatise of Isis and Osiris. Indeed, the idea

seems so nearly connected with the group of the

God Mithras, where the dog is represented feeding

on the blood of the slaughtered ox, that there is

reason to believe the story derived its origin from

the Persian idol.

* Plato (Gorgias. p. 398. trausl.) calls it " one of the Deities of
Egypt." Vide Plut. s. 72. 75.

•f
Plut. s. 73. ^
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Among those who acknowledged the sacred cha-

racter of the dog, the respect it received was very

remarkable ; for whenever one of those animals

died a natural death, all the inmates of the house

shaved their heads and their whole body *
; and if

any food, whether wine, corn, or any thing else,

happened to be in the house at the time, it was for-

bidden to be applied to any use.

According to some ancient authors, the dog was

fabled to have been the guard of Isis and Osiris,

and to have been revered on account of its assisting

Isis in her search after the dead body of her hus-

band ;
*' for which reason," they addt, " dogs are

made to head the procession in the ceremonies of

Isis, as if to record their utility on that occasion."

Herodotus does not confine the burying-place

of the dog to any particular district. " Every one,"

he says, *' inters them in their own town, where

they are deposited in sacred chests +;" and if their

funeral rites were performed with greater honour

in tlie Cynopolite nome, it is evident, from the

mummies found in different parts of the country,

that great care was taken in the mode of embalming

them in otlier places. We are told§ that, having

been properly prepared by the embalmers of ani-

mals, and wrapped in linen, they were deposited in

the tombs allotted to them, the bystanders beating

themselves in token of grief, and uttering lament-

ations in their lionour.

According to Clemens of Alexandria 11, two

* Ilerodot. ii. (i(i. iJiud. i. 84.

f Diod. i. 87. t Ilerodot. ii. 77.

() Diod. i. S-t.
II

( 'Icmcns, Strom, lib. v.
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dogs were the emblem of the two hemispheres.

HorapoUo* pretends that the dog represents "a
scribe t, a prophet (pontiff), laughter, the spleen,"

and other things equally improbable ; and lambli-

chus t supposes a certain physical analogy in the

dog, as well as the Cynocephalus and the weasel,

with the Moon. But the latter evidently con-

founds the Moon or Thoth with the other Mer-

cury Anubis, to whom the dog was thought to be

sacred.

The greatest number of dog mummies that 1

met with in Egypt were at the small town of El

Hareib, a little below the modern Manfaloot, at

Thebes, and in the vicinity of Sharona. But it is

probable that every town had a place of interment

set apart for them, as for other animals that died

and were buried at the public expense, which having

accidentally escaped the researches of modern exca-

vators, remain unknown.

The different breeds of dogs in Egypt I have §

already mentioned, which were kept by chasseurs

and others for the same purposes as at the present

day. According to ^lian, they were the most

fleet in pursuit of game ; and the same quickness

seems to have tausjht them a mode of avoidine:

the crocodile while drinking at the Nile. '* For,

fearing to stop in one spot, lest they should be

carried ofl' by one of those animals, they run by

* Horapollo, i. 39, 40., and ii. 22.

f Perhaps a mistake arising from the Cynocephalus being the symbol
of Thoth and of letters.

J Iambi, de Myst. sect. v. c. 8. § Vol. III. p. 32.
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the edge of the stream, and, licking the water as

they pass, they may be said to snatch, or even to

steal, a draught, before their enemy lurking beneath

the surface can rise to the attack."* But this is

not the only remarkable peculiarity mentioned by

Pliant, who had heard (for the naturalist always

defends himself with the word axouco') that Socialism

already existed among the dogs of Memphis, who,

depositing all they stole in one place, met together

to enjoy a common repast.

I now proceed to notice an error which has been

repeated by ancient Greek and Roman writers,

respecting the God Anubis, who is universally

represented by them with the head of a dog. t

It would be tedious to enumerate the names of

those who have repeated this fable. The dog was

universally believed by all but the Egyptians them-

selves to be the peculiar type of Anubis. Roman
sculptors went so far as to represent him with the

dog's head they thought he bore in the temples of

the Nile ; and the ignorance of poets and others

who persisted in describing Anubis as a dog-headed

God, is only equalled by that which led them to

give a female character to the Sphinx.

It was the jackal, and not the dog, which was

the emblem of Anubis ; and if this God was really

worshipped as the presiding Deity of Cynopo-

lis, as some have maintained §, it was probably in

consequence of the jackal and the dog having

* ^lian. Nat. An. vi. 53. f Lilian, vii. 19.

j^ Vidr also siiprfi, Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 410.

§ Straho, xvii. p. 558.
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been included under the same generic denomi-

nation. But no representation occurs of Anubis

with the head of that animal. The dog is rarely,

if ever, found except as a domestic animal, in

Egyptian sculpture : the only one I remember to

have seen, which had any reference to a sacred

subject, was in a mutilated statue representhig a

man seated beneath the animal's head, in the atti-

tude common to figures found in the tombs ; and

the hieroglyphics accompanying it plainly show it

to have been a funereal group. But it is possible

that even this was intended to represent a jackal

;

for unless the exact character of the latter has

been carefully maintained, it is difficult, in a mu-

tilated statue, to distinguish between it and the

Egyptian fox-dog ; and from its forming part of

a funereal group, and therefore connected with

Anubis, it is more likely to have been intended

for the jackal than the dog. I have restored the

lost portions of it in the drawing given in the

plate. * The hieroglyphics are evidently of early

time ; and if it was really intended to represent a

dog, it only goes to prove that this animal was also

dedicated to Anubis.

The fidelity of the dog and its utility to man
were no doubt the original causes of its being ad-

mitted amongst the sacred animals of Egypt ; and

it is evident from the paintings that it enjoyed

great privileges as a domestic animal, being the

constant companion of persons of all classes, as in

* Vide Plate 43. fig. 4.
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European countries at the present day. It ac-

companied tliem in their walks, assisted them in

the chase, and was kept as a favourite in the house.

A similar regard is not extended to it by the

modern Egyptians, whose Moslem prejudices con-

sider it an unclean animal. Even a Mdleki^ the

most liberal of the four sects in favour of the dog,

would not touch the nose or the wet hairs of this

animal, without thinking himself defiled and bound

to submit to purification from the contact. The
dog is therefore seldom admitted into the houses of

the Moslems, who even believe that, independent of

its being unclean, its presence within doors keeps

away the good spirits from their abode. But it is

not ill-treated, and those which are wild in the

streets are fed by morsels occasionally thrown to

them during a repast ; and small tanks of water

placed at the corners of the streets are regularly

filled for their use. The name of dog applied to

any man is, as might be supposed, a great term of

reproach among the Moslems ("a Jew's dog,"

the lowest caste of dog, being the unapproachable

climax) ; but it appears somewhat inconsistent in

us to choose the dog as the most uncomplimentary

designation, when we are disposed to speak so

favourably of that faithful animal. This, however,

may be accounted for by early impressions received

from the Bible*, and some other causes.

* With tlic Jews a "dead dog" was tlic greatest term of reproach.

2 Sam. xvi. 9. Vide also 2 Kings, viii. 13., of the term " dog."
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Wolf.

The name of this animal, in Coptic ouonsh,

is satisfactorily shown from the hieroglyphics to

have been the same in olden times ; the figure of

the wolf, like the other wild beasts, being accom-

panied by its phonetic name* in the paintings of

Beni Hassan. It was peculiarly sacred at Lyco-

polist in Upper Egypt; where wolf mummies are

found in small excavated chambers in the rock,

behind the modern town of E'Sioot ; and the coins

of the Lycopolite nome, in the time of the Empire,

bear on their reverse a wolf, with the word Lyco.
*' In that nome alone of all Egypt," says Plutarch t,

" the people eat sheep, because the wolf does,

whom they revere as a God ; " and Diodorus § in-

cludes the wolf among the animals which after

death were treated with the same respect as during

their lifetime, like the cat, Ichneumon, dog, hawk.

Ibis, crocodile, and others.

Herodotus 11 observes that the wolves of Egypt

were scarcely larger than foxes; Aristotle^ con-

siders them inferior in size to those of Greece;

and Pliny** says they were small and inactive;

which is fully proved by modern experience. In

their habits they are also unlike the wolves of

Europe, as they never range in packs, but gene-

rally prowl about singly ; nor do I ever remember

* Vide Vol. in. p. 19. Woodcut, No. 328. fig. 13.

t Strabo, xvii. p. 559. J Plut. cle Is. s. 72.

§ Diodor. i. 83.
||

Herodot. ii. 67.

H Aristot. Hist.Anim. lib. viii, 28. ** Pliny, viii. 22.
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having seen more than two together, either in the

desert or in the valley of the Nile. Sonnini's erro-

neous assertion that the wolf and fox are not found

in Egypt, I have already noticed*; and, as the

learned Larcher justly observes, the historian of

Halicarnassus, " an Asiatic by birth, must have

known the jackal, which was common to all Asia

Minor, as well as the wolf; and if he knew them

both, it was impossible for him to have mistaken

a jackal for a wolf."

Herodotus mentions t a festival, which still con-

tinued to be celebrated during his visit to Egypt,

and was reported to have been instituted to com-

memorate the descent of King Rhampsinitus to

the lower regions, where he played at dice with

Ceres. " On this occasion," says the historian,

" one of the priests being clad in a cloak of tissued

stuff, made on the very day of the ceremony, and

having his eyes covered, is conducted to the road

leading to the temple of Ceres, and there left.

Two wolves then take him to the temple of the

Goddess, distant about 20 stades (2^ miles) from

the city, and afterwards bring him back to the

same spot." Herodotus very natiu'ally treats this

idle story as it deserves. But we may infer, from

the wolf being mentioned with the Goddess Ceres,

that tlie animal was connected with some of the

rites of Isis ; and Eusebiust states that tlie wolf

was honoured in Egypt, because Isis with her son

Horus being on tlie point of encountering Typho,

was assisted by Osiris under the form of a wolf.

* Vol. III. p. 27. t Herodot. ii. 122.

J Eiiscb. Pi-fEpar. Evang. ii. 1.
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Diodorus*, after saying "that some suppose the

wolf to have been honoured on account of the af-

finity observed between it and the dog," states that

** they give another, but more fabulous reason,"

which is similar to that mentioned by Eusebius.
'* They pretend," says the historian, " that Osiris

came from Hades in the shape of a wolf, to assist

Isis and her son Horus,when preparing to give battle

to Typho ; and the latter being defeated, the

conquerors paid rehgious respect to the animal to

whose appearance they attributed the victory.

Others affirm that during an invasion of the Ethio-

pians, a large body of w^olves having routed the

enemy, and driven them out of Egypt, beyond the

city of Elephantina, their worship became esta-

blished in that part of the country, which received

the name of the Lycopolite Nome." With this

fable may be connected the statement of Macro-

biust, that "the Thebaic city LycopoUs venerates

Apollo (Horus) and the wolf with similar honours ;"

though his etymological suggestions abound with

tlie combined fancies of the Romans and tlie

Greeks.

Fabulous as are these tales, they tend to show
that the worship of this animal had reference to

some of the festivals of Isis ; and future researches

at Lycopolis may enable us to discover the relation

between the Goddess and the sacred animal of

that city. According to Herodotus t the bodies

of wolves which died in different parts of Egypt

* Diodor. i. 88. and 83. f Macrob. Saturn, i. 19.

J Herodot. ii. G7.
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were not transported to Lycopolis, but were buried

in the place where they happened to be found

;

but it is probable that they did not receive the same

honours throughout tlie country, and those places

where the sheep was particularly sacred could

scarcely be expected to venerate the enemies of

their favourite animal.

^Han*, indeed, confines the worship of the wolf

to certain parts of the country, in the expression

" those Egyptians who venerate the wolf" But

his idea of their rooting up the wolfbane is one of

the many idle tales of ancient writers, who paused

not to inquire if a plant bore the same name in other

countries by which it was known to them, or even

if it was a production of the soil.

Fox AND Jackal.

The worship of the wolf was perhaps connected

with that of the fox and jackal ; and the caves of

Lycopolis present the mummies of these last, as

well as of the animal whose name it bore.

The jackal is the invariable emblem of Anubis.

The Deity has the head of that animal, and it even

occurs in the place of the God himself. For some

mysterious reason it is always of a black colour

;

and the length of its legs, and generally elongated

form, show that their mode of representing it was

conventional. This was probably owing to their

confining themselves to the imitation of an early

* yElian, ix. 18.
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style, from which later artists were forbidden to

depart, as was usually the case in the religious sub-

jects of the Egyptians.

The head of the jackal was even given to one of

the four Genii of Amenti, whose figures were at-

tached to particular portions of the viscera of human
mummies, and whose heads form the covers of the

four vases deposited in the tombs. It also be-

longed to another Deity of the same form as Anu-
bis, whom I suppose to be Macedo, the Cerex-

oclius of Dr. Young's "temporary nomenclature."

Foxes and jackals are very common in Egypt.

They are inferior in size to the generality of those

in Europe and Asia, which accords with a remark

of Denon, that the animals of Egypt are a smaller

variety than in some other countries ; but their

habits are similar. Every evening, about sunset, the

jackals issue from their caves or lurking-places.

Then, calling each other together by loud and con-

tinued bowlings, accompanied byan occasional bark,

they leave the mountains, and scatter themselves

over the plains in quest of food; and it is amusing

to see them enjoy a plentiful repast of locusts, when-

ever a swarm of those insects settles in the country.

The Ichneumon.*

The Ichneumon was particularly worshipped by

the Heracleopolitest, who lived in a nome situated

* ViveiT.i ichneumon, Linn.; the Mangusta, Cuv.; or Herpestes, //%.

f Mliax), X. 47.

L 3
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in the valley of the Nile, a little to the south of the

entrance to the modern province of the Fyoom.

It was " reputed sacred to Lucina and Latona."

The principal cause of the respect paid to this

animal was supposed to be its hostility to the cro-

codile, an animal held in great abhorrence by the

people of Heracleopolis. It destroyed its eggs,

and some believed that it attacked the crocodile

itself Diodorus* affirms that it broke the eggs

of the crocodile, not for the sake of foodt, but

from a benevolent motive towards mankind, whose

welfare it sought to promote by killing the off-

spring of that odious animal. But this idea pro-

bably arose from its having been observed not to

eat the young, when of a large size and ready to

leave the egg, preferring, as no doubt it did, with

the taste of an epicure, a fresh-laid egg^ or at least

one which had not so far undergone a change as to

contain within it the hard and scaly substance of a

full-formed crocodile.

Were it not, adds the historian, for the service

it thus renders to the country, the river would

become unapproachable, from the multitude of cro-

codiles ; and it even kills them when full-grown,

by means of a wonderful and almost incredible

contrivance. Covering itself with a coat of mud,

the Ichneumon watches the moment when the cro-

codile, coming put of the river, sleeps (as is its

custom) upon a sand-bank, with its open mouth

(turned towards the wind), and adroitly gliding

* Dioilor. i. 87. f Diodor. i. 35.
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down its throat, penetrates to its entrails. It then

gnaws through its stomach ; and having killed

its enemy, escapes witliout receiving any injury.

However unworthy of credit this story may be,

the destruction of the crocodile's eggs by the Ich-

neumon is not improbable, both on account of its

preferring eggs to every kind of food, and from its

inhabiting the banks of the river, where those ani-

mals deposit them in the sand. And though the

part of the country in which the Ichneumon abounds

lies more to the north than the usual abode of the

crocodile at the present day, there is little doubt

that in former times the latter frequented Lower
Egypt ; and this is proved by the fact of its having

been the sacred animal of the Arsinoite nome.

It is, indeed, fortunate for the crocodiles of the

present day that Ichneumons no longer abound in

the same districts, and that their degenerate de-

scendants have not inherited the skill of those

mentioned by Diodorus. The "aetas parentum,

pejor avis," giving the " progeniem vitiosiorem,"

has been a great relief to the crocodiles of modern
days ; who now enjoy their usual siesta without the

fear of those unwelcome intruders. The chivalrous

adventures of the Ichneumon have ceased to be

recorded by the more matter-of-fact researches of

modern naturalists ; and the interests of the two
animals no longer clash, as in the days of their

adoration.

The nome of Heracleopolis, the Fyoom, and the

vicinity of Cairo, still continue to be the chief resort

of the Ichneumon ; and it is someti-mes tamed and

L 4
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kept by the modern, as by the ancient Egyptians,

to protect their houses from rats. But from its

great predilection for eggs and poultry, they gene-

rally find the injury it does far outbalances the good
derived from its services, as a substitute for the cat.

In form it partakes of the weasel ; with which it

was formerly classed, under the head of Viverra.

It is the Mangousta of BufFon, and the Nims,

Tiffeh, and Kot Pharaoon (or " Pharaoh's Cat")

of the Arabs. Its length is two feet seven inches,

measuring from the end of the tail to the tip of the

nose, the tail being one foot four inches, and it is

covered with long bristly hair.

Though easily tamed. Ichneumons are seldom

used by the modern Egyptians, for the reasons al-

ready given. Unless taken veiy young, and ac-

customed to the habits of a domestic life, they

always prefer the fields to the confinement of the

house ; and those I kept at Cairo, though perfectly

tame and approachable, were ever ready to escape

to the garden, when an opportunity offered. And,

whether from a jealousy common to two of the

same profession, or from some natural hostility, I

always found an irreconcileable hatred to exist be-

tween the Ichneumons and^the cats of the menage,

which last generally avoided a second rencontre

with a full-grown Ichneumon.

Much controversy has existed on the question,

whether Iclmeumons were tamed, and used in tlie

houses of modern Egypt. Some have affirmed

that they were frequently domesticated, others

that this was inconipatibic with tlieir nature. The
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truth, as in many similar instances, lies between

both. Some have most unquestionably been reared,

and have served the purpose of a cat, as I know from

positive experience, as well as from the reports of

others. The two in my own possession at Cairo

were very imperfectly tamed, being caught when
full-grown ; but I have seen one in the house of

S. Lavoratori perfectly domesticated, against which
the only complaint was its propensity to appro-

priate the eggs and poultry. On the other hand,

it may be observed, that the custom of keeping

them is by no means general, and the few which
are accidentally met with are rather objects of

curiosity than utility.

The paintings of Thebes, Memphis, and other

parts of Egypt, frequently represent this animal

clandestinely searching for eggs, or carrying off

young birds from their nests amidst the water-

plants of the lakes ; and some representations of

it in bronze confirm the authority of those ancient

writers, who place it among the sacred animals of

Egypt. Plutarch '^ attributes the religious respect

of the Egyptians for the ox, sheep, and Ichneumon,
to their utility to mankind. t "The people of
Lemnos in like manner venerate the lark, from its

finding out and breaking the eggs of the cater-

pillar ; and the Thessaliansi: the stork, because

on its first appearance in their country it destroys

the numerous serpents with which it is then in-

fested. They have therefore made a law that

* Plut. de Is. s. T*. f Cicero, Nat. Deor. lib. i,

J Conf. Plin. x. 23.
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whoever kills one of these birds should suffer

banishment." '* The asp, the weasel, and the

beetle, on the other hand, are worshipped on ac-

count of certain resemblances, (obscure as they

are,) which those creatures are thought to present

to the operations of the Divine power."

Herodotus says little respecting the Ichneu-

mon *, except that it received the same honours of

sepulture as the domestic animals. But Pliant

tells us that it destroyed the eggs of the asp, and

fought against that poisonous reptile, which ap-

pears the most plausible reason for the veneration

in which it was held by the Egyptians. Pliny t,

Strabo, and ^lian§ relate the manner in which it

attacked the asp, and was protected from the effect

of its poisonous bite. ^Elian says it covered itself

with a coat of mud, which rendered its body proof

against the fangs of its enemy ; or if no mud was

near, it wetted its body with w^ater and rolled itself

in the sand. Its nose, which alone remained ex-

posed, was then enveloped in several folds of its

tail, and it thus commenced the attack. If bitten,

its death was inevitable || ; but all the efforts of the

asp were unavailable against its artificial coat of

mail, and the Ichneumon, attacking it on a sudden,

seized it by the throat and immediately killed it.

Strabo^ gives a similar account of its covering

itself with mud .in order to attack the crocodile;

* Hcrodot. ii. 77. f ^lian, Nat. An. vi. c. 38.

% Plin. viii. c. 24. $i iElian, iii. 22.

II
Contrary to tlic common story of its eating a particular hcrl) as

an antidote, lil<c the wurati mentioned in tiie next l)age.

1 Strabo, xvii. p. 558.
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and adds, that its mode of killing the asp was by

seizing it by the head or tail, and dragging it into

the river. In Pliny and Aristotle's description*

of the Ichneumon, we find the same story respect-

ing the coat of mud, in which it was clad for an

encounter with the asp ; and the former adds, that

on perceiving its enemy, it deferred the attack until

it had called to its assistance other Ichneumons.

But modern experience proves that, without having

recourse to a cuirass of mud, the Ichneumon fear-

lessly attacks snakes ; and the moment it perceives

themt raise their head from the ground, it seizes

them at the back of the neck, and with a single

bite lays them dead before it.

Diodorus affirms^ that the cat was regarded as

the destroyer of the asp, and other deadly serpents.

But though the cat is known to attack them, its

habits are not such as to ensure its success in these

encounters. Even in attacking the scorpion, few

have the address to kill that reptile, till it has been

acquired by experience, which with the asp would
be far too dearly bought. The way in which cats

attack the scorpion is curious. They turn it over

on its back by a blow of their claws upon its side,

and then placing one foot on the body they tear

off the tail with the other; and thus deprived of its

weapon of offence, it is killed, and sometimes eaten,

without further risk.

The Arabs relate that when the icdran^ or

* Aristot. Hist. An. ix. 6.

\ As Pliny says, " obliquo capite speculatus invadat in fauces."

(viii. 24.) It only eats the brains.

X Diodor. i. 87.
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lacerta monitor, attacks a snake, and is bitten

by its venomous fangs, it immediately runs to a

particular herb which grows in the desert ; and

eating some of it, and rubbing the wounded part

upon the leaves, it recovers from the effect of the

poison and returns to the fight. One assured

me that he had witnessed an encounter of this

kind, in which he perceived the effects of the herb

whenever the lizard was wounded by its adversary
;

and having plucked it up during their continued

encounter, he saw the wounded lizard seek in vain

this antidote, and die of the bite. But the tales

of the Arabs are not always true ; and this cannot

fail to recal the ancient belief in the properties of

the Elephoboscon and Dictamnus.

Pliny mentions several plants said to be remedies

against the bites of serpents*; and Cicero t asserts

that " the wild goats of Crete, when wounded by

poisonous arrows, fled to a herb called Dictamnus,

which they had no sooner tasted than the arrows

forthwith fell from their bodies." This is re-

peated in other words by Aristotle and Pliny 1:,

and by Virgil§ in these lines :
—

" Dictamnuni gcnitiix Crctaea carpit ab Ida

Piiberibus caiilcm foliis, ct flore coiiiantcm

Piirj)ureo : non ilia fcris incoiinita capris

Grainina, cimi tcrgo volucrcs Incserc sagitta'."

With regard to vElian's remark || of the Ich-

neumon being both male and female, we may con-

clude that, like the notion respecting the spotted

* Plin.xxii. 22. ct alibi. f Cicero, Nat. Dcor. lib. ii.

J Plin. XXV. 8. " Statim decidcntibus tclis." Aristot.An. ix. G.

§ Virg. Mn. xii. 412.
||

vl<:iian, An. x. 1-7.
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hyaena (or Marafeen of Ethiopia), it originated in

a peculiarity common to both those animals ; and

the ludicrous statement afterwards given by the

naturalist was supplied by a misguided imagin-

ation.

The vicinity of the Heracleopolite and Arsinoite

nomes, where two animals the most hostile to

one another were revered, seems to have led to

serious and repeated disputes. And to such a point

was their animosity carried, that even the respect,

with which the national vanity of an Egyptian

might be expected to regard a monument so uni-

versally celebrated as the Labyrinth, was not suf-

ficient to restrain the fanaticism of the Heracle-

opolites in maintaining the cause of their favourite

animal. It is to the repeated injuries done by them

to that building that we may attribute its early di-

lapidation*, and the difficulty now experienced in

ascertaining its real position or its plan.

Though 1 do not propose here to enter into an

inquiry respecting the site of the Labyrinth, it may
not be altogether irrelevant to remark, that the fact

of Pliny's placing it in the Heracleopolite nomet,

and the circumstance above alluded to, of the peo-

ple of that province having repeatedly injured the

building, sufficiently prove it to have been very

near the eastern confines of the Arsinoite district.

Hence also we perceive that it was not in the vi-

cinity ofthe lake Mceris, the modern Birket el Korn.

* Pliny, xxxvi. 13. ,

-f-
Plin. xxxvi. 13. " Durat (labyriiithus) etiam nunc in Heracleote

nomo."
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This misconception arose from the statement of

Herodotus, who has confounded the canal with the

lake Mceris; and I believe the real position of this

celebrated edifice will prove to be in the spot

already indicated by me*, close to the pyramid of

Howara. Here remains of granite and limestone

mark its site ; and they sufficiently accord, both

from their appearance, and from the locality, with

the accounts of Pliny, Strabot, and Diodorus. t

The Hy^na Vulgaris and Crocuta.

The only representations of the hyaena in the

paintings of Thebes show it to have been looked

upon as an enemy to the flocks and fields, and to

have been hunted by the peasants, who either

shot it with arrows, or caught it in traps. No
sculpture in the temples, and no emblem in the

tombs, furnish the least authority for supposing it

sacred, though some have thought it was dedicated

to the Egyptian Mars.

It is very common throughout Egypt ; and the

paintings of Thebes, Beni Hassan, and the tombs

near the pyramids, show it to have frequented the

upper and lower country in ancient times as at the

present day. Its Coptic name is p oitc, and the

same by which the hieroglyphics ])rovc it to have

been known in the ancient Egyptian language.

The favourite food of this animal seems to be the

* Vide Egypt and Tliebes, p. 355. f Strabo, xvii. p, 557.

J Diodor. i. GG. " Uupa rov eianXovv rov uq ti]v Moipihig Kif/7't]j>."
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ass. It sometimes attacks cattle and men, and is

particularly dreaded by the modern peasants ; but

I never found one which ventured to attack a man
who fearlessly advanced towards it, except when
rendered savage by a wound, or by the desire

natural to all animals of defending its young. On
these occasions it is a rude and dangerous anta-

gonist. Its general mode of attacking a man is by

rushing furiously against him, and throwing him

down by a blow of its large bony head ; and in

a sandy place it is said first to throw up a cloud

of dust with its hind legs, and then to close with

its opponent, while disconcerted by this w^ily arti-

fice.

The Abyssinians have an extraordinary fancy

respecting the hyaena. They affirm that a race of

people who inhabit their country, and who usually

follow the trade of blacksmiths, have the power of

changing their form at pleasure, and assuming that

of the hyjEna. I had often heard this tale from

natives of Abyssinia living in Egypt, and having

been told many equally extravagant I was not sur-

prised at their credulity. Meeting accidentally

with an Englishman who had lived about thirty

years there, and who on his way to Europe was
staying a few days at Cairo, I mentioned, in the

course of conversation, this singular notion, with

an evident demonstration of my own disbelief, and

with an inquiry whether it was generally credited.

Looking at me with an unequivocal expression of

pity for my ignorance, he answered that no Abys-
sinian ever doubted it, and that no one at all ac-
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quainted with that country would think of asking

such a question. " Every one," he added, " knows

that those blacksmiths have the power of as-

suming the form of a hyaena, which as naturally

belongs to them as that of a man. I had a proof

of it a few days before 1 left Abyssinia. For while

walking and conversing with one of them, I hap-

pened to turn my liead aside for a few instants, and

on looking round again I found that he had changed

himself, and was trotting away at a little distance

from me under his new form.'*

The hyaena crocuta, or spotted hyaena*, differs

from the former in its form and colour, as well as

its habits, which . are gregarious. It appears to

answer to the Chans of Pliny t, which Linnaeus

places in the Felis tribe. It is the Crocuta of

Strabot, which he considers a hybrid of the wolf and

the dog. Large packs of them infest the country

in many parts of Upper Ethiopia, but they do not

extend their visits to Nubia or Egypt ; and in for-

mer times also they seem to have been unknown
in Egypt. For the sculptured representations of

them show that they were only brought out of cu-

riosity as presents to the Pharaohs, to be placed

among the strange animals of foreign countries in

the vivaria, or zoological gardens, of the royal do-

main. Nor is there any probability of their having

held a place amongst the sacred animals either of

Egypt or Ethiopia.

* The Mariifccn or Miiratceh of Berber and Sennaar.
-|- Plin. viii. 19. " EfTigie liipi, pardoruni nuiculis."

j Strabo, xvii. p. 533.
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The Cat.

IGI

The respect with which the Cat was treated in

Egypt, was such as few of the sacred animals en-

joyed. Its worship was universally acknowledged

throughout the country*; and though, in some

districts, the honours paid to it were less marked

than in the immediate neighbourhood of Bubastis,

its sanctity was nowhere denied ; and the privileges

accorded to the emblem of the Egyptian Diana,

were as scrupulously maintained in the Thebai'd,

as in Lower Egypt. '* Never," says Cicero t, " did

any one hear tell of a cat having been killed

by an Egyptian;*' and so bigoted were they in

their veneration for this animal, that neither the

influence of their own magistrates, nor the dread

of the Roman name, could prevent the populace

from sacrificing to their vengeance an unfortunate

Roman who had accidentally killed a cat. t

When one of them died a natural death, all the

inmates of the house shaved their eyebrows in

token of mourning, and having embalmed the body,

they buried it with great pomp ; so that, as Dio-

dorus§ observes, *' they not only respected some
animals, as cats, ichneumons, dogs, and hawks,

during their lifetime, but extended the same
honours to them after death."

All writers seem to agree about the respect

* Strabo, xvii. p. 559.
-|- Cic. de Nat. Deor. i. 29. " Ne fando quidem auditum est, cro-

codilum, aut ibim, aut felem violatum ab ^gjptio."

f Diodor. i. 83. Vide supra, p. 95.
"

§ Diodor. i. 83.
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shown to the Cat throughout the couutry ; we can

therefore with difficulty credit the assertion of a

late author*, who states, "that in Alexandria, one

of these animals was sacrificed to Horus," even

though the city was inhabited by a mixed popu-

lation, in great part composed of Greeks. Those
which died in the vicinity of Bubastist, were sent

to that city, to repose within the precincts of the

place particularly devoted to their worship. Others

were deposited in certain consecrated spots set

apart for the purpose, near the town where they

had lived. In all cases, the expense of the funeral

rites depended on the donations of pious indi-

viduals, or on the peculiar honours paid to the

Goddess of whom they were the emblem. Many
were, no doubt, sent by their devout masters to

Bubastis itself, from an impression that they would

repose in greater security near the abode of their

patron ; and to the same feeling which induced

their removal to a choice place of burial, may be

attributed the abundance of Cat mummies in the

vicinity of Shekh Hassan, where a small rock

temple marks the site of the Speos Artemidos.t

Those cats, which during their lifetime had been

worshipped in the temple of Pasht§, as the living

types of that Goddess, were doubtless treated after

death with additional honours, and buried in a far

more sumptuous manner. This distinguished post

* Scxtus Empiriciis, Pyrrhon. FIy])otyp. iii. 24-., quoted by T.archcr.

Ilerodot. ii.301.

f Ilerodot. ii. G7. J Vide my Et^ypt and Thebes, p. 379.

§ Of tliis Goddess, and her temple at Bubastis, vide supra, Vol. I.

(2d Scries) p. 277.
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raised them from the rank of emblems, to that of

representatives of the Deity herself. The Cjno-

cephalus kept in the temple of Hermopolis, or the

sacred hawk adored at Heliopolis, enjoyed, in like

manner, a consideration far beyond the rest of

their species, though all were sacred to Thoth

and Re, the Gods of those cities : and this remark

equally applies to all the sacred animals of Egypt.

I have already observed, that in places where

the Deities, to whom particular animals were con-

secrated, held a distinguished post in the sanctuary,

the ceremony of removing them, after death, to an-

other city was dispensed with.* We consequently

find that the bodies of cats were embalmed and

buried at Thebes, and other towns, where the rites

of Pasht were duly observed : and if some indi-

viduals, as already stated, preferred, from a bigoted

fancy or extravagant affection, to send the body of

a favourite to the Necropolis of Bubastis, it was

done with the same view, as when a zealous votary

of Osiris requested, on his death-bed, that his body

should be removed from his native town to "the

city of Abydus. This, as Plutarch sayst, " was

in order that it might appear to rest in the same

grave wdth Osiris himself;" but it was merely a

caprice, in no way arguing a common custom. A
few instances of a similar kind probably induced

Herodotus to infer the general practice of removing

the cats which had died in other places to Bubastis,

as the Ibis to Hermopolis. t

* Vide supra, p. 100. f Plut.de Is. s. 20.

X Herodot. ii. 67.
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After showing how prolificEgypt was in domestic

animals, Herodotus mentions* two peculiarities of

the cats, by which he accounts for their numbers

not increasing to the extent they otherwise would.

But these, like other prodigies of the good old

times, have ceased in Egypt, and the actions of

cats, like other things, have been reduced to the

level of common-place realities. He tells us, that

"when a house caught fire, the only thought of the

Egyptians was to preserve the lives of the cats.

Ranging themselves therefore in bodies round the

house, they endeavoured to rescue those animals

from the flames, totally disregarding the destruc-

tion of the property itself; but, notwithstanding all

their precautions, the cats, leaping over the heads

and gliding betw^een the legs of the bystanders,

rushed into the flames, as if impelled by divine

agency to self-destruction." Were this true the

love of their domestic animals must frequently

have sacrificed several contiguous houses, during

their exertions to prevent the suicide of a cat ; but,

however great the grief of the Egyptians, in wit-

nessing these wonderful cases of a feline felo de

SBf we may make some allowance for the exagger-

ation of a Greek t, and doubt the neglect of their

burning dwelhngst stated by the historian.

That their numbers do not diminish in Egypt,

* Herodot. ii. GO.; and AlVinn, vii. 27.

'j- I have h;i(l occasion to observe, that TIerodotus has sometimes
sacrificed trutli to the pleasure of setting forth an amusing contrast to

Greek customs, and strii<ing Ins readers or hearers with suri)risc. Se-

veral instances of this may he pointed out in his Euterpe, 35 and 36.
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is perceptibly felt by the present inhabitants of

Cairo ; who are frequently obliged to profit by

the privilege of sending their surplus Cat popu-

lation to the house of the Kadi, where a fund is

charitably provided for their maintenance. When
they are found to have increased, as is often the

case, to a troublesome extent in a house, the in-

mates send a basket full of cats to be set loose

in the Kadi's court-yard ; without much regard to

the feelings of the neighbours, who happen to live

in so disagreeable a vicinity. Daily at the asser*y

a person, employed for this purpose, brings a

certain quantity of meat, cut into small pieces,

which is thrown into the middle of the court-yard,

and a prodigious number of cats is seen about

that hour, coming down from the walls on all

sides, to partake of their expected repast. The
weak and the newly arrived fare but badly, the

whole being speedily carried oft' by the veterans,

and the most pugnacious of the party, — the for-

mer excelling in rapidity of swallowing, the latter

in appropriating ; and many only obtain a small

portion, while the claws and teeth of their stronger

competitors are occupied.

A similar feeling in favour of this animal pro-

vides food for other communities of cats, in various

parts of the city; and though they no longer enjoy

the same honours as their predecessors, they are

invariably well treated by the modern Egyptians,

from their utility in freeing the houses from the

* In the afternoon, between midday and sunset.
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numerous rats and reptiles which so often infest

them. Such favourites are they, that, while the

dog is looked upon as an unclean animal, whose

touch is carefully avoided by the Moslem, the cat is

often allowed to partake of the same dish with its

master ; unless there be reason to suppose it has

been contaminated by eating a scorpion, or other

unclean reptile.

The origin of the respect paid to the Cat by

the ancient Egyptians, was owing to the benefits

it was thought to confer on mankind, by destroying

various noxious reptiles.* And though, as I have

already observed, Diodorus, in considering it as the

enemy of the asp, and other serpents, gives it

more credit than it really deserved, its utility in a

country like Egypt must have been universally

allowed. This predilection for it is frequently

alluded to in the paintings, where a favourite cat

is represented accompanying the master of the

house in his fowling excursions, or when seated

at home with a party of friends.

*' The care they took of the Cat, and other sacred

animals," says Diodorus t, " was remarkable. For

these and the ichneumons, they prepared bread

sopped in milk, or fish of the Nile cut up into small

pieces, and each was supj)lied with the kind of food

best suited to its habits and taste. As soon as

they died, they were carried amidst bitter lament-

ations to the embalmers, and their bodies having

been prepared with oil of cedar, and other aromatic

* Diodor. i. 87. f Diodor. i. 83.
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substances capable of preserving them, were de-

posited in sacred vaults."

Numerous embalmed Cats are found in tombs

at Thebes, and other places in Upper and Lower
Egypt. They are frequently accompanied by

the mummies of dogs, — probably from these two

being looked upon as the favourite domestic ani-

mals of the country. They are generally enveloped

in the same manner,— the legs bound up with the

body, and the head alone left in its real shape.

This, from the ears and painted face, readily in-

dicates the animal within the bandages ; which are

sometimes of various colours, arranged in devices

of different forms. Cat mummies were sometimes

deposited in wooden boxes or coffins ; but in all

cases they were wrapped in linen bandages,

which, as Diodorus observes*, were employed for

enveloping the bodies of cats, and other sacred

animals.

According to Plutarch t, the Cat was placed

upon the top of the Sistrum, **to denote the

Moon ; its variety of colour, its activity in the

night, and the peculiar circumstances attending

its fecundity, making it a proper emblem of that

luminary." For it is reported, that at first it brings

forth one, then two, afterwards three, and so on ;

adding one to each former birth till it reaches

seven ; so that it brings forth twenty-eight in all,

corresponding to the several degrees of light which

* Diodor. i. 83. f Plut. de Is. s. 63.
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appear during the Moon's revolutions. " And
though," he adds, " such things may appear to

carry an air of fiction with them, yet it may be de-

pended upon, that the pupils of her eyes seem to

fill up, and to grow larger, upon the full of the

Moon, and to decrease again and diminish in their

brightness on its waning."

The notion of the cat having been emblematic of

the Moon was probably owing to the Greeks sup-

posing Pasht or Bubastis, the Egyptian Diana, to

be related to the Moon, as in their own mythology.

That it was erroneous is evident, from the fact of

the Moon being represented in tlie Egyptian Pan-

theon by the God Thoth ; but it may be more

readily pardoned than many of the misconceptions

of the Greeks.

According to the fable which pretended to de-

rive the worship of animals from the assumption

of their various shapes by the Gods, when striving

to elude the pursuit of Typho, or the wicked at-

tacks of mankind*, the Goddess Diana was said

to have taken the form of a cat.

* Diodor. i. 86. Conf. Pint, de Is. s. 72. Ovid. Met. v. 323.

" donee fcssos ^gyptia tellus

Ceperit, et scpteni discretus in ostia Nilus.

Hue (juoquc terrigenani venisse Typhoea narrat,

Et sc inentitis Superos celasse fignris:

Duxque gregiK, dixit, fit Jupiter ; luidc rccurvis

Nunc qiuxjue forniatus Libys est cum cornibus Ammon.
Delius in cHrvo, proles Senieleia capro,

Fele soror Piia-bi, nivea Saturnia vacca,

Pisco Venus latuit, Cyllenius Ibidis alis."
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The Lion.

The worship of the Lion was particularly re-

garded in the city of Leontopolis *
; and other cities

adored this animal as the emblem of more than one

Deity. It was the symbol of strength t, and there-

fore typical of the Egyptian Hercules. With this

idea the Egyptian sculptors frequently represented

a powerful and victorious Monarch accompanied

by it in battle ; though, as Diodorus t says of Osy-

mandyas, some suppose the King to have been

really attended by a tame lion on those occasions.

Macrobius§, ProclusH, Horapollo^, and others,

state that the Lion was typical of the Sun ; an asser-

tion apparently borne out by the sculptures, which

sometimes figure it borne upon the backs of two

lions.** It is also combined with other emblems
appertaining to the God Re.tt In the connection

between the Lion and Hercules, may be traced the

relationship of the Sun and the God of Strength
;

Hercules, or the Dom of Egypt, being, as already

observed tt, " the power of the Deity, and the force

of the Sun."

I have had occasion to mention a God, and

several Goddesses, who bore the head of a lion§§,

independent of the Egyptian Diana, Pasht, or Bu-

* Diodor. i. 84. Strabo, xvii. Porphy. de Abstin. iv. 9. ^lian,

Hist. An. xii. 7. Plin. v. 10.

-f-
Clem. Strom, lib. v. J Diodor. i. 48.

§ Macrob. Saturn, i. 26.

II
Proclus de Sacrific. " Some animals are Solar, as lions and cocks."

t Horapollo, i. 17.

** Vide Plate 29. fig. G. ft Vide Plate 43. a.

J:j:
Vide supra, p. W. §'^ Supra, p. 84:.
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bastis. This Deity had the head of a Cat, or of a

lioness; and the demonstrative sign following her

name * was sometimes the latter, in lieu of the

Cat, her peculiar emblem. Hence it is evident

that the Egyptians not only included those two

animals in the same family, but considered them
analogous types. This, however, seems only to

apply to the female, and not to have extended

to the male lion, which was thought to partake of

a different character, more peculiarly emblematic

of vigour and strength.

Macrobius pretends that the Egyptians employed

the Lion to represent that part of the heavens where

the Sun, during its annual revolution, was in its

greatest force, "the sign Leo being called the abode

of the Sun;" and the different parts of this animal

are reputed by him to have indicated various seasons,

and the increasing or decreasing ratio of the solar

power, t The head he supposes to have denoted

the "present timet;" whicli Horapollo interprets

as the type of vigilance; and the fire of its eyes

was considered analogous to the fiery look which

the Sun constantly directs towards the world.

In the temple of Dakkeh, the Lion is represented

upon the shrine or sacred table of the Ibis, the

bird of Hermes; and a monkey, the emblem of the

same Deity, is seen praying to a Lion with the disk

of the Sun u})on its head.

Some also believed the Lion to be sacred to the

* Vide xuprn, Vol.T. (2(1 Series) p. 278. f Macroh. Saturn, i. 26.

J Macrol). Saturn, i. 25. Macrobius also says the Sun is the
" heart of heaven," and the " mind of the world " (i. 20.). Besides

other names, he has that of Phanes (i. 18.).
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Egyptian Minerva* ; and ^lian says the Egyptians

consecrated it to Vulcan f, ''attributing the fore

part of this animal to fire, and the hinder parts to

water."

Sometimes the Lion, the emblem of strength,

was adopted as a type of the King, and substituted

for the more usual representative of royal power,

the sphinx ; which, when formed by the human
head and lion's body, signified the union of intel-

lectual and physical strength.

In Southern Ethiopia t, in the vicinity of tlie

modern town of Shendy, the lion-headed Deity

seems to have been the chief object of worship.

He holds a conspicuous place in the great temple of

Wady Owateb, and on the sculptured remains at

WadyBenat; at the former of which he is the first

in a procession of Deities, consisting of Re, Neph,

and Pthah, to w^hom a Monarch is making offerings.

On the side of the propylseum tower is a snake

with a lion's head and human arms, rising from a

lotus ; and in the small temple at the same place,

a God with three lions' heads and two pair of arms

holds the principal place in the sculptures. This

last appears to be peculiarly marked as a type

of physical strength ; which is still farther ex-

pressed by the choice of the number three §, indi-

cative of a material or physical sense. The Lion

* Vide supra, Vol I. (2d Series) p. 286.

f jElian, Nat. An. xii. 7. "(iEgyptii) animantes etiam, earumque
partes ad naturam referunt .... attribiiunt igni hujus animalis (leonis)

anteriora, aquae vero posteriora." Tr.

J Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 2-H.

§ Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 195., on the Niunbers.
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also occurs in Ethiopia, devouring the prisoners

or attacking the enemy, in company with a King,

as in the Egyptian sculptures.

According to Plutarch*, **the Lion was wor-

shipped by the Egyptians, who ornamented the

doors of their temples with the gaping mouth of

that animal, because the Nile began to rise when
the Sun was in the constellation of Leo." Hora-

pollot says. Lions M^ere placed before the gates of

the temples, as the symbols of watchfulness and pro-

tection. And *' being a type of the inundation, in

consequence of the Nile rising more abundantly

when the Sun is in Leo, those who anciently pre-

sided over the sacred works, made the water-

spouts and passages of fountains in the form of

lions. 1^ The latter remark is in perfect accord-

ance with fact,— many water-spouts terminating in

lions* heads still remaining on the temples, -^lian §

also says, that " the people of the great city of

Heliopolis keep lions in the vestibules or areas of

the temple of their God (the Sun), considering them

to partake of a certain divine influence, according,

to the statements of the Egyptians themselves;"
*' and temples are even dedicated to this animal."

But of this, and the statement of Horapollo

respecting the Deity at Heliopolis, under the

form of a lion, I have already spoken. ||

* Plut. dc Is. s. 38. Vide also Pliny, xviii. 18., and Pint. Synipos.

iv. 5., where he speaks of the Egyptian fonntains ornamented with lions'

heads for the same reason.

f Horapollo, i. 19. % Horapollo, i. 2

h

^ yniian, Nat. Hist. xii. 7.

II
Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 296, 297.
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The figure of a lion, or the head and feet of

that animal, were frequently used in chairs, tables,

and various kinds of furniture, and as ornamental

devices. The same idea has been common in all

countries, and in the earliest specimens of Greek
sculpture. The lions over the gate of Mycenae
are similar to many of those which occur on the

monuments of Egypt.

No mummies of lions have been found in Egypt.

They were not indigenous in the country, and

were only kept as curiosities, or as objects of

worship. In places where they were sacred, they

were treated with great care, being *' fed with

joints of meat, and provided with comfortable and

spacious dwellings,— particularly in Leontopolis,

the City of Lions ; and songs were sung to them
during the hours of their repast." * The animal

was even permitted to exercise its natural propen-

sity of seizing its prey ; in order that the exercise

might preserve its health ; for which purpose a

calf was put into the enclosure. And having

killed the victim thus offered it, the lion retired

to its den,— probably without exciting in the

spectators any thought of the cruelty of granting

this indulgence to their favourite animal. We
naturally censure them for sacrificing their human-
ity to a religious prejudice ; but while we do so, let

us not forget to anticipate the reply of an Egyp-

tian, by calling to mind the fact, that many keepers

of animals in modern Europe, without the plea

* JEVian, xii. 7.
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of religious feeling, commit a similar act of cruelty;

living creatures being given as food to snakes and

other animals, frequently for the sole purpose of

amusing or astonishing an idle spectator.

Panther, Leopard, and Felis Chaus.

These animals do not appear to have been sacred

in Egypt, and the two former alone are represented

in the sculptures. It is evident that they were

merely brought to Egypt as curiosities ; and their

skins, which were in great request for ornamental

purposes, were among the objects presented by the

Ethiopians, in their annual tribute, to the Egyptian

Monarchs. Though the Felis Chaus* does not occur

in the sculptures, it is a native of Egypt, inhabiting

principally the hills on the western side of the Nile,

and sometimes extending its predatory rambles to

the vicinity of the pyramids. In appearance, it is

like a large cat, with a tuft of long black hair on

the extremity of its ears, in which, as in its size,

it bears some resemblance to the lynx.

Mouse, Rat, Jerboa, Porcupine, and Hare.

The injuries caused by mice and rats, in a country

like Egypt, were far from suggesting any sanctity

in these destructive animals ; though jerboas, from

their more sechided habits and smaller numbers,

might not have excited the same animosity, either

among the peasantry or the inhabitants of the

* Vide ,sii])rf}, p. KiO.
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towns. Two species ofjerboa inhabit the country.

They are the same which PHny and .^lian * men-

tion as "mice walking on two legs," "using," as

the latter observes, " their fore feet for hands,"

and " leaping, when pursued, upon their hind legs."

Those with bristles, Hke the hedgehog, de-

scribed by Pliny t, are still common in Egypt,

principally in the desert, where their abode is

among stones and fallen rocks.

The mummies of mice and rats are said to have

been found in the tombs of Thebes.

The rat is figured in the paintings among the

animals of Egypt ; and at Beni Hassan it is very

consistently placed near its natural enemy, the cat.

The number of these destructive animals in some

parts of Egypt is beyond belief. The fields, the

banks of the river, and the boats themselves, swarm

with rats, frequently of immense size ; and even

in the deserts, I have occasionally found a small

kind, which Nature enables to live, though far re-

moved beyond the reach of water, and apparently

with very little means of subsistence.

The porcupine is also represented in the Egyp-

tian paintings among the wild animals of the

desert. But it does not appear whether, like the

modern Italians and others, the ancient Egyptians

ate its flesh ; and there is no evidence of its

having been sacred, or even kept by them, and

embalmed after death.

* ^lian, XV. 26.

f-
Plin. X, 65. " iEgyptiis muribus durus pilus,, sicut herinaceis.

lidem bipedes ambulant." Those which walk on two legs should be
distinct from the bristly-haired mice.
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Tlie hare was probably lawful food to the Egyp-

tians, though forbidden to the Jews *
; and it is fre-

quently shown by the sculptures to have been

among the game caught by their chasseurs. It

differs in appearance from our own ; and though

frequently exaggerated by the Egyptian artists, the

length of its ears and general form show it to be

distinct from the European species. Some idea may
be formed of it from the paintings in the tombs,

one of which is preserved in the British Museum.
Though not sacred, it was admitted as an emblem
of some of the Genii, or lower order of Gods, who
were figured in the funereal subjects with the head

of this animal. In the hieroglyphics it signified

" to open," as Horapollo tells us,— being the be-

ginning or principal part of the word ouon.

Elephant.

The Elephant is represented in the sculptures,

together with the bear, among the presents brought

by an Asiatic nation to the Egyptian King. Ivory

is also frequently shown to have been sent to Egypt

from Ethiopia and the interior of Africa ; and the

Ptolemies, at a subsequent period, established a

hunting place on the confines of Abyssinia, for the

chase of the elephant.

It does not appear at any time to liave held a

post among the sacred animals of the country
;

even at the island of Elephantine, wJiich took

its name from it, nothing indicates the worship of

* Levit. xi. G. " And tlie hare, because lie clieweth the cud and divi-

(leth not the hoof; lie is unclean unto jou."
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the Elephant. It only occurs there in the name

of the place, which in hieroglyphics* is styled

** the Land of the Elephant." ^j]^^ Nor does

it appear as an object of adoration in the nume-

rous subjects which cover the walls of the neigh-

bouring island, Philae, where, had it been sacred

in the vicinity, it would not have been omitted

;

and the only instance of it is in a side entrance

to the front court of the temple of Isis, where the

God Nilus brings an Elephant, among the pre-

sents to be offered for the King to the Deity of

the place.

In Ethiopia, the Elephant is once found in a

temple at Wady Benat, near Shendy, with various

Deities and sacred devices ; but there is no evi-

dence of its having been worshipped there, or even

ranked among the sacred animals of that country.

Hippopotamus.

The Hippopotamus was sacred to the God
Mars, and worshipped at Papremis. In former

times it seems to have been a native of Egypt, and

to have lived in the northern part of the Nile.

The city where it is reputed to have been prin-

cipally honoured, stood in the Delta ; and Hero-

dotus t, Diodorust, and others, . mention it among

* Vide Plates of R. S. of Literature, Plate 59.

f Herodot. ii. 59. and 63. and 67.

j Diodor. i. 35. Aristot. Hist. An. ii. 7.

VOL. II.— Second Series. N
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the animals of Egypt. But it is now confined to

the upper parts of Ethiopia ; being seldom known
to come into Nubia, or that part lying between

the second and first cataract ; and if ever it is seen

in Egypt, its visit is purely accidental, and as con-

trary, as I have already had occasion to remark*,

to its own expectations, as to those of the astonished

natives who witness its migration. I have also

mentioned the mode of catching it, and the uses to

which its hide were applied, both in ancient and

modern times, t

Herodotus says, that though the Hippopotamus is

sacred in the Papremitic nome, they have not the

same respect for it in the rest of Egypt ; and, ac-

cording to Plutarch, *' it was reckoned amongst

the animals emblematic of the Evil Being. At
Hermopolis," he adds, *'is shown a statue of Typho,

which is a river-horse with a hawk upon its back,

fighting with a serpent ; the river-horse signifying

Typho, and the hawk that power and sovereignty

which he frequently gets into his hands by violence,

and then employs in works of mischief, both to his

own annoyance and to the prejudice of others. So,

again, those sacred cakes offered in sacrifice upon

the seventh day of the month Tybi, when they

celebrate the return of Isis from Phoenicia, have

the impression of a river-horse bound stamped

upon them." From the representations of this

animal in the sculptures both in Upper and

Lower Egypt, it is evident that the respect paid

* Supra, Vol. III. p. 74. f Supra, Vol. III. p. 69
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to it was far from being general in the country
;

and figures of a Typlionian character in religious

subjects on the monuments are frequently por-

trayed with the head of a hippopotamus.*' Even
the Cerberus, or monster of Amenti, is sometimes

represented under the form of this animal. I have

nowhere found a male Deity with the head of a

hippopotamus, or accompanied by it as an emblem,

in any of the sculptures of Egypt ; and the only

instances of a hippopotamus-headed God are in

some figures of blue pottery, probably from the

vicinity of Papremis, to which, as Herodotus ob-

serves, its worship was confined.

According to Plutarch, the *' river-horse '* was

the emblem of " impudence." t This he endea-

vours to show by a hieroglyphic sentence in the

porch of the temple of Sais, composed of an infant^

an old man, a hawk, a fish, and a hippopotamus,

which he thus interprets, "Oh! you who are

coming into the world, and vi'ho are going out

of it (that is, young or old), God hateth impu-

dence." And, indeed, if the reason he gives X

for its having been chosen as this symbol were

true, or even believed by the Egyptians, we ought

not to be surprised that he was considered suf-

ficiently unamiable to be a Typhonian animal.

Clemens substitutes the crocodile for the hippo-

potamus in this sentence, which he gives § from

* Vide supra, 88. ; and Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 429, 430.

t Pint, de Is. s. 32. | Conf. iElian. An. vii. 19.

() Clem. Strom. V. p. 139.
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a temple at Diospolis ; and Horapollo * assigns to

the claws of the hippopotamus the signification of

"injustice and ingratitude," as to the whole animal

the force of "time,'* or '* an hour."

The injury done by this animal to the cornt

fields might suffice to exclude it from the respect

of the agricultural population ; and the Egyptian

peasants were probably called upon to frighten it

out of their fields on many occasions with brass

saucepans and other utensils, in the same manner

as the modern Ethiopians. But it probably never

abounded in that part of the Nile south of the first

cataract ; and its worship was confined to places

beyond the reach of its intrusion.

The hippopotamus was also said to have been t

a symbol of the Western pole, or the region of

darkness,— distinct, of course, from that primeval

darkness which covered the deep, and from which

sprang the light, supposed to have been typified by

the Mygale, the emblem of Buto. I have already §

explained the opinions of the Egyptians on this

point ; and on the supposed analogy of the West,

which buried the Sun in darkness ||, and the gloomy

mansions of the dead ; the former being termed

Ement, and the latter Amenti. I have also noticed

the resemblance between JSreb (or Gharh), the

West, of the Hebrews, and the Erebus of Greece.^

* Horapollo, i. 56. and ii. 20. f MWan, v. 5.3.

J F/V/c Euseb. Pracp. Evang. Hi. 12.

I Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 273, 274.

II
Vide siiprd, p. 50.; and Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 388.

i[ Vide supra, [i. 74.
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Mummies of the hippopotamus are said to liave

been found at Thebes, and one is preserved in the

British Museum.

Pig, and Wild Boar.

The horror in which the pig was held in Egypt,

I have had occasion to mention. * According to

Herodotus t, the same aversion extended to the

people of Cyrene, who abstained from the meat of

swine, as well as "of the Cow out of respect to

Isis." Herodotus t says it was unlawful for the

Egyptians to sacrifice the pig to any Gods but to

the Moon and Bacchus, which was only done at

the full Moon,—a sacred reason forbidding them to

offer it on any other festival. §

It was on the former occasion alone that the

people were permitted to eat its flesh,—a wise sana-

tory regulation having made it unclean in the hot

climate of Egypt. A similar prohibition was de-

nounced against it by the Jewish legislator, and

the Abyssinian Christians continue to think it a

religious duty to abstain from this unwholesome

food.

From the aversion felt by the Egyptians to the

pig, we can readily account for their choosing it as

an emblem of uncleannessll, and a fit abode for

the souls of wicked men. The prejudices of other

people have to the present day followed its name,

* Sitprd, Vol. IL p. 17. ; Vol. IIL p. .33. &c.
Herodot. iv. 186. J Herodot. ii. 47.

The celebration of this rite 1 shall mention in treating of the Ce-
remonies.

II
HorapoUo, ii. 37. ^lian,x. IG.

N 3

t
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even to a proverb, however welcome its meat may
be at table*; and though we may not enter into

all the horror of an Egyptian on seeing the great

predilection of a Greek for the pig, we may our-

selves feel surprised at Homer's respect for a

feeder of pigs, who had the title *' divine," and

"prince of men."t

In the fete of Bacchus, the historian tells t us,

they did not eat the pig, which was sacrificed be-

fore their door, but gave it back to the person of

whom it had been purchased. Plutarch §, however,

says that '* those who sacrifice a sow to Typho once

a year at the full Moon, afterwards eat its flesh

;

giving as a reason for the ceremony, that Typho,

being in pursuit of that animal at this season, acci-

dentally found the chest wherein was deposited the

body of Osiris.'* But it does not appear whether

he had in view the festival of Bacchus (Osiris),

or that of the full Moon previously mentioned by

Herodotus j and it is possible tliat both writers in-

tended to confine the custom of eating swine's flesh

to one single day in the year, ^lian, indeed, af-

firms, that they only sacrifice the sow (which they

consider an animal most hateful to the Sun and

Moon) once a year, on the festival of the Moon,

but on no other occasion either to that or any other

Deity."

* Cicero docs not pay a compliment to pigs, when he says they have
" animam pro sale ne putrcscant." Nat. Dcor. lib. ii. iElian, on the

authority of Agatharcides, gives the pigs of yl'-thioj)!;! Iiorns, v. 27.

j- Horn. ()d. xiv. 48. and 22.— '* Ajof vcjiopjioij," and " iirtojrr;*;, opx-

ufioi: avc-ixov." Vide also, xv. 350. 388. &c.

X llerodot. ii. 48. § Pint, dc Is. s. 8.
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Though the pig may not properly be classed

among the sacred animals, it was an emblem of

the Evil Being ; and this may account for Plutarch's

supposing it to have been connected with the his-

tory of Osiris and Typho.

Several instances occur of the pig in sacred sub-

jects, principally in the tombs, where the attend-

ance of monkeys might be supposed to connect it

with the Moon. * But these seem chiefly to refer

to the future state of the wicked, whose souls were

thought to migrate into that unclean animal ; and

the presence of Anubis confirms this opinion.

Pigs were kept by the Egyptians, as I have al-

ready observed t, to be employed for agricultural

purposes; and ^^lianl^, on the authority of Eu-
doxus, pretends that " they were sparing in their

sacrifices of swine, because they were required to

tread in the grain, pressing the seed with their

feet from the surface into the soil, and securing it

from the ravages of birds."

It does not appear whether the wild boar was

hunted by the chasseur, — those parts of Egypt

where hunting scenes are represented, not being

frequented by that animal, whose resorts were pro-

bably,' as at present, confined to the banks of the

Birket el Korn §, and the vicinity of Lake Men-
zaleh.

* Vide supra, p. 8. f Supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p, 46.

J ^lian, X. 16. j In the Fyoom, formerly Lake Moeris.

N 4
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The Hyrax.

As the Hyrax did not hold a rank among the

sacred animals, I need only refer to what has already

been stated respecting it*, in enumerating the ani-

mals of Egypt.

The Horse and Ass.

Notwithstanding the great utility of the horse,

it did not enjoy sacred honours, nor was it the

emblem of any Deity. This is the more remark-

able, as the breed of horses was considered of the

highest importance in Egypt ; and even among
the Greeks, less scrupulous regarding the sanctity

of animals, it was dedicated to one of the principal

Gods of their Pantheon. For though Neptune

was unknown in Egypt, and the sea was odious to

the Egyptians, the warlike horse might well have

found some Deity of eminence to adopt it as a

type ; and surely few would stand less in need of so

peculiarly a terrestrial animal than the God of the

Ocean, and few be less consistently chosen as the

patron of the horse.

But an evident distinction was conferred on the

less dignified ass ; and if, as some have thought, it

is a greater disgrace to pass unobserved, than to

be noticed even in an unfavourable or equivocal

manner, the ass enjoyed the marked but uncom-

* Vol. III. p. 28.
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plimentary honour of being sacred to Typho. This

distinction entailed upon it another less enviable,

though more positive mark, of their notice, *' the

Coptites being in the habit of throwing an ass

down a precipice, considering it unclean and im-

pure, from its supposed resemblance to Typho.*"
*' The inhabitants of (Abydust), Busiris, and Ly-

copolis carried their detestation of this animal still

farther ; so that they even scrupled to make use

of trumpets, because their sound was thought to

be like the braying of an ass."t

It was from " the idea entertained by the Egyp-

tians of the stupidity and sensuality of its dis-

position, that they gave the Persian Prince Ochus
the name of the Ass, in token of their execration

of so detestable a tyrant." Even the colour of this

animal was thought to partake of the nature of the

Evil Being; and with a similar prejudice, when-

ever any individual happened to have a red com-

plexion or red hair, they considered him con-

nected w^ith Typho. For this reason they offered

red oxen in their sacrifices ; and in consequence

of its supposed resemblance to Typho, " those

cakes offered in sacrifices, during the two months

Paiini and Phaophi, had the impression of an ass

bound stamped upon them ; and for the same

reason, when they sacrificed to the Sun, they

strictly enjoined all who approached to worship

* Pint, de Is. s. 30.

-f-
jElian, x. 28. says, Busiris, Abydiis, and Lycopolis.

j Most people will agree in the unmelodioas voice of this animal

;

but the Pythagoreans had a curious idea, that " it was not susceptible

of harmony, being insensible to the sound of the Itjrc" ^lian, x. 28.
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the God, neither to wear any gold about them*,

nor to give provender to an ass." Another su-

perstitious reason was also assigned by them, ac-

cording to Plutarch, for their contempt of the ass

;

— *' that Typho escaped out of battle upon that

animal, after a flight of seven days ; and after he

had got into a place of safety begat two sons, Hie-

rosolymus and Judgeus. t'* But this, he adds, "is

evidently told to give an air of fable to the Jewish

history."

Some instances occur of an ass-headed Deity, t

He is rarely met with, and is apparently of the

order of Demons, or an inferior class of Gods, con-

nected with a future state in the region of Amenti.

The only place where I have seen the Onocephalus

is at Tuot, the ancient Tuphium§; but the head,

of the ass is sometimes introduced among the hie-

roglyphics.

The prejudice against the ass ll appears to have

been universal in all ages. Egypt and the East,

however, seem to have looked upon it rather as an

emblem of perverseness than of stupidity ; and in

this character it is still viewed by the Arabs ^, as the

* We cannot fail to be struck by such superstition ; but an old Egyp-
tian might smile at the scruples of many j)ersons who object to com-
mence a journey on a Friday, dine thirteen at table, or look upon a new
Moon without silver in their ])ockct. A modern Egyptian avoids visit-

ing a friend suffering from ophthalmia with "any gold about him," lest

he should increase the-malady.

f Pint, de Is. s. ;}].

j llorapollo supposes the Onocephalus to signify one who has never

travelled out of his own country, i. '23.

^1 Tuot, or Helemeeh, is in the Thcba'id, nearly opposite Hermonthis,

or Ennent, on the cast bank.

II
Jerem. xxii. 19.

*| Vide the introductory tale in the Arabian Nights.
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bull is considered by them the symbol of stupidity,

^lian* pretends that " Ochus, King of Persia,

in order to afflict the Egyptians, slew the Apis, and
consecrating an ass in its stead, commanded them
to pay it divine honours ;

" and even if not looked

upon with the same detestation at Memphis, as

at Lycopolis and Busiris, we may suppose (if

Elian's story be true) how fully the tyrant's in-

tention was gratified, by the substitution of this

animal for their God.

Neither the mummies of the pig, hyrax, horse,

or ass, have been found in the tombs of Egypt.

Camel, Giraffe, Oryx.

Of the camel t, stag, giraffe, gazelle, and other

antelopes, I have already treated, t I have also

remarked the singular fact of the camel not being

represented in the hieroglyphics, either in domestic

scenes, or in subjects relating to religion.

Though its flesh w^as forbidden to the Jews§, it

is probable that religious scruples did not prevent

the Egyptians from eating it ; and the modern in-

habitants, as well as the Arab tribes, delight in this

lio'ht and wholesome food. But the wisdom of for-

bidding so valuable an animal is evident, from the

great probability of its being killed when about to

die a natural death ; and the Arabs are so scrupu-

* iElian, An. x. 28.

f Vide Plin. viii. 18., of the Camel and Giraffe. Vide Strabo, xvii.

533.

t Vol. III. p. 24. 33. § Levit. xi. 4.
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loiis on this point, that few can be induced to eat

the meat of the camel, unless certain of its having

been killed when in a healthy state.

The giraffe frequently occurs, both in the paint-

ings, as a rare animal brought from Ethiopia to

Egypt, and as a hieroglyphic in monumental sculp-

tures. But there is no appearance of its having

been sacred, though an instance is mentioned of

its having been found embalmed. It is introduced

as an emblem connected with the religion, in the

sculptures of Hermonthis, where it accompanies

the figure of death, some apes, and a jackal in ador-

ation of the winged Scarabasus, the emblem of the

Sun. Pliny says it was called by the Ethiopians

Nabin, or Nabis.

Of the antelopes, the Oryx was the only one

chosen as an emblem ; but it was not sacred ; and

the same city, on whose monuments it was repre-

sented in sacred subjects, was in the habit of killing

it for the table.

The head of this animal formed the prow of the

mysterious boat of Pthah-Sokari-Osiris, who was

worshipped with peculiar honours at Memphis,

and who held a conspicuous place among the con-

templar Gods of all the temples of Upper and

Lower Egypt. This did not, however, prevent

their sacrificing the Oryx to the Gods, or slaughter-

ing it for their own use ; large herds of them being-

kept by the wealthy Egyptians for this purpose* :

and the sculptures of Memphis and its vicinity

* Fide siqml, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 138. 254. ; ami Vol. III. p. 7. 24.
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abound, no less than those of the Thebaid, with

proofs of this fact. But a particular one may
have been set apart and consecrated to the Deity,

— being distinguished by certain marks which the

priests fancied they could discern, as in the case

of oxen exempted from sacrifice. ^ And if the law

permitted the Oryx to be killed without the mark

of the pontiff's seal, (which was indispensable for

oxen previous to their being taken to the altar,)

the privilege of exemption might be secured to a

single animal, when kept apart within the inac-

cessible precincts of a temple.

In the Zodiacs, the Oryx was chosen to repre-

sent the sign Capricornus.

M. Champollion considers it the representative

of Seth ; and HorapoUot gives it an unamiable cha-

racter, as the emblem of impurity. It was even

thought " to foreknow the rising of the Moon, and

to be indignant at her presence." Pliny is disposed

to give it credit for better behaviour towards the

Dog-star 1:, which, when rising, it looked upon with

the appearance of adoration. But the naturalist

was misinformed respecting the growth of its hair§,

in imitation of the Bull Basis.

Such are the fables of old writers ; and, judging

from the important post it held in the boat of

Sokari, I am disposed to consider it the emblem of

a good rather than of an evil Deity, contrary to the

opinion of the learned Champollion.

* Herodot. ii. 38,

t Horapollo, i. 49. Vide MWan. An. x. 28.

t Plin. ii. 40. TElian, vii. 8. § Plin. viii. 33.
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Goat. Ibex.

According to Herodotus*, the Goat was sacred

in the Mendesian nome, where great lionours

were paid to it, particularly to the male. In that

province, even the goatherds themselves were

respected, notwithstanding the general prejudice

of the Egyptians against every denomination of

pastor. The same consideration was not extended

to these animals in every part of the country

;

and some of the inhabitants of Upper Egypt sa-

crificed them ; as the Mendesians offered to their

God sheep, which were sacred in the Thebaid.t

-Pliant states, that at Coptos the she-goat was

sacred, and religiously revered,— being a favourite

animal of the Goddess Isis, who was particularly

worshipped there ; but this feeling did not prevent

their sacrificing the males of the same species.

Herodotus also tells us that the goat was sacred

to Pan, who was worshipped in the Mendesian

nome ; but he appears to have confounded that

Deity, who in reality corresponded to the Khem
of Egypt, with Mandoo, and to have described the

God of Generation under a form which was given

to no one of the Egyptian Pantlieon.§

When a he-goat died, the whole Mendesian

nome went into mourning ; and Strabo || and

Diodorus^ also mention the veneration in wliicli

it was held, in some parts of Egy})t, as the emblem

of the generative principle. It is, therefore, sin-

* Herodot. ii. 46, f Herodot. ii. 42.

t TElian, x, 23.

§ Vide siiprd, .32. ; and Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 200.

II
Strabo, xvii. p. 559. f Diodor. i. 88. and 84.
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gular that the horns of the goat were not given to

Khem, who answered to that attribute of the divine

power. Plutarch* pretends that the Mendesian

goat was called Apis, like the Sacred Bull of Osiris
j

but this is very questionable, as I have already

observed t; and, unfortunately, little remains of

the monuments in the Mendesian nome to guide

us respecting the true character of the presiding

Deity of that province.

The Ibex, or wild goatt of the desert, was not

sacred. It occurs sometimes in astronomical sub-

jects ; and is frequently represented among the

animals slaughtered for the table and the altar,

both in the Thebaid and in Lower Egypt.

The Sheep, and Kebsh.

The Sheep was sacred in Upper Egypt, par-

ticularly in the vicinity of Thebes and Ele-

phantine. TheLycopolites, however, sacrificed and

ate this animal, " because the wolf did so, whom
they revered as a God§;" and the same was

done by the people of the Mendesian nome

;

though Straboll would seem to confine the sacrifice

of sheep to the nome of Nitriotis. In the The-

baid it was considered not merely as an emblem,

but ranked among the most sacred of all animals.

It was dedicated to Neph, one of the greatest

Deities of the Thebaid, who was represented

with the head of a ram (for, as I have already

* Vide supra, p. 36. f Supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 72.

X MVxan, xiv. 16. § Plut. de Is. s. 72.

II
Strabo, xvii. p. 552.
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observed*, this was not given to Amun, as the

Greeks and Romans imagined) ; and the inhabit-

ants of that district deemed it unlawful to eat its

flesh t, or to sacrifice it on their altars. Accord-

ing to Herodotus, they sacrificed a ram once a

year at Thebes, on the festival of Jupiter t, — the

only occasion on which it was permitted to kill

this sacred animal ; and after having clad the statue

of the God in the skin, the people made a solemn

lamentation, striking themselves as they walked

around the temple. They afterwards buried the

body in a sacred coffin.

The sacred boats or arks of Neph were orna-

mented with the head of a ram ; and bronze

figures of this animal were made by the Thebans,

to be worn as amulets, or kept as guardians of the

house, to which they probably paid their adorations

in private, invoking them as intercessors for the

aid of the Deity they represented. Their heads

were often surmounted by the globe and Uraeus,

like the statues of the Deity himself. Strabo§,

Clemens II, and many other writers, notice the sacred

character of the sheep ; and the two former state

that it was looked upon with the same veneration

in the Saite nome, as in the neighbourhood of

Thebes. The four-horned sheep mentioned by

^lian^, which, he says, were kept in the temple

of Jupiter, are still common in Egypt.

* Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 237. 241. 2W.
-)- Plutarch seems to think all the priests abstained from it, as from

swine's flesh, s. 5. H.
% Ilerodot. ii. 42. § Strabo, xvii. p. 552. 559.

II
Clem. Orat. Adhort. p. 17. if JEWan, Nat. Hist. xi. 40.
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Numerous mummies of sheep are found at

Thebes ; and, as I have ah'eady observed, large

flocks were kept there.* For though it was neither

required for sacrifice, nor for the table, the wool

was of the highest importance to them ; and much

care seems to have been bestowed upon this useful

animal, whose benefits to mankind Diodorust sup-

poses to have been the cause of its holding so high

a post among the sacred animals of Egypt.

The ram was chosen to represent the sign Aries,

in the zodiacs of Egypt ; but these partake too

little of the mythology of the country to be of any

authority respecting the characters of the animals

they contain.

Of the Kebsh, or wild sheep of the desert, I

have already spoken, in treating of the animals

chased by the Egyptians, t

Ox, Cow.

The Ox and Cow were both admitted among

the sacred animals of Egypt. All, however, were

not equally sacred ; and it was lawful to sacrifice

the former, and to kill them for the table, provided

they were free from certain marks, which the

priests were careful to ascertain before they per-

mitted them to be slaughtered. When this had

been done, the priest marked the animal by tying

a cord of the papyrus stalk round its horns, fastened

by a piece of clay, on which he impressed his seal.

It was then pronounced clean, and taken to the

* ride supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 20.

f Diodor. i. 87. J Fide supra. Vol IIL p. 226.

VOL. II.— Second Series. O
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altar. But no man, on pain of death, could sa-

crifice one that had not this mark.* "All the

clean oxen were thought to belong to Epaphust,"

who was the same as the God Apis. Herodotus

says that a single black hair rendered them unsuit-

able for this purpose; and Plutarch t affirms that

red oxen were alone lawful for sacrifice. But the

authority of the sculptures contradicts these asser-

tions, and shows that oxen with black and red

spots were lawful both for the altar and the table,

in every part of Egyot. This I shall have occasion

to notice more fully, in treating of the religious

ceremonies. It will suffice for the present to ob-

serve, that certain marks were required to ascertain

the sacred bulls, as the Apis, Mnevis, and Basis
;

and that the Cow of Athor was recognised by pe-

culiar signs known to the priests, and doubtless

most minutely described in the sacred books.

The origin of the worship of the bull was said

to be its utility in agriculture §, of which Clemens

considers II
it the type, as well as of the earth itself;

and this was the si.pposed reason of the bull being

chosen as the emblem of Osiris, who was the ab-

stract idea of all that was good or beneficial to man.

Though oxen and calves were lawful food, and

adapted for sacrifice on the altars of all the Gods,

cows and heifers were forbidden to be killed,

being consecrated, according to Herodotus, to

Isis^; or rather, as he afterwards shows, and as

* Ilerodot. ii. .S8. Vide infm, on the Sacrifices.

f Ilerodot. ii. 38. and iii. 21. Vide sii2)rd, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 348.

350.

t Plut. dc Is. s. 31.

§ Pint, de Is. s. 74 Diodor. i. 88.

II
Clcni. Strom, v. 1 Ilerodot. ii. 41.
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Strabo, in perfect accordance with the sculptures,

states, to Athor. * This was a wise regulation, in

order to prevent too great a diminution in the

cattle of the country t ; and the prohibition being

ascribed by the priests to some mysterious reason,

was naturally looked upon in process of time as a

divine ordinance, which it would be nothing less

than sacrilege to disregard. According to Strabo t,

many, both male and female, were kept in different

towns, in and out of the Delta ; but they were not

worshipped as Deities, like the Apis and Mnevis,

which had the rank of Gods at Memphis and

Heliopolis. Nor did they enjoy the same honours

that were paid to the sacred Cow at Momemphis,
where Venus was worshipped.

Bull and cow mummies are frequently met with

at Thebes and other places ; and though Hero-

dotus states that the bodies of the former were

thrown into the river, and the latter all removed
to Atarbechis in the Isle of Prosopitis, there is

sufficient evidence of their having been buried in

other parts of Egypt. §

Apis, Mnevis, Basis.

The God Apis has been already

mentioned. 1|
(v

Name of Apis.

" Mnevis, the sacred ox of Heliopohs^, was

* Vide sicprd, Vol. T. (2d Series) p. 381.

f Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 394.

j Strabo, xvii. p. 532. § Vide supra, p. 102.

II
Supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 347.

1[ Plut. de Is. s. 33. Diodor. i. 84.

O 2
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honoured by the Egyptians with a reverence next

to the Apis, whose sire some have pretended him
to be. He too was dedicated to Osiris, and repre-

sented of a black colour, like the God himself, by

whom his worship was instituted*; and though in-

ferior to Apis, the respect shown him was uni-

versal throughout the country.'*

In the coronation ceremony at Thebes he ap-

pears to be introduced under the name of " the

ivliite^ bull," which is specified by the same cha-

racter used to denote silver t, or, as the Egyp-

tians called it in their monumental inscriptions,

" white gold.'* If this really represents the Mne-
vis, Plutarch and Porphyry are mistaken in stating

its colour to be black ; and from what the latter

says of the hair growing the wrong way, it seems

that he had in view the Basis or black bull of

Hermonthis. Ammianus§, Porphyry, and ^lian

suppose that Mnevis was sacred to the Sun, as

Apis to the Moon ; Macrobius states that Mnevis,

Apis, and Basis were all consecrated to the Sun
;

and Plutarch considers Mnevis to be sacred to

Osiris. II Strabo merely says, in the Heliopolitan

praefectiH'e is the city of the Sun, raised on a lofty

mound ^, having a temple dedicated to that Deity,

* Diodor. i. 88. f O'of^^.OJ, or OTUjRcrj, "white."

X The character (Ixjiioting " whilr " resembles tlie haqjoon used for

striking tlie hippopotaimis.

§ Aminiatms says, " Mnevis soli sacratnr, super quo nihil dicitur

meiuorahile." (xxii". 14. p. :};32.) Vide srtpr(i,\o\. I. (2(1 Scries) p. 349.

II

In a papyrus mentioned by l^rofessor Reuvcns (Icttre 3. p. 50.),

mention is made of Osor-Apis, and Osor-Mnevis.

t Its lofty mound, and the obelisk of Osirtasen, still mark the site

of Ileliopolis.
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and the bull Mnevis, wliich is kept in a certain

enclosure, and looked upon by the Heliopolites as

a God, like the Apis in Memphis. The bull of

Heliopolis appears to have been called, in the hiero-

glyphic legends, Mne. It had a globe and feathers

on its head ; but though found on the monuments
of Upper Egypt, it is evident that it did not enjoy

the same honours as Apis beyond the precincts of

its own citv.

It was from this, and not the Apis, that the Is-

raelites borrowed their notions of the golden calf;

and the offerings, dancing, and rejoicings practised

on the occasion, were doubtless in imitation of a

ceremony they had witnessed in honour of Mnevis,

during their sojourn in Egypt.

^Elian mentions a storv of Bocchoris introducins:

a wild bull to contend against Mnevis, which,

having rushed at him without effect, and having

fixed its horns into the trunk of a persea, was

killed by the sacred animal. The king was said

to have incurred, by this profane action, the hatred

of all his subjects. But the story is too impro-

bable to be credited, though related to him by the

Egyptians themselves.

Basis was the sacred bull worshipped at Her-

monthis. ^lian * calls it Onuphis. *' The Egyp-
tians," he says, " worship a black bull, which they

call Onuphis. The name of the place where it is

kept may be learnt from the books of the Egyp-
tians, but it is too harsh both to ipention and
hear." "Its hair turns the contrary way from

* ^lian, Anini. xii. 1 1.

o 3
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that of other animals, and it is the largest of all

oxen."

Macrobius relates the same of the sacred bull of

Hermonthis, but gives it the name of Bacchis. *' In

the city of Hermonthis," he says, " they adore the

bull Bacchis*, which is consecrated to the Sun, in

the magnificent temple of Apollo. It is remarkable

for certain extraordinary appearances, according

with the nature of the Sun. For every hour it is

reported to change its colour, and to have long hairs

growing backwards, contrary to the nature of all

other animals; whence it is thought to be an image

of the Sun shining on the opposite side of the

world." t

The real name of this bull appears, from the

hieroglyphic legends, to be BashJ, easily converted

by the Greeks into Bach §, and thence into Bac-

chis, Basis, and Pasis.

Strabo ll mentions the sacred bull of Hermonthis,

but without stating its name ; and the Onuphis,

mentioned by ^lian, appears rather to have been

a title, signifying "the opener of good," or Ouon-

nofri, which properly belonged to Osiris.^ If,

indeed, this name was really given to the bull Basis,

we may conclude that, like Apis, it was sacred to,

or an emblem of, Osiris ; as was Mnevis, accord-

ing to Plutarch and Diodorus**; and thus the

* Some MSS. read Bacis, and Pacis. f Macroh. Saturn, i. 2G.
'^ The similarity of tiie name of the lilack bull Basis and the black

bulls of Basan is, no doubt, merely accidental.

§ The Greeks, having no .s/i, generally sid)stitute(l x-

II
Strabo, xvii. p. '.i('>\.

t The Omphis of Plutarch (dc Is. s. 42.) is evidcntl\ this name.
Vide also s. 20, 21. ** Diodor. i. 88.
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tliree, instead of being emblems of tlie Sun, as

Macrobius supposes, were cor jccrated to Osiris.

The other bulls and cows mentioned by Strabo*

did not hold the rank of Gods, but were only

sacred: and this distinction may be applied to

other animals worshipped by the Egyptians.

Buffalo, and Indian or Humped Ox.

1 have met with no representation of the buffalo;

though, from its being now so common in the coun-

try, and indigenous in Abyssinia, it was probably

not unknown to the ancient Egyptians.

The Indian or humped ox was common in former

times, and is abundant in Upper Ethiopia, though

no longer a native of Egypt. Like other cattle, it

was used for sacrifice as for the table ; and large

herds were kept in the farms of the wealthy Egyp-

tians, by whom the meat, particularly the hump on

the shoulder, was doubtless esteemed as a dainty.

It is sometimes represented decked with flowers

and garlands on its way to the altar ; but there is

no appearance of its having been emblematic of any

Deity, or of having held a post among the sacred

animals of the country.

The Dolphin.

The dolphin, a native of the sea, was not likely

to command the respect of the terrestrial, or, if

* Strabo, xvii. p. 552. He applies his remark only to A{)is and
Mnevis. Vide supra, p. 195.

o 4
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they adopted the same epithet as the modern Chi-

nese, the celestial Egyptians. It is, indeed, difficult

to account for its selection by the Greeks as the

companion of Venus. For, however little we may
object to its presence with her statue, under the

guise of white marble, and the classical name of

dolphin, it recalls too strongly our ideas of the

porpoise, to appear to us a suitable attendant on

the Goddess of Beauty.

Pliny*, Seneca t, and Strabot speak of the con-

tests of the dolphin and the crocodile ; in which

the former, wounding the crocodile with the ,9/jme

of its dorsal fin in the abdomen, gained an easy

victory over it, even in its own river. But its credit

seems principally indebted to fable : its weapons,

like its beauty, being imaginary; and, whatever

may have been the prestige in its favour among
the classic writers of Greece and Rome, the Egyp-

tians do not appear to have noticed it so far as to

give it a place in their paintings or their alphabet.

Sphinx.

The most distinguished post amongst fabulous

animals must be conceded to the Sphinx. It was

of three kinds,— the Andro- Sphin.%\ with the head

of a man and the body of a lion, denoting the union

of intellectual and physical ])ovver; the Crio-Spliin.r,

with the head of a ram and the body of a lion ; and

the Hieraco- Sphin.%\ with the same body and the

head of a hawk. They were all types or repre-

* Plin. viii. 26. f Seneca, Nat. Qu. iv. p. 88G.

\ Stra'jo, xvii. p. .567. Vide snprn, \o\.\M, p. 74. note.
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sentatives of the king. The two last were pro-

bably so figured in token of respect to the two

Deities wliose heads they bore, Neph and Re; tlie

other great Deities, Amun, Khem, Pthah, and

Osiris, having human heads, and tlierefore all con-

nected with the form of the Andro-Sphinx. The
king was not only represented under the mys-

terious figure of a Sphinx, but also of a ram, and of

a hawk ; and this last had, moreover, the peculiar

signification of " PA;y/A," or Pharaoh, ^^ tJie Sun"
personified by the monarch.

The inconsistency, therefore, of making the

Sphinx female, is sufficiently obvious.

Sphinxes were frequently placed before the

temples, on either side of the dromos^ or approach

to the outer gate. Sometimes lions, and even rams,

were substituted for them, and formed the same

kind of avenues ; as at the great temple of Karnak,

at Thebes ; a small figure of the king being oc-

casionally attached to them, or placed between

their paws. When represented in the sculptures,

a Deity is often seen presenting the Sphinx with

the sign of life, or other divine gifts usually vouch-

safed by the Gods to a king ; as well as to the ram

or hawk, when in the same capacity, as an em-

blem of a Pharaoh. Instances of this occur on

several of the obelisks and dedicatory inscriptions. *

Pliny t mentions Sphinxes and other fabulous

monsters, who were supposed to live in Ethiopia;

and the Egyptian sculptures, as I have already

* Vide supra. Vol. 1. (2d iSeries) p. 288. Woodcut, No. 448.

-f-
Pliii. viii. 21.; Sti\.bo, xvii. p. 533. ^lian considers it fabulous,

(xii. 7.)
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sliown, are not behindhand in relating the mar-

vellous productions of the valley of the Nile. Plu-

tarch* and Clemens t are satisfied with the enig-

matical intention of these compound animals ; the

former saying that Sphinxes were " placed before

the temples as types of the enigmatical nature of

their theology;" the latter supposing them to sig-

nify that " all things which treat of the Deity must

be mysterious and obscure."

The Egyptian sculptures also represent cows

with liuman heads t ; lions with the heads ofsnakes

and hawks, or with wings ; winged crocodiles with

hawks' heads ; and other monsters]; some of which

occur on monuments of the early period of the

17th dynasty.'§ One of these, with the winged

body of a quadruped and the head of a hawk, was

called Sefr ; and one named Sak united a bird, a

quadruped, and a vegetable production in its own
person. It had the head of a hawk, the body of a

lion, and a tail terminating in a full-blown lotus

;

and, being a female, threatened to produce other

monsters as horrid as itself, with a facility unknown

to ordinary hybrids.

BIRDS.

Vultures.

The large vultnre of Egypt was said || to have

been emblematic of Neith, or Minerva ; and the

* Pint, (le Is. s. 9. f (]lem. Strom, v. p. 150.

1 Vide supr/). Vol. I. (2tl Series) p.:jf)4.

I Vide Vol. III. p.'2.'i.

II
Honipollu (i. 1 i.) says, "of Minerva, or of .hino, or heaven

(Urania), a 3'ear, a niotlier/'cl-c.
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sculptures show it to have been connected with

more than one Deity of the Egyptian Pantheon.*

It enters into the name of Maut, though it docs

not appear to be an emblem of that Goddess, sig-

nifying only, as the word maut (or tmaii) implies,

*' mother." iEliant supposes that *' vultures were

all females," as if to account for their character as

emblems of maternity. He even believes that a

black vulture of Egypt was produced from the

union of an eagle and a vulture ; and he reports

other tales with equal gravity.

Another Deity, to whom it was particularly sa-

cred, was the Egyptian Lucinat ; and as her em-

blem, it seems to protect the Kings, whom it is

represented over-shadowing with its wings, whilst

they offer to the Gods in the temple-", or wage

war with an enemy in the field of battle. Under

this form the Goddess is portrayed with outspread

wings on the ceilings of the to.iples, particularly

in those parts where the monarch, and the offi-

ciating priests, were destined to pass, on their way

to celebrate the accustomed rites in lionour of the

Gods. For this reason the vulture is introduced

on the ceiling of the central avenues of the portico,

and the under side of the lintels of the doors, which

lead to the sanctuary. Sometimes in lieu of its

body is placed a human eye, with the same out-

spread wings.

The Goddesses and Queens frequently wear the

vulture with outspread wings in lieu of a cap,

* Vide Plate 27. part i. Plates 52. and 53. part i.

•\ j551ian, ii. 46. f Supra, p. 41.
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tlie heads projecting from their forehead, and the

wings falling downwards on either side to their

neck. *

Mummies of this vulture have been found em-

balmed at Thebes.

The vulture Percnopterus was probably regarded

with great indulgence by the Egyptians ; but though

frequently represented in the sculptures, there is

no evidence of its having been worshipped, or even

considered the peculiar emblem of any Deity.

Tradition, however, seems to record its having

enjoyed a considerable degree of favour, in former

times, by one of the names it now bears, "Pharaoh's

hen." Even the Moslem mhabitants of Egypt

abstain from ill-treating|; it in consequence of its

utility, together with the kites and other birds

of prey, in removing those impurities which might

otherwise be prejudicial in so hot a climate. It is

generally known in Arabic by the name Rdkham,

which is the same it bore in Hebrew, Dn"1, trans-

lated in our version of Leviticus gier-errglef; where

it is comprised among the fowls forbidden to be

eaten by the Israelites.

Eagle, Hawk.

Diodorust and Strabo § tell us that the eagle

was worshipped at Thebes. But it is evident that

they ought to have substituted the hawk, which

* Conf. JEVvan, x. 22. Vide Plate 20. 2(1 fig. The (5oclilcss Maut.
PI. 27. part i., and Plate 5.3. part i. &c.

I Levit. xi. 18. % Diodor. i. 87.

$i Strabo, 17.
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the sculptures, as well as ancient authors, abun-

dantly prove to have been one of the most sacred

of all the animals of Egypt. Diodorus, indeed,

shows the connection he supposes to have sub-

sisted between the latter bird and that city, when

he says*, "The hawk is reputed to have been

worshipped, because augurs use them for divining

future events in Egypt ; and some say that in

former times a book (papyrus), bound round with

(red) purplet thread, and containing a written

account of the modes ofworshipping and honouring

the Gods, was brought (by one of those birds) to

the priests at Thebes. For which reason the hiero-

grammats (sacred scribes) wear a (red) purple band

and a hawk's feather in their head, t The Thebans

worship the eagle because it appears to be a royal

animal worthy of the Deity." But though the

eagle was not worshipped, it frequently occurs in

the hieroglyphics, where it has the force of the

letter a, the commencement of the word akhonrit

its name in Coptic.

Plutarch§, Clemens ||, and others, agree in con-

sidering the hawk the emblem of the Deity ; and

* Diodor. loc. cit.

•|- The words (i>oiviKog and purpureus are translated purple, but it is

evident that they originally signified fire colour, or red ; and the " pur-

pureus late qui splendeat unus et alter assuitur pannus " of Horace will

translate very badly a " purple patch ;" though it is evident, from the
" certantem et uvam purpura," that the Latin as well as the Greek word
signified also the colour we call purple. (Hor. Ars Poet. 18. ; and

Epod.ii. 20.) The pui'ple continued to change in colour at different

times till it arrived at the imperial hue, and that adopted by the

modern cardinals.
+ Vide Clem. Strom, vi. p. 196.; and t^ide infra, on the Ceremonies.

^ Plut. de Is. s. 32. |1
Clem. Strom, v. p.l59.
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tlie sculptures clearly indicate the God to whom it

was particularly sacred to be Re, or tlic Sun.

Other Deities also claimed it as their emblem
;

and it is shown by the monuments to have be-

longed to Pthah-Sokari-Osiris ; to Aroeris ; to the

younger Horus ; to Mandoo ; to Khonso ; to Hor-

Hat ; and to Kebhnsnof, one of the four Genii of

Amenti ; all of whom are represented with a hawk's

head. There is also a Goddess who bears on her'

head a hawk seated upon a perch, supposed to be

the Deity of the west bank of the Nile.* The
same emblem is given to Athor ; and the name of

the Egyptian Venus is formed of a hawk in a cage

or shrine. t The boat or ark of Pthah-Sokari-Osiris

is covered by the hawk ; and several of those birds

are represented rowing it, while others stand upon

the pillars which support its canopy : and the hawk

is frequently introduced overshadowing the King

while offering to the Gods or engaged in battle, in

lieu of the vulture of Eilethyia, as an emblem of Hor-

Hat or Agathodaemon. Pliant says "the hawk

was sacred to Apollo, whom they call Horus.'*

The Tentyrites§, he also states, have them in great

honour, though hated by the Coptites ; and it is

])robable that in some ceremonies performed in

towns where the crocodile was particularly revered,

the presence of the hawk was not permitted, being

* Villa supra, Plate 5.'}. part ii.

f Fic/r Plate .'J(i., and Vol. I. (2(1 Series) p. 387.

} TElian, vii. f). ami An. x. 14. He makes them live 700 years.

Tl^^lian's account of the two hawks being deputed by the others to po to

certain desert islands near ].ii)ya, recalls the modern Arab story of the

Gebel e'Tayror " mountain of the bird," near Minich. Vide Ml. ii. 43.

^ .^lian", X. 24.
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the type of Horus, whose worship was hostile to

tliat aninuiL But this did not prevent the liawk-

headed Aroeris and the crocodile-headed Savak

from sharing the same temple, at Ombos.

The hawk was particularly known as the type

of the Sun, and worshipped at Heliopolis as the

sacred bird, and representative of the Deity of the

place. It was also peculiarly revered at the island

of Philae*, where this sacred bird was kept in

a cage, and fed with a care worthy the represent-

ative of the Deity of whom it was the emblem.

It was said to be consecrated to Osiris, who was

buried at Philae ; and in the sculptures of the tem-

ples there the hawk frequently occurs, sometimes

seated amidst lotus plants. But this refers to

Horus, the son of Osiris, not to that God himself,

as tiie hieroglyphics show, whenever the name
occurs over it.

The hawk of Philae is the same kind as that

sacred to Re, and not, as some have imagined, a

different species. It is therefore difficult to account

for Strabo's assertion t that the bird worshipped at

Phila% though called a hawk, appeared to him un-

like those he had been accustomed to see in his

own country, or in Egypt, being much larger and

of a different character. The only mode of ac-

counting for his remark is to suppose he alludes

to the hawk I have named Falco Aroeris t, which

is larger than the ordiuary kinds of Europe and

* For some reason, which I have in vain endeavoured to discover,

some persons write this name Philoe, though ancient writers, as well as

the Greek inscriptions there, have it *(\fn {'PiXag).

f Strabo, xvii. p. 562. X Vide supra, p. 121., and infra, p. 209.
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Egypt, and is seldom seen even in the valley of

the Nile,

At Hieraconpolis, or the City of the Hawks,

which stood nearly opposite Eilethyas, on the west

bank, and at Hieracon, opposite Lycopolis, this

bird likewise received divine honours ; and the re-

mains at the former, of the time of the first Osir-

tasen, prove the antiquity of that place, and argue

that the worship of the hawk was not introduced

at a late period.

The universal respect for the Gods, of whom it

was the type, rendered the honours paid to the hawk
common to all Egypt ; and though the places above

mentioned treated it with greater distinction than

the rest of the country, no town was wanting in re-

spect to it, and no individual was known to ill-treat

this sacred bird. It was one of those " confessedly

honoured and worshipped by the whole nation*,'*

and "not only venerated while living, but after

death, as were cats, ichneumons, and dogst;" and

if, says Herodotus t, "any one, even by accident,

killed an ibis or a hawk, nothing could save him

from death." 7Elian§, indeed, asserts that the Copt-

ites showed great hatred to hawks, as the enemy

of their favourite animal the crocodile, and even

nailed them to a cross ; but this appears impro-

bable, since the Sun and othcM- Deities, of whom
they v/ere embleins, were worshii)ped at Coptos,

as throughout Egy])t. ||

* Pint. (Ic Is. s. 7;J. t Diodor. i. 8.S.

X Herodot. ii. 05. ^ yl^^lian, Nat. An x. 24".

II
J'idc .siiprci, p. 20G.
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These sacred birds were maintained at the public

expense. Every possible care was taken of them,

by certain persons especially* entrusted with that

honourable duty, who, calling them with a loud

voice, held out pieces of meat cut up into small

pieces for the purpose, until they came to take

them. And whenever, like the curators of the other

sacred animals, they travelled through the coun-

try to collect charitable donations for their main-

tenance, the universal veneration paid to the hawks

was shown by the zeal with which all persons con-

tributed.!

A hawk with a human head was the emblem of

the human soul, the baieth of Horapollo. The
Goddess Athor was sometimes figured under this

form, with the globe and horns of her usual head-

dress* Hawks were also represented with the head

of a ram.

Several species of hawks are natives of Egypt,

and it is difficult to decide which was really the

sacred bird. But it appears that the same kind

was chosen as the emblem of all the different Gods
above mentioned, the only one introduced into the

sculptures besides the sacred hawk being the small

sparrow-hawk t, or Falco tenunculoides, which oc-

curs in certain mysterious subjects connected with

the dead, in the tombs of the Kings. The sacred

hawk had a particular mark under the eye, which,

by their conventional mode of representing it, is

* Diodor. i. 83. f Vide supra, p. 92.

J The origin of this inconsistent name may be a corruption of sper-

viero, epervier, " a hawk ;
" or, as Johnson supposes, of the Saxon

spearhawoc.

VOL. II. —Second Series. P
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much more strongly expressed in the sculptures

than in nature ; and I have met with one species

in Egypt, which possesses this peculiarity in so re-

markable a degree, as to leave no doubt respecting

the actual bird called sacred in the country. I

have therefore ventured to give it the name of

Falco Aroeris.

Numerous hawk mummies have been found at

Thebes and other places. And such was the care

taken by the Egyptians to preserve this useful and

sacred bird, that even those which died in foreign

countries*, where their armies happened to be,

were embalmed and brought to Egypt to be buried

in consecrated tombs.

The kite was also treated with consideration,

because it destroyed rats and noxious reptiles, and,

like the Vultur percnopterus, aided in freeing the

country of impurities which might be injurious to

man. It does not, however, appear to have been

worshipped as a sacred animal ; though it is probable

that, like the sparrow-hawk and others, it was

thought to belong to Re, the patron Deity of all

the falcon tribe ; the various members of which

were represented by, or included under the name

and form of, the sacred hawk.

The Owl.

The Iiorned and white owl are frequently repre-

sented in the sculptures ; but there is no evidence

of their having been sacred, which is the more re-

* Diodor. i. S^. Vide suprii, p. 94.
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markable, as this bird has been chosen in many
countries as the emblem of a Deity, or connected

with some mysterious notion. Its constant occur-

rence on the monuments, (where it stands for the

letter W2, and bears the sense of " in," " with," and
*' for,") together with the eagle, vulture, hawk,

chicken, and swallow, led to the name " bird writ-

ing*," which has been applied to hieroglyphics by

the modern Egyptians.

There is no reason for supposing the owl to have

been an emblem of the Egyptian Minerva, as some

have imagined. And if it obtained any degree of

respect, for its utility in destroying noxious animals,

the return for those benefits was thought to be

sufficiently repaid, by the care with whicli it was

embalmed after death. Several mummies of owls

have been found in the Necropolis of Thebes.

The Sparrow, Raven, Crow, Swallow,
Upupa.

According to HorapoUot, the sparrow was used

by the Egyptians to denote "a prolific man," and

according to others, '* the revolution of a year."

* The Greeks and Romans applied to them the name of animal
writing. Herodotus speaks of" the causeway of the pyramids, with the

figures of animals carved upon it." (ii. 124.) Lucan says,

" Saxis tantum volucresque feraeque,

Sculptaque servabant magicas animalia linguas."

Ammianus, in describing the hieroglyphics on the sculptured walls

of the Egyptian excavated monuments, observes, " Excisis parie-

tibus volucrum ferarumque genera multa sculpserunt, et animalium spe-

cies innumeras, quas hieroglyphicas literas appellarunt." (xxii. c.l5.

p. 339.)

f Horapollo, Hierog. ii. 115.

p 2
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But neither the swallow, sparrow, raven, crow, nor

upupa, received divine honours among the Egyp-

tians ; and though the Moslems distinguish the

raven by the name of "Noah's crow," and often

consider it wrong to kill it, no peculiar respect

appears to have been paid it in ancient times.

According to Horapollo *, tlie Egyptians repre-

sented Mars and Venus by two hawks, or by two

crows ; and the latter were chosen as the em-

blems of marriage. The same author assigns to the

representation of a dead crow the idea of a man
who has lived a perfect lifet, and to young crows t

the signification of a man passing his life in move-

ment and anxiety, ^lian pretends that this bird

was sacred to Apollo, two only which belonged to

his temple being seen in the vicinity of Coptos. §

The naturalist adds, that the Romans employed at

the emerald mines observed the same number there

also, — a remark which originated in the circum-

stance of ravens H being almost the only birds seen

in that tract ; and their habit being to live in pairs.

They go a very short distance from their usual

haunts ; but different valleys are visited by a dif-

ferent couple.

j^^lian % also states that the sepulchre of a raven

was shown in the vicinity of Lake Myris (Mceris)
;

* Horapollo, i. 8, 9. and ii. 40.

-j- Horapollo, ii. 89. Wiiat he sa3'.s of its living thirteen years, and

the Egyptian year being equal to four years, is obscure.

J Horapollo, ii. 97. § yElian, vii. 18.

II
1 le calls them crows, but I believe that both ^f-'^lian and Herodotus

mean ravens ; the I'lgyptian being the Itoyston crow, or Corvus cornix.

I believe the latter to be sometimes rci)resented in the Egyptian paint-

ings, and even on papyri.

II 71^:iian, vi. 7.
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and relates a story of King Marras, who, having

employed a raven to carry his letters, buried it

there at its death, in token of his esteem for its

fidelity. From what he mentions in another place*,

it appears that the race of crows and ravens has

wofully degenerated, though greatly to the ad-

vantage of the modern inhabitants. For those

birds, as soon as they saw a boat passing on the

river, in a supplicating manner approached, and

petitioned for whatever they required : if given,

they departed quietly ; but if refused, they settled

on the prow, and pulling to pieces the ropes, re-

venged themselves on the offenders. His well-

known story of the Libyan crows dropping pebbles

into jars, until the water rose within reach of their

bills, is also on a par with the animal sagacity of

those times.

The swallow often occurs in hieroglyphics, where

it sometimes signifies "great," and "valuable;"

but it does not occur as an emblem of any Deity,

and the only instance of its occurrence in religious

subjects is on the boat of Atmoo.t Isis was not

worshipped under the form of a swallow, as some

have supposed ; and if a group, of which this

bird forms the principal feature, accompanies her

name, it is only in the sense above mentioned ; and

applied to her in common with other Deities. The
swallow is found embalmed in the tombs of Thebes.

Another bird, which is generally mistaken for

the swallow, and has been conjectured by Cham-
poUion to represent a sparrow, is figured in the

* MWan, ii. 48. f Vide Plate 47. supra, p. 25.

p 3
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hieroglyphic legends as the type of an impure or

wicked person. I believe it to be the wagtail, or

motacilla ; and it is worthy of remark that this

bird is still called in Egypt " aboo fussad," "the

father o^ corruption^^^ as if in memorial of the hiero-

glyphical character assigned to it by the ancient

Egyptians.

It does not appear that the iipiipa was sacred,

and indeed the honour once accorded to it, ofgiving

its head to the sceptres of the Gods, is now taken

from it. * ^han t states, that the Egyptians re-

spected this bird and the Vulpanser goose for their

love of their young, and the stork for its tender-

ness to its parents, but there is no reason to believe

that any one of these was sacred.

Fowls, Pigeons, Doves, Quails, Ostriches.

It is a remarkable fact that though fowls abounded

in Egypt, they are never represented in the sculp-

tures. Plutarch t tells us they sacrificed white

and saffron-coloured cocks to Anubis, but without

saying that they were the emblems of any God.

Indeed the universal use of fowls as an article of

food argues against the probability of their having

been sacred ; nor are they found embahiied in the

tombs. It is not, however, impossible on this ac-

count that they might have been emblems, as

the goose, though so universally adopted as an

article of food, was the symbol of the God Seb

;

* Vide supra, p. 47. f iEIian, Nat, An. x. 16.

t Plut.de Is. s. 61.
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and, were it not for the absence of all proof of it in

the sculptures, we might believe that the assertion

ofProclus respecting the cock applies to the re-

ligion of Egypt. That author says it held a rank

among " solar animals, because it appears to ap-

plaud the Sun at its rising, and partakes like the

lion of the solar influence. For though so inferior

in size and strength, the cock is said to be feared

by the lion, and almost revered by it, the virtue of

the Sun being more suited to the former than to

the latter : and daemons with a lion's head, when
the cock is presented to them, are known instantly

to vanish."

This notion of the lion and cock being analogous

emblems, and the latter possessing power to con-

tend with his powerful competitor, probably led to

the design engraved by a Roman artist on a stone

I found in the Fyoom, representing a lion and

cock fighting, whilst a rat carries off the bone of

contention. This, besides the obvious moral it con-

veys, shows that the two animals were chosen as

the types of strength or courage. It also recalls

the assertion of Pliny *, that " cocks are a terror

to lions, the most generous of animals."

Pigeons are not generally represented in the

sculptures ; but an instance occurs of their intro-

duction at the coronation ceremony, which is par-

ticularly interesting, as it shows the early custom

of training carrier pigeons, and adds one more con-

firmation of the truth of Solomon's remark, "there

is no new thing under the sun." The king is there

* Plin. lib. X. C.21.

p 4
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represented as having assumed the pshent or double

crown of Upper and Lower Egypt ; and a priest

lets fly four pigeqjis, commanding them to announce
to " the South, the North, the West, and the East,

that Horus, the son of Isis and Osiris, has put on

the splendid crowns of the Upper and Lower
country, — (that) the King Remeses IIL has put

on the two crowns."*

The pigeon is also noticed as a favourite food of

the Egyptians ; and so pure and wholesome was it

considered by them, that when the country was

visited by epidemic diseases, and all things were

affected by the pestilential state of the atmosphere,

they believed t that those alone who contented

themselves with it were safe from the infection.

Indeed, during that period, no other food was

placed upon the tables of the kings and priests,

whose duty it was to keep themselves pure for the

service of the Gods.

There is, however, no appearance of pigeons, or

even doves, having been sacred ; and neither these

nor the quail are found embalmed.

The quail is represented among the offerings to

the Gods in the tombs, and was eaten by the Egyp-

tians, but it was not the emblem of any Deity.

Nor did tlie ostrich hold a place among the sacred

animals of Egypt, tiiough much esteemed for its

plumes. This is the more singular, as the ostrich

feather was a symbol of the Goddess of Truth or

Justice. It belonged also to the head-dress of Ao
;

* Fide Plate 70. f Horapollo, llierog. i. 37.
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it was adopted by Hermes Trismegistus, as well

as some other Deities ; and it was worn by the

soldiery and the priests on certain religious fes-

tivals. Ostrich eggs were highly prized by the

Egyptians, and were part of the tribute paid to

them by foreigners whose countries it inhabited
;

and it is possible, as I have already observed*,

that they were considered, as at the present day,

the emblems of some divine attribute, and sus-

pended in their temples, as they still are in the

churches of the Copts.

The Ibis, the Heron, and other Wading
Birds.

The Ibis was sacred to Thotht, who was fa-

bulously reported to have eluded the pursuit of

Typho under the form of this bird. It was greatly

revered in every part of Egypt ; and at Her-

mopolis, the city of Thoth, it was worshipped with

peculiar honours, as the emblem of the Deity of

the place. It was on this account considered, as

Clemens and ^Hanl: tells us, typical of the Moon,
or the Hermes of Egypt. Its Egyptian name was

Hip ; from which Champollion supposes the town
of Nibis to have been called, being a corruption of

Ma-h-hip, or n-hip, " the place of the Ibis." This

name was applied to Ibeum, where it received the

same honours as at the city of Thoth.

* Supra, Vol. II. pp. 6. and 20.

-|- Plato in PliEedro. Vide sivpra, p. 7. ^lian, Nat. An. x. 29. Ho-
rapoUo, i. 10. and 36.

X Clem. Strom, lib. v. p. 242. iElian, Nat. An. ii. 38.
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Such was the veneration felt by the Egyptians

for the Ibis, that to have killed one of them, even

involuntarily, subjected the offender to the pain of

death* ; and "never," says Cicero t, " was such a

thing heard of as . . . an Ibis killed by an Egyptian."

So pure did they consider it, that "those priests

who were most scrupulous in the performance of the

sacred rites, fetched the water they used in their

purifications from some place, where the Ibis had

been seen to drink ; it being observed of that bird

that it never goes near any unwholesome and cor-

rupted water." t The particular respect paid to

it was supposed to be owing to its destroying ve-

nomous reptiles, which, as Cicero says, its height,

its hard legs, and long horny beak enable it to do

with great ease and safety ; thus averting pestilence

from Egypt, when the winged serpents are brought

by the westerly winds from the deserts of Libya. §

Pausaniasll, Cicero, and others^, think the existence

of these serpents not impossible ; and Herodotus

says he only saw their bones and wings. But we
may readily pardon their credulity, when we find it

asserted by a modern traveller that they still exist

in Egypt.

Theaccount of Herodotus is this** :
—"In Arabia

(the eastern or Arabian side of the Nile), very near

* ITerodot. ii. 05. ; iind Diodor. i. 8.'J.

f (Ik: de Nat. Deor.'lih. i. 29. Vide supra, p. 9G.

i Pint, de Is, s. 75. ^:iian, vii.45.

§ ('iccro, Nat. Deor. lib. i. " Ex quo fit, ut illae nee morsu vivae no.
ceant, nee odore niortua'." Herodotus says they came from Arabia,

(I
l^iusan. X. 21.

t TElian, Nat. An. ii. liH. Amni. Mareellin. xxii. 15, p. 3;J8.
** Herodot. ii. 75.
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to the city of Buto, is a place to which I went to

mquire about the winged serpents. On my arrival

I saw a great quantity of bones and backbones of

serpents scattered about, of all sizes, in a place

where a narrow gorge between two hills opens upon

an extensive plain contiguous to the valley of Egypt.

These serpents are reported to fly from Arabia

into Egypt about the beginning of sprmg, when

the Ibises, meeting them at the opening of this

defile, prevent their passing, and destroy them : in

gratitude for which service, the Arabs say that

the Egyptians have great veneration for the Ibis;

and they themselves allow it is for this reason they

honour that bird.

" There are two kinds of Ibis. The first is of

the size of a cre.v *, with very black plumage; the

legs like those of the crane, and the beak curved.

This kind attacks the serpents. The other Ibises

are more common, and often seen. They have the

head, and all the neck, without feathers ; their

plumage is white, except the head, neck, and ex-

tremity of the wings and tail, all which are quite

black ; the legs and beak being the same as in the

other species. The winged serpent is in figure

like a water-snake ; its wings are without feathers,

and exactly like those of a bat."

Among the many fanciful animals of the Egyp-

tian sculptures, the winged serpents mentioned by
Herodotus are no where found. Even amons^ the

many monsters in the mythological subjects of

their tombs, none are represented, as he describes

* Rallus crex.
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them, with the wings of bats, though some occur

with the feathered wings of birds. Had the Egyp-
tians themselves beheved the existence of that

kind of serpent, we may reasonably suppose they

would not have omitted it, in the numerous scenes

connected with the Evil Being, ofwhom this hateful

monster would have been an appropriate type. We
may therefore conclude that Herodotus was im-

posed upon, by some deceitful or credulous Egyp-

tian, who showed him the back bones of serpents

mixed with the wings and bones of bats j which

last abound in great numbers in Egypt, and may
have been found in the gorge, near Buto.*

The common Ibis mentioned by Herodotus cor-

responds with the Numenius Ibis, or Ibis religiosa,

of modern naturalists, as Cuvier has shown t; but

this is not the Ibis famed for its attack on the ser-

pents, which was less common, and of a black

colour. Those we find embalmed are the Nume-
nius. They are white, with black pinions and tail

:

the body measures 12 inches, and 4i in diameter,

and the beak about half a foot. The leg, from the

knee to the plant of the foot, is about 44 inches,

and the foot the same length ; the wing, from the

pinion-joint to the extremity of the feathers, being

nearly 10 inches.

The Ardea Ibis of Hasselquist, which is a small

heron with a striught beak, has no claim to the title

* From his never mentioning locusts, some niiglit suppose lie had
miidc this mistake on seeing the hones and wings of tliose insects; but
the form of the snui<cs, tlie hat's wings, and wiiat he afterwards says of
their living in Arahin, j)revent this conclusion. Ilerodot. ii. 15. and iii.

107. 109.

-f-
Jameson's Cuv. Theory of the Earth, p. 300. el sc<j.
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of Ibis of the ancients. The black, and the com-

mon Egyptian, Ibis were related to the curlews,

both having curved beaks. The Tantalus Ibis of

Linnaeus is indefinite, from its comprehending, as

Cuvier says, " four species of three different ge-

nera." *

That the Ibis was of great use in destroying lo-

custs, serpents, scorpions, and other noxious crea-

tures which infested the country, is readily credited.

And its destruction of themt led to the respect

it enjoyed ; in the same manner as the stork was

honoured in Thessalyt, where it was a capital

offence to kill one of those birds. § Some have

doubted the bill of the Ibis having sufficient power

to destroy serpents ; and therefore, questioning the

accuracy of Herodotus's description of the birds,

which attacked them in the desert near Buto, have

suggested that they were of the Ardea kind. But

it is evident that the bill of the Ibis is sufficiently

strong for attacking serpents ll of ordinary size,

and well suited for the purpose. With regard to

the statement of Herodotus, nothing conclusive

can be derived from it ; his whole testimony, as

Cuvier observes, only proving that he saw a heap

of bones, without having ascertained, beyond re-

port, how they were brought to the spot.

Bronze figures of the Ibis represent it attacking

snakes ; which, if not of ancient Egyptian, but of

* Cuv. p. 329. + Pint, de Is. s. 75.

% Plut. de Is. s. 74. § Plin. x. 23.

II
Some birds, as the secretary and others, attaCk snakes by striking

them with the edge of their pinions, and having stunned them, then use

their beaks.
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Roman, time, suffice to show the general belief re-

specting it ; and Cuvier actually found the skin

and scales of a snake, partly digested, in the in-

testines of one of these mummied birds. The food

of the common Ibis also consisted of beetles, and

other insects ; and in the body of one, now in the

possession of Sir Edwin Pearson, are several co-

leopterae, two of which have been ascertained by

Mr. Hope to be Pimelia pilosa*, and Akis reflexa

of Fabricius, common in Egypt at the present day.

Insects, snakes, and other reptiles, appear to have

been the food of both kinds of Ibis.

Plutarch and Cicero pretend that the use it made
of its bill taught mankind an important secret in

medical treatment.! The form of the Ibis, when
crouched in a sitting position, with its head under

its feathers, or when in a mummied state, was sup-

posed to resemble the human heart t: " the space

between its legs, when parted asunder as it walks,

was observed to make an equilateral triangle §,"

and numerous equally fanciful peculiarities were

discovered in this revered emblem of Thoth.

Mr. Pettigrew says||, "The heart was looked

upon by the Egyptians as the seat of the intellect

;

and in this way it has been attempted to explain

* M. Latreillc's genus Trachydcrma ; so named from their thick

elytra.

-j- The l)ill is not a tube. The hrXvLojin'ijv Kat xn^^i<poinin]v j'0' tc(vri]i^

is a mistake. Phit. s. 7.5. Cicero, Nat. Deor. lib. ii. ^lian, Nat. An.
ii. .'J.J. &c.

t Ilorapollo, i. 10. 3G. ^.lian, x. 29.

^ Pint. s. 75. lie sa3'S, ti] vt -koomv oiaQaan npoQ aWijXcvc Kai to

<I>^"/X"^ (TOTrXfj'poj' TTuui Tpiyonwv. The expression "and the beak"
is very unintelligible.

II
i^idc his valuable History of Egyptian Munuuics, p. 205.
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the attribute of the Ibis, which was no less than to

preside over and inspire all sacred and mystical

learning of the Egyptian hierarchy." Horapollo

describes the Egyptian Hermes as " the president

of the heart, or a personification of the wisdom

supposed to dwell in the inward parts."

j^Elian's story of the length of its intestines, as-

certained by those who presided over the embalm-

ing of this bird to be 96 cubits long*, and its ob-

stinate refusal to eat any food wiien taken out of

Egypt, are among the number of idle tales respect-

ing the Ibis.t

I have stated that it w^as particularly sacred to

Thoth, the Moon, or the Egyptian Hermes, and

that Hermopolis was the city in which it received

the greatest honours. As an emblem of Thoth it

was represented standing on a perch ; and the God
himself was almost invariably figured wdth the head

of this bird. There was another Hermopolis, dis-

tinguished by the adjunct Parva, where it was also

revered as an emblem of the same God ; and the

towai of Ibeum, situated, according to the Itinerary

of Antoninus, 24 miles to the north of Hermopolis,

was noted for the worship of the Ibis. But all Egypt
acknow^ledged its sacred character; and there is no
animal of which so many miunmies have been found,

particularly at Thebes, Memphis, and Hermopolis

Magna. In the former, they are enveloped in linen

bandages, and are often perfectly preserved ; at

* M. Larcher says they were ascertained at the Academie des
Sciences to be 4 ft. Sin. French. Herod. Larch, p. 231. ^h'an,
X. 29.

f M. Larcher has also freed it from the imputation o£afch de se.
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Memphis, they are deposited in earthenware vases

of conical shape, but nearly always decomposed
;

and at the city of Hermes, in wooden or stone

cases of an oblong form.

Some have been found mummied in the human
form ; one of which, in the collection of S. Passa-

lacqua, is made to represent the God Thoth.*

Both kinds of Ibis, mentioned by Herodotus,

were doubtless sacred to the Egyptian Hermes.

The Ibis is rarely found in Egypt at the pre-

sent day, though said sometimes to frequent the

lake Menzaleh, and occasionally to be seen in other

parts of the country. Cuvierand others have made
considerable researches respecting it ; and that ce-

lebrated naturalist brings forward a curious proof

of its having been domesticated, from the dis-

covery of a mummied Ibis, whose *' left humerus

had been broken and joined again.*' For, he ob-

serves, " It is probable that a wild bird whose wing

had been broken would have perished before it had

healed, from being unable to pursue its prey, or es-

cape from its enemies."!

It is probable that many of the heron or crane

tribe were looked upon with respect by the Egyp-

tians, though they did not receive the same ho-

nours given to the Ibis ; and some were chosen as

emblems of other Gods, distinct from every con-

nection with Thoth. Some were killed for the

table and the altart; and the Egyptian chasseur is

* Vide Pettigrew, Plate 1 3. fig. 6.

f Cuv. Theory of the Earth, p. 307.

X Woodcut, No. 275. Vol.11, p. 379.
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frequently represented felling them with the throw-

stick* in the thickets of the marshes, t

Several occur in the hieroglyphics, and in the

paintings ; among which we may distinguish the

Ardea cinerea or heron t, the Platalea or spoonbill,

the stork, charadrius, and others, §

That which held the next rank to the Ibis was

the tufted BennoH, one of the emblems of Osiris,

who was sometimes figured with the head of this

bird. It was distinguished by a tuft of two long

feathers falling from the back of its head; and this

peculiarity seems to point out the small white

aboogerda7iy which I have often seen with two

similar plumes. Its pure white ^T colour, its custom

of following the plough, and living in the cul-

tivated fields, from which the French have given

it the name of gardeboeiif^ as well as its utility in

eating the worms and insects in newly tilled lands,

argue in favour of this conjecture, and suggest it to

be an appropriate emblem of the beneficent Osiris.

It is the Ardea bubulcus of Savigny.

More than one charadrius was a native of Egypt.

The Charadrius oedicnemus, the modern Karawan,

the Cristatus or crested plover, and the Armatus
or spur-winged plover, were very common. But

* This calls to mind the boumarang of New Holland ; but the pecu-
liarity of this last, of coming back to the thrower, did not belong to the
Eg3'ptian throwstick, which was also more straight.

f Woodcut, No. .336.

i Vide Yo\.l\. Woodcut, No. 340. fig. 13.

$ Vide Vol. III. p. 51., and Woodcuts, Nos. 339, 3-10. Vide n\so

Plate 75. i

II
Vide infra. Woodcut, No. 465.

1[ I believe, however, that the Benno is represented of a bluish grey,

or slate colour.

VOL. II.— Second Series. Q,
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the most remarkable, from the tale attached to

it, was the Trochilus. * Sicard is right in say.

ing that it is called Siksak by the Arabs, though

this name is also applied to the spur-winged and

crested plovers. The benefit it confers on the

crocodile, by apprising it of the approach of danger

with its shrill voice t, doubtless led to the fable of

the friendly offices it was said to perform to that

animal, as I have already observed, t

Ammianus calls the Trochilus a small § bird,

which does not disagree with the dimensions of the

Siksak, being only 92 inches long. It is of a slate

colour, the abdomen and neck being white. The
head is black, with two white stripes running from

the bill and meeting at the nape of the neck,

and a black mantle extends over the shoulders to

the tail. The feet are blue, and the beak black.

The wings are also black, with a broad transverse

white band. It is the Charadrius melanocephalus

of Linnaeus. 1!

Goose, Duck.

The Egyptian goose was an emblem of the God
Seb^, the father of Osiris. It was not, however,

* TElian (xii. 15.) says tlicrc were "several sj)ccies of Trochilus

(i.e. Charadrius), with hard names," to which he seems always to have

a great objection.

f Conf. il^^lian, viii. 25. " Oyt r^xi^iXoc l^o<f. . . . oinaTiiat."

t Vide Vol. [II. p. 79, 80.

§ Or " short," " brcvis." Ammian. Marcell. xxii. p. 336. Vide Wood-
cut No. 4G.'i, iiifiri,p. 2G9.

II
T.inn:eus has taken the Trochilus as a generic name for the luunming

birds, particularly for those with curved bills.

7 Vidr Vol. T. (2d Scries) p. 312.
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among the sacred animals of Egypt, wliicli were

forbidden to be eaten ; as is evident from there

having been a greater consumption of geese than of

any other bird, even in those places where the God
Seb was partictdarly adored. And if Herodotus*

says " it was sacred," he probably refers to its

having been the emblem of the husband of Netpe,

the Egyptian Saturn. It signified in hieroglyphics

a child t ; and Horapollo says, *' It was chosen to

denote a son, from its love to its young, being

always ready to give itself up to the chasseur in

order that they might be preserved : for which

reason the Egyptians thought it right to revere this

animal."

The goose was very common in every part of

Egypt, as at the present day ; but few mummies
have been found of it, which is the more readily ac-

counted for from its utility as an article of food,

and as an offering for the altar.

Among the minor Deities or Genii of the tombs,

a duck-headed God is sometimes represented ; but

this bird does not appear to have held a rank among
the sacred animals of Egypt.

Horapollo t says *' the pelican was the type of

a fool ;" and relates a ridiculous story of the rea-

son for this unenviable distinction. But he adds,

" Since it is remarkable for the defence of its young,

the priests consider it unlawful to eat it, though

the rest of the Egyptians do so, alleging that it

* Herodot. ii. 72.

+ Horapollo, i. 33. It answered to the letter S, of Se, " a child."

:j: Horapollo, Hierog. i. 54.

Q 2
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does not defend them with discretion like the

goose, but with folly." This reason, however, at

once impugns the trutli of a statement which leads

us to infer that they abstained from eating geese,

since we know they were served at the tables of

the priests themselves, and constituted one of the

principal articles of food throughout the country.

The pelican is sometimes eaten by the modern

Egyptians ; but it is very coarse and strong, and

requires much cooking, to overcome the greasy

properties of its flesh, and we cannot be surprised

at the ordinance which forbade it to the Israelites.*

Its Hebrew name is Kath ; and it is now com-

monly known in Egypt as the Gemmal el Bah\ or

*' camel of the river."

FABULOUS BIRDS.

Among fabulous birds, the Phoenix holds the

first place ; but this I have already mentionedt, as

well as the Baietht, and the vulture with a snake's

head.§ In confirmation of what I have before ob-

served of the Phoenix representing a periodical re-

volution, I may state, that the Egyptian name
seems to be TII-ENE^j or <1^ENE23 signifying

" scBcuhim" or a "period of years."

Hawks were often represented with the lieads of

rams and men.

* Lcvit. xi. 18. Dciit. xiv. 17. Pliny also tells a strange tale about

the pelican, which he calls Phitea. (x. 40.; and Aristot. viii. 12.)

+ Vide supra. Vol. I. (2(1 Scries) p. 303. 307.

J Vide svprd, p. 209. ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 242.

^ Vide supra, p. 45.
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REPTILES.

Tortoise.

A tortoise-headed God* occurs as one of the

Genii, in the tombs ; but it does not appear that

the tortoise held a rank among the sacred animals

of Egypt.

The Crocodile.

The crocodile, as has been already shown t, was

peculiarly sacred to the God Savak. Its worship

did not extend to every part of Egypt ; some

places considering it the representative of the Evil

Being, and bearing the most deadly animosity to

it, which led to serious feuds between neighbour-

ing towns. Such was the cause of the quarrel of

the Ombites and Tentyrites described by Juvenal t

;

and the same animal which was worshipped at

Ombos " was killed and eaten by the inhabitants of

Apollinopolis. Indeed, on a particular day, they

had a solemn chase of the crocodile §, when they

put to death as many as they could, and afterwards

threw their bodies before the temple of their God
;

assigning this reason, that it was in the shape of a

crocodile that Typho eluded the pursuit of Horus."

It enjoyed great honours at Coptos, Ombos II,

and Athribis or Crocodilopolis, in the Thebaid.

* Vide supra, p. 89. f Vide siiprd, p. 36.

t Juv. Sat. xviii. 36.

§> Plut. de Is. s. 50. Strabo, xvii. p. 562.

II
iElian, x. 24.

Q 3
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In Lower Egypt it was particularly sacred at a

place also called the City of Crocodiles, and after-

wards Arsinoe, in honour of the wife and sister of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, which was the capital of a

nome, now the province of Fyoom. The animals

were there kept in the lake Moeris, and were

buried, according to Herodotus*, in the under-

ground chambers of the famous Labyrinth. There

was another Crocodilopolis in the Thebaid, placed

by Strabo on the west bank, next in order to, and

on the south of, Hermonthis ; which I suppose to

have stood at the Gebelayn, where the vestiges of

a town appear on the hill nearest the river. Judg-

ing from the numerous mummies of crocodiles in

the extensive caves of Maabdeh (opposite Manfa-

loot), another town, particularly devoted to their

worship, also stood in that neighbourhood.

From the account of Pliant it appears that,

in places where they were worshipped, their num-

bers increased to such an extent " that it was

not safe for any one to wash his feet or draw water

at the river ; and no one covdd walk near the edge

of the stream, either in the vicinity of Ombos,

Coptos, or Arsinoe, without extreme caution."

Near one of the cities called Crocodilopolis was

the ])lace of interment of the first Asclepius, the

reputed inventor of medicine ; to whom a temple

was said to have been dedicated on the Libyan

hills in the vicinity, t That city was probably

# Hcrodot. ii. 148.
_

f iElian, x. 24.

J Mercur. Trismegistus' Dialogue with AHclc|)ius. Vide .supra,

p. 54.
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Athribis*, noted for the peculiar honours paid to

its presiding Deity Thriphis, the contemplar com-

panion of Khein. f

Strabot speaks of the great respect shown to

the crocodile in the nome of Arsinoe, or, as it was

formerly called, Crocodilopolis.§ He states that

one was sacred there, and kept apart in a particular

lake, which was so tame that it allowed itself to be

touched by the priests. They called it Souchos,

or Suchus. It was fed with bread, meat, and wine,

which were brought by those strangers who went

to see it. Strabo's host, a man of consideration,

when showing the geographer and his party the

sacred curiosities of the place, conducted them to

the brink of the lake, having taken with him from

table a cake, some roast meat, and a cup of wine.

The animal was lying on the bank ; and while

some of the priests opened its mouth, one put in

the cake, and then the meat, after which the wine

was poured into it. The crocodile upon this,

taking to the water, passed over to the other side :

and another stranger, having come for the same pur-

pose, made similar offerings to it as it lay there.

The Suchus of Strabo appears to agree with, and

to be taken from, the name of the God Savak||

;

and it was probably applied exclusively to those

which were sacred. Herodotus says the Egyptians

called crocodiles Champses ; a corruption of the

Coptic or Egyptian name Msah, or Emsooh, from

which the Arabs have derived their modern ap-

* Vide supra, p. 54. and 135. ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 265.
}- Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 2G5. % Strabo, xvii. p. 558.

^ Vide supra, p. 3T.
||

Vide supra, p. 37.

Q 4
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pellation temsdh. The xpoxohiT^og of the Greeks

was merely the Ionian term for all lizards, as our

alligator is the Portuguese, ''al legato," "thelizard."

Herodotus agrees with Strabo, in saying they

were rendered so tame as to allow themselves to

be touched with the hand ; their ears were decked

with ear-rings*, and their fore feet with bracelets
;

and as long as they lived they were fed with the

flesh of victims, and other food ordained by law.

Thebes did not refuse divine honours to the

crocodile, as the emblem of Savak, who was ad-

mitted among the contemplar Deities of that city
;

and we learn from the sculptures that many other

towns acknowledged it as a sacred animal.

Herodotus mentions the respect paid to them at

Thebes, and the lake Moeris ; and observes, that

*' some of the Egyptians consider them sacred,

while others do all they can to destroy them :

among which last are the people of Elephantine

and its vicinity, who have no scruple in eating

their flesh." Diodorust makes the same remark

of their having been worshipped by some only of

the Egyptians.

" Many," says that historian, " naturally ask, how
an animal which devours men can have been con-

sidered worthy of the respect shown to the Gods.

'J'hey answer, that not only the Nile, but the cro-

codiles, are a defence to the country. For the

robbers of Arabia and Africa, who would ])illage

* Hcrodot. ii. Of). Wo may liope they did not think themselves

bound by any religious feeling to bore their ears ; if so, the office ofcurator

of the crocodiles must have bei;n no sinecure.

t Diodor. i. 35.
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the lands, dare not swim across the river from the

number of these animals ; and one great impe-

diment would be removed, if they were hunted

and destroyed. An historical tale relates that

Menas*, one of their ancient kings, being driven

by his own dogs into the lake Moeris, was mi-

raculously taken up by a crocodile, and carried to

the other shore. In commemoration of which

benefit the king built the city of the ' Crocodiles'

in that district, ordering divine honours to be paid

to them, and assigning the lake for their main-

tenance. Near it he built a tomb for himself, with

a four-sided pyramid, and a labyrinth, which are

the admiration of all who behold them."

The crocodile was supposed by some to be an

emblem of the Sun, its number sixty being thought

to agree with that luminary t; and Clemens tells

ust the Sun was sometimes placed in a boat, at

others on a crocodile. §

On the subject of the crocodile M. Pauw ll

makes a very judicious remark, "that on his ex-

amining the topography of Egypt, he observed

Coptos, Arsinoe, and Crocodilopolis (Athribis),

the towns most remarkable for the adoration of

* From what follows of his tomb, and the labyrinth, he evidently

means Moeris.

t lamblich. de Myst. sect. 5. c. 8. Porphyr. de Abstin. Vide infra,

p. 237. and sujord, p. ofi-^

-\, Clemens, Strom, lib. v. Vide supra, p.3G.; and Vol. 1. (2d Series)

p. 433.

§ There is a curious subject at Philse of a man's body on a croco-

dile's back, with ether sculptures referring to the sun, moon, and stars.

They are of late time.

II
M. Pauw, Recherches Philos. vol. li. part 3. sect. 7. p. 122. This

has been quoted by Mr. Pettigrew.
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crocodiles, to be all situated on canals at some

distance from the Nile. Thus, by the least negli-

gence, in allowing the ditches to be filled up, those

animals, from being incapable of going flir on dry

land, could never have arriv^ed at the very places

where they were considered as the symbols of pure

water. For, as we learn from ^lian, and more

particularly from a passage in Eusebius *, the cro-

codile signified water fit for drinking, and irrigating

the lands. As long as their worship was in vogue,

the government felt assured that the superstitious

would not neglect to repair the canals with the

greatest exactness." Thus was their object gained

by this religious artifice,

I also avail myself of this opportunity of intro-

ducing an ingenious suggestion of Mr. Salt, that

in Juvenal's account of the dispute between Ombos
and Tentyris, Coptost should be substituted for the

former ; this town being much nearer, and conse-

quently more likely to be engaged in a feud, caused

by the injuries done to an animal it held sacred,

in common with the more distant Ombos.

The towns, where it was looked upon with par-

ticular execration, were Tentyris t, Apollinopolis,

Heracleopolis, and the island of Elephantine ; and

the same aversion was connnon to all places where

the Evil Being was ty})ified by the crocodile. §

* Eiiscb. Prrcparat. Evangel, iii. II. " Crocodiluin (significarc)

aqiiam [)otiii ojitam."

f " Barbara hrec Coptos."

j Vide Plin. viii. 25. Of tlic skill of the Tentyrites in catching tiiis

animal, vidr Vol. III. p. 77. iElian, x. 24,

§ Vide Slip) a, [). 206.
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Of the mode of hunting the crocodile by the

Tentyrites, and the skill they possessed in over-

coming so powerful an animal, I have aheady

spoken ; and have mentioned* the method adopted,

according to Herodotus, of catching it with a hook,

to which a piece of pork was attached as a bait.

But I ought not to omit another mode practised at

the present day. They fasten a dog upon a log of

wood, to the middle of which is tied a rope of suf-

ficient length, protected by iron wire, or other

substance, to prevent its being bitten through ; and

having put this into the stream, or on a sand bank

at the edge of the water, they lie concealed near

the spot, and await the arrival of the crocodile.

As soon as it has swallowed the dog, they pull

the rope, which brings the stick across the ani-

mal's throat. It endeavours to plunge into deep

water, but is soon fatigued by its exertions, and is

drawn ashore ; when, receiving several blows on

the head with long poles and hatchets, it is easily

killed.

It is now seldom eaten, the flesh being bad ; but

its hide is used, especially by the Ethiopians, for

shields and other purposes : the glands are taken

from beneath the arm or fore leg, for the musk they

contain ; and some parts are occasionally dried and

used as philters. In former times it seems rather

to have been eaten as a mark of hatred to the

Evil Being, of whom it was the emblem, than as

an article of food t ; but those who by religious

* Vide Yo\. III. p. 76. and 80. f Diodor. i, 35.
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scruples were forbidden to eat its flesh, were not

thereby deprived of a delicacy of the table.

I have mentioned* the fable of the trochilus and

the crocodile, and the animosity said to subsist be-

tween the latter and the ichneumon t, as well as

the supposed security against the crocodile to those

who used a boat made of the papyrus, t

Herodotus says§, " Of all animals, none that we
know of becomes so large, after having been so

small : its eggs|| are scarcely larger than those of

the goose, but by degrees it reaches 17 cubits (25^

feet) in length, and even more." Plutarch^ re-

lates other tales of this oviparous animal, to which

he attributes a plausible reason for paying it divine

honours. " It has no tongue, and is therefore

looked upon as an image of the Deity himself ; the

Divinereason needing notspeech, butgoing through

still and silent paths, whilst it administers the

world with justice." "Another peculiar property of

the crocodile is, that though in the water its eyes

are covered by a thin pellucid membrane, which

comes down from the forehead **, yet it is able to

see, at the same time that it cannot be perceived

to do so ; in which respect likewise it bears some

resemblance to the first God. It is further re-

marked, that in whatever part of the country the

female lays her eggs, so far will be the extent

of the inundation for that season, .... showing

* \o\. ]U. p. 7'.), so.; iind .supra, p. 220. Ilcrodot. ii. 68. JEUan,
iii, 11. viii. 25. Plin. viii. 25. Aniiiiian. xxii. p. ;J3G.

f Supra, p. 150. f Vol. III. p. 185.

(J
Ilcrodot. ii. 68.

II
I'idr Macrob. Saturn, lib. vii. c. IG., on the Egj^s of Crocodiles.

H Pint, de Is. S.75.
** From the side; the nictating, or nictitating, uicinbrane.
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that it is imbued with an accurate knowledge of

what will come to pass Moreover the eggs

it lays are sixty in number, as are the days which

pass before they are hatched, and the years of those

which live the longest; a number of great import-

ance to those who occupy themselves in astrono-

mical matters."

Julian* mentions the same number of eggs, the

sixty days before they are laid, and the same period

before they are hatched. He also gives them sixty

vertebrae in their spine, and as many nerves, a life

of sixty years, a mouth with this proportion ot

teeth, and a period of annual torpidity and fasting

during the same number of days. It is from this

number that lamblichus thinks the crocodile con-

nected with the Sun.t

The mummies of crocodiles are found at Thebes,

Maabdeh, and other places, many of which are of

full size and perfectly preserved.

LIZARDS.

Of the Lizard tribe t none but the crocodile seems

to have been sacred. Those which occur in the

hieroglyphics are not emblematic of the Gods, nor

connected with religion.

The Asp.

I have already spoken of the choice of this ser-

pent as an emblem of Neph§, and as a symbol of

* TElian, x. 21. Conf. Aristot. Hist. An. v.

f Vide supra, p. 36. and 233.

j Vide Plin. viii. 25. Vide supra, p. 156., of the Battle Oi" the Monitor
and Snake.

§ Supra, p. 64, ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 239, 240. 413,
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royalty, on which account it received the name of

basihsk.*

Diodorus says the priests of Ethiopia, and Egypt,

had the asp coiled up in the caps they wore on re-

ligious ceremonies ; but this should rather have

been applied to the kings, being a royal emblem,

given only to the sovereign or to the Gods.

Plutarch t states that "the asp is worshipped,

on account of a certain resemblance between it

and the operations of the Divine power : and being

in no fear of old age, and moving with great faci-

lity, though it does not seem to enjoy the proper

organs for motion, it is looked upon as a proper

symbol of the stars." It was one of those creatures

which were sacred throughout the country; though

it enjoyed greater honours in places where the

Deities, of whom it was the type, presided, and, if

we may believe Pausanias, particularly " at Om-
phist in Egypt." Phylarchus§ relates that great

honours were paid to the asp by the Egyptians
;

and, from the care they took of it, that it was ren-

dered so tame as to live with their children without

doing them any harm. It came from its place of

retreat, when called by the snapping of the fingers
;

and after dinner some paste mixed with honey and

wine being ])laced upon the table, it was called to

take its repast. The same signal was used, when

* TElian considers it different from the ;isp ; and thinks it so deadly

that if it l)it ii stick, it would cause tlie death of him who held it. Nat.

An. ii. .5.

t Pint, de Is. S.74.

I Pausanias (Boeot. c. 21.) says, "The asps of Ethiopia are black,

like the peo[)le."

§ -/Elian, Nat. An. xvii. 5.
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any one walked in the dark at night, to warn the

reptile of his approach.

This serpent was called Thermuthis*, and with

it the statues of Isis were crowned as with a dia-

dem.t " Asp-formed crowns " are frequently re-

presented on the heads of Goddesses and Queens,

in the Egyptian sculptures. The statues of the mo-

ther and wife of Amunoph (the vocal Memnon) in

the plain of Thebes have a crown of this kind; and

the Rosetta Stone mentions "asp-formed crowns,"

though this last might refer to the single asp attached

to the front of the cap, usually worn by the king.

Instances sometimes occur of a fillet of asps bound

round the royal crown, and I have once seen the

same encircling the head-dress of Osiris, ^lian X

mentions a custom of " the Egyptian kings, to

wear asps of different colours in their crowns, this

reptile being emblematic of the invincible power

of royalty." Some, he adds, " are of a greenish hue,

but the generality black, and occasionally red."

I am however inclined to think that this idea arose

from the different colours given to the asp in the

paintings, rather than from any real variety in the

living animal.

The asp was also the emblem of the Goddess

Ranno.§ It was then supposed to protect the

houses or the gardens of individuals, as well as the

infancy of a royal child, in the character of guar-

dian genius. Sometimes an asp was figured with

a human head.

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 367,

t iEUan, X. 31. jl ^lian, An. vi. 33.

^ Vide supra, p. 64. ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 239.
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^lian* relates many strange stories of the aspt,

and the respect paid to it by the Egyptians ; but

we may suppose that in his sixteen species t of asps

other snakes were included. He also speaks §

of a dragon ll, which was sacred in the Egyptian

Melite (Metelis?); and another kind of snake

called Parias, or Paruas, dedicated to ^sculapius. ^
The serpent of Melite had priests and ministers,

a table and a bowl. It was kept in a tower, and

fed by the priests with cakes** made of flour

and honey, which they placed there in the bowl.

Having done this, they retired. The next day, on

returning to the apartment, the food was found to

be eaten ; and the same quantity was again put

into the bowl : for it was not lawful for any one

to see the sacred reptile. On one occasion a cer-

tain elder of the priests, being anxious to behold

it, went in alone ; and having deposited the cake

withdrew, until the moment when he supposed

the serpent had come forth to its repast. 1 1 He
then entered, throwing open the door with great

violence ; upon which, the serpent withdrew in

evident indignation, and the priest shortly after

* ^lian, X. 31., xi. 32., and iv. 54. He even makes it in love, with-

out being complimentary to Egyptian beanty.

t /7r/r also Plin. viii. '^3. t JE\ia.n, x.3I.

§ TElian, xi. c.l7.

11
It is evident from. Pausanias (Att. 21.) tliat the dragon of the

(ireeks was only a large kind of snake with, as he says, " scales like a

pine cone."

1[ Lilian, viii. c. 10.

** Cakes seem to have been usnally given to the snakes of antiquity ;

as to the dragon of the llespcrides. Virg. Mn. iv. 483.

ff Conf. Ovid, lib. ii. Amor. Eleg. 13. to Isis. " Labatur circa do-

naria serpens."
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became frantic, and liaving confessed his crime

ex})ired.

According to Juvenal *, the priests of Isis, in

his time, contrived that the silver idols of snakes,

kept in her temple, should move their heads to a

supplicating votary ; and extravagant notions con-

nected with serpents are not wanting in the paint-

ings of the tombs of the kings at Thebes, and

are traced in the religions of all nations of an-

tiquity.

The Egyptian asp is a species of Cobra de ca-

pellot, and is still very common in Egypt, where it

is called Nashir, a word signifying *' spreading,"

from its dilating its breast when angry. It is the same

which the Hdivee, or snake-players, the Psylli X of

modern days§, use in their juggling tricks : having

previously taken care to extract its fangs, or, which

is a still better precaution, to burn out the poison

bag with a hot iron. They are generally about

three or four feet long, but some are considerably

larger, one in my possession measuring exactly six

feet in length ; and ^lian || scruples not to give

them five cubits. They are easily tamed. Their

food is mice, frogs, and various reptiles ; and they

* " Et movisse caput visa est argentea serpens." Juv. Sat. vi. 537.

f Coluber, or Naja Haje. Vide supra, p. 124.

j Vide MViai), i. 57,

§ ^lian, speaking of the power of the Egyptians over snakes and
birds, says, " They are saitl to be enabled by a certain magical art to

bring down birds from heaven, and to charm serpents, so as to make
them come forth from their lurking places at their command." (lib. vi.

c. 33.) He thiniwS that no one ever recovered from the bite of an asp
(v!. 38.) ; though he modifies this opinion in another place (ii. 5.),

II
iElian, Nat. An. vi. 38. He mentions dragons of thirteen and four-

teen cubits (20 feet), brought from Ethiopia to Alexandria. This was
for iEsculapius. " Deus intersit." (xvi. 39.)

VOL. II.— Second Series. R
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mostly live in gardens during the warm weather*,

where they are of great use : the reason, probably,

of their having been chosen in ancient times as a

protecting emblem, f In the winter they retire to

their holes, and remain in a torpid state, being in-

capable of bearing cold, as I had reason to observe

with two 1 kept in the house at Cairo, which died

in one night, though wrapped up in a skin and

protected from the air.

The size of the asp necessarily suggests the ques-

tion, why should Cleopatra have chosen so incon-

venient a serpent ? It is, however, probable that

this name was sometimes applied, like our term

viper, to many venemous serpents of different spe-

cies; and another kind of poisonous snake of a much
more convenient and portable size, common in

Lower Egypt t, may have been the one used by

her, and have been miscalled by the Greeks an

asp.

Mummies of the asp are discovered in the Ne-

cropolis of Thebes.

The House Snake.

This harmless serpent, from its destroying mice

and various reptiles in their dwellings and out-

houses, was looked upon with great respect by the

Egyptians. Though used to represent Eternity,

* C.nf. yElian, v. .02.

f Amniiamis (xxii. 15. p. 338.) says, "the asp exceeds all others in

size and beauty." His aconlin is perhaps the tijnr, ''flyer" of modern
Egypt. V'ulc T'lin. viii. 23. " Jaculuiri ex arborum ramis vibrari."

\ The Echis puvo.
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and sometimes occurring in the mysterious subjects

of the tombs, it does not appear to have been sa-

cred to any of the great deities of Egypt ; and if it

belonged to any, it was probably only to those of

an inferior order, in the region of Amenti. It is

doubtful if the snake with its tail in its mouth
was really adopted by the Egyptians as the em-

blem* of Eternity. It occurs on papyri t, encir-

cling the figure of Harpocrates ; but there is no

evidence of its having that meaning, and I do not

remember to have seen it on any monuments of an

early Egyptian epoch.

The snake, in former times, played a conspicuous

part in the mysteries of religion ; many of the sub-

jects, in the tombs of the Kings at Thebes in par-

ticular, show the importance it was thought to en-

joy in a future state ; and ^lian t seems to speak of

*'a subterraneous chapel and closet at each corner

of the Egyptian temples, in which the Thermuthis

asp was kept," as if it were the universal custom

throughout the country to keep a sacred serpent.

That the asp was universally honoured, appears to

be highly probable ; but other serpents did not en-

joy the same distinction, and one was looked upon

by the Egyptians as a type of the Evil Being, under

the name of Aphophis, "the giant." It was re-

presented to have been killed by Horus ; and in this

fable may be traced that of Apollo and Pytho, as

* Macrobius (Sat. i. 5.) says it was a Phoenician mode of repre-

senting the world.

f A papyrus in the Berlin museum has this emblem.

% iElian, x. 31.

R 2
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well as the war of the Giants against the Gods, in

Greek mythology.*

By the serpent the Jews also typified the enemy
of mankind. And such is the aversion entertained

for snakes by the Moslems, that they hold in ab-

horrence every thing which bears a resemblance to

them ; and a superstitious fancy induces them to

break in two every hair that accidentally falls

from their beards, lest it should turn to one of

these hateful reptiles.

The notion mentioned by Pliny t, of snakes

being produced from the marrow of the human
spine, is not less ridiculous and unaccountable

;

and no animal has enjoyed so large a share of the

marvellous as the snake, which, from the earliest

times, excited the wonder, the respect, or the

abhorrence of mankind.

Some venerated it with imbounded horrors : it

was an emblem of the world, which Eusebius says

was sometimes described by a circle intersected by

a serpent passing horizontally through it : some

Gods were accompanied by it as a type of wisdom

;

and several religions considered it emblematic both

of a good and bad Deity. The Hindoo serpent

Caliya, slain by Vishnoo, in his incarnation of

Crishna (which corresponded to the Python and

Aphophis of the Greek and Egyptian mythologies),

was tljc enemy ofthe Gods, though still looked upon

with a religious feeling ; the Mexicans and Scandi-

* Vide siijmi. Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 435.

-f-
Plin. X. GG. ^lian, i. 51. ^lian sccids to consider snakes the

food of the stag, as asses of tlic wolf, bees of the nierops, and cicadas

of the swallow (viii. G. and ii. 9.).
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navians considered the snake the type of an evil

Deity ; and the tempter ofmankind was represented

under the same form. Gods and heroes obtained

credit for ridding the world of these hatefid crea-

tures ; and hmnble individuals were sometimes

made to partake of this honour, ^lian* speaks of

snakes expelled by Helen from the isle of Pharos,

on planting a herb, called after her Heleniumt,

which she had received from Polydamna, the wife

of Thonis ; and a similar kind office is attributed to

some Christian saints.

A remnant of superstitious feeling in favour of

the serpent still exists in Egypt, in the respect paid

to the snake of Shekh Hereedee ; which is sup-

posed to perform cures for the credulous and devout,

when propitiated through the pockets of its keepers.

The winged serpents of Herodotus have been

already mentioned t, whose existence was believed

by Aristotle§ and many other writers of antiquity.

Those introduced into the paintings of Egypt are

of a different kind, and merely emblematic repre-

sentations connected with the mysterious rites of

the dead, or the fables of Amenti.

The Cerastes, or Horned Snake.

"In the environs of Thebes," says Herodotus ||,

" is a species of sacred snake of a very small size,

on whose head are two horns. They do no harm
* TElian, ix. 21.

f Vide ^lian, ix. 20., where he mentions a stone o'f similar efficacy.

% Supra, p. 2\S. et seq. Herodot. ii. 75. and iii. 107. Cicero brin<is

them from Libya (Nat. Deor. lib.i.); Herodotus from Arabia.

§ Aristot. An. i. 5.
|j Herodot. ii. 74.

R 3
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to man ; and when they die they are buried in the

temple of Jupiter, to whom they are reputed to be

sacred."

These horned snakes are very common in Upper
Egypt, but are seldom found as far north as Cairo.

I have, however, seen one in the Fyoom, even in

the island in the middle of the lake Moeris, which

is very remarkable, as they are not in the habit of

entering the water, like the asp and some other

serpents. The female alone has horns, the male re-

sembling it in every other respect. They are both

exceedingly venemous ; and from their liabit of

burying themselves in the sand, which is of their

own colour, they are extremely dangerous. It is

perhaps to these that Strabo* alludes when he says

that the desert between Pelusium and Heroopolis

is infested by numerous reptiles, which bury them-

selves in the sand ; unless, indeed, he refers to the

Lacerta monitor and other lizards, which live in

holes in the sandy soil, and which still abound in that

])art of the country. But Pliny t distinctly points

out their habit of burying themselves, when he says

" The cerastes have small horns rising from their

bodies (heads), often in two pairs, by which they

entice birds to them, the rest of their body being

concealed." It is fortunate that Herodotus was not

convinced of his error, respecting their harmless

nature, by personal experience; and Diodorust

* Strabo, xvii. p. 552. The Tiiitin translation gives " scrpentiuni j"

the (irock is " i-pTrtTojv."

\ Plin. viii. 23. Aristotle also mentions the cerastes (An. ii. 1.). The
snake-catchers of Ei;vpt often l)rini; the cerastes with fonr horns, the

two extra pair bein^ cleverly put in beneath the scales. Some are

offered for sale with long flowing hair.

I Diodor. i. 87.
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properly ranks them among reptiles particularly

destructive to man.

They are called by the Arabs Hye bil Koroon, or

the horned snake; Cerastes by Pliny; and Vipera,

or Coluber, cerastes by LinnaLnis.

There is no evidence from the sculptures of their

having been sacred to the God of Thebes; and

Diodorus thinks the hawk was esteemed from its

hostility to these as well as other noxious reptiles.

They were, however, honoured with sepulture

there, as the father of history tells us ; and, on his

authority, I have ranked them among the sacred

animals of Egypt.

The Frog.

The frog was an emblem of man in embryo, as

we are informed by Horapollo.* This is confirmed

by the sculptures, where it is represented bearing

upon its back a palm branch t, the symbol of a year,

as the commencement of human life. There are

also a frog-headed God and Goddess 1: ; the former,

probably, a form of Pthah, the Creative Power,

though in some inferior capacity. The importance

attached to the frog, in some parts of Egypt, is

shown by its having been embalmed and honoured

with sepulture in the tombs of Thebes.

* HorapoUOji. 25. Vide Diodor. i. 10. ; and ^lian, ii. 5G., who " was

once cauglit in a shower of rai)i mixed with imperfect frogs, near Naples,

on his way to Dicaearchia," He was an eyewitness of it ; but, as

Gibbon says of Abu Rafe, " who will be witness for " ^lian ? Vide

also ^lian, vi. 41., of Mice.

f Vide infra, p. 269. J Plate 25. parts 3 and 4.

R 4
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FABULOUS REPTILES.

Tliese mostly consist of snakes, with the head of

a man, a hon, or a hawk, frequently with legs, or

with wings ; and the head of a snake is sometimes

attached to the body of a lion, or a vulture.

FISH.

OXYRHINCHUS, PhAGRUS, AND LePIDOTUS.

Of the sacred fish * the most noted were the Oxy-

rhinchus, the Phagrus, and the Lepidotus. They,

however, appear not to have been worshipped

throughout the country, if we may judge from the

war between the Oxyrhinchites and the people of

Cynopolis. t Plutarch t tells us these three fish were

unlawful food to the Egyptians, in consequence of

their having devoured a part of the body of Osiris,

which Isis was unable to recover, when she col-

lected the scattered members of her husband.

They were therefore particularly avoided. In

another place he says, " The Egyptians, in gene-

ral, do not abstain from all fish, but some from one

sort and some from another. Thus, for instance,

the Oxyrhinchites will not touch any taken by a

hook ; for as they pay an especial reverence to the

Oxyrhinchus, from which they borrow their name,

they are afraid the hook may be defiled by having,

at some time or other, been employed in catching

their favourite fish. The people of Syene, in like

manner, abstain from the Phagrus ; for, as it is ob-

* Of the fish of the Nile, vide Strabo, xvii. p. .'jG(i.

f Vide siiprd, p. 138. Pint, dc Is. s. ''(2. % Pint. s. 18.
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served by them to make its first appearance just as"

the Nile begins to overflow, they pay especial re-

gard to the voluntary messenger of such joyful news.

The priests, indeed, abstain entirely* from all sorts ;

and therefore on the ninth day of the first month,

when all the rest of the Egyptians are obliged by

their religion to eat a fried fish, before the door

of their houses, they only burn them, without

tasting them at all. They assign two reasons for

this: one connected with the sacred account of

Osiris and Typho (already mentioned) ; the second,

that fish is neither a dainty, nor even a necessary

kind of food. And tliis seems to be confirmed by
the writings of Homer, who never mentions either

his delicate Phaeacians, or the people of Ithaca,

though both islanders, feeding upon them ; nor

even Ulysses' companions themselves, during their

long and tedious voyage, till reduced to it by ex-

treme necessity." t

I have already stated my belief that the Oxy-
rhinchus was the Mizdeh of modern Egypt t, a

species of Mormyrus. It was remarkable for its

pointed nose, v/henceits name, a peculiarity easily

recognised in one of those represented in the sculp-

tures ; though, from the fins (if really intended to

be a faithful representation), it would appear that

several kinds were comprehended under the same
denomination by the Egyptians. §

* Conf. Clem. Strom, vii. p. 240. f Pint, de Is. s 7

X Vide Vol. III. p. 58.

^ That with a pointed nose curved downwards is the JMormyrus
oxijrhmclms . Its dorsal fin extends nearly along the whole back, v.liich

is the case with the M. caschivc, whose nose is much less prominent.
Other Murmijvi, as the Lnbiatm, Angnilloidcs, and Dorsalis, have not
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It is singular that the Oxyrhinchus should be com-

monly figured amongst the fish caught by tlie Egyp-
tians, in the paintings of Thebes, of Beni Hassan,

and of Memphis. This would seem to confine its

worship to the nome and city of Oxyrhinchus,

where, as already stated, the people were so scru-

pulous, that they could not be induced to eat any

other fish which had been taken by a hook *, lest

it should at any time have been defiled by catching

their favourite. *' Even when many different kinds

were taken by them in a net, they looked most care-

fully for any Oxyrhinchus that might accidentally

be caught, preferring to have none rather than the

most abundant draught, if a single one were found

in it." But it is probable that many other places

extended to this fish a feeling of veneration ; small

bronze figures of it being often discovered in Egypt,

some of which have the horns and globe of Athor.

N0.4G4. The Oxyrhinchus fish, in bronzo.

In the temple of the Great Oasis is also a repre-

sentation of this fish, accompanied

by the name of the Goddess, which

Leaves no doubt of its having been

licr emblem ; and this is the more
No.4ci.a. At the Oasis, rcmarkablc, as it coincides with the

sr^ra

the dorsal fin like that of tlic M. oxijrliinclnis, and a less pointed no.se ;

whicii last in the M. (•i/pr'mo'idc.s is abrupt or round.
* Lilian, Nat. An. x. IG. l*lut. dc Is. s. 7.
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metamorphosis of Venus, who was said to have

changed herself into a fish*, and shows tlie Egyp-
tian origin of that fable.

Its reputed sanctity was perhaps owing to its

being thought less wholesome than other kinds

;

and it is still an opinion in Egypt that smooth-

bodied fish are less proper for food than those with

scales. It is, likewise, possible that the prejudice

in its favour was in some way connected with the

careful maintenance of the canal, which took the

water from the river to the city where it was par-

ticularly worshipped.

The Phagrus or eel was sacred at Syenet and

the Cataracts. It also gave its name to the nome
and city of Phagroriopolis, near to Herocipolis

;

where its worship was doubtless introduced with a

view to secure the preservation of the canal t of

fresh water ^ which passed from the Nile to the

Red Sea. The eel is once represented at Beni

Hassan among the fish of the Nile; but I have

not seen it in the sculptures as a sacred fish.

There is, however, no reason to doubt the assertion

of Plutarch and other writers §; and it is probable

that the Egyptians generally abstained from eating-

it on account of its unwholesome qualities.

The name of Lepidotus (which, from the

meaning of the word, is showai to have been '*a

scaly fish") has been given to the Kelb el Bahr

* " Pisce Venus latiiit." Vide supra, p. 168. note.

-)- Clemens, Orat. Adhort. p. 17. Euenitse shoulj cvidcntlv be Sue-
nitas. iElian, Nat. An. X. 19.

X Vide supra, p. 234. Straho, lib. xvii. p. 533. and jG6.

^ Vide sujv'd. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. IGI.
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(Salmo dentex*), the Kisher or Gisher (Perca Ni-

lotica), and the Bimiy (Cyprinus lepidotus). I have

previously stated the probability of the first of these

having been theLepidotust; yet the form of what I

beheve to be this sacred fish, represented in bronzes

found at Thebes, accords rather with the last;

though the modern

name kisher, signi-

fying "scaly," may
tend to strengthen

the claim of the se-

cond of the three.
No.4G4.6, Bronze Lepidotus (in my possession). T^iif- flip inflpfinite

name of kisher appears to be often applied to other

fish, besides the Perca Nilotica ; and it is evident

that the Binny is also called by the Arabs kisher.

The Binny is the Cyprinus lepidotus of the "De-
scription de I'Egypte," and the same as represented

in the bronze of the preceding woodcut.

De Pauwt supposes the Latus to be the Perca

Nilotica, but I do not know on what authority.

Were it not for the circumstance of the bronze fish

bearing a stronger resemblance to the Binny than

to any other with which I am acquainted, I should

not suppose it to have been a forbidden fish, since

it is one of the best and most wholesome the Nile

produces, and should still have ];referrcd giving

the name of Lepidotus to the Kelb el Bahr,

whose appearance might serve to prejudice them
against it.,

* Or Cluiracimis dentex of Savigny. f Siijny), V(;l. III. p. 59.

% De Pauw, vol. i. sect. --5, p. 136.
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The uncertainty respecting the sacred fish of

Egypt necessarily leads to many doubtful conjec-

tures; but the appearance of the bronzes induces me
to renounce the opinion I had formed respecting

the Kelb el Bahr, and to give to the Binny, or Cy-

prinus, the name of Lepidotus.

LaTUS and MiEOTES.

Another fish, the Latus, was worshipped at La-

topoUs*, now Esneh. In the sculptures several

representations occur offish, particularly one kind,

which may possibly be the pe-

culiar species held sacred in

that city, as it is surrounded

N0.464.C. A fish at Esneh. by au oval usually given to the

names of Kings and Gods.

The Maeotes is said by Clemens t of Alexandria

to have been sacred at Elephantine ; but I am
ignorant of its species and general character. It

is possible that it may have been the karmooty a

species of Silurust, whicli, if not worshipped in

the Thebaid, was connected with one of the Genii

of the Egyptian Pantheon, who appears under a

human form, with the head of this fish, in the

sculptures of the Diospolite tombs. In Lower
Egypt the kari.oot was caught for the table ; but

there is no evidence of its having been eaten in

the Thebaid, and this may be an argument in

favour of its having held a place among the sacred

* Strabo, xvii. p. 559. f Clem. Orat. Adhort. p. 17.

\ Siliinis canmith, or Heterolirancliiis bi-dorsalis.
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animals in that part of the country. JEWan*,

however, states that the Phagrus, the sacred fish of

Syene, was the same as that called by the people

of Elephantine Mseotes. The reason assigned by

him for the veneration there paid to it, is the

intimation it gave of the rising Nile t; and he gives

it the additional credit of being exempt from the

cannibal propensity common to other fish, of eating

those of its own kind.

Several fish have been found embalmed in the

tombs ; but their forms are not easily distinguished,

and it is difficult to ascertain the species to which

they belong.

Scorpion and Solpuga.

The scorpion was an emblem of the Goddess

Selk ; though we should rather expect it to have

been chosen as a type of the Evil Being.t Julian §

mentions scorpions of Coptos, which, though in-

flicting a deadly sting, and dreaded by the people,

so far respected the Goddess Isis, who was particu-,

larly worshipped in that city, that women, ingoing

to express their grief before her, walked with bare

feet, or lay upon the ground, without receiving any

injury from them. Many extravagant fables are

reported by the same author of these, as other

animals ; and he even furnishes scorpions and pigs

with wings. II

No representation has yet been found of the

* MWan, All. x. 19.

f Plutarch applies the same to the Phagnis. Vide suprdy p. 240.

j AClian, vi. 2.3. ; he even produces them from a dead crocodile

(ii. .3:{.).

^ iElian, x. 23. ||
TElian, xvi. 41. and xii. .38.
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Solpuga spider*, which is common in Upper

Egypt, and which from its venemous qualities is

looked upon as a noxious reptile ; though some

think it of great use, from its enmity to scorpions,

which it is said to destroy. To its power of doing

so I can bear ample testimony, having witnessed

more than one contest between them, in which the

Solpuga was victorious ; though, when stung by its

adversary, it generally dies on the spot. But this

seldom happens, owing to the great quickness of

its movements ; and whenever the place in which

the contest takes place is sufficiently spacious, the

rapidity with which it runs round its adversary, and

seizes it by the head (when the sting of the scor-

pion can only reach the hard shelly head of the

Solpuga), always ensures its success.

INSECTS.

SCARAB^US.

The frequent occurrence of the Scaraba?us in

the sculptures, no less than the authority of nu-

merous ancient writers, shows the great conse-

quence attached by the Egyptians to this insect.

** A great portion of Egypt," says Pliny t, " wor-

ships the Scarabaeus as one of the Gods of the

country ; a curious reason for which is given by

Apion, as an excuse for the religious rites of his

nation,— that in this insect there is some resem-

blance to the operations of the Sun."

* The Solpuga araneoiclcs, Plin. viii. 29. xxii. 25. and xix. 4.

f Plin. XXX. c. 1 1.
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It was an emblem of the Sun, to which Deity it

was particularly sacred ; and it often occurs in a

boat with extended wings, holding the globe of the

Sun in its claws, or elevated in the firmament as

a type of that luminary in the meridian.* Figures

of other Deities are often seen praying to it when

in this character.

It was also a symbol of the World, which it was

chosen to signify in the hieroglyphics ; and it was

probably in connection with this idea that Pthah, the

Creative Power t, claimed it as his emblem, being

the Demiurge, or maker of the world. By Pthah-

Sokari-Osiris, the pigmy Deity of Memphis, it was

adopted as a distinctive mark, being placed on his

head ; and Pthah was even represented under the

f]":ure of this insect. It belonc^ed likewise to Pthah-

Tore, another character of the Creative Power.

Plutarch supposes that, from being emblematic of

virility and manly force^ it was engraved upon the

signets t of the Egyptian soldiers, their opinion

being " that no females existed of this species, but

all males
;

" and some have supposed that its position

upon the female figure of the heavens, which en-

circles the zodiacs, refers to the same idea of its

generative influence mentioned by Plutarch.

It has always been a matter of doubt to wliat

purpose the numerous Scaraba^u of all sizes and
qualities, found in Egypt, were a})plicd. Some
suppose them to have been money ; but this

* With tlic Hindoos the 8iin is called Erahma, in the east or morning;
Siva from noon to evening ; and Vishnoo, in the west and at nii^ht.

f Vide svpra, Vol. I, (2d Series) p. 2.01.

X Plut. dc Is. s. 10. and I'i.
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conjecture is not supported by fact, nor indeed by

probability, in consequence of their great dissimi-

larity in size, weight, and many particulars re-

quired for establishing the value of a coin. They

were principally used for rings, necklaces, and other

ornamental trinkets, as well as for funereal purposes.

Some of a larger size frequently had a prayer, or

legend connected with the dead, engraved upon

them ; and a winged Scarabaeus was generally

placed on those bodies which were embalmed ac-

cording to the most expensive process.*

It is probably to their being worn as rings that

Plutarch alludes, in speaking of *' the beetle en-

graved upon the signets of the soldiers." The cus-

tom is mentioned by^lian t ; and some have been

found perfect, set in gold with the ring attached.

The Scarabseus may then be considered, 1. an

emblem of the Sun t ; 2. of Pthah, the creative

power, and of Pthah Tore ; 3. of Pthah-Sokari-

Osiris ; 4. of the World ; 5. connected with as-

tronomical subjects § ; and 6. with funereal rites.

The Scarabajus was not only venerated when
alive, but embalmed after death ; and some have

been found in that state at Thebes. But the cities

where it received the greatest honours were pro-

bably Memphis and Heliopolis, of which Pthah and

the Sun were the chief Deities.

Considerable ingenuity has been exercised in

order to discover the real sacred beetle of Egypt,

* Vide infra, chap. 16. -|- ^lian, x. 13.

J A winged Scarabaeus bearing the disk of Re was also put for the
winged globe of Hor-Hat ; but this was only in lieu of the Sun.

§ It occurs in some zodiacs in the place of Cancer.

VOL. II. — Second Series. S
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and to ascertain to what extent other species partook

of the honours paid to that insect. I do not intend

to detain the reader by any examination of this in-

tricate question, which I leave to naturalists more

capable than myself to settle *
; and shall only ob-

serve that the one so frequently represented in the

sculptures appears to be the beetle still common in

every part of Egypt. t And if HorapoUo mentions

a beetle "with two horns*' (the Copj'is Isidis),

consecrated to the Moon, his statement is not con-

firmed by the sculptures, where it is never intro-

duced. Had this beetle been represented, its

peculiar form would be readily perceived ; and if

it appears singular that they did not choose it in

preference to a more ordinary species, we should

bear in mind that the Egyptians were not wont

to select their sacred emblems and animals for

their rarity or unusual appearance, but rather for

their utility ; and no insect could have a prior

claim on this account to the common beetle.

Horapollot says, ** There are three species of

beetles. One has the form of a cat, and is radiated,

which from supposed analogy they have dedicated

to the Sun (the statue of the Deity of Heliopolis§

having the form of a cat) ; and, from its having

thirty fingers, corres])onding to the thirty days

of a solar month. The second species has two

horns, and the character of a bull, which is con-

* I refer for .some curious information on tliis head to Mr. Petti-

f^rcw's Ili.stor}' of Mummies, [). 2ii.'i, 221, 225. ; and I believe Mr. Hope
is preparinji; a detailed account of the .sul)jcct.

-)- The Scarahneus sacer (T.in.), or Ateuchus sacer (Oliv.), which is

bhick, hke that of the monuments. The green Ateuchus Egyptiorum

is not the ono there represented.

\. Ilorapollo, i. 10. § JWr .s«pv/, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 296.
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secrated to the Moon ; whence the Egyptians say

that the bull in the heavens is the elevation of

this Goddess. The third has one horn, and a

peculiar form ; and is supposed, like the Ibis, to

refer to Mercury."

The mode of representing the Scarabsei on the

monuments is frequently very arbitrary, and some

are figured with or without the scutellum. But
I do not believe they denoted a different genus

;

and the characteristic of another kind of beetle

appears rather to be introduced to show that they

were all comprehended under one general deno-

mination, and was intended rather to combine

than to distinguish separate genera. That it was

not with a view to indicate a distinct division of

this class of insects, is shown by their sometimes

introducing two scutella, one on either clypeus,

no example of which occurs in nature *
; and it

seems that the Scarabseus, Buprestis, Ateuchus,

and Copris were all used by the Egyptians as sy-

nonymous emblems of the same Deities. This is

further confirmed by the fact of S. Passalacqua

having found a species of Buprestis embalmed in

a tomb at Thebes. But the Scarabseus, or Ateuchus
sacer, is the beetle most commonly represented,

and the type of the whole class.

Fabulous insects did not hold a less conspicuous

place on the Egyptian monuments than fanciful

animals and birds ; and beetles with the heads of

hawks, rams, cowst, and even men, are represented

* An instance of this occurs in the large Scarabaeus of the British
Museum.

f Mr. Hertz has a small Scarabaeus in stone with the head of a cow.

S 2
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in the sculptures. This change of form did not

make them less fit emblems of the Gods : the Sca-

rabseus of the Sun appears with the head of a ram

as well as of a hawk ; and a Scarabseus with the

head and legs of a man, was equally emblematic of

the God Pthah.*

Of other insects I shall only observe, that flies

are said to have been preserved in the same tombs ;

but doubtless without any idea of sanctity being

attached to so odious and troublesome an insect.

Indeed they still continue to be one ofthe plagues of

Egypt ; and the character of a tormentor, applied to

the Evil Being, seems to have been aptly designated

by the title Beelzebub t, or " the lord of flies."

The ant is also one of the plagues of the country,

as in most hot climates. Horapollot says it repre-

sented in hieroglyphics "knowledge;" but the

consideration of its wisdom did not prevent the

Egyptians from being fully sensible of the incon-

venience it caused them, ** having the art of dis-

covering whatever is most carefully concealed;"

and the origanum plant was used in order to drive

away this industrious and tiresome insect.

Few insects of ancient Egypt have come down

to us either in the paintings of the monuments, or

preserved by accident ; the former being confined

to the butterfly, beetle, wasp, dragonfly, locust, and

housefly ; and the latter, to those which have been

found in the bodies or heads of mummies. §

* Videsuprfi, p. 128.; and Vol, I. (2il Scries) p. 250. 2.50.

\ The zcbiih, or dlhrhuh, of the Arabs, is the noted fly of the desert,

whicl) causes a disease to camels called by the same name.

i Iloiapollo, i. .52. and W.'.iV.

Q Mr. Pettigrew has enumerated all that have been ascertained by
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VEGETABILIA.

I have stated that the Persea was sacred to

Athor*, as the sycomore to Netpe. t I have also

observed that Plutarch supposes the peach to have

been sacred to Harpocratest ; though there is rea-

son to believe that his opinion is erroneous §, and

that he has confounded it with the tree of Athor.

Athenaeus, on the authority of HellanicusH,

mentions some acanthus (acacia) trees, which

blossomed all the year, at a place called Tindium,

where certain celebrated assemblies were held
;

and this town had a large temple, surrounded with

black and white acanthus trees, on which chaplets

made of their flowers, and pomegranate blossoms

entwined with vine leaves, were placed. But this

seems rather to indicate a local respect for the

acanthus of Tindium, than any adoration generally

paid to those trees by the Egyptians.

Mr. Hope, to whom those in one of the heads brought by me from
Thebes were submitted for examination :

—
1. Corynetes violaceus, Fab,

2. Necrobia mumiarum, Hope,
3. Dermestes vulpinus, Fab.
4. pollinctus, ~j

5. roei, >- Hope.
6. elongatus, J
7. Pimelia spinulosa, K/ug ?

8. Copris sabaeus ? " found by Passalacqua ; so named on the tes-

timony of Latreille."

9. Midas, Fab.

10. Pithecius, Fab.

11. A species of cantharis in Passalacqua's Collection, No. 442.
(r/rfe Pettigrew, p. 55., whose work is replete with valuable in-

formation on the subject of mummies.)
* r»/esi<p-«. Vol. I. (•2d Series) p.391.

t Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 313. % Pl"t. s. 68.

§ Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 392. 40G.

II
Vide Athen. xv. p. 679, 680.

• S 3
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The acanthus * was the sont^ or Mimosa Nilotica,

of modern Egypt. Its flowers were frequently

used for chaplets ; and its pod, which represented

a letter in hieroglyphics, was sometimes placed

among the offerings on the altars of the Gods.

There is no evidence of its having been sacred.

The tamarisk was a holy tree, from having been

u:^4

No. 405. Sacred Tamarisk of Osiris. From a Tomb at How.
The iiieroglypliics refer to the bird '• Ben (Benno) Osiris."

chosen to overshadow the sepulchre of Osiris, in

commemoration of the fable of the chest con-

taining his body having lodged in the branches of

one of those trees, on the coast of Byblus, where,

driven ashore by the waves of the sea, it was dis-

covered by Isis.t The tree is represented in the

sacred chamber dedicated to that God at Plnla?,

and in a small sepulchre at How (Diospolis parva).

* It probably incliulcil other of the Mimo.sa or Acacia genus which

grew in Egypt. Vide siipru. Vol. J. (s!d Scries) p. 79,80.

f Plut.de Is. s. 15, and 21.
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In the latter the bird Benno * is seated in its

branches, accompanied by the name of Osiris, of

whom it was an emblem ; and in the former

two priests are represented watering the tree, as

it grows beneath a canopy. This confirms in a

remarkable manner the account of Plutarch t,

who, in describing " the tomb of Osiris at Philge

No. 465. a. Priests watering the sacred Tamarisk.
Frot>i the sculptures representing the mysterioits history of Osiris at Fhilce.

crowned with flowers at the solemnization of his

funeral rites by the priests," says, "it is over-

shadowed by the branches of a tamarisk tree, whose
size exceeds that of an olive."

Of the lotus I have already spoken t, as also of

the papyrus and other plants of the country. § The
agrostis, alluded to by Diodorus, was not related

to the grass called agrostis by modern botanists,

* Woodcut, No. 465. Vide sujmi, n.225. ; and Vol. I, (2d Series)
p. 34-2.

^

t Pint, de Is. s. 21. Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 332.

X Vide Vol.11, p. 217.

^ VideYo\. II. p. 183. 219.; Vol. III. p. Gl. 146.; and suivd. Vol. I.

(2d Series) p. 60. 411. et seq. Strabo, xvii. p. 566.

S 4
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but seems rather to be a name applied to the lotus,

which was so commonly held in the hands of guests

in the convivial meetings of the Egyptians.

Proclus pretends that the lotus was peculiarly

typical of the Sun, " which it appeared to honour

by the expansion and contraction of its leaves.'*

It was an emblem of Nofre-Atmoo, and introduced

with the infant Deity Ehoou.*
" Garlic and onions/' according to Plinyt, "were

treated as Gods by the Egyptians when taking an

oath;" and Juvenal t derides them for their vene-

ration ofthese garden-born Deities. Plutarch says,

being held in abhorrence, the priests abstained from

them§ as unlawful food ; the reason of which was

probably derived from a sanatory precaution, as in

the case of beans and '* other kinds of pulse ."1|

But there is no direct evidence from the monuments
of their having been sacred; and they were admitted

as common offerings on every altar. Onions and

other vegetables were not forbidden to the gene-

rality of the people, to whom they were a princi-

pal article of food^ ; for, whatever religious feeling

prohibited their use on certain occasions, this was

confined to the initiated, who were required to

keep themselves more especially pure for the ser-

vice of the Gods.

The palm branch I have shown to have been

adopted to represent a year, as Ilorapollo also

states**; and Clemens it considers it the symbol

* Vide supra, p. 25.; and Vol. T. (2d Scries) p. 410, 411.

+ Plin. xix. G.

l Jiiv. Sat. 15. Fide snprd, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 1G2.

^ Pint. S.8.
II

Plut. s. 5.

1[ Vide anprd. Vol. II. p. yi'S.

** Ilorapollo, i. 4. Vide svprd, p. 2.; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 250.

j-f C;lem. Strom. G.
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ofastrology. Plutarch tells us * the ivy was styled

by the Egyptians Chenosiris ; that is, as some in-

terpret it, " the plant of Osiris;" and Diodorust,

after saying " it was consecrated to that God,

and called in the Egyptian tongue the plant of

Osiris," affirms that ** it was carried before the

vine in consecrations, because, while this loses its

leaves, the ivy continues to retain them." Many
instances occur of the preference shown by the

ancients for evergreen plants ; and, for a similar

reason, they dedicated the myrtle to Venus, the

laurel (bay tree) to Apollo, and the olive to Mi-

nerva.

But we may doubt if the ivy was at any time a

native of Egypt. The periploca secamone may have

been mistaken for that plant in the representations

given of it in the paintings t, both from its climbing

nature and even the form of its leaves ; though it

must be confessed that a plant having so acrid a

juice could scarcely have been used for garlands, if

even it were tolerated in the hand.

Plutarch mentions a garland of the melilotus§,

which fell from the head of Osiris. This plant

may therefore have been deemed sacred by the

Egyptians. Clemens mentions thirty-six plants,

dedicated to the thirty-six decans or genii, who
presided over portions of the twelve signs of the

zodiac II ; but the symbols of those mysterious

beings had no claim to sanctity.

* Plut. de Is. s. 37. f Diodor. i. 17.

X Vide Vol. III. p. 157.

§ Plut. de Is. s. 36. This signified the plants produced by the in-

undation at the edge of the desert. Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series)

p. 331. 334. 336. 437.

II
Ttrfe Prichard, p. 329. Vidcswprd, p. 76.; and Vol. I. (2d Series)

p. 222.
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EMBLEMS.

The most remarkable emblems, independent of

the types of the Deities, were the signs of Life, of

Goodness, of Purity, of Majesty and Dominion
(the flail and crook of Osiris), of Royalty, of

Stability, and of Power, which were principally

connected with the Gods and Kings.

12345 6 789 10 11

No. 4G6. Emblems of Life, Goodness, Purity, Royalty, and Stability.

Many others belonged to religious ceremonies
;

a long list of which may be seen in the chamber

of Osiris at Philas*, and in the coronation cere-

mony at Medeenet Haboo. t

The sign of Life (tau, or crux ansata) I have

mentioned elsewhere, t The sign ofGoodness is the

initial of the word nofre, "good;" and the sceptre

of Purity, which the Gods hold in their hands, has

been shown to enter into one of the groups signi-

fying " Egypt," or the pure land. § This has been

styled the Upupa-headed sceptre ; but I have

shown the head to be of an animal, and not of a

bird, as usually supposed. The lower end is forked

;

and this, as well as the head itself, has been found

in the excavations at Thebes. A similar staffseems

to have been used by the Kgyi)tian peasant, per-

haps as a crook; and the Arabs to the present day

* Given in tlio Plates of the R. S- of Literature, Plate GG, G7.

f Vide infra, Plate 76. J Infra, p. 283.

j Vide supra, p. 47.
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make their mdhgifi of this form, for the purpose of

recovermg the falUng bridle of their dromedaries.*

It is even represented in the hands of labourers

engaged in the corn fields ; an instance of which

occurs in one of the ancient paintings from Thebes

preserved in the British Museum, t This, with

the tau, are the principal gifts of the Gods to man,

in the hieroglyphic legends; where the Deity

thus addresses the kings, " We give you life and

purity," or " a pure life," with " stability,"

" power," " victory," " majesty," *' dominion,"
" and other good things," similar to which are the

favours said to be bestowed by the Deity on King
Remeses, in the inscription of the obelisk trans-

lated by Hermapion.

^^-J

n
\n\ -7-

No. 467. The gifts of, 1. life and purity : 2. with stability ; 3. power ; 4. victory ; and
5. royal majesty, or the dominion of the world.

The flagellum and crook of Osiris, the emblems
of majesty and dominion, were presented by the

Gods to the king, sometimes with the falchion of

victory or vengeance, when he was about to un-

dertake an expedition against the enemies of his

country ; and in some instances the monarch is

represented holding the phoenix in his hand, em-
blematic of his long absence from Egypt in a fo-

reign land. In this picture t we observe a singular

proof of the flagellum of Osiris being really a

* It is so called from hcgin, the name of a dromedary.
\ In the Egyptian Room ; marked No. 176.

t Vide Woodcut, No. 468.
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handle and thong, and not, as it usually appears,

both in the hands of statues and in the sculptures,

with the two limbs of a hard substance.

No. 468.

A king receiving from Amun the emblems of Majesty and Dominion. In his left hand is

a phoenix. The God holds the palm-branch and the type of the great assemblies.*

The sign of Royalty is a reed; which is also the

emblem of Upper Egypt, and the initial of the

word souten, *' king." But this, and the Pshenty

or cap of the Upper and Lower country, which is

the union of the two crowns, the symbol of Sta-

bility t, the palm branch of Thoth, and the sign of

the great assemblies over which the king presided,

have been already noticed, t

The eye of Osiris (?) was one of the most im-

portant emblems. It was generally given to that

Deity, and to Pthah when under the form of the

emblem of Stability. It was placed on boats, on

coffins, and in other conspicuous positions, as if to

* Vide infra, p. 288.

+ Vide supra. Vol. I. (2(1 Scries) p. 253. 34-1.

J Vide also infra, chap. 15., on the Ceremonies, p. 273. ei seq.
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indicate the all-seeing presence of the Divinity

;

and it was a symbol of the land of Egypt,*

The frogt was the type of man in embryo.

\^ It sat on a ring, or seal, a sign occasionally

used in lieu of the tau, or ^Ujfe;'* and from

its back roseapahn branch, which sometimes

appeared in the state of a tender leaf rising from

the date stone.

Another symbol, resembling a pair of forceps,

signified a *' minister."

t

The lotus was introduced into all subjects, par-

ticularly as an ornament, and as the favourite

flower of the country ; but not with the holy

character, usually attributed to it, though adopted

as an emblem of the God Nofre-Atmoo.§

To describe all the emblems contained in the

sculptures of Egypt would lead me into a length-

ened discussion on the hieroglyphics, which it is

not my intention here to introduce ; I therefore

postpone further mention of them until an oppor-

tunity offers for treating that important subject

in the detailed manner it requires and merits.

No. 463. The Trochilus, or Charadrius melanoceph'aUis, Linn.

* Vide supra, p. 48. 7.3. 86. f Vide siipni, p. 247.

X It is the same which is in the hand of fig. 1. Plate 40.

§ Vide siiprci, p. 25. and 264.
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Vignette O. Exterior of a Tomb cut in the rock at Beni Hassan.

CHAP. XV.

FESTIVALS. SACRIFICES.

Processions ; Coronation and other Ceremonies ; Triumphs ;

Holydays ; Fttcs^ ^'c.

No nation took greater delight in the pomp of

ceremonies than the Egyptians ; a partiah'ty which

the priests did not fail to encourage, as it tended

to increase their own consequence, and to give

them a great moral ascendency over all classes.

Grand processions constantly took place to com-

memorate some fanciful legendary event; the public

mind was entertained by the s})lendour of impres-

sive and striking ceremonies; and a variety of ex-

hibitions connected with religion were repeated, to
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amuse that lively and restless people. Respect for

the priesthood was also induced by the importance of

the post they held on those occasions ; and the supe-

rior abilities of that powerful body had ample means

of establishing its authority over credulous and

superstitious minds. The priesthood took a pro-

minent part in every thing; there was no ceremony

in which they did not participate, and even mili-

tary regulations were subject to the influence of the

sacerdotal caste. Nothing was beyond their juris-

diction : the king himself was subject to the laws

established by them for his conduct, and even for

his mode of living ; and, independent of being

bound by duty to obey these ordinances, he was

obliged on ascending the throne to become a

member of their body.*

One of the most important ceremonies was "the

procession of shrines," which is mentioned in the

Rosetta Stone, and is frequently represented on

the walls of the temples. The shrines were of

two kinds : the one a sort of canopy ; the other

an ark or sacred boat, which may be termed

the great shrine. This was carried with grand

pomp by the priests, a certain number being se-

lected for that duty, who, supporting it on their

shoulders by means of long staves, passing through

metal rings at the side of the sledge t on which it

stood, brought it into the temple, where it was

placed upon a stand or table, in order that the pre-

scribed ceremonies might be performed before it.

* Vide supra, Vol. I. p. 249.

f Like the coffins of the dead. Conf. PUit. de Is. s, 35.
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The stand was also carried in the procession by

another set of priests, following the shrine*, by

means of similar staves ; a method usually adopted

for transporting large statues, and sacred emblems,

too heavy or too important to be borne by one

person. The same is stated to have been the

custom of the Jews in some of their religious pro-

cessions t, as in carrying the ark " to its place,

into the oracle of the house, to the most holy

place," when the temple was built by Solomon, t

The number of shrines in these processions, and

the splendour of the ceremony performed on the

occasion, depended on the particular festival they

intended to commemorate. In many instances the

shrine of the Deity of the temple was carried alone,

sometimes that of other Deities accompanied it,

and sometimes that of the king was added ; a pri-

vilege granted as a peculiar mark of esteem for

some great benefit conferred by him upon his

country, or for his piety in having beautified the

temples of the Gods. Such is the motive mentioned

in the inscription of the Rosetta Stone; which, after

enumerating the benefits conferred upon thecountry

by Ptolemy, decrees, as a return for them, " that a

statue of the king shall be erected in every tem-

ple in the most conspicuous ])lace ; that it shall be

called the statue of Ptolemy, the defender of Egypt;

and that near it shall be placed the presiding

* Vide Coronation Procession, PI. 7G.

-|- Conf. " the Levitcs bare tlic ark on tlicir shoulders." 1 Chron.

XV. 2. and 15.; 2 Sam. xv. 21. ; and Joshim, iii. 12.

\ I Kings, viii. 6.
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Deity presenting to him the shield of victory.

Moreover, that the priests shall minister three

times every day to the statues, and prepare for them

the sacred dress, and perform the accustomed ce-

remonies, as in honour of other Gods at feasts and

festivals. That there shall be erected an image

and golden shrine of King Ptolemy in the most

honourable of the temples, to be set up in the

sanctuary among the other shrines ; and that on

the great festivals, when the procession of shrines

takes place, that of the God Epiphanes shall

accompany them ; ten royal golden crowns being

deposited upon the shrine, with an asp attached* to

each ; and the (double) crown Pshent, which he

wore at his coronation, placed in the midst."

It was also usual to carry the statue of the prin-

cipal Deity, in whose honour the procession took

place, together with that of the king, and the

figures of his ancestors, borne in the same manner

on men's shoulders ; like the Gods of Babylon

mentioned by Jeremiah.

t

Diodorus X speaks of an Ethiopian festival of

Jupiter, when his statue was carried in procession,

probably to commemorate the supposed refuge of

the Gods in that country ; which may have been

a memorial of the flight of the Egyptians with

their Gods, at the time of the shepherd inva-

sion, mentioned by Josephus§ on the authority of

Manetho. This does not, however, appear to be

the reason assigned by Diodorus, who says, " Ho-

* Vide supra, p. 239.

+ Epistle of Jeremiah in Bariich, vi. 4. 2G. Isaiah, xlvi. 7,

J:
Diodor. i. 97. § Joseph. Contr. Ap. i. 27.

VOL. II.— Second Series. T
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mer derived from Egypt his story of the embraces

ofJupiter and Juno, and their travelling into Ethio-

pia*, because the Egyptians every year carry Ju-

piter's shrine over the river into Africa, and a few

days after bring it back again, as if the Gods had

returned out of Ethiopia. The fiction of their

nuptials was taken from the solemnization of these

festivals ; at which time both their shrines, adorned

with all sorts of flowers, are carried by the priests

to the top of a mountain."

The usual number ofpriests, who performed the

duty of bearers, was generally twelve or sixteen to

each shrine. They were accompanied by another

of a superior grade, distinguished by a lock of hair

pendent on one side of his head, and clad in a

leopard-skin, the peculiar badge of his rank, who,

walking near them, gave directions respecting the

procession, its position in the temple, and what-

ever else was required during the ceremony ; which

agrees well with the remark of Herodotus t, that

" each Deity had many priests, and one high priest."

Sometimes two priests of the same peculiar grade

attended, both during the procession, and after the

shrine had been deposited in the temple. These

were the Pontiffs, or highest order of priests t :

they had the title of " Sem," and enjoyed the pri-

vilege of offering sacrifices on all grand occasions.

When the shrine reached the temple, it was

received with every demonstration of respect by

the officiating priest, who was appointed to do duty

* ITom. II. i. 423. f ITcrodot. ii. 73.

J Vide supra, Vol.1. (1st Scries) j). 279.
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upon the day of the festival ; and if the king hap-

pened to be there, it was his privilege to perform the

appointed ceremonies. These consisted of sacri-

fices and prayers ; and the shrine was decked with

fresh-gathered flowers and rich garlands. An
endless profusion of offerings was placed before it

on several separate altars ; and the king, frequently

accompanied by his queen, who held a sistrum in

one hand, and in the other a bouquet of flowers

made up into the particular form required for these

religious ceremonies, presented incense and liba-

tion. This part of the ceremony being finished, the

king proceeded to the presence of the God (repre-

sented by his statue), from whom he was supposed

to receive a blessing, typified by the sacred tmi^

the sign of Life. Sometimes the principal contem-

plar Deity was also present, usually the second

member of the triad of the place ; and it is pro-

bable that the position of the statue was near to

the shrine alluded to in the inscription of the Ro-

setta Stone.

Some of the sacred boats, or arks, contained the

emblems ofLife and Stability, which, when the veil

was drawn aside, were partially seen ; and others

presented the sacred beetle of the Sun, oversha-

dowed by the wings of two figures of the Goddess

Thmei or Truth, which call to mind the cherubim

of the Jews.*

The dedication of the whole or part of a temple

was, as may be reasonably supposed, one of the

* VidcC\Qm. Strom, v. p. 243., on the Ark of the Hebrews ami the

Adytum of the Egyptians ; and Woodcut No. 469. in the next page.

T 2
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most remarkable solemnities at which it was " the

prince's part " to preside. And if the actual celebra-

No. 469. One of the Sacred Boats or Arks, with two figures resembling Cherubim.
a and b represent the king ; the former under the shape of a sphinx.

tion of the rites practised on the occasion, the laying

of the foundation stone, or other ceremonies con-

ttl?A-5^=

No. 470. Dedication of the pylon of a temple to Amun by l?emesrs Ml., who wears on
one side tlic crown of Upper, on tlie otiier that of Lower Egypt.

nected witli it, are not represented on the monu-

ments*, the importance attached to it is sliown by
* It is singular that tlic niacc ami rod in the king's hand on these

occasions arc the same as those used in the chase of tiie Jiippopotanuis.
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the conspicuous manner in which it is recorded in

the sculptures, the ostentation with which it is

announced in the dedicatory inscriptions of the

monuments themselves, and the answer returned

by the God in whose honour it was erected.

Another striking ceremony was the transport of

the dedicatory offerings made by the king to the

Gods, which were carried in great pomp to their

respective temples. The king and all the priests

attended the procession, clad in their robes of

ceremony ; and the flag-staffs attached to the pro-

pylsea of the vestibules were decked, as on other

grand festivals, with banners.*

The coronation of the king was a peculiarly im-

posing ceremony. It was one of the principal sub-

jects represented in the court of the temples t;

and some idea may be formed of the pomp dis-

played on the occasion even from the limited scale

on which the monuments are capable of describing

it. I have already mentioned the remarkable man-
ner in which this subject is treated in the temple of

Medeenet Haboo ; and therefore refer the reader

to a previous part of this workt, where I have de-

scribed the procession given in the accompanying

plate. §

Clemens introduces an account of an Egyptian
procession, which, as it throws some light on similar

ceremonies, and may be of interest from having

* As in Woodcut, Vol. II. (1st Series) p. 129.

f It occurs in the same part of the Memnoniu'm or Remesseuni,
as of Medeenet Haboo.

t Vol. III. p. 287. to 289. § Plate 76.

T 3
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some points of resemblance with the one before us,

I here transcribe.

" In the solemn pomps of Egypt the Singer

usually goes first, bearing one of the symbols of

music. They say it is his duty to carry two of the

books of Hermes; one of which contains hymns of

the Gods, the other precepts relating to the life of

the king. The Singer is followed by the Horos-

copus, bearing in his hand the measure of time

(hour-glass) and the palm* (branch), the symbols

of astrology (astronomy), whose duty it is to be

versed in (or recite) the four books of Hermes,

which treat of that science. Of these one describes

the position of the fixed stars, another the conjunc-

tions (eclipses) and illuminations of the Sun and

Moon, and the others their risings. Next comes

the Hierogrammat (or sacred scribe), having

feathers t on his head, and in his hands a book

(papyrus), with a ruler 1: (palette) in which is ink,

and a reed for writing. It is his duty to under-

stand what are called hieroglyphics, the descrip-

tion of the world, geography, the course of the

Sun, Moon, and planets, the condition of the land

of Egypt and the Nile, the nature of the instru-

ments or sacred ornaments, and the places ap-

pointed for them, as well as weiglits and measures,

and the things used in holy rites. Then follows the

* 'VoiviKci. It is a question wlicthcr this should be translated the

palm or the piiojnix. Vide siijira, Vol.1. {2d Series) p. .'i05.

\ Vide sii]»'fi, p. 205. 217. Tin; ftatiicrs are of" the ostrich, not of the

hawk, as already observed.

If.
The usual palette represented intlie hands of scribes. Vide Pliitc 4:5.

figs. 1, 2. and 4. &c.
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Stolistes, bearing the cubit ofjustice* and the cup

of Ubation. He knows all subjects relating to edu-

cation, and the choice of calves for victims, which

are comprehended in ten books. These treat of

the honours paid to the Gods, and of the Egyptian

religion, including sacrifice, first fruits, hymns,

prayers, processions, holydays, and the like. Last

of all comes the Prophet, who carries in his bosom

a water-jar, followed by persons bearing loaves of

bread. He presides over all sacred things, and

is obliged to know the contents of the ten books

called sacerdotal, relating to the Gods, the laws,

and all the discipline of the priests." t

One of the principal solemnities connected with

the coronation was the anointing of the king, and

his receiving the emblems of majesty from the

Gods, t The sculptures represent the Deities them-

selves officiating on this as on other similar occa-

sions, in order to convey to the Egyptian people,

who beheld these records, a more exalted notion

of the special favours bestowed on their monarch.

We, however, who at this distant period are less

interested in the direct intercourse between the

Pharaohs and the Gods, may be satisfied with a

more simple interpretation of such subjects, and

conclude that it was the priests who performed

the ceremony, and bestowed upon the prince the

title of " the anointed of the Gods."

With the Egyptians, as with the Jews§, the in-

* Vide infra, on the Procession of the Ark of Sokari.

-j- Clem. Alexandr. Strom, vi. p. 196.

X Fj(/e Plate 78., and Woodcut, No. 468., si^^jra, p. '^G8.

§ Exod. xxviii. -tl.
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vestiture to any sacred office, as that of king or

priest, was confirmed by this external sign ; and as

the Jewish lawgiver mentions* the ceremony of

pouring oil upon the head of the high priest after

he had put on his entire dress, with the mitre and

crown, the Egyptians represent the anointing of

their priests and kings after they were attired in their

full robes, with the cap and crown upon their head.

Some of the sculptures introduce a priest pouring

oil over the monarch t, in the presence of Thoth,

Hor-Hat, Ombte, or Nilus ; which may be con-

sidered a representation of the ceremony, before

the statues of those Gods. The functionary who
officiated was the high priest of the king. He
was clad in a leopard skin, and was the same who

attended on all occasions which required him to

assist, or assume the duties of, the monarch in the

temple. This leopard- skin dress was worn by the

high priests on all the most important solemnitiest,

and the king himself adopted it when engaged in

the same duties.

Theyalsoanointed the statuesof the Gods; which

was done with the little finger of the right hand.§

The ceremony of pouring from two vases, alter-

nate emblems of Life and Purity, over the king, in

token of purification, previous to his admittance

* " Tliou slialt take tlie garnientK, and put upon Aaron tlic coat, and

the robe of the ej)liod, and the cphod, and the breastplate, and gird him

with the cnrioiis [girdle of the epliod ; and tliou shalt put file mitre upon
his head, and put tlie holy crown upon tlie mitre. Thoi shalt tliou

take the anointing oil and pour it upon his head." Exod. xxix. 5. 7.

!Conf. 2 Kings, ix. 3.

VUIcsi(])ra, p,274. ; /'«/;y/, beginning of Chap. IG.; and VoL I. p. 279.

I shall have occasion to mention this presentl3 . Vide Plate 77.

Tart IT. ; imd iiijWt, Woodcut, No. 4 80.
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into the presence of the God of the temple, was

performed by Thoth on one side and the hawk-

headed Hor-Hat on the other *
; sometimes by Hor-

Hat and Ombte, or by two hawk-headed Deities,

or by one of these last and the God Nilus. The
Deities Ombte and Horus are also represented

placing the crown of the two countries upon the

head of the king, saying, " Put this cap upon your

head like your father Amun-Re:" and the palm

branches they hold in tlieir hands allude to the

long series of years they grant him to rule over his

country. The emblems ofDominion and Majesty,

the crook and flagellum of Osiris, have been al-

ready given him, and the asp-formed fillet is bound
upon his head.t

Another mode of investing tlie sovereign with

the diadem is figured on the apex of some obelisks,

and on other monuments, where the God, in whose

honour they were raised, puts the crown upon

his head as he kneels before him, with the an-

nouncement that he "grants him dominion over the

whole world."t Goddesses, in like

manner, placed upon the heads of

queens the peculiar insignia they

wore ; which were two long feathers,

with the globe and horns ofAthor
;

No. 471. and tliey presented them their pe-
Sceptre of a Queen. -••

culiar sceptre.

The custom of anointing was not confined to

the appointment of kings and priests to the sacred

* Vide Plate 77. Part I. f Vide Plate 78.

% Obelisk of Karnak and others. Conf. translation of Hermapion,
*'

deS<ii)pr}i.iai ffoi ava vraffiji' tijv oiKovfisi'tji' iiira xapai; f^aaiXeviv."
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offices they held : it was the ordinary token of

welcome to guests in every party at the house of a

friend *
; and in Egypt, no less than in Judsea, the

metaphorical expression, *' anointed with the oil of

gladness," was fully understood, and applied to the

ordinary occurrences of life. It was not confined

to the living : the dead were made to participate

in it, as if sensible of the token of esteem thus

bestowed upon them j and a grateful survivor, in

giving an affectionate token of gratitude to a re-

gretted friend, neglected not this last unction of his

mortal remains. Even the head of the bandaged

mummy, and the case which contained it, were

anointed with oils and the most precious ointments, t

Another ceremony represented in the temples

was the blessing bestowed by the Gods on the

king, at the moment of his assuming the reins of

government. They laid their hands upon him ; and,

presenting him with the symbol of Life, they pro-

mised that his reign should be long and glorious,

and that he sliould enjoy tranquillity, with certain

victory over his enemies. If about to under-

take an expedition against foreign nations, they

gave him the falchion of victory, to secure the de-

feat of the people whose country he was about to

invade, saying, *' Take this weapon, and smite with

it the heads of the impure Gentiles."

To show the special favour ho enjoyed from

heaven, the Gods were even represented admitting

him into their company and connnuning with him;

and sometimes Thoth, with other Deities, taking

* VklcYol.U. p. 213, t Vide injVu, Chap. 16.
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him by the hand, led him into the presence of the

great Triad, or of the presiding Divinity, of the tem-

ple. He was welcomed with suitable expressions

of approbation ; and on this, as on other occasions,

the sacred tau, or sign of IJfe, was presented to

him,—a symbol which, with the

sceptre of Purity, was usually

])laced in the hands of the Gods.

These two were deemed the

greatest gifts bestowed by the

Deity on man.

The origin of the tau I can-

not precisely determine ; nor is

Tau, or sign of Life. it more intelligible when given

in the sculptures on a large scale. Though there is

no evidence of its being of a phallic character, we
cannot fail to be struck by the remarkable resem-

blance of the Egyptian word signifying " life

"

(onh), which this implies, to the yolini lingam of

the Hindoos. It is true that the yohni of the

latter is not the male, but a female emblem
;
yet

the tau of Egypt may combine the two *, and be

equally well chosen to denote life.

A still more curious fact may be mentioned

respecting this hieroglyphic character— that the

early Christians of Egypt adopted it in lieu of

the cross, which was afterwards substituted for it,

prefixing it to inscriptions in the same manner as

the cross in later times. For though Dr. Young
had some scruples in believing the, statement of

Sir A.Edmonstone, that it holds this position in the

* Was the seal of the frog one of them ? Vide supra, p. 269.
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sepulchres of the Great Oasis, I can attest that such

is the case, and that numerous inscriptions headed

by the tau are preserved to the present day on early

Christian monuments.

The triumph of the king was a grand solemnity.

Flattering to the national pride of the Egyptians,

it awakened those feelings of enthusiasm which

the celebration of victory naturally inspires, and

led them to commemorate it with the greatest

pomp. When the victorious monarch, returning

to Egypt after a glorious campaign, approached the

cities which lay on his way, from the confines of

the country to the capital, the inhabitants flocked to

meet him, and with welcome acclamations greeted

his arrival and the success of his arms. The priests

and chief people of each place advanced with gar-

lands and bouquets of flowers ; the principal person

present addressed him in an appropriate speech

;

and as the troops defiled through the streets, or

passed without the walls, the people followed with

acclamations, uttering earnest thanksgivings to the

Gods, the protectors of Egypt, and praying them

for ever to continue the same marks of favour to

their monarch and their nation.

Arrived at the capital, they went immediately

to the temple, where they returned thanks to the

Gods, and performed the customary sacrifices on

this important occasion. The v» liole army at-

tended, and the order of march continued the

same as on entering the city. A corps of Egyp-

tians, consisting of chariots and infantry, led the

van in close column, followed by the allies of
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the different nations, who had shared the dangers

of the field and the honour of victory. In the

centre marched the body guards, the king's sons,

the military scribes, the royal arm-bearers, and

the staff corps, in the midst of whom was the mo-

narch himself, mounted in a splendid car, attended

by his fan-bearers on foot, bearing over him the

state flabella. Next followed other regiments of in-

fantry, with their respective banners, and the rear

was closed by a body of chariots. The prisoners,

tied together with ropes, were conducted by some

of the king's sons, or by the chief officers of the

staff, at the side of the royal car. The king him-

self frequently held the cord which bound them, as

he drove slowly in the procession ; and two or more

chiefs were sometimes suspended beneath the axle

of his chariot*, contrary to the usual humane prin-

ciples of the Egyptians, who seem to have refrained

from unnecessary cruelty to their captives, extend-

ing this feeling so far as to rescue, even in the heat

of battle, a defenceless enemy from a watery grave.f

Having reached the precincts of the temple, the

guards and royal attendants selected to be the re-

presentatives of the whole army entered the courts,

the rest of the troops, too numerous for admission,

being drawn up before the entrance; and the king,

alighting from his car, prepared to lead his captives

to the shrine of the God. Military bands played

the favourite airs of the country ; and the numerous
standards of the diflf'erent regiments, the banners

* Vide Vol. I. (1st Series) p. 106. Plate 1.

-f-
Vide supra. Vol. I. (1st Series) p. 392.
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floating in the wind, the bright lustre of arms, the

immense concourse of people, and the imposing

majesty of the lofty towers of the propylaea, decked

with their bright-coloured flags streaming above the

cornice, presented a scene seldom, we may say,

equalled on any occasion in any country. But the

most striking feature of this pompous ceremony was

the brilliant cortege of the monarch, who was either

borne in his chair of state by the principal officers

of state under a rich canopy, or walked on foot,

overshadowed with rich flabella and fans of waving

plumes. As he approached the inner pylon, a

long procession of priests advanced to meet him,

dressed in their robes of office ; censers full of in-

cense were burnt before him ; and a hierogrammat

read from a papyrus roll the glorious deeds of the

victorious monarch, and the tokens he had received

of the Divine favour. They then accompanied

him into the presence of the presiding Deity of the

place; and having performed sacrifice, and offered

suitable thanksgivings, he dedicated the spoil of the

conquered enemy, and expressed his gratitude for

the privilege of laying before the feet of the God,

the giver of victory, those prisoners he had brought

to the vestibule of the Divine abode.*

In the mean time, the troops without the sacred

precincts were summoned, by sound of trumpet, to

attend the sacrifice prepared by the priests, in the

name of the whole army, for the benefits they had

received from the Gods, tlie success of their arms,

* The impure foreii^ncrs were not taken into tiie interior of tlic

tem[)le, to wiiich the king and the priests were alone admitted.
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and their own preservation in the hour of danger.

Each regiment marclied up by turn to the altar

temporarily raised for the occasion, to the sound

of the drum*, the soldiers carrying in their hand

a twig of olivet, with the arms of their respective

corps ; but the heavy-armed soldier laid aside his

shield on this occasion, as if to show the security

he enjoyed in the presence of the Deity. 1: An ox

was then killed ; and wine, incense, and the cus-

tomary offerings ofcakes, fruit, vegetables, joints of

meat, and birds, were presented to the God they in-

voked. Every soldier deposited the twig of olive he

carried at the altar ; and as the trumpet summoned
them, so also it gave the signal for each regiment

to withdraw and cede its place to another. The
ceremony being over, the king went in state to his

palace, accompanied by the troops ; and having

distributed rewards to them, and eulogised their

conduct in the field, he gave his orders to the com-

manders of the different corps, and they withdrew

to their cantonments, or to the duties to which they

were appointed.

Of the fixed festivals, one of the most remarkable

was the celebration of the grand assemblies, or pa-

negyrics, held in the great halls of the principal

temples, at which the king presided in person.

'Of their precise nature, and of the periods when

they were held, we are still ignorant ; but that

* Conf. Clem. Psdag. ii. 4.

f Or of the bay tree. This may be an iUustratipn of the remark of
Clemens (Strom, v. p. 24.3.), that " twigs were given to those who came
to worship." He mentions in the same place " the wheel turned in the

sacred groves."

X Vide stiprd, Yohl. (1st Series) p. 401.
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they were of the greatest importance is abundantly

proved by the frequent mention of them in the

sculptures. And that the post of president of the

assembUes was the highest possible honour may
be inferred, as well from its being enjoyed by the

sovereign alone of all men, as from its being

assigned to the Deity himself in these legends

:

*' Phrah (Pharaoh), lord of the panegyrics, like

,,^^ Re," or " like his father Pthah,"

which so frequently occur on

the monuments of Thebes and

Memphis.

From these assemblies being

connected with the palm branch,

the emblem of a year, and fre-

1 ^^"^ quently attached to it when in

I
the hands of the God Thoth*,

^ we may conclude that their ce-

lebration was fixed to certain periods of the year

;

and the title " Lord of Triacontaeterides, like the

great Pthah," applied to Ptolemy Epiphanes in

the Rosetta Stone, is doubtless related to these

meetings, which, from the Greek wordt, some

suppose to have taken place every thirty years.

But this period is evidently too long, since few

sovereigns could have enjoyed the honour, t It

more probably refers to the festivals of the new
Moons §, or to those recorded in the great calendar,

sculptured on the exterior of the S. W. wall of

* Vide Plate 30. b., of the King in the Persea tree.

-|- TpiaKovra eT7ipi(Hoi: % Vide siijjrd, p. 52.

^ Conf. Isaiah, i. 13, 14. " The ve7i> moona and .sahbaths, the calling of
mscvihlics 1 cimnot away with : it is inicjiiit}-, even the solemn meeting."
" Yonr new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth."
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Medeenet Haboo, which took place during several

successive days of each month, and were even re-

peated in honour of different Deities every day

during some months, and attended by the king in

person.

Another important rehgious ceremony is often

alluded to in the sculptures, which appears to be

connected with the assemblies just mentioned. In

this the king is re2:)resented running, with a vase

or some emblem in one hand, and the flagellum

of Osiris, a type of majesty, in the other, as if

hastening to enter the hall where the panegyrics

were held; and two figures of him are frequently in-

troduced, one crowned with the cap of the Upper,

the other with that of the Lower country, as they

stand beneath a canopy indicative of the hall of as-

sembly.* The same Deities, who usually preside on

tlie anointing of the king, present him with the sign

of Life, and bear before him the palm branch, on

which the years of the assemblies are noted. Before

him stands the Goddess Milt, bearing on her head

the water plants, her emblem ; and around are nu-

merous emblems appropriated to this subject. The
monarch sometimes runs into the presence of the

God bearing two vases, which appears to be the

commencement of, or connected with, this cere-

mony ; and the whole may be the anniversary of

the foundation of the temple, or of the sovereign's

reign. An ox (or cow) is in some instances repre-

sented running with the king on the same occasion.

* Vide Plate 79. ; and Woodcut, No. 382., Vol. III. p. 282.

VOL. II.— Second Series. U
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The birthdays of the kings were celebrated *

with great pomp. They were looked upon as holy
;

no business was done upon them ; and all classes

indulged in the festivities t suitable to the occasion.

Every Egyptian attached much importance to the

day, and even to the hour of his birth ; and it is pro-

bable that, as in Persiat, each individual kept his

birthday with great rejoicings, welcoming his friends

with all the amusements of society, and a more than

usual profusion of the delicacies of the table.

They had many other public holydays, when the

court of the king and all public offices were closed.

This was sometimes owing to a superstitious

belief of their being unlucky ; and such was the

prejudice against the *' third day of the Epact§,

the birthday of Typho, that the sovereign neither

transacted any business upon it, nor even suffered

himself to take any refreshment till the evening. "||

Other fasts were also observed by the king and the

priesthood, out of respect to certain solemn puri-

fications they deemed it their duty to undergo for

the service of religion.

Among the ordinary rites the most noted, because

the most frequent, were the daily sacrifices offered

in the temple by the sovereign pontiff. It was

customary for him to attend there early every

morning, after he had examined and settled his

epistolary correspondence relative to the affairs of

* Rosetta Stone. f Gen. xl. 20.

J Vide Ilerodot. i. 1.33.

^ The five (lays added at the end of Mesore. Vide svjrrd. Vol. I.

(2d Series) ]). .310 and .373.

11
Plut. de Is. s. 1 1

.
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state. The service began by the high priest read-

ing a prayer* for the welfare of the monarch, in

the presence of the people. He extolled his vir-

tues, his piety towards the Gods, and his clemency

and affable demeanour towards men ; and he then

proceeded to pass in review the general conduct of

kings, and to point out those virtues which most

adorn, as well as the vices which most degrade, the

character of a monarch. But I need not enter into

the details of this ceremony, having already noticed

it in treating of the duties of the Egyptian Pha-

raoh s.t

Of the anniversary festivals one of the most

remarkable was the Niloa, or invocation of the

blessings of the inundation, offered to the tutelary

Deity of the Nile. According to Heliodorust, it

was one of the principal festivals of the Egyptians.

It took place about the summer solstice, when the

river began to rise ; and the anxiety with which

they looked forward to a plentiful inundation in-

duced them to celebrate it with more than usual

honour. Libanius asserts that these rites were

deemed of so much importance by the Egyptians,

that unless they were performed at the proper

season, and in a becoming manner, by the persons

appointed to this duty, they felt persuaded that

the Nile would refuse to rise and inundate the

land. Their full belief in the efficacy of the cere-

mony, secured its annual performance on a grand

scale. Men and women assembled from all parts of

* Like the prayer for the Sultan in the mosques.

f Vol. I, p. 250, 251. t Heliodor. iEthiopic. lib. ix.

u 2
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the country in the towns of their respective nomes,

grand festivities were proclaimed, and all the en-

joyments of the table were united with the so-

lemnity of a holy festival. Music, the dance, and

appropriate hymns, marked the respect they felt

for the Deity ; and a wooden statue of the River

God was carried by the priests through the vil-

lages in solemn procession, that all might appear

to be honoured by his presence and aid, while in-

vokino; the blessings he was about to confer.

Another festival, particularly welcomed by the

Egyptian peasants, and looked upon as a day of

great rejoicing, was (if it may so be called) the

harvest home, or the close of the labours of the

year, and the preparation of the land for its future

crops by the inundation ; when, as Diodorus tells

us, the husbandmen indulged in recreation of every

kind, and showed their gratitude for the benefits

the Deity had conferred upon them by the bless-

ings of the inundation. This, and other festivals

of the peasantry, I have already noticed in treating

of the agriculture of Egypt. *

Games were celebrated in honour of certain

Gods, in which wrestling and other gymnastic ex-

ercises were practised. " But of all their games,'*

says Herodotus t,
*' the most distinguished are

those held at Chemmis in honoiu- of Perseus ; in

which the rewards for the conquerors are cattle,

cloaks, and skins."t The form and attributes of

* Supra, Vol. I. (2tl Series) p. 122. f Ilerodot. ii. 91.

X Cunf. Horn. II. xxii. 159. :
—

Apvv(rOijv,a ti noaaiv aiOXia yii'trdt avt>()0)r"
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this Perseus I have been unable to discover ; and

unfortunately the imperfect remains at Chemmis
afford no accurate information respecting tlie

Deities of the place. It is, however, probable that

he was not the only God in whose honour gym-

nastic exercises were performed ; and the fond-

ness of the Egyptians for such amusements is fully

proved by the monuments they have left us, on

which wrestling, and other games, are portrayed

with great minuteness. Wrestling, indeed, was a

very favourite amusement in Egypt. Hercules

was there reported to have overcome Antaeus by

wrestling; and it is highly probable that games

similar to those mentioned by Herodotus were

celebrated in the nome of Heracleopolis, as well

as in honour of other Egyptian Gods.

The investiture of a chief was a ceremony of

considerable importance, when the post conferred

was connected with any high dignity about the

person of the monarch, in the army, or the priest-

hood. It took place in the presence of the sove-

reign seated on his throne ; and two priests, having

arrayed the candidate in a long loose vesture, placed

necklaces round the neck of the person thus ho-

noured by the royal favour. One of these ceremo-

nies frequently occurs in the monuments, which was

sometimes performed immediately after a victory
;

in which case we may conclude that the honour was

granted in return for distinguished services in the

field: and as the individual, on all occasions, holds

the flabella, crook, and other insignia of the office

of fan-bearer, it appears to have been' either the

u 3
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appointment to that post, or to some high com-
mand in the army.* On receiving this honourable

distinction, he held forth his hands in token of re-

spect; and raising the emblems of his newly-acquired

office above his head, he expressed his fidelity to his

king, and his desire to prove himself worthy of the

favour he had received.

A similar mode of investiture appears to have

been adopted in all appointments to the high offices

of state, both of a civil and military kind. In

this, as in many customs detailed in the sculptures,

we find an interesting illustration of a ceremony

mentioned in the Bible, which describes Pharaoh

taking a ring from his hand and putting it on

Joseph's hand, arraying him in vestures of fine

linen, and putting a gold chain about his neck.t

In a tomb, opened at Thebes by Mr. Hoskins,

another instance occurs of this investiture to the

post of fan-bearer ; in which the two attendants or

inferior priests are engaged in clothing him with the

robes of his new office. One puts on the necklace,

the other arranges his dress, a fillet being already

bound round his head ; and he appears to wear

glovesX upon his uplifted hands. In the next part

of the same picture (for, as is often the case, it

presents two actions and two periods of time) the

individual holding the insignia of fan-bearer, and

followed by the two priests, presents himself before

the king, who holds forth his liand to him to

* Vide Plate 80. f Gen, xli. 42.

I
Vidr Vol. I. |). 377.
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touch*, or perhaps to kiss. A stand, bearing neck-

laces, is placed before him, and by his side a table,

upon which is a bag, probably the treasure for

paying the troops ; and behind are the officers of

his household bearing tlie emblems of their office.

The office of fan-bearer to the king was a highly

honourable post, which none but the royal princes,

or the sons of the first nobility, were permitted to

hold.t These constituted a principal part of his

staff; and in the field they either attended on the

monarch to receive his orders, or were despatched

to take the command of a division ; some having

the rank of generals of cavalry, others of heavy in-

fantry or archers, according to the service to which

they belonged. They had the privilege of pre-

senting the prisoners to the king, after the victory

had been gained, announcing at the same time the

amount of the enemy's slain, and the booty that

had been taken ; and those whose turn it was to

attend upon the king's person as soon as the enemy
had been vanquished resigned their command to

the next in rank, and returned to their post of fan-

bearers. The office was divided into two grades,

—

those who served on the right, and left, hand of the

king ; the most honourable post being given to

those of the higliest rank, or to those most esteemed

for their services. A certain number were always

on duty; and they were required to attend during

the grand solemnities of the temple, and on every

* In the East an inferior merely touches the hand of one to whom
he would show great respect, and then kisses his own.

f Vide Vol. I. p. 66. 72. 297.

U -1<
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occasion when the monarch went out in state, or

transacted public business at home.

At Medeenet Haboo is a remarkable instance

of the ceremony of carrying the sacred boat of

Pthah-Sokari-Osiris, which I conjecture* to repre-

sent the funeral of Osiris. It is frequently intro-

duced in the sculptures ; and in one of the tombs

of Thebes this solemnity occurs, which, though

on a smaller scale than on the walls of Medeenet
Haboo, offers some interesting peculiarities. First

comes the boat, carried as usual by several priests,

superintended by the pontiff, clad in a leopard

skin ; after which two hieraphori^ each bearing a

long staff, surmounted by a hawk ; then a man
beating the tambourine, behind whom is a flower

with the stalk bound round with ivy (or the peri-

plocat, which so much resembles it). These are

followed by two hieraphoii, carrying each a staff

with a jackal on the top, and another bearing a

flower, behind whom is a priest turning round to

offer incense to the emblem of Nofre-Atmoo. The
latter is placed horizontally upon six columns, be-

tween each of which stands a human figure, with

uplifted arms, either in the act of adoration, or

aiding to support the sacred emblem ; and behind

it is an image of the king kneeling ; the whole

borne on the usual staves by several priests, at-

tended by a pontiff in his leopard-skin dress. In

this ceremony, as in some of the tales related of

Osiris, we may trace those analogies which led the

* Firlr supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 25.5.; and Plate 24. fig. 4.

f Vide Hiiprti, on the Sacred I'lants, p. 265, ; and Vol. III. p. 157.
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Greeks to suffffest the resemblance between that

Deity and their Bacchus j as the tambourine, the

ivy-bound flower or thyrsus, and the leopard skin,

recall the leopards which drew his car.* The spot-

ted skin of the nebris or fawn may also be traced

in the leopard skin suspended near Osiris in the

region of Amen ti.

At Medeenet Haboo the procession is on a

more splendid scale : the ark of Sokari is borne

by sixteen priests, accompanied by two pontiffs,

one clad in the usual leopard skin ; and Remeses
himself officiates on the occasion. The king also

performs the singular ceremony of holding a rope

at its centre, the two ends being supported by four

priests, eight of his sons, and four other chiefs
;

before whom two priests turn round to offer in-

cense, while a hierogrammat reads the contents of

a papyrus he holds in his hands. These are pre-

ceded by one of the hieraphori bearing the hawk
on a staff decked with banners (the standard of

the king, or of Horus), and by tlie emblem of

Nofre-Atmoo, borne by eighteen priests, the figures

standing between the columns, over which it is

laid, being of kings, and the columns themselves

being surmounted by the heads of hawks. Another

peculiarity is observable in this procession, that the

ark of Sokari follows, instead of preceding, the em-

blem of Nofre-Atmoo, and the hawks are crowned

with the pshent or double crown of Upper and

Lower Egypt, usually worn by the Pharaohs and

by the God Horus, the prototype of royalty.

* Vide Vol. I. p. 327. The head of the Greek th3'rsus was a pine
cone.
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In the same ceremony at Medeenet Haboo, it

appears that the king, when holding the rope, has

the cubit in his hand, and, when following the ark,

the cup of libation ; which calls to mind the office

of the Stolistes mentioned by Clemens*, " having

in his hand the cubit of justice, and the cup of liba-

tion j" and he, in like manner, was preceded by the

sacred scribe.

The mode of carrying the sacred arks on poles

borne by priests, or by the nobles of the land, was

extended to the statues of the Gods, and other

sacred objects belonging to the temples. The
former, as Macrobius states t, were frequently

placed in a case or canopy ; and the same writer is

correct in stating that the chief people of the nome
assisted in this service, even the sons of the king

being proud of so honourable an employment.

What he afterwards says of their " being carried

forward according to divine inspiration, whither-

soever the Deity urges them, and not by their own

will," cannot fail to call to mind the supposed dic-

tation of a secret influence, by which the bearers

of the dead, in the funeral processions of modern

Egypt, pretend to be actuated. To such an extent

do they carry this superstitious belief of their an-

cestors, that I have seen them in tlieir solemn

march suddenly stop, and then run violently

* Vide supra, p. 27+.

-|- Macrol). .Siitiini. i. 30. " Veliitnr siiimlacnini Dei Ilcliopolitani

ferciilo, vcliiti vcliuntiir in j)oinpa liulonini (Jircciisium ck'oruni simu-

lacra, ct sul)euiit plcniinqiic provincia,- proccrcs, raso capitc, loiii^i tem-

poris caHtinioiiia piiri, fcniiiturquc divino spiritu, iioii suo arbitrio, scd

quo Dcus pi-Dpcllit vclicntcp." Vide infra, on tlic funeral ceremonies,

c. xvi.
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through the streets, at the risk of throwing the

body off the bier, pretending that they were obHged,

by the irresistible will of the deceased, to visit a

certain mosk, or seek the blessing of a particular

saint.

Few other processions of any great importance

are represented in the sculptures ; nor can it be

expected that the monuments would give more
than a small proportion of the numerous festivals,

or ceremonies, which took place in the country.

RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS.

Many of the religious festivals were indicative

of some peculiar attribute or supposed property of

the Deity in whose honour they were celebrated.

One, mentioned by Herodotus *, was emblematic of

the generative principle, and the same that appears

to be alluded to by Plutarch t under the name of

Paamylia, which he says bore a resemblance to

one of the Greek ceremonies. The assertion,

however, of these writers, that such figures be-

longed to Osiris, is contradicted by the sculptures,

which show them to have been emblematic of the

God Khem, or Pan ; and this is confirmed by
another observation of the latter writer, that the

leaf of the fig-tree represented the Deity of that

festival, as well as the land of Egypt.1: The tree

* Herodot. ii. 48. Vide supra, Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 343.

t Plut. de Is. s. II.

j Plut. s. 36. According to the literal translation, it is " by the fi"--

leaf they desa'ibc their king and the south climate of tJie world."
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does indeed represent Egypt *, and always occurs

on the altar of Khemt ; but it is not in any way

connected with Osiris, and the statues mentioned

by Plutarch t evidently refer to the Egyptian Pan.§

According toHerodotusH, the only tw^o festivals,

in which it was lawful to sacrifice pigs, were those

of the Moon and Bacchus (or Osiris) : the reason

of which restriction he attributes to a sacred reason,

which he does not think it right to mention. " In

sacrificing a pig to the Moon, they killed it ; and

when they had put together the end of the tail,

the spleen, and the caul, and covered them with

all the fat from the inside of the animal, they

burnt them ; the rest of the victim being eaten on

the day of the full Moon, which was the same on

which the sacrifice was offered, for on no other day

were they allowed to eat the flesh of the pig. Poor

people who had barely the means of subsistence

made a paste figure of a pig, which being baked,

they offered as a sacrifice." The same kind of sub-

stitute was, doubtless, made for other victims, by
those who could not afford to purchase them : and

some of the small clay figures of animals, found in

tlie tombs, have probably served for tliis purpose.
*' On tlie fete of Bacchus, every one immolated a

pig before the door of his liouse, at the hour of

* Vide Plate 7fl. ; supra, p. 48.; and Vol. II. (1st Scries) p. 185, 18G.

+ Vi(k- Plate 20. fig. 1. J Pint. s. 51. and .'56.

$ Some phallic figures liave been fonnd, wliicb, fi'oni tlieir hcad-c'ress

and face oi' ^rcni wax, appear to represent Osiris. Tiiey are fiUeil with
grain, probably first fruits, and arc buried iu the ground near the Ne-
cropolis of Theiies ; but I know oC no similar figure of Osiris on the

monuments.

II Ilerodot. ii. 48.
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dinner ; he then gave it back to the person of

whom it had been bought." *' The Egyptians,"

adds the historian, *' celebrate the rest of this fete

nearly in the same manner as the Greeks, with the

exception of the sacrifice of pigs."

The procession on this occasion was headed, as

usual, by music*, a flute-player, according to He-

rodotus, leading the van ; and the first sacred

emblem they carried was a liijdria, or water-

pitcher, t A festival was also held on the lyth of

Athyr, and three succeeding days, in honoiu* of

Osiris, during which they exposed to view a gilded

ox, the emblem of that Deity ; and commemorated
what they called the " loss of Osiji's.*' Another

followed in honour of the same Deity t, after an

interval of six months, or 179 days, " upon the

19th of Pachon§; when they marched in proces-

sion towards the sea-side, whither, likewise, tlie

priests and other proper ofHcers carried the sacred

chest, inclosing a small boat or vessel of gold, into

which they first poured some fresh water, and then

all present cried out with a loud voice ' Osiris is

found.' This ceremony being ended, they threw

a little fresh mould, together with rich odours and

spices, into the water, mixing the whole mass to-

gether, and working it up into a little image in the

shape of a crescent. The image was afterwards

dressed and adorned with a proper habit ; and

* Conf. Clem. Strom, vi. p. 196., and the sculptures,

t Plut. s. 36.

j Of the festivals in honour of Osiris 1 have spoken in Vol. I. (2d
Series) p. .328. 342. 354.

§ Plut. s. 39.
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the whole was intended to intimate that they looked

upon these Gods as the essence and power of Earth

and Water."

Another festival in honour of Osiris was held

" on the new Moon of the month Pliamenoth*,

which fell in the beginning of spring!, called the

entrance of Osiris into the Moon j" and on the

11th of Tybi (or the beginning of January t) was

celebrated the fete of Isis's return from Phoenicia,

when cakes, having a hippopotamus bound stamped

upon them, were offered in her honour, to com-

memorate the victory over Typho. A certain

rite was also performed in connection with the

fabulous history of Osiris, in which it was cus-

tomary to throw a cord in the midst of the assem-

bly § and then chop it to pieces; the supposed

purport of which was to record the desertion of

Thueris, the concubine of Typho, and her delivery

from a serpent, which the soldiers killed with their

swords as it pursued her in her flight to join the

army of Horus.

Among the ceremonies connected with Osiris,

the fete of Apis holds a conspicuous place : but

this I have already noticed, as well as the grand so-

lemnities performed at his funeral.
||

Clemens^ mentions the custom of carrying four

golden figures in the festivals of the Gods. They

* Phanicnoth be;j;an on Feb. '25th, O. S.

-f-
Plut. s. 4.'i. Miicrobius and others say that the Egyptian fetes

in spring were all of rejoicing.

X .Tan. (ith (O. S.). § Phit. de Is. s. 19.

II
Siipi-fi, Vol. 1. (2d Series) p. .351. et seq.

^ Clem. Strom, v. p. 24-2.
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were two dogs, a hawk, and an Ibis; which, like

the number 4, had a mysterious meaning. The
dogs represented the two hemispheres, the hawk
the Sun, and the Ibis the Moon ; but he does not

state if this was usual at all festivals, or confined

to those in honour of particular Deities.

Many fetes were held at different seasons of the

year ; for, as Herodotus observes *, far from being

contented with one festival, the Egyptians cele-

brate annually a very great number : of which that

of Diana (Pasht), kept at the city of Bubastis, holds

the first rank, and is performed wdth the greatest

pomp. Next to it is that of Isis, at Busiris, a

city situated in the middle of the Delta, with a

very large temple, consecrated to that Goddess,

the Ceres of the Greeks. The third in importance

is the fete of Minerva (Neith), held at Sais ; the

fourth, of the Sun at Heliopolis ; the fifth, of

Latona in the city of Buto ; and the sixth is that

performed at Papremis, in honour of Mars.

In going to celebrate the festival of Diana at

Bubastis, it was customary to repair thither by

water ; and parties of men and women were

crowded together on that occasion in numerous

boats, without distinction of age or sex. During

the whole of the journey, several women played on

crotalaf, and some men on the flute ; others accom-

panying them with the voice and the clapping of

hands, as was usual at musical parties in Egypt.

* Herodot. ii. 59. et seq.

f Vide Vol. II. p. 318.; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 279.
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Whenever they approached a town, the boats

were brought near to it ; and while the singing

continued, some of the women, in the most abu-

sive manner, scoffed at those on the shore as they

passed by them.

Arrived at Bubastis, they performed the rites of

the festival by the sacrifice of a great number of

victims ; and the quantity of wine consumed on

the occasion was said to be more than during all

the rest of the year. The number of persons pre-

sent was reckoned by the inhabitants of the place

to be 700,000, without including children ; and it

is probable that the appearance presented by this

concourse of people, the scenes which occurred,

and the picturesque groups they presented, were

not altogether unlike those witnessed at the mo-

dern fetes of Tanta and Dessook in the Delta,

in honour of the Sayd el Beddawee, and Shekh

Ibrahim e' Dessookee.

The number stated by the historian is beyond

all probability, notwithstanding the population of

ancient Egypt, and cannot fail to call to mind the

70,000 pilgrims, reported by the Moslems to be

annually present at Mekkeh. The mode adopted (as

they believe) for keeping up that exact number is

very ingenious ; every deficiency being supplied

by a mysterious complement of angels, who oblig-

ingly present themselves for the purpose ; and

some contrivance of the kind may have suggested

itself to the ancient Egyptians, at the festival of

Bubastis.

The fete of Isis was performed with great mag-
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nificence. The votaries of the Goddess prepared

themselves beforehand by fasting and prayers, after

which they proceeded to sacrifice an ox. When
slain, the thighs and upper part of the haunches,

the shoulders, and neck were cut off; and the body

was filled with unleavened cakes of pure flour, with

honey, dried raisins, figs, incense, myrrh, and other

odorific substances. It was then burnt, and a

quantity of oil was poured on the fire during the

process. In the mean time those present scourged

themselves in honour of Osiris, uttering lament-

ations* around the burnt offering ; and this part of

the ceremony being concluded, they partook of the

remains of the sacrifice.

This festival was celebrated at Busiris, to com-

memorate the death of Osiris, who was reported

to have been buried there in common with other

places, and whose tomb gave the name to the city.

It was probably on this occasion that the branch

of absinthium, mentioned by Pliny t, was carried

by the priests of Isis ; and dogs were made to head

the procession, to commemorate the recovery of

his body.t

Another festival of Isis was held at harvest time,

when the Egyptians throughout the country offered

the first-fruits § ofthe earth, and with doleful lament-

ations presented them at her altar. On this occa-

sion she seems to answer to the Ceres of the Greeks,

* Vide Pint, de Is. s. 14, Coptos, the city of mourning.
-|- Plin. xxvii. 7. He says the best kind grew at Taposiris.

j Vide stiprd, p. 1-iO. ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 380.

^ This calls to mind the small figures mentioned in note ^, p. 300,

VOL. II.— Second Series. X
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as has been observed by Herodotus *
; and the mul-

tiplicity of names she bore may account for the

different capacities in which she was worshipped,

and remove the difficulty any change appears to

present in the wife and sister of Osiris. One simi-

larity is observable between this last and the fete

celebrated at Busiris — that the votaries presented

their offerings in the guise of mourners t ; and

the first-fruits had probably a direct reference

to Osiris t, in connection with one of those alle-

gories which represented him as the beneficent

property of the Nile. §

I will not pretend to decide whether the festivals

mentioned by Greek writers in honour of Isis or

Osiris really appertained to them. It is highly

probable that the Greeks and Romans, who visited

Egypt, having little acquaintance with the Deities

of that country, ascribed to those two many of

the festivals which were celebrated in honour of

Khem and other Gods || ; and it is evident that

the Egyptians themselves often aided in confirming

strangers in the erroneous notions they entertained,

especially on the subject of religion. And so con-

firmed were the Greeks in their mistaken opinions,

that they would with difficulty have listened to any

one who informed them that Anubis had not the

head of a dog, and Amun that of a ram, or that the

cow was the emblem of AtJior rather than of Isis.

In the absence, however, of such authority as

* Flerodot. ii. 5!).

f (Jonf. Dent. xxvi. 14. " I lisivc eaten tliereol'iii my nioiirniiiir."
"^

Virlc supra, p. 294., note.

§ Vide suprrl. Vol. I. (2(1 Serie.s) p. 329. .'J37. &c.

jl
Vulc mprd. Vol. I. (2cl Scries) p. 2G0. 290. 379. 381. Sic
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that which has satisfied us respecting the last-

mentioned points, we must for the present content

oiu-selves with the statements of PUitarch and other

writers respecting the festivals of Isis and Osiris.

We must conclude that they were solemnized at

the periods they mention, and for the reasons as-

signed by them, connected with the seasons of the

year, or the relation supposed to subsist between

the allegorical history of his adventures and natural

phaenomena.

But we cannot believe that the Paamyha, men-

tioned by Plutarch, were a festival in honour of

Osiris, which, he says, resembled the Phallaphoria,

or Priapeia of the Greeks.* And though a plaus-

ible reason seems to be assigned for its institution,

it is evident that the phallic figures of the Egyp-

tian temples represent Khem, the generative prin-

ciple, who bore no analogy to Osiris ; and there is

no appearance of these two Deities having been

confounded, even in the latest times, on the monu-

ments of Egypt. Such opinions seem to have been

introduced by the Greeks, who were ignorant of

the religion of the Egyptians, and who endeavoured

to account for all they heard, or saw represented,

by some reference to the works of nature, com-

pelling every thing to form part of their favourite

explanation of a fanciful fable. But, injustice to

Plutarch, it must be observed, that he gives those

statements as the vulgar interpretations of the

fabulous story of Isis and Osiris, \vithout the

sanction of his own authority or belief; and he

* Pint. dels. s. 1-2. and 18.

X 2
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distinctly tells us that they are mere idle tales,

directly at variance with the nature of the Gods.

The festival of Minerva at Sa'is was performed

on a particular night, when every one who in-

tended to be present at the sacrifice was required

to light a number of lamps in the open air around

his house. They were small vases filled with salt

and oil *, on which a wick floated, and being lighted

continued to burn all night. They called it the

Festival of Burning Lamps. It was not observed

at Sai's alone : every Egyptian who could not at-

tend in person was required to observe the cere-

mony of lighting lamps, in whatever part of the

country he happened to be ; and it was considered

of the greatest consequence to do honour to the

Deity by the proper performance of this rite.

On the sacred lake of Sais they represented,

probably on the same occasion t, the allegorical

history of Osiris, which the Egyptians deemed the

most solemn mystery of their religion. Herodotus

always mentions it with great caution. It was the

record of the misfortunes which had happened

to one whose name he never ventures to utter
;

and his cautious behaviour, with regard to every

thing connected with Osiris, shows that he had

been initiated into the mysteries, and was fearful

of divulging any of the secrets he had solemnly

bound himself to keep. It is also obvious that the

fetes he describes with the greatest reverence were

* Perhaps water, salt, and oil. Tlic offering nientionccl towards the

end of this chapter is probably of a lani|).

j- Herodot. ii. 171.
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connected wirli that Deity, as those of Isis and of

the burning lamps at Sais ; which may be ac-

counted for by the same reason,— his admission to

the mysteries of Osiris. And though it is not pro-

bable that a Greek, who had remained so short a

time in the country, had advanced beyond the

lowest grades in the scale of the initiated, and that

too of the lesser mysteries alone, he was probably

permitted to attend during the celebration of the

rites in honour of that Deity, like the natives of the

country.

The lake of Sais still exists, near the modern

town of Sa el Hagar. * The walls and ruins of

the town stand high above the level of the plain
;

and the site of the temple of Neitli might be

ascertained, and the interesting remains of that

splendid city might, with careful investigation,

and the labour of some weeks' excavation, be yet

restored to view.

There is some resemblance between the fete of

Lamps at Sais, and one kept in China, which has

been known in that country from the earliest times
j

and some might even be disposed to trace an ana-

logy between it and the custom still prevalent in

Switzerland, Ireland, and other countries, of light-

ing fires on the summits of the hills, upon the fete

of St. John. But such accidental similarities in cus-

toms are too often considered of importance, when
we ought, on the contrary, to be surprised at so few

being similar in different parts of the world.

Those who went to Heliopolis and to Buto

* Or " Sa of the Stone," from the ruins there.

X 3
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merely offered sacrifices. At Papremis the rites

were much the same as in other places ; but when

the Sun went down, a body ofpriests made certain

gestures about the statue of Mars, while others

in greater numbers, armed with sticks, took up a

position at the entrance of the temple. A nu-

merous crowd of persons, amounting to upwards

of 1000 men, each armed with a stick, then pre-

sented themselves with a view of performing their

vows ; but no sooner did the priests proceed to

draw forward the statue, which had been placed

in a small wooden gilded shrine, upon a four-

wheeled car *, than they were opposed by those

in the vestibule, who endeavoured to prevent their

entrance into the temple. Each party attacked

its opponents with sticks ; when an affray ensued,

which, as Herodotus observes, must, in spite of

all the assertions of the Egyptians to the contrary,

have been frequently attended with serious con-

sequences, and even the loss of life.

Another festival, mentioned by Herodotus t, is

said to have been founded on a mysterious story

of King Rhampsinitus, of which he witnessed the

celebration.

On that occasion the priests chose one of their

number, whom they dressed in a j)cculiar robe,

made for the purpose on the very day of the ce-

remony, and then conducted, with his eyes

bound, to a road leading to the temple of Ceres.

* Vide Vol. I. p. 350. Four-wlicclLHi cars in Ei^ypt appear to have

been uncommon ; but one is represented in tlie woodcut at the licad

of Chap. 7. Vol. II.

I Ilerodot. ii. 122.
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Having left him there, they all retired ; and two

wolves * were said to direct his steps to the temple,

a distance of twenty stades, and afterwards to re-

conduct him to the same spot.

On the 19th of tlie first month was celebrated

the fete of Thoth, from wJiom that month took

its name. It was usual for those who attended
*' to eat honey and eggs, saying to each other

* How sweet a thmg is truth /
'
" t And a similar al-

legorical custom was observed in Mesore, the last

month of the Egyptian year t ; when, on " offering

the first-fruits of their lentils, they exclaimed ' The
tongue is fortune, the tongue is God!'" Most of

their fetes appear to have been celebrated at the

new or the full Moon, as we learn from Plutarch

and Herodotus, — the former being also chosen by

the Israelites for the same purpose ; and this may,

perhaps, be used as an argument in favour of the

opinion §, that the months of the Egyptians were

originally lunar, as in many countries, even to the

present day.

The historian of Halicarnassus speaks of an

annual ceremony, which the Egyptians informed

him was performed in memorial of the daughter of

Mycerinus.il The body of that princess had been

deposited within the wooden figure of a heifer,

* Vide supra, p. 146.

f Plut. de Is. s. 68. This answered to the 16th September, O. S.

J Plut. s. 68. Mesore began on the 29th August, O. S.

§ Vide supra, Vol. I. (^d Series) p. \'6.
,

II
Herodotus very projicrly doubts the story of the love of Mycerinus,

and of his concubines having their hands cut off. Vide his Euterpe,

s. 131. ; and infra, p. 312.

X 4
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and was still preserved, in the time of Herodotus, in

a richly ornamented chamber of the royal palace

at Sais. Every kind of perfume was burnt before

it during the day, and at night a lamp was kept

constantly lighted. In an adjoining apartment

were about twenty colossal statues of wood, repre-

senting naked women, in a standing position, said

by the priests of Sais to be the concubines of

Mycerinus. " But of this," adds the historian,

*' I can only repeat what was told me; and I

believe all they relate of the love of the king,

and the hands of the statues, to be a fable.*

The heifer is covered with a crimson housing,

except the head and neck, which are laid over

with a thick coat of gold ; and between the horns

is a golden disk of the Sun. It is not standing

on its feet, but kneeling; and in size it is equal

to a large cow. Every year they take it out of

this chamber, at the time when the Egyptians beat

themselves and lament a certain God (Osiris),

whom 1 must not mention : on which occasion they

expose the heifer to the light, the daughter of

Mycerinus having made this dying request to her

father, that he would permit her to see the Sun
once a year."

The ceremony was evidently connected with

the rites of Osiris ; and if Herodotus is correct in

stating that it was a heifer (and not an ox), it may
have been the emblem of Athor, in the capacity

she held in the regions of the dead. The honours

* Ilerodot. ii. 132.
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paid to it on such an occasion could not have

referred solely to a princess, whose body was de-

posited within it : they were evidently intended

for the Deity of whom it was the emblem ; and the

introduction of Athor with the mysterious rites of

Osiris may be explained by the fact of her fre-

quently assuming the character of Isis.

Plutarch*, who seems to have in view the same

ceremony, states the animal exposed to public view

on this occasion to be an ox, in commemoration of

the misfortunes reported to have happened to

Osiris. " About this time (the month of Athyr,

when the Etesian winds have ceased to blow, and

the Nile, returning to its own channel, has left the

country every where bare and naked), in conse-

quence of the increasing length of the nights, the

power of darkness appears to prevail, whilst that

of light is diminished and overcome. The priests,

therefore, practise certain dolefid rites ; one of

which is to expose to public view, as a proper re-

presentation of the present grief of the Goddess
(Isis), an ox covered with a pall of the finest black

linen, that animal being looked upon as the living

image of Osiris, t The ceremony is performed four

days successively, beginning on the lyth t of the

above-mentioned month. They represent thereby

four things which they mourn: —1. The falling of

* Plut. de Is, s, 39.

-f-
Diodonis says, " The reason of the worship of this hull (Apis) is,

that the soul of Osiris was thought to have passed into it ; others say

because Isis deposited the members of Osiris in a wooden co^t', enve-
loped in cloths of fine linen {byssine), whence the name of the city

Busms." (i. 85.)

% Vide supra, p. 295. ; and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 335. 337, 338.
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the Nile and its retiring within its own channel

:

2. The ceasing of the northern winds, which are

now quite suppressed by the prevailing strength of

those from the south : 3. The length of the nights

and the decrease of the days : 4. The destitute

condition in which the land now appears, naked

and desolate, its trees despoiled of their leaves.

Thus they commemorate what they call the ' loss

of Osiris;* and on the 19th of the month Pachon

another festival represents the ^finding of Osiris,*
'*

which has been already mentioned.*

The statement of Plutarch argues very strongly

in favour of the opinion that the gilded figure

annually exposed at Sais appertained to the mys-

terious rites of Osiris ; and the priests doubtless

deviated as far from the truth in what they related

respecting the burial of the daughter of Mycerinus

within it, as in the fable, readily rejected by He-

rodotus, of the cause of her death. Indeed no one,

who considers the care taken by the Egyptians to

conceal with masonry, and every other means,

the spot where the bodies of ordinary individuals

were deposited, can for a moment believe that the

daughter of a Pharaoh would be left in that ex-

posed situation, \uiburied, and deprived of that

privilege, so ardently coveted by the meanest

Egyptian, of re2)osing witliin the sacred bosom of

the grave, removed from all that is connected

with this life, and free from contact with the im-

piu'ities of the world.

* .SV;;^, p. 295.; and "Vol. 1. (2(1 Scricb) p. 335.
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Small tablets in the tombs sometimes represent

a black bull, bearing the corpse of a man to its

final abode in the regions of the dead. The name

of this bull is shown by the sculptures in the Oasis

to be Apis, the type oF Osiris ; it is therefore not

unreasonable to suppose it in some way related to

this fable.*

There were several festivals in honour of the

Sun. Plutarch t states that a sacrifice was per-

formed to it on the fourth day of every month,

as related in the books of the genealogy of Horus,

by whom that custom was said to have been in-

stituted. So great was the veneration paid to

this luminary, that, in order to propitiate it, they

burnt incense three times a day— resin at its first

rising, myrrh when in the meridian, and a mix-

ture called Kuphi at the time of setting. The
principal worship of Re was at Heliopolis and

other cities, of which he was the presiding Deity
;

and every city had its holy days peculiarly conse-

crated to its patron, as well as those common to

the whole country. Another festival in honour of

the Sun was held on the 30th day of Epiphi, called

the birth-day of Horus's eyest, when the Sun and

Moon were supposed to be in the same right line

with the earth ; and "on the 22d day of Phaophi,

after the autumnal equinox, was a similar one, to

which, according to Plutarch, they gave the name
of 'the nativity ofthe staves of the Sun:' intimating

* Vide siqyra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 35!).

\ Plut. s. 52. and 80.

i Plut. s. 52. ; and siqvd. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 400.
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that the Sun was then removing from tlie earth ;

and as its hght became weaker and weaker, that

it stood in need of a staff to support it. In

reference to which notion," he adds, " about the

winter solstice, they lead the sacred Cow seven

times in procession around her temple ; calling this

the searching after Osiris, that season of the year

standing most in need of the Sun's warmth."

In their religious solemnities music was per-

mittedj and even required, as acceptable to the

Gods ; except, if we may believe Strabo, in the

temple of Osiris, at Abydus. It probably differed

much from that used on ordinary festive occasions,

and was, according to Apuleius, of a lugubrious

character.* But this I have already mentioned t in

treating of the music of the Egyptians.

RITES.

The greater part of the fetes and religious rites

of the Egyptians are totally unknown to us ; nor

are we acquainted with the ceremonies they adopted

at births,weddings t, and other occasions connected

with their domestic life. But some little insight

may be obtained into their funeral ceremonies from

the accounts of Greek writers, as well as from the

scul{)tures ; which last show that they were per-

formed with all the pomp a solemnity of so much
importance required. §

* Apulciiis says, "iEgyptia miiniiia i'cnne plangorilnis, Grocca ple-

rnm(nic chord's, n;auclent."

+ Vol. II. p.:i]r,. X F/V/rVol. II. p. 58.

5 Vide i)ifra, on the Funerals.
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Circumcision was a rite practised by them from

the earliest times. " Its origin," says Herodotus*,

*' both among the Egyptians and Ethiopians!,

may be traced to the most remote antiquity ; but

I do not know which of those two people bor-

rowed it from the other, though several nations de-

rived it from Egypt during their intercourse with

that country. The strongest proof of this is, that

all the Phoenicians, who frequent Greece, have

lost the habit they took from Egypt of circum-

cising their children." The same rite is practised

to the present day by the Moslems of all countries,

and by the Christians of Abyssinia, as a salutary

precaution well suited to a hot climate.

We are ignorant of the exact time or age fixed

for its performance by the ancient Egyptians.

St. Ambrose says the 14th year : but this seems

improbable ; and it was perhaps left to the option

of the individual, or of his parents, as with the

Moslems. Though very generally adopted, no
one was compelled to conform to this ordinance,

unless initiated into the mysteries, or belonging to

the priestly order ; and it is said that Pythagoras

submitted to it, in order to obtain the privileges it

conferred, by entitling him to a greater participation

of the mysteries he sought to study. But if the

law did not peremptorily require it for every in-

dividual, custom and pubhc opinion tended to make
it universal. The omission was a " reproach ;

'* the

uncircumcised Egyptian subjected himself to one

* Herodot. ii. 104. 37,

-f-
Vide Diodor. iii. 31., of the Troglodytae.
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of the Stigmas attached to the " impure race of

foreigners ;'* and we may readily understand how
anxious every one was to remove this *' reproach'*

from him, which even the Jews feared to hear from

the mouth of an Egyptian.*'

By the Jewish law a stated time f was appointed

for it, which was the 8th day after the birth of

the child. It was peremptorily required; and the

Divine displeasure was threatened to the uncir-

cumcised. His " soul" was doomed to be " cut

off" from God's people, as the breaker of a cove-

nant ; and even the stranger, bought with money
as a slave, was obliged to conform to this sacred

rite.t

The antiquity of its institution in Egypt is fully

established by the monuments of the Up])er and

Lower Country, at a period long antecedent to

the Exodus and the arrival of Joseph; and Strabo

tells us that "a similar rite (ra ii>7jXsa £xrs[xv£iv)

was practised in Egypt §, which was customary, also,

among the Jews," and the same as adopted by the

Moslems and Abyssinians at the present day.
||

Some have supposed that it was done by the

simple implement used by Zipporah^, " a sharp

stone;" and that certain stone knives found in the

* Josli. V. 9. " Tliis clay have I rolled away tlie reproach of Egypt
from off you."

+ Gen. xvii. 12. Luke, ii. 21. Ep. Phil. iii. .1.

If
Vide (lalinct, on the Concision of Eoroiffners. lie is Avronif in

supposing the Ejiyptians were contented with this; hnt it is sometimes

practised by the Moslems, wlio also circnmriHC at any age. (Ol'lhe Idn-

nicans, see .Toseplnis, Antic], xiii. 9.)

§ Strabo, xvii. p. -WCi. The covenant with Abraham ordained that

every >iifi/c rfi i/d shouUl be eircnmciscd. Gen. xvii. 10.

II
This is described by Sonnini. 1[ Exod. iv. 25.
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tombs of Thebes were intended for the purj)ose
;

but it is more probable that these were used in

other rites connected with sacrifice, in whicli the

employment of so rude an instrument would not

subject the victim to unnecessary inconvenience,

and often to unlooked for results. We may con-

clude that the means adopted by the Egyptians

were more nearly related to the *' sharp knives'*

ofJoshua*, than the primitive implement used by

Zipporah in *' the wilderness."

OMENS.

They were particular at all times to observe

omens connected with every thing they undertook,

whether it related to contracting a matrimonial al-

liance, building a house, or any event over which

they had or had not control. They even watched

the day when any one was bornt ; and, predicting

the lot that awaited him, they determined what he

would become, the kind of death he would die, and

other particulars relative to his fate in this world.

With the same scrupulous care they examined the

entrails of animals, or other omens, when about to

commence a war, or any other undertaking wliich

involved the interests of the state.

MYSTERIES.

Of the ceremonies performed at the initiation

into the mysteries we must necessarily remain ig-

* Josh. V. 2. f Hcrodot. ii. 82.; aiul Vol.1. (2d Series) p.liS,
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norant. Indeed, the only means of forming* any

opinion respecting them are to be derived from

our imperfect acquaintance with those of Greece,

which were doubtless imitative of the rites practised

in Egypt.

With the Egyptians great care was taken to

preserve them from the profanation, which some
secret rites underwent among the Greeks and Ro-

mans ; and they excluded all persons who were

considered unfit to participate in solemnities of so

sacred a nature. And " not only," says Clemens,

did they scruple to entrust their secrets to every

one, and prevent all unholy persons from becoming

acquainted with divine matters, but confined them

to those who were invested with the office of king,

and to such of the priesthood who, from their

worth, learning, and station, were deemed worthy

of so great a privilege."

Many rites and ceremonies were borrowed by

Greece from Egypt; of which the next in import-

ance to the mysteries of Eleusis, and the institution

of oracles t, was the Thesmophoria, — a festival in

honour of Ceres, celebrated in many Greek cities,

and particularly at Athens. *' These rites," says

Herodotust, "were brought from Egypt into

Greece by the daughters of Danaus, who taught

them to the Pelasgic women ; but in the course

of time, the Dorians having driven out the ancient

* Vide Vol. I. p. 207. ; siipivi, p. 78 ; and Vol. I, (2(1 Series) p. 189.

327. &c.

f Vidr sirjird, Vol. I. (2(1 Scries) p. 150. ct rc(].

j Ilerodot. ii. 171. Such appears to be the meaning of the iiis-

torian. Vidf aiijn-d, Vol. I. (2(1 Series) p. 328.
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inhabitants of Peloponnesus, tiiey fell into disuse,

except amongst the Arcadians ; who, having re-

mained in the country, continued to preserve them."

He states that they resembled the ceremonies, or,

as the Egyptians called them, the mysteries, per-

formed on the sacred lake of Sa'is, in allusion to

the accidents which had befallen Osiris *, whose

tomb was in that city.

In Athens, the worshippers at the Thesmo-
phoria "were free-born women t (it being unlawful

for any of servile condition to be present), whose
husbands defrayed the charges of the solemnity

;

which they were obliged to do, if their wives'

portion amounted to three talents. These women
were assisted by a priest called (rT£^avo(popog, be-

cause his head was adorned with a crown whilst

he executed his office ; as also by certain virgins,

who were strictly confined, and kept under severe

discipline, being maintained at the public charge

in a place called S^str/xo^Jops/ov. The women were

clad in white apparel, to intimate their spotless

innocence, and were obliged to observe the strictest

chastity for two or three days before, and during

the whole time of the solemnity, which lasted

four days. For which end they used to strew

upon their beds such herbs as were thought to

calm the passions, such as Agnus castus, fleabane,

and vine branches.^ It was held unlawful to eat

pomegranates, or to adorn themselves with gar-

* Vide supra, p. 302. ; and Vol. I. (Sd Series) p. 328.

f Potter's Antiq. vol. i. p. 463.

:j: These last were used by the Milesian women.

VOL. II. — Second Series. Y
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lands. Every thing was carried on with the great-

est appearance of seriousness and gravity, and

nothing was tolerated that bore the least show of

wantonness and immodesty, or even of mirth ;

the custom ofjesting upon one another excepted,

which was constantly done in memory of lambe,

who, by a taunting jest, extorted a smile from

Ceres, when in a pensive and melancholy humour.

Three days at least were spent in making pre-

parations for the festival. Upon the 11th of Pya-

nepsion, the women, carrying books upon their

heads containing the laws, in memory of Ceres's.

invention*, went to Eleusis, where the solemnity

was kept. This day was hence called Avohog, 'the

ascent.* Upon the 14th the festival began, and

lasted till the lyth. Upon the l6th they kept a

fast, sitting upon the ground, in token of humili-

ation : whence the day was called 'Nria-rsia, * the

fast.'

" It was usual at this solemnity to pray to

Ceres, Proserpine, Pluto, and Calligenia ; though

some will have this Calligenia to have been Ceres's

nurse, others her priestess, others her waiting-

maid, and some suppose her the same as Ceres, t

The custom was omitted by the Eretrians alone

of all the Grecians. There was also a mysterious

sacrifice called Aicoyixa, or ATroS/ojy/^a, either be-

cause all men' were excluded and banished from it,

or because in a dangerous war the women's prayers

* Conf. Diod. i. 14., where Ceres was called OtnjuniMpov.

f This is refuted by the testimony of Aristophanes. Vide Potter,

p. 4-04.
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were so prevalent with the Gods, that their ene-

mies were defeated and put to flight as far as

Chalcis : whence it was sometimes called XaX«<.

^iKou ^Kuy^oL. Another sacrifice, called Zrjixia, ' the

mulct,' was offered as an expiation of any irregu-

larities which happened during the solemnity. At
the beginning of the festival, all prisoners com-

mitted to gaol for smaller faults, that is, such as

did not render them incapable of communicating

in the sacrifices and other parts of divine worship,

were released."

The Eleusinian mysteries, the most noted so-

lemnity of any in Greece, were also instituted

in honour of Ceres ; and from their being derived

from Egypt, it may not be foreign to the present

subject to introduce some account of their mode of

celebration in Greece.* " They were often called,

by way of eminence, Muo-rvjpia, * the mysteries,'

without any other note of distinction ; and so

superstitiously careful were they to conceal these

sacred rites, that if any person divulged any part

of them t, he was thought to have called down the

divine judgment upon his head, and it was ac-

counted unsafe to abide in the same house with him.

He was even apprehended as a public offender,

and put to death. Every thing contained a mys-

tery : Ceres herself (to whom, with her daughter

Proserpine, this solemnity was sacred) was not

called by her own name, but by the unusual title

of A;/Q£<a, which seems to be derived from a^Sog,

* Potter's Grecian Antiq. vol. i. p. 449.

t Conf. Herodot. ii. 171. &c. ; and Hor. Od.iii. 2. 26.

Y ^
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grief ov heaviness ; because of her sorrow for the

loss of her daughter, when stolen by Pluto. The
same secrecy was strictly enjoined, not only in

Attica, but in all other places of Greece where

the festival was observed, except Crete ; and if any

person, not lawfully initiated, did even through

ignorance or mistake chance to be present at the

mysterious rites, he forfeited his life. . . . Persons

of both sexes, and all ages, were initiated. Indeed

it was not a matter of indifference whether they

would be so or not ; for the neglect of it was

looked upon as a crime, insomuch that it was

one part of the accusation for which Socrates

was condemned to death. All persons initiated

were thought to live in a state of greater happiness

and security than other men, being under the more

immediate care and protection of the Goddess.

Nor did the benefit of it extend only to this life
;

even after death they enjoyed (as was believed)

far greater degrees of felicity than others, and were

honoured with the first places in the Elysian shades.

But since the benefits of initiation were so great,

no wonder they were very cautious what persons

they admitted to it. Such, therefore, as were con-

victed of witchcraft, or any other heinous crime,

or had committed murder, though against their

will, were debarred from these mysteries ; and

though in later ages all persons, barbarians ex-

cepted, were admitted to them, yet in the primi-

tive times the Athenians excluded all strangers,

that is, all who were not members of their own
commonwealth. Hence, when Hercules, Castor,
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and Pollux desired to be initiated, they were first

made citizens of Athens.* Nor were they ad-

mitted to the greater mysteries^ but only to the

less, which were sacred to Proserpine, and were

instituted for this purpose, in order that the laws

might not be violated by the admission of Her-

cules." They were not celebrated, like the former,

in the month Boedromion, at Eleusis (an Attic

borough, from which Ceres was called Eleusinia),

but at Agrse, a place near the river Ilissus, in the

month Anthesterion. " In latter times, the lesser

festival was used as a preparative to the greater

;

for no persons were initiated in the greater, unless

they had been purified at the lesser. The manner

of the purification was this : — having kept them-

selves chaste and unpolluted nine days, they came
and offered sacrifices and prayers, wearing crowns

and garlands of flowers, which were called la-ix.sf^a,

or ijOLspa. They had also, under their feet, Aiog

xcohov, ' Jupiter's skin,' which was the skin of a

victim offered to that God. The person that as-

sisted them herein was called vofiuvog, from uocup,

* water,' which was used at most purifications ;

and they themselves were named [jLua-rai, or per-

sons ' initiated.*

" About a year after, having sacrificed a sow to

Ceres, they were admitted to the greater mysteries,

the secret rites of which, some few excepted

(being reserved for the priests alone), were frankly

revealed to them ; whence they were. called s'pof'Oi,

* " Plut. in Thes."

Y 3
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and sTTOTTTai, ' inspectors.' The manner of initiation

was thus : — the candidates, being crowned with

myrtle, had admittance by night into a place

called [xixrrixog (rrixoS) ' the mystical temple,' which

was an edifice so vast and capacious that the most

ample theatre did scarce exceed it. At their en-

trance they purified themselves by washing their

hands in holy water ; and, at the same time, were

admonished to present themselves with minds pure

and undefiled, without which the external clean-

ness of the body would by no means be accepted.

After this the holy mysteries were read to them

out of a book called Trsrpcojaa ; which word is de-

rived from TTsrpa, ' a stone,' because the book con-

sisted of two stones fitly cemented together. Then
the priest who initiated them, called ispo(pavTr}g^

proposed certain questions, as whether they were

fasting, &c. ; to which they returned answers in a

set form.* This done, strange and amazing objects

presented themselves. Sometimes the place they

were in seemed to shake round them ; sometimes it

appeared bright and resplendent with light and ra-

diant fire, and then again was covered with black

darkness. Sometimes thunder and lightning, some-

times frightfid noises and bellowings, sometimes

terrible apparitions astonished the trembling spec-

tators. The being present at these sights was

called auro-^ia, * intuition.' After this they were

dismissed with these words, * >coy^, o/x7ra^/"t

* " See Mcursius's treatise on this festival."

+ Some have supposed these words to answer to the " Procul, O
procul, este piafam," and to luive that meaning in Sanscrit. If so, they

were misapplied.
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During that part of the ceremony called sTroTrrs/a,

" inspection," the Gods themselves were supposed

to appear to the initiated ; and it was in order to dis-

cover if the candidates were sufficiently prepared

for such a mark of their favour that these terrific

preludes were instituted. Proclus thus describes

them in his Commentary on Plato's Republic :
" In

all initiations and mysteries, the Gods exhibit them-

selves under many forms, and appear in a variety

of shapes. Sometimes their unfigured light is held

forth to the view ; sometimes this light appears

under a human form ; and it sometimes assumes

a different shape." In his commentary on the

first Alcibiades, he also says, *' In the most holy of

the mysteries, before the God appears the impul-

sions of certain terrestrial daemons become visible,

alluring the initiated from undefiled goods to

matter."

Apuleius * mentions the same extraordinary

illusions,— " the sun being made to appear at mid-

night, glittering with white light ;" and it is sup-

posed that Ezekiel t alludes to similar scenes when

speaking of the abominations committed by the

idolatrous " ancients of the house of Israel in the

dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery.''

The preliminary ordeals, through which candi-

dates were obliged to pass, previous to admission into

the Egyptian mysteries, were equally, if not more,

severe ; and it frequently happened that their lives

were exposed to great danger, as is said to have

* Metam. lib. ii. 256. f Ezek. viii. 12.

Y 4
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been the case with Pythagoras. But the reluctance

of the Egyptians, particularly in the time of the

Pharaohs, to admit strangers to these holy secrets,

probably rendered his trial more severe even than

that to which the Egyptians themselves were sub-

jected ; and it appears that, notwithstanding the

earnest request made by Polycrates to Amasis to

obtain this favour for the philosopher, many diffi-

culties were thrown in the way by the priests, on

his arrival in Egypt. Those of Heliopolis *, to whom
he first presented the letters given him by Amasis,

referred him to the college of Memphis, under

the pretext of their seniority ; and these again, on

the same plea, recommended him to the priests of

Thebes. Respect for the king forbade them to give

a direct refusal ; but they hoped, says Porphyry,

to alarm him by representing the arduous task he

had to perform, and the repugnance of the previous

ceremonies to the feelings of the Greeks. It was

not, therefore, without surprise that they beheld

his willingness to submit to the trials they prOr

posed ; for though many foreigners were, in after

times, admitted to the mysteries of Egypt, few

had then obtained the indulgence, except Thales

and Eumol])us. This prejudice of the Egyptians

against the Greeks is perfectly consistent with the

statement of Herodotus ; and is shown by other

writers to have continued even after the accession

of the Ptolemies and tlie Roman conquest.

" The garments t of those initiated into the

* ror|)I)yi'. tie Vittl Pythag. f Potter, p. 45^.
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Eleusinian mysteries were accounted sacred, and
of no less efficacy to avert evils than charms and
incantations. They were therefore never cast off

till completely worn out. Nor was it then usual to

throw them away ; but they were made into swad-

dling clothes for children, or consecrated to Ceres

and Proserpine.

*' The chief person who attended at the initiation

was called ispoipaurrig, ' the revealer of holy things.'

He was a citizen of Athens, and held his office

during life ; though amongst the Celeans and
Phliasians it was customary for him to resign his

place every fourth year, at the time of the fes-

tival. He was obliged to devote himself wholly

to divine service, and to live a chaste and single

life ; to which end it was usual for him to anoint

himself with the juice of hemlock, which, by
its extreme coldness, is said to extinguish in a

great measure the natural heat. The hierophantes

had three assistants ; the first of whom was called,

from his office, ha^ou^og, ^torch-hearer*,* and to

him it was permitted to marry ; the second was
the xr^po^, or * herald ;' the third ministered at

the altar, and was for that reason named o stti

TO) ^(jofjLcp. The hierophantes is said to have been
a type of the great Creator of all things, the ou-

^ou^og of the Sun, the xTjpu^ of Mercury, and
STTI Ttp ^a)y.M of the Moon.

* An inscription on one of the tombs of the Kings at Thebes was
written by a " daSovxof; tu)v ayuorarojv EXevmi'to}' /.ivariipioji'" in the time
of Constantine. This was about sixty years before those mysteries were
abolished by Theodosius.
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" There were also certain public officers,

whose business it was to take care that all things

were performed according to custom. First,

^oLfn'Ksug, Hhe king,' who was one of the Archons,

and was obliged, at this solemnity, to offer prayers

and sacrifices ; to see that no irregularity was com-

mitted ; and, the day following the mysteries, to as-

semble the senate to take cognizance of all the of-

fenders. Besides the king, were four sTrifxsTvYjrai,

* curators,' elected by the people ; one of whom
was appointed out of the sacred family of the Eu-

molpidge, another out of the Ceryces, and the re-

maining two from the other citizens. There were

also ten persons who assisted at this and some other

solemnities, who were called ispoTroioi, because it

was their business to qfer sacrifices.

*' This festival was celebrated in the month Boe-

dromion, and continued nine days, beginning upon

the 15th, and ending upon the 2Srd day of that

month ; during which time it was unlawftd to arrest

any man, or present a petition, under a penalty

of 1000 drachms, or (as others report) under pain

of death. It was also unlawful for tliose who
were initiated to sit upon the covering of a well,

or to eat beans, mullets, or weasles. If any woman
went in a chariot to Eleusis, she was, by an edict

of Lycurgus, obliged to pay GOOO drachms ; tlie

design of which was to prevent the riclier women
distinguishing themselves from those who were

poor.

*' 1. The first day was called Ayup/^o^, * an as-
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sembly ;
' because tlien the worshippers first met

together.

" 2. The second was named AXaSs Mua-rcci, that

is, ' to the sea, you that are initiated ;' because (I

suppose) they were commanded to purify them-

selves by washing in the sea.

" 3. Upon the third they offered sacrifices, con-

sisting chiefly of an Oxonian mullet (in Greek
rpi^Avj*), and barley out of Rharium, — a field of

Eleusis, in which that sort of corn was first sown.

These oblations were called ^ua, and accounted so

sacred that the priests themselves were not allowed

(as in other offerings) to partake of them.
** 4. Upon the fourth they made a solemn pro-

cession, wherein the xaXaStov, or holy basket of

Ceres, was carried in a consecrated cart ; crowds

of people shouting as they went along, X'^^P-*

Ar)[ji.r}r£pf ' hail, Ceres.' After these followed certain

women, called Hi(rro<pQf>oi, who (as the name im-

plies) carried baskets, containing sesamin, carded

wool, some grains of salt, a serpent, pomegranates,

reeds, ivy-boughs, a sort of cake called (pSois,

poppies, and other things.

*'5. The fifth was called H tmv Xa/xTraoojv 7]jUepa,

* the torch day ;
' because at night the men and

women ran about with torches in their hands. It

was also customary to dedicate torches to Ceres,

and to contend who should present the largest

;

which was done in memory of Ceres's journey,

when she sought Proserpine ; being conducted

* The Triglia of the modern Italians.
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by the light of a torch, kmdled in the flames of

Etna.
" 6. The sixth was called laxrpi^o^, from lacchus,

the son of Jupiter and Ceres, who accompanied the

Goddess in her search for Proserpine, with a torch

in her hand ; whence it was that his statue held a

torch. This statue was carried from the Ceramicus

to Eleusis in solemn procession, called after the

hero's name Irxx^os. The statue, and the persons

that accompanied it, had their heads crowned with

myrtle. They were named lax^oycoyoif and all the

way danced and sang, and beat brazen kettles. The
road by which they issued out of the city was called

isf/tx ooog, ' the sacred way,' — the resting place, ispot

(Tuxri, from a Jig-t7^ee which grew there, and w^as

(like all other things concerned in this solemnity)

accounted sacred. It was also customary to rest

upon a bridge built over the river Cephissus, where

they made themselves merry by jesting on those

who passed by. Having crossed this bridge they

went to Eleusis, the way into which was called

the mystical entrance.

"7- Upon the seventh day were sports, in which

the victors were rewarded with a measure of barley,

that grain being the first sown in Eleusis.

'* 8. The eighth was called ' the Epidaurian day-*

because it once happened that iEsculapius, coming

from Epidaurus to Athens, and desiring to be in-

itiated, had the lesser mysteries repeated. Whence
it became customary to celebrate them a second

time upon this day, and to admit to initiation such

persons as had not before enjoyed that privilege.
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" 9. The ninth and last day of the festival was

called * the earthen vessels,* because it was usual to

fill two such vessels with wine ; one of which was

placed towards the east, and the other towards the

west. These, after the repetition of certain mystical

words, were both thrown down ; and the wine being

spilt upon the ground, was offered as a libation."

DRESSES OF THE STATUES.

During " the feasts and festivals," the statues of

the Gods were dressed in " the sacred vestments *
;"

and the priests ministered to them " three times"

in the course of the day, according to certain regu-

lations " ordained by law. " t The ceremony of

clothing them was the peculiar office of a class of

priests called Hierostoli by Greek writers, who had

the privilege of entering the sanctuary for this

purpose, like the chief priests and prophets. Each
Deity had its particular emblems, and a proper dress,

of a form and character prescribed in the sacred

books. Thus the vestures of Osiris were of an

uniform shadowless white, as we learn from Plu-

tarch and the sculptures of the temples ; those of

Iris were dyed with a variety of colours, and fre-

quently imitated the complicated hue and arrange-

ment of feather work, as if she were enveloped

in the wings of the sacred vulture. t " For,"

* Conf. Jercm. x. 9. ; and Baruch, vi. 12. 58. 72. Where also the
custom of gilding the wooden idols of Babylon is mentioned (v. 8. 39.
&c.) ; and of making " crowns for the heads of .their Gods" (v. 9.) ;

and "lighting them candles" (v. 19.).

f Rosetta Stone, lines 7. and 40.

X Like the figure of Maut, in Plate 20.
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says the same author *, " as Osiris is the First

Principle, prior to all beings, and purely intelligent,

he must ever remain unmixed, and midefiled;

consequently, when his vestments are once taken

off his statues, they are ever afterwards put by,

and carefully preserved untouched ; while those

of Isis, whose power is totally conversant about

matter, which becomes and admits all things, are

frequently made use of, and that too without the

same scrupulous attention." This ceremony of

dressing the statues is still retained in the religious

rites of some people at the present day, who
clothe the images of Gods or saints on particular

festivals, and carry them in procession, like the

ancient Egyptians and Greeks. Nor can the cus-

tom of putting the kisioeh, or sacred covering,

upon the tomb of a Moslem shekh, fail to remind

us of the ispov xo(r[jLov (holy ornament or covering)

of antiquity ; as the " crowning the tomb of Osiris

with flowers t," which was done on stated occasions

by the priests of that Deity at Philae, recalls that

of carrying flowers and palm branches to the grave

of a departed friend, in the cemeteries of modern

Egypt. The same was done to individuals as well

as in honour ofOsiris ; and sarcophagi are frequently

found in the tombs of Thebes, with flowers and

garlands placed in or near them, either by the

priests, or the relations of the deceased, who at-

tended at the funeral.

* Pint. s. 78. t riut. s. 21.
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CONVOCATION OF THE PRIESTS AT THE CAPITAL.

In the time of the Ptolemies the religious so-

cieties* were obliged to perform an annual voyage

to Alexandria, the royal residence at that period,

to present themselves at the palace. This was

doubtless in conformity with a custom established

in the olden times of the Pharaohs, when the seat

of government was at Thebes or Memphis 5 and

it continued to be observed until dispensed with

by Epiphanes.

PRIVATE FASTS AND PENANCE.

Besides the feasts and ceremonies of public re-

joicing, or of general abstinence, many fasts were

enjoined to each individual, either as occasional

voluntary expiations of secret offences, which were

dependent upon their own conscience, or in com-

pliance with certain regulations at fixed periods.

They were then required to abstain from the en-

joyment of luxuries, as of the bath, the table, and

perfumes ; and, above all, from the gratification

of the passions. Some of these, as Apuleius t in-

forms us, lasted ten days, during which time the

latter prohibition t was strictly enforced : a measure

which appears in Italy to have called forth great

complaints from the votaries of Isis, w^hen her wor-

* Rosetta Stone, line 17. :
" lepojv t9vMv."

f Metam. ii. p. 1000.

J Conf. Juven. Sat. vi. 535.
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ship was established in that country. It is to this

Propertius * alludes in the following verses :
—

" Tristia tarn redeunt iterum solemnia nobis.

Cynthia jam noctes est operata decern,

Atque utinam Nilo pereat quas sacra tepente

Misit matronis Inachis Ausoniis.

Quae Dea tarn cupidos toties divisit amantes,

Quaecunque ilia fuit, semper amara fuit.*****
An tibi non satis est fuscis jEgyptus alumnis ?

Cur tibi tam longa Roma petita via est ?

Quidve tibi prodest viduas dormire puellas ? "
-f-

OTHER FETES.

In the time of the Greeks and Romans they had

some fetes of a wanton character, in which the

object was to seek amusement and indulgences

of every kind ; but it does not appear whether they

were instituted in early times, or were a Greek in-

novation. Strabo mentions t one of these, "during

which a dense crowd of people hurried down the

canal from Alexandria to Canopus to join the festive

meeting. Day and night it was covered with boats

bringing men and women, singing and dancings

with the greatest licentiousness ; and at Canopus

itself, inns were opened upon the canal, purposely

for the convenience of indulging in these amuse-

ments."

Athenaius mentions a grand procession in the

time ofPtolemy Philadelphus, the splendor ofwhich

* Propert. lib. ii. Eleg. 33. lines 1. and 15.

f Couf. these lines of (Jvid's (Amor. iii. 10. 1.) :
—

" Annua vcnerimt Ccrealis temi)ora sacri

Secubat in vacuo sola pucUa toro."

J Strabo, xvii. p. 351.
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was surprising. The most rare and curious ani-

mals from all countries were conducted in it ; and

the statues of the Gods, as well as every thing

which could give dignity and interest to the spec-

tacle, were brought together on the occasion.

There is reason to suppose that it resembled, in

many respects, similar pomps of the early Pha-

raohs ; I therefore refer the curious reader to the

full account of it in the work of that author.*

EARLY OFFERINGS.

I have already mentioned, in a preceding chap-

tert, the nature of sacrifices offered in early ages,

and have shown at how remote an era the mode of

addressing prayers to the Deity, the adoption of

the peculiar forms and attributes of the Gods, the

establishment of oracles, and other matters con-

nected with religion, were introduced among the

Egyptians. If at the earliest periods of their history

they were contented with herbs and incenset, tliey

afterwards admitted animals § into their sacrifices,

and victims were bound and slain on the altar, and

either offered entire or divided into portions before

the statue of the God, together with cakes, fruit,

and other offerings prescribed by law. To some

deities oblations of a peculiar kind were made,

being deemed more particularly suited to their

* Athen. Deipn. v. p. 196. ct scq. -f- Beginning of chap. xii.

X Vklesnjml, Vol. 1. (2d Series) p. 144. 146.

^ See Pausanias (lib. i. c. 24.) on the remains of a prejudice against
slaughtering oxen; and Varro, de He Rustica, ii. 5.

VOL. II. — Second Series. Z
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worship ; and some festivals required an observance

on this head, which differed greatly from ordinary

custom, as the burning of the body of the victim

at the fete of Isis * and the offering of a pig at the

festivals of Bacchus t and the Moon. For though

many ceremonies, as the libations of wine, and

certain formulas, were common to all or most of

the Egyptian sacrifices, the inspection of entrails,

and the manner of burning the victims, required

a particular method in the rites of some Deities t
;

and peculiar offerings were reserved for remarkable

occasions.

INCENSE.

Incense was offered to all the Gods, and intro-

duced on every grand occasion whenever a com-

plete offering was made. For the Egyptians, like

the Jews and other people, frequently presented a

simple oblation of wine, oil, or other liquid, or any
single gift, as a necklace, a bouquet of flowers, oint-

ment, or whatever they had vowed, or the occasion

required.

Incense was sometimes presented alone, though

more usually accompanied by a libation of wine. It

consisted of various qualities or ingredients, ac-

cording to circumstances, as I have stated in the

offerings made' to the Sun §, when resin, myrrh,

and kuphi were adapted to different times of the

day. Myrrh, says Plutarch, is supposed to be

* Ilerodot. ii. 40. i Ilerodot. ii, 48. Vide stiprd, p. 300.

X Herodot. ii. 39. § Supra, p. 315. Plut. s. 52, 80.
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called Bed* by the Egyptians, signifying the dissipa-

tion of melancholy; and the " Kuphi is a mixture

composed of the sixteen following ingredients,

honey, wine, raisins, Cyprus, resin, myrrh, aspala-

thus, seselis, sthoenanthus, asphaltus, saffron, and

dock (?)t, the greater and lesser juniper (?), car-

damums, and (aromatic) reed."

Some resinous substances have been found in

the tombs at Thebes ; but it does not appear if

they were used for incense, or other purposes, and

one of those brought to England by Lord Claud

Hamilton is probably mastic, used by women in

the East at the present day, and probably also in

former times, to sweeten their breath. According

to the chemical examination made of it by Dr.

Ure, " it has a specific gravity of 1*067, and

dissolves both in alcohol and oil of turpentine,

which circumstance, with its topaz yellow colour,"

leads him " to believe it to be mastic," a gum
resin that exudes from the lentiscus, well known
to be common in the island of Scio. The other

is thus described by Dr. Ure :
" it has a ruby red

colour and the remarkable density of 1'204, being

much more than any resinous substance known at

the present day. It intumesces when heated over

a lamp, and burns much like amber. Like it, also,

it affords a musky odour, when heated with nitric

acid. It dissolves in alcohol and wood spirit, in

* Bal signifies the " eye,'' or the " end^' in Coptic ; Xlf^^^X " '^ myrr/ij'

f The Greek name is XmraBoQ. Deniocrates substitutes for " seselis,

asphaltus, saffron (Qpvov) and Inpnfhus" " bdelh'um, spikenard, crocus
and cassia," and for " cardanuim," "cinnamon." ( Hrfc note, Squire's
translation of Plutarch, de Is. s. 81.)

z 2
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winch respect it differs from amber. It is insoluble

in oil of turpentine or caustic eye."

The incense burnt in the temples before the altar

was made into small balls, or pastil es, which were

thrown by the hand into the censer. The latter gen-

erally consisted ofan open cup of bronze (sometimes

two), holding the fire, supported by a long handle,

whose opposite extremity was ornamented with the

head of a hawk ; and in the centre of this was an-

a .* *«

No. 472.

Fig. 1. Throwing thie balls of incense into the fire.

2, 3. Censers. A cup for holding tlie incense balls.

b, c. The cup in which was the fire. In i are three flames of fire ; in c only one.
4. A censer without a liandle.

b, G. Other censers with incense balls or pastiles within. These two last are from
the tombs near tlic pyramids.

other cup, from which the pastiles were taken

with the finger and thumb to be thrown upon the

fire. Sometimes the incense was burnt in a cup

without the handle, and some censers appear to

have been made with a cover, probably })ierced

with holes to allow the smoke to escape, like those

now employed in the churches of Italy.

SACRIFICES. VICTIMS.

When a victim was sought for tlie altar, it was

carefully examined by one of the SpJiraifis/cp *,

an order of priests to whom this pccuUar office

* TIcrodot. ii. 38, Plut. dc Is. s. 31.
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belonged. According to Plutarch *, red oxen

were alone selected for the purpose, and so scru-

pulous," he adds, ** were they on this point, that a

single black or white hair rendered them unfit for

sacrifice, in consequence of the notion that Ty-
pho was of that colour. For in their opinion sa-

crifices ought not to be made of such things as are

in themselves agreeable to the Gods, but rather of

those creatures into which the souls of wicked

men have been confined, during the course of their

transmigration
. '

'

The same remark is made by Diodorus t ; who
not only states that it was lawful to oflfer red

oxen, because Typho was supposed to be of that

colour, but that red (or red-haired) 7uen were

formerly sacrificed by the Egyptian Kings at the

altar of Osiris. This story is repeated by Athe-

ngeus, and by Plutarch 1:, who states, on the au-

thority of Manetho, that '* formerly in the city of

Idithya (Eilethya?), they were wont to burn even

men alive, giving them the name of Typhos, and

winnowing their ashes through a sieve to scatter

and disperse them in the air ; which human
sacrifices were performed in public, at a stated

season of the year, during the dog-days.'* But
from its being directly contrary to the usages of

the Egyptians, and totally inconsistent with the

feelings of a civilised people, it is scarcely neces-

sary to attempt a refutation of so improbable a

* Pint. s. 31. t Diodor. i. 88.

I Pint. s. 73. Athen. iv. p. 172.

z 3
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tale : and Herodotus justly blames the Greeks *

for supposing that " a people, to whom it was for-

bidden to sacrifice any animal, except pigs, geese,

oxen, and calves, and this only provided they were

clean, should ever think of immolating a human
being.

t"

Some have felt disposed to believe that in the

earliest times (to which indeed Manetho and Dio-

dorus confine those sacrifices), and long before

they had arrived at that state of civilisation in

which they are represented by the Bible history

and the monuments, the Egyptians may have been

guilty of these cruel practices and have sacrificed

their captives at the altars of the Gods. The
abolition of the custom was said to have taken

place in the reign of Amosis t ; and M. de Pauw,

who is disposed to believe the statement, en-

deavours to excuse them by observing §, that

•' the famous act for burning heretics alive was

only abrogated in England under the reign of

Charles II.," as though it were analogous to a hu-

man sacrifice. Many even suppose the record of

this ancient custom may be traced in the groups

represented II
on the fa9ades of Egyptian temples;

* It was a Greek custom in early times. Twelve Trojan captives

were killed at the funeral of Patroclus, xi. 33. Mcnchuis was seized

by the Egy[)tians for sacrificing young children, with the (ireek notion

of appeasing the wind's. (Ilerodot. ii. 119.)

Conf. " Sanguine placastis vcntos, et virginc cocsa."

Virg. ^n. ii. IIG.

-)- Ilerodot. ii. 4.5.

j Certainly not the Amosis of the eighteenth dynasty.

5 Sm- les i'^gyptiens et Ics (!hinois, vol. ii. p. 113.

II
The men put to death in the ceremonies represented in the tombs
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where the King occurs, as if in the act of slaying

his prisoners in the presence of the God. But
a strong argument against this being commemo-
rative of a human sacrifice, is derived from the

fact of the foreigners he hokls in his hand not

being bound, but with their hands free, and even

holding their drawn swords *, plainly showing that

it refers to them in a state of war, not as captives.

It is therefore an allegorical picture, illustrative

of the power of the King, in his contest with the

enemies of his country.

Indeed, if from this any one were disposed to

infer the existence of such a custom in former

times, he must admit that it was abandoned long

before the erection of any existing monument t,

consequently ages prior to the accession of the

Amosis, whose name occurs in the sculptures

;

long before the Egyptians are mentioned in sacred

history ; and long before they were that people we
call Egyptians. For it is quite incompatible with

the character of a nation, whose artists thought

acts of clemency towards a foe worthy of record t.

of the kings appear to be either Neophytes, who were required to " pass

under the knife of the priest," previous to initiation, and a new life ; or
those condenmed to a particular fate hereafter. Vide Vol. I. (1st Series)

p. 267.
* Vide Plate 81.

\ The learned Prichard (p. 363.) thinks that a subject described

from the temple of Tentyra proves this custom to have existed in Egypt-
But that temple is of late Ptolemaic and Roman date, and " theJigure

of a man, with the head and ears of an ass, kneeling, and bound to a tree,

with two knives stuck into his forehead, two in his shoulders, one in

his thigh, and another in his body," can scarcely be an argument in

favour of a human sacrifice, unless 7)ieti of that descrijition were proved
to have lived in those days.

X Vide sujn-d. Vol. I. p. 392. and 398.

z 4
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and whose laws were distinguished by that hu-

manity which punished with death, the murder

even of a slave.*

I have, therefore, no scruple in doubting this

statement altogether, and in agreeing with the his-

torian of Halicarnassus, respecting the improba-

bility of such a custom among a civilised people.

And when we consider how solemnly the Moslems

declare the pillar of clay, now left at the mouths

of tlie canals, when opened to receive the water of

the inundation, to have been the substitute which

the humanity of Amer adopted in lieu of the virgin

annually sacrificed to the Nile at that season, (pre-

vious to the conquest of Egypt by the Arabs,) we
may learn how much reliance is to be placed on

tradition, and what is stated to be recorded fact.

For, though Arab historians lived very near to the

time when that sacrifice is said to have been abo-

lished, though the pillar of earth is still retained

to commemorate it, and though it bears the name

of Harooset e'Neel, ''the bride of the Nile,"— all far

stronger arguments than any brought forward re-

specting the human sacrifices of early Egypt, — we
are under the necessity of disbelieving the exist-

ence of such sacrifices in a Christian country,

at the late period of a.d. 038, when the religion

of Islam supplanted that of the cross on the banks

of the Nile.

That red-haired men were treated with great

contempt by the Egy})tians, is perfectly true. But

however much their prejudices were excited

* Vide supra. Vol. II. p. 36.
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against them, it is too much to suppose they

thought them unworthy to live ; and they were

probably contented to express their dislike to

foreigners, who were noted for that peculiarity,

by applying to them some reproachful name ; as

the Chinese contemptuously designate us '* red-

haired barbarians." " In Egypt," says Diodorus,
*' few are found with red hair ; among foreigners

many."* Such, indeed, was the prejudice against

them, that " they would not willingly converse

with people of that complexion t j
" and whenever

they wished to show their contempt for a northern

race, they represented them on their sandals, and

in other humiliating positions, with red hair, and

of a yellow colour. t This contempt for strangers

induced the Egyptian architects to introduce them
supporting on their heads portions of buildings, as

No. 473. Heads of foreigners which'once sup- No. 474. Enemies as the footstool of a king,
ported part of the ornamental architecture Thebes.
at Meedenet Haboo in Thebes.

in the pavilion of King Remeses at Thebes ; where

they occupy the same uncomfortable positions

* Diodor. i. 88.

X Vide Vol. I. p. 3G6.
t Plut. s. 3.3.
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generally given to men and monsters on our old

cluirches. The idea of *' making his enemies his

footstool/* is also shown from the sculptures to

have been common in Egypt, as in other Eastern

countries.

The sacrifice of red oxen cannot fail to call to

mind the law of the Israelites, which commanded
them to "bring a red heifer without spot, wherein

was no blemish, and upon which never came

yoke." * According to Maimonides, they were so

particular in the choice of it, that "if only two white

or black hairs were found lying upon each other,

the animal was considered unfit for sacrificet;"

and Herodotus t says, that if the Egyptians
" found a single black hair upon the ox they

were examining for that purpose, they imme-

diately rejected it as unclean." " They believe,"

says the historian, "that all clean oxen belong to

Epaphus, and this is the reason they examine them

with so much care. There is a particular priest

for that office; who, when the animal is brought, ex-

amines it in every position, standing, and lying on

its back ; and having drawn out its tongue, he ascer-

tains if it is free from certain marks, described in

the sacred books, which I shall mention elsewhere.

§

He even looks if the hairs of its tail are such as

they oui^ht to be naturally : and when all the re-

quisite signs are found for pronouncing it clean,

the priest marks it with his seal, after which it is

* Numb. xix. 2. f Maiiiionid. in lil). do Vacc;\ rutTi, c. i.

f Ilcrodot. ii. 38.

§ In lib. iii. 28. Vide swprd, Vol. I. (2d Scricb) p. 350. ct seq.
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taken to the altar; but it is forbidden, under pain of

death, to slay a victim which has not this mark."

His statement differs in some respects from that

of Plutarch, nor does the historian consider the red

colour necessary to render it fit for sacrifice. The
principal point seems to be the absence of those

marks which characterise Apis, or Epaphus, the

sacred bull of Memphis ; and the sculptures, as I

shall presently show, abundantly prove that oxen

with black and red spots were usually killed in

Egypt, both for the altar and the table.

It was lawful to slay all oxen answering to a

particular description in the sacred books ; but the

sacrifice of heifers was strictly forbidden, and in

order to enforce this prohibition, they were held

sacred.* So great was their respect for this law,

that the " cow was esteemed more highly among
the Egyptians than any other animalt;" and their

consequent horror of those persons whose religion

permitted them to slay and eat it, was carried so

far '' that no Egyptian of either sex could be in-

duced to kiss a Greek on the mouth, to make use

of his knife, his spit, or his cooking utensils, nor

even to taste the meat of a clean beast, which had

been slaughtered by his hand."

Aware of this prejudice, and of the consequent

displeasure of the Egyptians in the event of their

sacrificing a heifer t, the Israelites proposed to

withdraw into the desert a distance of three days

* To Isis, or rather to Athor. Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 381.

389. 394.

f Herodot. ii. 41 f Exod. viii. 26.
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journey, where they might perform the ceremony,

without openly offending against the laws of

Egypt. And when told by Pharaoh " to go and

sacrifice,'* the answer of Moses was, *' It is not

meet so to do, for we shall sacrifice the abomi-

nation of the Egyptians to the Lord our God ; lo,

we shall sacrifice the abomination of the Egyp-

tians before their eyes, and will they not stone

us ? We will go three days' journey into the wil-

derness, and sacrifice unto the Lord our God as

he shall command us." *

It does not appear that, in this instance, they

were ordered to offer a red heifer, as described in a

subsequent ordinance tj and indeed victims of that

peculiar description, according to Maimonides, were

reservedfor certain occasions, nine only having been

sacrificed from the time of Moses to " the desola-

tion of the second temple." t At other times the

Israelites made no distinction between those of

different colours, and their apprehensions from the

anger of the Egyptians proceeded solely from their

infringing a law, which forbade the slaughter of

any but male cattle. Though they were then § com-

manded to slay a heifer, it is evident that they

* Exod. viii. 26, 27. t Numb. xix. 2.

J
" Nine red heifers," sa} s Maimonides, " have been sacrificed between

the oriujinal delivery of tliis precept, and the desolation of the second

tcnipU;. Our lord, Moses, sacrificed the first, I'./ra offered the second,

and seven more were offered up during the period which elapsed from

the time of Ezra to the destruction of the temple; the tenth, King
Messiah himself will sacrifice, by his speedy manifestation he will

cause great joy." Maimon. de Vacca rufil, c. 3. I do not however
suppose this to be taken literally, and we trace in it that reference to

numbers so common in ancient times. Vide supra, p, 340., and Vol. I.

(2d Series) p. lf)7.

^ It was perhajjs to break through, and prevent their being hereafter

iuHuenced by, this great Egyptian prejudice.
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too, on most occasions, were restricted to male

victims *, a wise regulation for the preservation of

the species, which the legislators of Eastern nations

seldom overlooked. " In Egypt and Palestine,"

says St. Jerome t, "in consequence of the great

scarcity of cattle, no one eats the meat of cows ;

"

and Porphyry t asserts, that " the scruples of the

Egyptians and Phoenicians were so strong on this

point, that they would rather have lived on the flesli

of man than of the cow." That the Egyptians ab-

stained from the meat of heifers is attested by the

authority of ancient authors, and by the sculptures

themselves ; but we find from these last, that the

restriction to animals of a red colour, if really in

force at any time, was not generally maintained,

either in sacrifices or when required for the

table. A black and white ox is represented at

the altars of several gods, even of Osiris himself;

and the butcher or the cook are frequently en-

gaged in slaughtering spotted oxen, and preparing

them for the use of the family.§

Nor did any colour exempt them from labour

;

and black, white, spotted, or red oxen were indis-

criminately employed 11 in the plough, and "all

manner of service in the field." It is, therefore,

evident, that if any restriction respecting colour

actually existed, it was only attended to on certain

occasions, or at peculiar ceremonies, in honour of

* Vide Levit. i. 3. " Let him offer a 7nale without blemish," ct alib,

f St. Jer. Hieron. adv. Jovin. ii. 7.

\ Porphyr. de Abstin. ii. 11. Herodot. ii. 41.

§ Vide Plate 12. Vol. H. (1st Series) p. 222.

jl
Vide Vol. I. (2d Series; p. 48.
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some of the gods, and perhaps only when wor-

shipped in a particular character. This is the more

probable, as we find they did not scruple to offer a

coloured victim before the altar of Osiris, to whom
the red ox was said to be an offering peculiarly ac-

ceptable. Certain marks may have excluded an

animal, and have rendered it unfit for the altar or

the table, particularly if they bore any resemblance

to those which characterised Apis ; and some oxen

may have been forbidden, in consequence of their

being thought to appertain to Mnevis, the sacred

bull of Heliopolis.

It was, perhaps, on the occasion of sacrificing

the red ox, that the imprecations mentioned in

Herodotus and Plutarch were uttered by the priest

upon the head of the victim, which, as I have al-

ready observed*, strongly reminds us of the scape-

goat of the Jewst ; and if so, this may serve to con-

firm my conjecture of that *' important ceremony

being confined to certain occasions, and to chosen

animals, without extending to every victim which

was slain,"

According to Herodotus, " they took the ox

destined for sacrifice to the altar, and having

lighted a fire, they poured a libation of wine upon

the table and about the prostrate animal, and,

invoking the Deity, slew it. They then cut off

the head, and removed the skin from the body,

and solemnly loading the former with imprecations,

they prayed the gods to avert all the evils that

might have haj)pencd to their country or them-

* Vide supra. Vol. II. p. .'378. f Levit. xiv. 21.
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selves, and to make them fall on that head. After

which they either sold it to foreigners, or threw it

into the Nile *
; for no Egyptian would taste the

head of any species of animal."

But, as I have already shown, the father of his-

tory is wrong in this assertion ; the heads of ordi-

nary victims being commonly offered on the altars

of the gods t, and even taken with other joints

to the kitchen. The head may not have been a

fashionable dish at a Theban dinner ; but this

would not imply a prohibition ; and it may be

said, that few people, as refined as the Egyptians,

are in the habit of giving it a place at their table.

The ceremony of fixing upon a proper victim

was probably very similar on all occasions. He-

rodotus and Plutarch state that it was done by a

class of priests, called by the latter sphragistae

("Sealers"), to whom this duty exclusively be-

longed.! After having examined the animal, and

ascertained that its appearance accorded with the

prescribed rules, the priest put on a mark as a

token of its acceptance, which was done in the fol-

lowing manner. Having tied a band made of the

stalk of the papyrus round its horns, he applied a

piece of fine clay to the knot, and stamped it with

his seal, after which an inferior functionary con-

* Herodot. ii. 39. yElian says the Ombites gave the heads of their

victims to the crocodiles. De Nat. Animal, x. 21. Plut. de Is. s. 31.

There was a ceremony practised by the Jews, in which the head of a

heifer was cut off for the expiation of murder by an unknown hand, the

elders of the vicinity washing their hands over the body. Deut. xxi. 4. 6.

f Vide Vol. II. (1st Series) p. 222. 379. 383. Thesculptures,^j«,Mi)H.

j Clemens says the stolistes was required to know the jioaxoatppa-

yioTtica, or those things relating to the rite ofslaying victims. Strom, vi.

p. 196.
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ducted it to the altar. Herodotus fails to inform

us respecting the nature of this seal * ; but Plutarch,

on the authority of Castor, says it bore the figure of

a man on his knees, with his hands tied behind him,

and a sword pointed at his

throat."

This figuratively symbo.

1 2 lie crroup I have met with
No. 475. Seal of the priests, signifying

that the victim might be slaughtered. morC thaU OUCC, lU tllC hic-

roglyphics of sculptures relating to the sacrifice

of victims. The characters which refer to or ex-

plain similar ceremonies in the temples are gene-

rally phonetic, as in the commencement of the ac-

companying hieroglyphics, where theword "5«^,"(?)

signifying to " slay," accords with the demonstra-

tive sign following it, and recalls the Hebrew
word Dnti^, " to kill," which it so closely resembles.

But no oxen represented in the sculptures as vic-

tims about to be slaughtered have yet been found

bearing this device, though they frequently occur

decked with flowers for the occasion.

The usual mode of slaying a victim was by cut-

ting the throat t, as was the commandment of

Moses to the Israelites, probably from one ear to the

other ; which is the custom of the Moslems at the

present day. The officiating priest generally placed

his hand upon its headt, as he drew the knife

across its throat, and if an ox or a goat he held it by

the horns, the feet having been ])reviously tied toge-

ther, as it lay upon the ground. Birds were either

* Of the seals of the Egyptians, vide infiu, chap. xvi. p, .395.

+ Vide woodcuts 275, 27G.

X Conf. Lcvit. i. 4. and iii. 8. &c.
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offered entire*, or after their heads had been taken

off, as was customary in the sacrifices of the Jews,

who were commanded, if the offering was of fowls,

"to wring off the head," and allow the blood to fall

upon the ground at the side of the altar, t But this

difference appears to exist between the rites of the

Jews and Egyptians, that, in the former, the sacri-

fice of birds was confined to certain occasions^ ; and

in the latter, they were com-

monly deposited on the altar

with oxen and other offer-

ings. When presented alone,

they were sometimes placed

upon a portable stand, fur-

nished with spikes §, over

which the bird was laid; and

the same mode of arranging

the offerings was adopted

No.476. Stands for bearing ofierings. OU a larger SCalc UpOU thc

altars themselves, when filled with the profusion

usually presented at the shrines of the gods. It

is, however, proper to observe, that the Egyptian

artists may have intended by this drawing to re-

present the burning of the offering, the apparent

spikes being flames of fire ; though the former is

far more probable.

Geese, the most favourite offering ||, were gene-

* Vide Vol II. p. 379. Woodcut 275. f Levit. i. 15.

t Levit. V. 7, 8. ; xii. 6, 7. ; and xiv. 4. 49.

^ The Greeks and Etruscans had a sort of patera, furnished in like

manner with spikes to hold offerings.

II
Conf. -Juv. Sat. vi. 540. :

—
" Ansere magno

Scilicet et tenui popano corruptus Osiris."

Tiie round thin cake (pojmnum) occurs on all altars.

VOL. TI. — Second Series. A A
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rally trussed, but wading birds were frequently

offered with their feathers, unplucked ; a peculiarity

occasionally extended also to geese. Even oxen

and other animals were sometimes offered entire,

though generally after the head had been taken off;

but it does not appear if this depended on any

particular ceremony, or was confined to the rites

of certain Deities.

According to Porphyry, as quoted by Eusebius *,

" there were gods of the earth in the Greek my-

thology, and gods of the lower regions, to whom
four-footed victims were offered ; with this differ-

ence, that to the former they were presented on

altars, but to the infernal gods in a hole made in

the earth. To the gods of air birds were offered,

the bodies being burnt whole, and the blood sprin-

kled around the altar ; as to the sea gods like-

wise : but for these last the libation was thrown

into the waves, and the birds were of a black

colour." t Sometimes fruit or flowers alone were

presented to certain Deities, as to Pomona and

others ; and sometimes a hecatomb was offered

on great occasions, as in a public calamity or re-

joicing, and other events ofimportance: though not

always confined to a hundred oxen, as the word

implies, since the nurnber might be made up with

other animals, t Credulity has even tried to in-

sist upon the story of Pytliagoras offering a heca-

tomb on his demonstrating the 47th proposition of

Euclid, — a custom which, if still in vogue on that

* Fiis. Prep. Ev. i. 3. f ITom. Oil. iii. 6

X Horn. Ocl. i. 2-5
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and similar occasions, would tend materially to in-

crease the embarrassments of modern education.

The same marked difference does not appear to

have existed in the sacrifices of an Egyptian temple,

though peculiar forms, as well as offerings, were

suited to some Deities, and at certain festivals.*

Even those presented at the same altar varied on

particular occasions.

In slaying a victim, the Egyptians suffered the

blood to flow upon the ground, or over the altar,

if placed upon it ; with the Jews it was either

poured upon the ground, or purposely brought by

the priest to be sprinkled over the horns, and

poured out at *' the bottom t of the altar." t The
Egyptians were not so strict in regard to the use

of the blood on ordinary occasions, when animals

were slaughtered for the table, as the Jews and

modern Moslems; to both ofwhom it is forbidden

by the strictest ordinance of religion §; and we
even find them represented in the kitchen catching

the blood for the purposes of cooking. ||

The mode of cutting up the victim appears to

have been the same as when it was killed for the

table. The head was first taken off ; and after the

skin had been removed, they generally cut off the

* Vide supra, p. 182. .300. 337. et seq. ; Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 300.

328. 335. 363. 380.

f " Yesood," 1")D'-

J Levit. iv. 7. and viii. 15. The Moslems slay the animal over the

altar stone.

^ Levit. xvii. 13. Whoever "hunteth and catcheth any beast or fowl

that may be eaten, he shall even pour out the blood thereof, and cover

it with dust." The Moslems generally attend to the custom of covering

it with dust, and they are always scrupulous about its use.

II
Vide Vol. II. p. 383. Woodcut, No. 276.

A A ^
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right shoulder *, and the other legs and parts in

succession ; which, if required for the table, were

placed on trays, and carried to the kitchen, or if

intended for sacrifice, were deposited on the altar,

with fruit, cakes, and other offerings.

With the Greeks, the thigh t was the part se-

lected as a chosen offering to the gods, which was

burnt on a clear fire of wood. Apollonius Rhodius

also states this t ; and Lucian tells us that the sa-

crifices depended in some degree on the quality or

employment of the person by whom they were pre-

sented ; as in the first offering made by Cain and

Abel. Thus, "the tiller of the land immolated an

ox, the shepherd a lamb, and the goatherd a goat.

Some were permitted to present simple cakes or

incense ; and a poor man made his oblations by

kissing his right hand."

The joints and parts most readily distinguished in

the sculptures are the legs, the hind leg (fig. 1) with

3

c^: SD
No. 477. Different joints placed on the altars or tlie tables. Thebes.

its thigh§ (or upper joint (2)), the kidneys (4),

the ribs (5 and 8), the heart (3), and the rump (6) ;

* Conf. Lcvit. viii.25. It i.s supposed to have been staled C<Lm~,
" the chosen" part. Sonutimes tlie left was the first taken off. Vide

Woodcut, No. 27.3.

f Pausan. in Attic, and in Arcad. t ApoHon. Kliod. lil). i. 432.

§ Vide Vol. II. p. 337. Woodcut, No. 27i.
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and those most commonly seen on the altars are

the head, the hmd leg *, and the ribs. When
the Egyptians offered a holocaust, they com-

menced with a libation of wine t, a preliminary

ceremony common, according to Herodotus, to all

their sacrifices ; and after it had been poured upon

the altar, the victim was slain. They first re-

moved the head and skin (a statement, as I have

already shown, fully confirmed by the sculptures) ;

they then took out the stomach, leaving only the

entrails and the fat ; after which the thighs, the

upper part of the haunches, the shoulders, and the

neck, were cut off in succession. Then, filling the

bodyt with cakes of pure flour, honey, dried

raisins, figs, incense, myrrh, and other odoriferous

substances, they burnt it on the fire, pouring over it

a considerable quantity of oil. The portions which

were not consumed were afterwards given to the

votaries, who were present on the occasion, no

part of the offering being left ; and it was during

the ceremony of burning the sacrifice at the fete of

Isis, that they beat themselves in honour of Osiris.

Similar to this was the burnt offering § of the Jews
;

when *' the fat, and the rump, and all the fat

that was upon the inwards, and the caul above the

liver, and the two kidneys, and their fat, and the

* This in hieroglyphics signified " power " or " strength."

f Herodot. ii. 39, 40.

j This mode of filling the body with raisins and other sweet things

recalls a common dish of modern Egyptian, and other Eastern tables

;

but they fortunately omit the myrrh and incense, which, however well

adapted to the taste of the gods, would be by no means palatable to

men.

§ Levit. viii. 25.28.

A A 3
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right shoulder," were taken together with " one

unleavened cake, a cake of oiled bread, and one

wafer," placed "on the fat, and upon the right

shoulder," and burnt on the altar.

Herodotus* describes ** the sacrifice of a pig to

the Moon," in which " the end of the tail, the

spleen, and the cault, were covered with all the

fat ' that was upon the inwards,* and then burnt,

the rest of the victim being eaten on the day of the

full moon." But this I have already noticed t, as

well as the difference observed in the manner of

making offerings to some Deities. §

Many of the religious rites of the Jews bear a

striking resemblance to those of Egypt, particularly

the manner in which the sacrifices were performed;

it may therefore not be irrelevant to state the nature

of some of the pruicipal offerings mentioned in the

Levitical law. Among the first were the holocaust

or burnt offering ; the meat offering ; the sin and

trespass offering, or sacrifice of expiation ; and the

peace offering, or sacrifice of thanksgiving.

1. The holocaust was ordered || to be a bullock, a

sheep, or a goat, a male without blemish ; and the

person who offered it, having brought it to the door

of the tabernacle of the congregation, and having

put his hand upon its head, it was accepted to

make atonement for him. He tlien killed it; and

the priests taking the blood, and sprinkling it upon

the altar of meat offering, flayed the victim, and

* Ilcrodot. ii. 47. f Epiploon, or onientuin.

% ride supra, p. 182. and 300.

§ Herodot. ii.39. Suprd, p. 182. 337. .355.

Ij
Levit. i. 2. ef secj. Vide Calniet.
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cut it into pieces. The head, with the fat, and
the other parts were laid upon the wood oftliefire

which was kindled upon the altar, the legs and the

inside of the body having been previously cleansed

with water. The whole of it was consumed ; and
neither the priests, nor the individual who presented

it, were permitted to reserve any portion of the sa-

crifice. Turtle doves, or young pigeons, were also

accepted as a burnt offering ; and the priest having

plucked the bird, and wrung off its head, burnt it

on the wood.* The fire upon the altar was required

to burn incessantly ; and the priest replenished it

with wood every morning, the offering being laid

in order thereon, and the fat of the peace offering

being burnt upon it.

2. The meat offering^ consisted of fine flour, with

oil and frankincense. The priest took a handful

of the flour, and a portion of the oil, with all the

frankincense, and burnt them on the altar, the re-

mainder belonging to the priest who officiated on
the occasion. This offering was also permitted to

consist of unleavened cakes of fine flour mingled

with oil, or of unleavened cakes anointed with oil,

which might be baked either in the oven or the

pan ; and being cut into pieces, oil was poured upon
them, and a portion was burnt on the altar by the
priest, who reserved the remainder for himself. No
honey or leaven were allowed, but an abundance
of salt was required in every offering which was

* Levit. vi. 12, 13. " The fire upon the altar.... shall not be put out."
" The fire shall ever be burning upon the altar : it shall never go out."

f Levit. ii. 1. et seq.

A A 4
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burnt. In oblations of first fruits, no portion was

consumed by fire. But when a meat offering o^com
was presented, the grain was beaten out of full and

green ears, and dried by the fire ; and oil and frank-

incense being put upon it, part of the corn and oil,

with the whole of the the frankincense, were burnt

as a token or *' memorial" of the sacrifice.

3. A peace offering * was from the herd, or from

the sheep or goats, and might be either a male or

female. It was killed in the same manner. In

the holocaust all the fat that was upon the in-

wards, and the kidneys with their fat, and the caul

above the liver, were burnt upon the altar ; and it

was particularly commanded that no one should eat

either of the fat or the blood of any animal.

4. The sin offering t was intended for the ex-

piation of sin unintentionally committed. If the

priest who was anointed had offended, he was re-

quired to bring a young bullock ; and having placed

his hand, as usual, upon its head, to slay it, and to

sprinkle the blood seven times before the vail of the

sanctuary. He also put some of the blood on the

horns of the altar of sweet incense, which was in

the tabernacle of the congregation, and poured all

the remainder at the bottom of the altar of burnt

offering, which stood at the door of the tabernacle.

Then takingoff all the fat, with the caul and the kid-

neys, as in the peace offering, he burnt them upon

the altar of burnt offering ; and tlie skin, with the

flesh and the head, the legs, and all the remainder

* Levit. iil. l.etscq. f Levit. iv. 1. et acq.
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of the bullock, were carried out of the camp into a

clean place, where the ashes were poured out, and

the whole was burnt. If all the people had offended,

the elders placed their hands upon the head of the

victim ; and the rest ofthe ceremony was performed

in the same manner, as in the peace offering: but

if a ruler, he offered a male kid, and every other in-

dividual a female of the flock, either of sheep or

goats.*

5. The trespass q^'errngf was regulated by the

same law as the last, t If any one touched an

unclean thing, or pronounced an oath, he was re-

quired to offer a lamb or a kid ; or if his means were

limited, a pair of turtle doves, or two young pigeons,

one for a sin offering, the otiier for a burnt offering
;

or at least the tenth part of an ephah of fine flour

for a sin offering, but without any oil or frankin-

cense. If any one offended through ignorance §

in the holy things, he was commanded to bring

a ram, estimated by shekels of silver after the

shekel of the sanctuary, for a trespass offering
;

and to make amends for the offence, and to " add

the flfth part thereto, and give it to the priest,"

who made atonement for him with the ram.

6. The peace offering was a voluntary return of

thanks for benefits received, a solicitation offavours,

or solely a token of devotion; and it depended on

the will of the individual by whom it was presented.

The victim might be either a male or female, and

the law only required that it should be without ble-

* Levit. V. 7. et seq. f Levit. iv. 28, and 32.

% Levit. vii. 7. § Levit. v. 15.
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mish. There were some other sacrifices very si-

milar to those ah'eady mentioned,— as of the high

priests, which consisted of a young calf for a sin

offering, and a ram for a burnt offering ; the per-

petual sacrifice*, a daily offering of two lambs, on

the altar of burnt offerings, — one in the morning,

the other in the evening ; and some others, which

it is unnecessary to enumerate. There were also

five sorts of offerings, called Mincha, or Ko7'ban

Mincha\\ 1. fine f^our, or meal : 2. cakes of va-

rious kinds, baked in the oven : 3. cakes baked

on a girdle or plate : 4. cakes baked on a plate

pierced with holes : 5. first fruits of new corn,

offered either pure and unmixed, roasted or

parched, in the ear or out of the ear ; but these

have been already mentioned t, as well as the of-

ferings of bread, salt, fruits, wine, oil, honey, and

other things included under the name of Mincha.

I have also noticed the primitive nature of

sacrifices §, the probable worship of the Egyptians

in their infancy as a nation
1| , their early intro-

duction of oracles %, and the rites practised on

certain occasions.**

VARIOUS OFFERINGS.

The most usual offerings mentioned in the sculp-

tures, besides the sacrifices of animals and birds,

* Exod. xxix. 38. , Numb, xxviii. 3. f Levit. ii. I.

t Suprd,Vo\. I. (2d Scries) p. 135.;

§ Supn), Vol. 1. (2d Series) p. 147. 150.

II
Vol. 1.(2(1 Scries) p. 145. 146.

1 Supra, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 143. 144. 211.

*# Supra, p. 182. 299. &c. and Vol. I. (2d Series) p 158.
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are wine, oil, beer, milk, cakes, grain, ointment,

flowers, fruit, vegetables, and various productions of

the soil, which answered in some degree to the

Minclia of the Jews. They are not only intro-

duced upon the altars themselves, but are enu-

merated in lists or catalogues sculptured in the

temples and tombs, some of which specify the day

and month, on which they were dedicated to the

Deity.

The ordinary subjects in the interior of the

temples represent the king presenting offerings to

the Deities worshipped there; the most remark-

able of which are the sacrifices already mentioned,

incense, libation, and several emblematic figures

or devices connected with religion. He sometimes

made an appropriate offering to the presiding Deity

of the sanctuary, and to each of the contemplar

Gods, as Diodorus * says Osymandyas was repre-

sented to have done ; the memorial of which act

of piety was preserved in the sculptures of his

tomb. The historian's words are, " Contiguous

to the library stand the images of all the Gods of

Egypt, to each of whom the king presents a

suitable offering, in order to show to Osiris and

the Assessors seated below him that his life

had been spent in piety and justice towards gods

and men.** We are not, however, to suppose that

every Deity of the country was there introduced
;

but those only who held a place among the con-

templar Gods worshipped in the city, as was the

* Diodor. i. 49.
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custom in all the temples and sacred monuments
of Egypt. And though the statues he mentions

no longer remain, there is reason to believe that

the list of offerings is still preserved in the inner-

most remaining chamber of the Remeseum or

Memnonium, which, as I have had occasion to

observe *, has every appearance of being the

monument alluded to by Diodorus.

In offering incense, the king held in one hand

the censer, and with the other threw balls or pas-

tiles of incense into the flame.t Then, addressing

the God, before whose statue he stood, with a

suitable prayer, to invoke his aid and favour, he

begged him to accept the incense he presented :

in return for which the Deity granted him *'along,

pure, and happy life," with other favours accorded

by the Gods to men.

The censer t has been already noticed. A liba-

tion of wine was frequently offered together with

incense ; flowers were often presented

with them ; and many sacrifices con-

sisted of oxen or other animals, birds,

cakes, fruit, vegetables, ointments,

and other things, with incense and

^of inclnse Sid a'lu Ubation. Ou souic occasions two

censers of incense were offered, and

several oxen, birds, and otlier consecrated gifts

were placed on the altar. And that it was custom-

ary to present s-everal of the same kind is shown by

the ordinary formula of presentation, whicli says, "I

# Vide Vol. I. p. lU, 115. f Plate 76. 84. A-c.

J Vide supra, p. 340.
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give you a thousand (i. e. many) cakes, a thousand

vases of wine, a thousand head of oxen, a thousand

geese, a thousand vestments, a thousand censers of

incense, a thousand libations, a thousand boxes of

ointment." * The cakes were ofvarious kinds. Many
were round, oval, or triangular; and others Iiadthe

edges folded over, like the Jctteereh of the present

day. They also assumed the shape of leaves, or

the form of an animal, a crocodile's head, or some
capricious figure ; and it was frequently customary

to sprinkle them (particularly the round and oval

cakes) with seeds.

t

Wine was frequently presented in tw^o cups.t

It was not then a libation, but merely

an offering of wine; and since the

pouring out of wine upon the altar was
a preliminary ceremony, as Herodotus
observes, common to all their sacrifices,

we find that the king is often repre-

sented making a libation upon an altar

No. 477. b. wino covcrcd wlth offerings of cakes, flowers,
offered in two

^ ^
^ ' '

cups.
^^^(j ^l^e joints of a victim killed for

the occasion.

The Egyptian artists did not bind themselves to

one instant of time in their representations of these

subjects. The libation, therefore, appears to be

poured over the mass of offerings collected upon

the altar ; but the knowledge of their mode of

drawing, and the authority of Herodotus, explain

* Of ointments, vide Vol. II. p. 214.. and III. p. 378. ; and Vol. I.

(2d Series) p. 38. note J.
-j- Vide supra, Vol. II. p. 386. | Fide PI. 70. part 4., and PI. 82.
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that the libation was poured out before the offerings

^ • were placed upon it

;

I 4 and instances are even

t
found in the sculptures

. .- _ of this preparatory ce-
N0.477.C. Vases used for libations. remonv. * TwoUlnds

of vases were principally used for libation, and the

various kinds of wine were indicated by the names
affixed to them.

White and red wines, those of the Upper and

Lower Country, grape juice or wine of the vine-

yard (one of the most delicious beverages of a hot

climate, and one which is commonly used in Spain

and other countries at the present day), were the

most noted denominations in-

troduced into the lists of offer-

ings on the monuments.

Beer and milk were also ad-

offering of milk, epuoi". fitted amongst them ; and oils

of various kinds t, for which

Egypt was famous, were presented as welcome

offerings at the shrines of the Gods.

I have already t had occasion to notice sortie

of the gifts presented to Isis for preserving an in-

dividual from the danger of the sea ; and it is

evident from this, and the prayer that accom-

panied it, that the size of the offering depended

on the gratitude of the donor for the favour he

received, and on the extent of the demand made
by him for future blessings.

* Fide infra, Woodcut, No. 484.

f Vide supra. Vol. I. (2cl Series') p. 55., on the Oils of Egypt,
-j Srtprd, Vol. I. (2d Series), p. .386.

No. 477. d.
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No.47S. Various flowers from the Sculptures. Thebes.
In fig. 8. is an attonipt at perspectivo. Tho upper part (n) appears to be the papyrus ;

6 is a lotus ; and c probably the mclilotus. From fig. I. n, it would seem that
one bell-formed flower is a convolvulus ; though 1 . 6, 1. 6, 7. and !). a, m.iy he tho
papyrus ; and tho shafts of columns with that kind of capital have an indication of
the triangular form of its stalk. 3. the lotus. 2. 11, 12, 13. ditt'erent bouquets.
10. the flower of fig. 5. of Woodcut No. 427. 5. perhaps the same as 4.
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Flowers were presented in different ways ; either

loosely, tied together by the stalks *, or in care-

fully-formed bouquets, without any other gifts.

Sometimes those of a partictdar kind were offered

alone ; the most esteemed being the lotus, pa-

pyrus, convolvulus, and other favourite produc-

tions of the garden : and sometimes a bouquet of

peculiar form was presented t, or two smaller ones

carried in each of the donor's hands, t

Chaplets and wreaths of flowers were also laid

upon the altars, and offered to the Deities, whose

statues were frequently crowned \i^ith them. Those

which were most grateful or useful to man were

chosen as the most acceptable to the Gods ; and

the same feeling guided them in their selection of

herbs and roots destined for the altar. It was

probably the utility, rather than the flavour, that

induced them to show so marked a preference for

the onion, the Raphanus^t and cucurbitaceous

plants, which so generally found a place amongst

the offerings. Their frequent use is equally shown

by the authority of the Bible ll, of Herodotus^,

and of the sculptures, where they appear as the

representatives of the vegetables of the country.

We are thus enabled to account for the great im-

portance attached to onions, which, being for-

bidden to the priests, and those initiated in the

* Vidf Woodcut, No. 478. f Vide Woodcut, No. 478. fig. 12.

J Vide Woodcut, No. 478. fig. 1.'3.

§ Eaten by tlicwortnien who built the pyramids. Jldt- Vol. II. p. .370.

[|
Numb. xi. 5. The uamc of "melons" is Abtakhim, OTTD^N'

the Bateekh, ;^j.hJ, or water melon of modern Egy|)t.
I

.. .

1 Herodot. ii. 125.
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mysteries, might appear unworthy of the Gods
;

and I have ah'eady shown * the pecuHar form in

No. 479.

Fig. 1. A basket of sycamore figs.

2, 3, 4. Hieroglj-phic signifying " wife."
•5. 6. Cucurbita Lagenaria, y, or Karra-toweel.
7, 8. Raphanus sativus var. edulis, or Jigl.

9. Onions.

which they were offered on some occasions, the

mode of decking them with garlands, and the

remarkable circumstance of their being frequently

presented by the priests who wore the leopard-skin

dress. In ordinary offerings they were bound to-

gether in a simple bundle, though still made up

with great care ; and if instances occur of onions

being placed on the altar singly f (even in sculp-

tures executed during the time of the l6th Dy-
nast};), they are of very rare occurrence.

Of fruits, the sycamore tig and grapes were

the most esteemed for the service of the altar.

They were presented on baskets or trays, fre-

quently covered with leaves to keep them fresh t;

and sometimes the former were represented placed

in such a manner, on an open basket, as to resemble

the hieroglyphic signifying *' wife."%

Ointment was presented in different ways, ac-

cording to the ceremony in which it was offered.

* Vol.1, p. 277.; Vol.11, p. 377. ; and Woodcut, No. 49

1

. ?«//•«,

p. 382.

f Vide Woodcut, No. 479. fig. 9.

X Vide Woodcut, No. 137. Vol. II. p. 150.

$) Vide Woodcut, No. 479. figs. 1,2, 3, 4.

VOL. II.— Second Series. B B
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It was placed before the Deity in vases of ala-

baster or other materials

as a gift, which he was

represented to receive

with the promise of a

suitable return to the

donor ; the name of the

God . to whom it was

vowed being engraved
No. 480. Preparing to anoint. Thebes. Upon tllC VaSCS that COU-

tained it. Sometimes the king or priest took out a

certain portion to anoint the statue of the Deity,

which was done with the little finger of the right

hand.* Macrobiust says, "Those Egyptian priests,

who were called prophets, when engaged in the

temple near the altars of the Gods, moistened the

ring-finger of the left hand (which was that next

to the smallest) with various sweet ointments, in

the belief that a certain nerve communicated with

it from the heart." But this probably refers to

some other religious custom, since it is not likely

that the left hand would be employed to anoint the

statues of the Gods ; and the sculptures abundantly

show that the ceremony was performed as here

represented.

Ointment often formed part of a large donation,

and always entered into the list of those things

which constituted the complete set of offerings

* The notion of superiority attached to the right hand was always re-

markable, and is now scnipidou.sly maintained in the East. It calls to

mind one of the precepts of Pythagoras, " Take off your right shoe

first, but put your left foot first into the bath." Vide Plate 77. part 2.

-j- Macrob. Saturn, vii. p. 270.
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already mentioned * ; and the various kinds of sweet-

scented ointments t used by the Egyptians were

liberally offered at the shrines of the Gods. Ac-

cording to Clemens, one of the most noted was the

psagdai, for which Egypt was particularly famed
;

and Pliny and Athenseus both bear testimony to

the variety of Egyptian ointments, as well as the

importance attached to them ; which is confirmed

by the sculptures, and even by the vases discovered

in the tombs. X

Rich vestments, necklaces, bracelets, jewellery

of various kinds, and other ornaments, vases of

gold, silver, and porcelain, bags of gold, and nu-

merous gifts of the most costly description, were

also presented to the gods. They constituted the

riches of the treasury of the temples; and the spoils

taken from conquered nations were deposited there

by a victorious monarch as a votive gift for the

success of his arms, or as a token of gratitude

for favours he was supposed to have received.

Tables of the precious metals and rare woods

were among these offerings ; and an accurate

catalogue of his votive presents was engraved on

the walls of the temple, to commemorate the piety

of the donor and the wealth of the sanctuary.

They do not, however, properly come under the

denomination of offerings to the Gods, but are

rather dedications to their temples ; and it was in

* P. 338. 362. and 364.

t Vide Vol. II. p. 214.; Plin. xiii. 1. 3.; Clem. Paecl. ii. 8.

X Vide Vol.11, p. 214.; Vol. III. p. 378. ; and supYa, Vol.1. (2d
Series) p. 58. note J.

B B 2
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presenting them that some of the grand proces-

sions took place, to which I have already alluded.*

But it was not only customary to deposit the

necklaces and other ** precious gifts " collectively

in the temple ; the kings frequently

offered each singly to the Gods, de-

corating their statues with them, and

placing them on their altars.

They also presented numerous em-

~^ blems, connected with the vows they

—Jj- had made, the favours they desired, or

No. 481. the thanksgivings they returned to

Justice; to his father." tlic Gods : amongwliicli the most usual

were a small figure of Truth; the symbol of the as-

semblies (fig. 1) ; a cow of Athor t (2) ; the hawk-

headed necklace of Sokari (3) ; a cynocephalus (4)

;

parts of dress ? (5) ; ointment (6); gold and silver

fe

<^

Supra, p. 277.

Emblematic olTcrings.

f 111 lieu of a collar, or its counterpoise.
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No. 481 a. Emblematic offerings.

in bags or rings (Ja and^) ; three feathers or heads of

reeds, the emblem of a field (8) ; a scribe's tablet

and ink-stand (9 a and 6) ; a garland or wreath (10) ;

and an emblem of pyramidal form, perhaps the seal

or key of the sanctuary (11).

Thanksgivings for the birth of a child, escape

from danger, or other marks of divine favour, were
offered by individuals through the medium of the

priests. The same was also done in private ; and

secret as well as public vows were made in the

hope of future favours.* The quality of these ob-

lations depended on the God to whom presented,

or the occupation of the donor; a shepherd bring-

ing from his flocks, a husbandman from his fields,

and others according to their means t ; provided

the offering was not forbidden by the rites of the

Deity. But though the Egyptians considered cer-

tain oblations suited to particular Gods $, others

* Vide supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 386;
-j- Vide supra, p. 356.

X Vide siqjrd, p. 338. 319. 334, 355. 358, &c.

B B 3
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inadmissible to their temples, and some more pe-

culiarly adapted to prescribed periods of the year,

No. 4«'2. ' OfTcrings on tlie Altar. Sritish Museum.

1, 2,3. Vases of oiiitinciit, &c. on stands crowned with lotiLS flowers.

4. Hou(|Hcls ol'liilus and other flowers presented by the son of the deceased.

f>. Table ol (illcriuns ; the most remarkable of which are cakes, grapes, figs,

hind leu and head of a victim, two hearts, a goose, lotus flowers, and the
cucurbita.

G. Four vases on stands, with their mouths closed with ears of corn ; over
them is a wreath of leaves.

7. The person of the tomb seated.
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the greater part of the Deities were invoked with

similar offerings ; and in large sacrifices the same

things were hiid on all the Egyptian altars, with the

exception of those expressly forbidden in particular

temples.

Sistra were often held forth, generally by the

queens and princesses, in the pre-

sence of the Gods, as well as

the emblematic instruments, sur-

mounted by the head of Athor

;

and the privilege of bearing them

in the temples was principally con-

fined to those who held the office*

of pallacides. They frequently pre-

N0.483. Embiemsw~he SGutcd flowcrs at thc samc time

t'othe°Gods'°'^ 'riZT that they performed the peculiar

rites required on this occasion.

A singular ceremony is frequently represented

of the king retiring from the presence of the God,
to whom he has been performing a libation, and

holding in his hand an emblem which, from its ap-

-_r pearance, is sup-

'^' posed to be a tail.

He always looks

back as he with-

draws ; and the

same is done by
the priests when
officiating on a

similar occasion.

It is evidently not

No. 484. 1 2 3 4 Thebes.

1. A priest kneeling at the altar, on which another
pours a libation.

3. Appears to hold the cubit (vide p. 279. and 298.),
or a tablet, from which he is reading.

4. Another priest, who hold.s whaf is supposed to be
a tail.

* Vide Vol. I. p. 259, 260.

B B
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the tail worn by the king taken off and held in

his hand, since he is represented wearing it during

the ceremony; and it differs* also in form from

that portion of the royal dress.

Sometimes a number of persons are seen beating

themselves before the mummy of a dead person,

under the usual form of Osiris; and another retires

holding one or even two

of these emblems in his

hand. But even this ap-

pears to be connected with

a libation, which is per-

formed in the compartment
No. 485. Beating themselves. Thebes. ^cloW, aS part of thc SEmC

solemnity in honour of the deceased. The custom

of beating themselves in token of grief is frequently

mentioned by Herodotus, who explains t that it

was upon the breast, as throughout the East from

the earUest times t to the present day ; and this is

fully confirmed by the monuments themselves.

Another remarkable offering, if indeed it be

distinct from the usual censer, is

apparently a lamp made of glass,

with a wick erect in the middle
;

which last is sometimes taken

No.48r,. A lamp? Tkcbes. out aud hcld Separately, as

though the bearer were about to place it in the

vase previous to its being lighted.§ The same

* In Plate 76. a priest appears to hold a rojal tail in his hand, over

a table or stand, during the ceremony of the coronation,

f Ilerodot. ii. 85. % Conf. Luke, xxiii. 48.

^ This wick may have stood iipright in the salt mentioned by Hero-
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form is given to the flame of the censers wherein

the incense is burnt.

There is also a ceremony which appears to have

some connexion with the dead, the purport of

^k 0^ which it is difficult to

JPr£ (~^ A?l!K ascertain. Two per-

sons, a man and a

woman, hold the oppo-

site ends of a cord, fas-

tened in a knot around

the centre of a pillar

of wood, which, held

in an upright position,

No. 487. A game or ceremony. Thebes, jg StrUCk agalust tllC

ground ; the lower end being pointed, the upper

round. It may be connected with some religious

rite, or be one of their numerous games.
** The Egyptians," says Herodotus *, '* are very

religious, surpassing all men in the honours they

pav to the Gods." The art of predicting future

events, as practised in Greek temples, came from

Egypt ; and it is certain that they were the first

people who established festivals, and the mode of

approaching, and communing with the Deity." t

Of the customary mode of doing this I have

already spoken ; and while praying or presenting

offerings it will be seen from the sculptures that the

dotus in the lamps at Sais. The lines may represent the twisted nature

of the cotton wick, as they do the watering of the glass vase. Vide Vol. I.

(2d Series) p. 328. Herodot. ii. 62.
* Herodot. ii. 37.

f Herodot. ii. 38.; supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 154;.
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kings and priests either stood with uplifted hands,

or knelt before the statue of the God (usually on

one knee). They bowed before it in token of re-

spect, " lowering the hand to the knee;" which,

Herodotus * says, was

their manner of salu-

ting each other when
they met. They also

put the hand upon the

breast, as is the mo-

dern custom in the

East, or bowed down
with one or both hands

to the level of the

kneet ; and sometimes
No. 488. An attitude of adoration. Thebes, rjlappf^ OHG hand OVCr

the mouth, t But the usual mode of standing in the

presence of a superior was with one hand passed

across the breast to the opposite shoulder ; they

then bowed, lowering the other to the knee § ; and

the same position of the hand upon the shoulder

was adopted when deprecating punishment.il

Sometimes libations were performed by priests

kneeling on one or both knees, and other tokens of

honour were shown to the Gods ; but prostra-

* Herodot. ii. 80. ; sujmt. Vol. I. p. 34..

f Vi(k- Woodcut, No. 86. Vol. II. p. 34.

j This was customary also in Persia. The object was to prevent
the l)rcath reaching the face of a superior. Vide Woodcut, No. 85.
Vol. II. i)..3;i.

$ Vide also Woodcut,' No. 86. fig. 5. Vol. II. p. 34.; and Woodcut,
No. 440. fig. 6. supra. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 129.

II
Woodcut, No. 87. fig. 5. Vol. II. p. 41.
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tion * seems seldom to have been required in the

temple. We only find two instances of a votary in

this attitude, both of which are in the sculptures at

Philset, of Ptolemaic date, where the king, pros-

trate upon the ground, worships the Goddess Isis,

apparently as a preliminary ceremony previous to

his being admitted to the presence of Osiris.

No. 490. 1 2 Philce.

King Ptolemy prostrate before Isis, wlio says, " I give you all the lands of the foreigners."

It is not a subject seen in any Egyptian temple

of Pharaonic time ; and this extraordinary show of

devotion in the Greek king was probably intended

to flatter the priesthood, and obtain an influence

which those foreigners often found it prudent to

court.

The system of rendering religion subservient

to ambitious or interested views is of all eras, and

every country. But pretended sanctity generally

betrays its real motive ; and we frequently dis-

* In the presence of superiors they " bowed the knee," and even

prostrated themselves on the ground. Vide Vol. II. p. 24. Gen. xli. xliii.

and xlii. 6. Conf. Matthew, xviii. 26.

f The same occurs in the Ptolemaic sculptures at the Great Oasis.
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cover, in the marks of favour bestowed by the

Ptolemies on the religion of Egypt, a strained and

unnatural display of devotion : the contrast of

which with tlie simplicity and real feeling of an-

cient times cannot fail to strike those who compare
the monuments of the two eras.

Exterior of a tomb cut in the roclc at Beni Hassan.
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ViONEriE p. Interior of a mummy pit, or scpulcliral chamljcr, at Tlicbci ; with a
Fellah woman searching for papyri and ornaments.

CHAP. XVI.

Funeral Rites.— Offerings to the Dead.— Tomhs.— Funeral
Processions. — Trials of the Dead.— Sacred Lake. —
Burial.— Embalming.— Sarcophagi.— Papyri, S^c.

OFFERINGS TO THE DEAD.

The offerings made to the dead were similar to

the ordinary oblations in honour of the Gods. It

was not to the deceased as a man translated to the

order of the Gods that these ceremonies were

performed ; but to that particular portion of the

divine essence which constituted the soul of each

individual, and returned to the Deity after death.

Every one, therefore, whose virtuous life entitled
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him to admission into the regions of the blessed,

was supposed to be again united to the Deity,

of whom he was an emanation *
; and, with the

emblem of Thmei, purporting that he was judged

or justified, he received the holy name of Osiris.

His body was so bound up as to resemble the

mysterious ruler of Amenti ; it bore some of the

emblems peculiar to him ; and the beard, of a form

which belonged exclusively to the Gods, was given

to the deceased in token of his having assumed the

character of that Deity.

Offerings were also made to the God Osiris him-

self, after the burial, in the name of the deceased
;

and certain services or liturgies were performed

for him by the priests, at the expense of the family;

their number depending upon their means, or the

Services performed to the dead by one of the family. The principal part of the offering
consists of onions. ( Vide supra, p. .'teo.)

* Vide snpra,Yo\.\. (2d Series) p. 318.
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respect they were inclined to pay to tlie memory
of their parent. If the sons or relations were of

the priestly order, they had the privilege of offici-

ating on these occasions ; and the members of the

family had permission, and were perhaps frequently

expected, to be present, whether the services were

performed by strangers, or by relations of the de-

No. 492. 4 3 2 1 Thebes.

The members of the family present when the services were performed.

ceased. The ceremonies consisted of a sacrifice,

similar to those offered in

the temples, vowed for the

deceased to one or more

Gods (as Osiris, Anubis,

and others connected with

Amenti) : incense and libation

were also presented; and a

prayer was sometimes read,

the relations and friends being;

^ ,„, . . . , present as mourners. ThevNo. 493. A woman embracmg, and L J
weeping before, her husband's „.,„„ i^i.-,,-w,^ <-l-,,-i,,-. v^..n.T^«r, a«
mummy. Thebes, cvctt joined tncii piayci's to

those of the priest; and, embracing the mummied
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body, and bathing its feet with their tears, they ut-

tered those expressions of grief, and praises of the

deceased, which were dictated by their feelings on

so melancholy an occasion.*

The priest who officiated at the burial service

was selected from the grade of Pontiffs who wore

the leopard skint; but various other rites were per-

formed by one of the minor priests to the mummies
previous to their being lowered into the pit of the

tomb, as well as after that ceremony. Indeed they

continued to be administered at intervals, as long

as the family paid for their performance; and it is

possible that upon the cessation of this payment, or

after a stipulated time, the priests had the right of

transferring the tomb to another family, which, as I

have already observed, the inscriptions within them

show to have been done, even though belonging to

members of the priestly order.

When the mummies remained in the house, or

in the chamber of the sepulchre, they were kept in

moveable wooden closets, with folding doors, out of

which they were taken by the minor functionaries

to a small altar, before which the priest officiated.

The closet and the mummy were placed on a

sledge, in order to facilitate their movement from

one place to another ; and the latter was drawn

with ro})es to the altar, and taken back by the

same means when the ceremony was over. On
these occasions^ as in the prayers for the dead, they

made the usual offerings of incense and libation,

* Vide also Plate 84. f Vide- Plate 83, 84.
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No. 495. Pouring oil over a mummy—The priest

(fig. 1.) has a napkhion his shoulder. Fig. 2. holds

a papyrus. The mode of placing the napkin is

remarkable, being the same as now adopted in the

East by servants whi"
hands before meals.

with cakes, flowers, and fruit ; and even anointed

the mummy, oil or ointment being poured* over its

head.t Sometimes se-

veral priests attended.

One carried a nap-

kin over his shoulder,

to be used after the

anointing ofthe mum-
my ; another brought

a papyrus roll con-

taining a prayer, or

the usual ritual de-
remarkable, Demg tne same as now auopiea HI me •, j • ^^ j U
East by servants while guests are washing their pOSlteCl lU tlie tOmUS

with the dead ; and

others had different occupations according to their

respective offices. They were not of the order of

Pontiffs; but an inferior grade of priests, deputed

to perform similar duties in lieu of the high priest,

who, as already stated, officiated only at the burial,

or on other important occasions.

Single oblations of various kinds were made to

the mummies by individuals of the family, as well

as by the priests ; but many of the ceremonies, as

well as the emblematic offerings, were of a singular

kind, the meaning of which it is difficult to com-

prehend. Onel^ of these last has the appearance of

some kind of instrument. It occurs in tiie names

of several kings in the sense of " cho.seji^,'* or ** ap-

* Conf. 2 Kings/ix. 3. " Take a box of oil and pour on his head."

f Vide Woodcuts, No. 494, 495.

^ Vide supra, p. 35G. note ; and Plate 85. where it is held before a

mummy.
^ As in that of Remescs the (»rcat, where it occurs as " the chosen

of the Sun."
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proved;** and is probably intended to point out the

excellence of the gifts selected for the deceased,

being used as the demonstrative sign accompanying

the '^cho.sen ])art** of the sacrifices in the temples

and the tombs.

It is probable that lamps were kept burning in

the tomb while these ceremonies were performing,

or as long as it was open, as in the Roman sepul-

chres ; a duty which fell to the charge of the keeper

or servant of the tomb.

These funeral oblations answer exactly to the

ii%feri(E or parentalia of the Romans, consisting of

victims, flowers, and libations ; when the tomb
was decked with garlands and wreaths of flowers,

and an altar was erected before it for presenting the

offerings. And
that this last was

also done by the

Egyptians, is

proved by the

manysmallaltars

discovered out-

side the doors of

the catacombs at

Thebes.

These altars

© /\ ^^
©01/00

are of stone, fre-

No. 496. An altar, in the British Museum, showing nn<=>nfli7' crrctniia
that the trench is for carrying off the libation. The ^LICULI^^ ^ItllJlLt;
lower device is the ordinary hieroglyphic signifying ^ . i, -t

"chosen," as a.p\>]\ed to qfferings. OY DaSalt I anCl

upon them are carved in bas relief the various

offerings they bore, which are the same as those

c c ^^2
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represented in the paintings of the tombs. At

one side projects a small spout, to which a chan-

nel, carried round the inside, is intended to con-

vey the liquid of the libations ; and some with

two spouts are of a larger size, and intended for

a greater number of offerings. Being very low,

each was placed on a small pedestal or stool,

which has been found, together with the flat altar

stone it once supported, as figured on the monu-

ments. The channel around the altar stone calls

to mind the "trench" made by Elijah "round

about the altar" at Mount Carmel *
; though the

object was not the same, the water with which this

was filled being intended to prove the miraculous

interference of the Deity, when the fire that "con-

sumed the burnt sacrifice licked up the water in

the trench," and that of the Egyptian altar being

merely intended to carry off the libation poured

upon it.

It is probable that when any of the sacerdotal

caste died, whose families could not afford the ex-

* Kings, xviii. 3'i. et seq. "And he made a trench about the altar, as

creat as would contain two measures of seed ; and he put the wood in

order, and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood, and

said, fill fbin- barrels (pails) with water, and pour it on the burnt sacri-

fice, and on the wood And the water ran round about the altar;

and he filled the trend) also with water And the fire of the Lord

fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones,

and the dust, and licked up the water that was in tiie trench." The

word barrels is in the Hebrew Q^lD, Kadim, properly ;;r///* or pit i hers,

asin Gcn.xxiv. 14.; from "H^, answering to tiie Cadus of the Latins.

I cannot in this place refrain from adtliiig my huml)le testimony to the

accuracy of our translation of the Bible ; which is the more sur|)rising,

as it was done without all the aid which an insight into eastern customs

has in later times afforded.
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pense of the liturgies, certain collections* were

made to pay for their performance ; which being

deposited in the hands of the priests, added in no

inconsiderable degree to their revenues. And the

fact, as Dr. Young observes, ** that one moiety of

a third part of the collections for the dead (priests

of Osiris), lying in Thynabunun," when sold by

*' Onnophrisf, one of the servants of the Goddess

Isis," required no less than sixteen witnesses,

plainly proves the value of this privilege.

Diodorus and the Papyri show that it was not

an uncommon thing to keep the mummies in

the house, after they had been returned by the

embalmers to the relations of the deceased, in

order to gratify the feelings which made them

desirous of having those they had loved in life

as near them as possible after death. Damascenius

states that they sometimes introduced them at

table t, as though they could enjoy their society
;

and Lucian, in his Essay on Grief, says that he was

an eyewitness of this custom. They were some-

times left in the house until the family could pre-

pare a tomb for their reception ; and the affection

of a wife or husband frequently retained the body

of a beloved consort, in order that both might be

deposited at the same time in their final resting-

* Vide Dr. Young's Discov. in Hierog. Literature, p. 60. 69. 74.
j- Properly Ouonnofre. Vide siipiri. Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 320.

j Vide sujJra, Vol.11, p. 414. Silius Italicus also says,

—

" iEgyptia tellus

Claudit odorato post funus stantia saxo
Corpora, et a mensis exangiiem baud separat upibram."

(Punicorum, lib. iii.)

c c 3
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place. A room was set apart for the purpose, the

coffin being placed upright against the "firmest of

the walls."* Many months often elapsed between

the ceremony of embalming and the actual burial

;

and it was during this period that the liturgies were

performed before the mummy, which were after-

wards continued at the tomb.t A Greek inscription

upon the coffin of a mummy, found by Mr. Grey,

states that " Tphuto (or Tphus), the daughter of

Heracleus Soter and Sarapus, who was born in the

5th year of Adrian our lord, the 2d of Athyr, and

died in the 11 th year, the 10th of Tybi, aged 6

years, 2 months, and 8 days, was buried in the 12th

year, the 12th of Athyr ;" so that in this instance

the burial took place a whole year after her death t,

and some were doubtless kept, for various reasons,

much longer. It was during this interval that

feasts were held in honour of the dead, to which

the friends and relations were invited ; as was cus-

tomary among the Greeks and other people of an-

tiquity.§

* Diodor. i. 92. The word Xapvuxa may apply to the coffin or mummy
case, or to the closet above mentioned, as in woodcuts No. 492. 494'.

They bore some resemblance to the thiilami or ircKJToi, in which the small

figures of the Gods were carried; whence the bearers of them were called

TTuar0(1)0fm. Tirfc Woodcut, No. 170. fig. 4. Vol. II. p. 203. ; and infra,

p. 410. Woodcut, No. 499.

-f
Vide Plate 84.

X Vide Dr. Young, Hierog. Lit. p. 1 15.

§ Hom. 11. xxiii. v. 9. Achilles invites the Myrmidons to supper in

honour of Patroclus :
—

" WarpoKKov K\a((Ofitp' 6 yap, yipac tan SiavovTior,

Xvrap inti k' oXooTo TtTapTriofiKjOa yooio,

iTTTTODf Xvffnfievot 5opTn]aojxiv ivOaSs iravTfc."

And verse 29. :
—
" Avrap 6 roiii rcKJiop ixti'oincKi (^((ivij

'
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On these occasions they dined together, and

enjoyed the same festivities as when invited to a

repast, the guests being in like manner anointed

and decked with flowers, and presented with other

tokens of welcome usual at an Egyptian party;

and it was principally at this vexpo^siTrvov that I sup-

pose the introduction of the mummy to have taken

place.

Small tables made of reeds or sticks bound to-

gether, and interlaced with palm leaves, were

sometimes placed in the tombs, bearing offerings

of cakes, ducks, or other things, according to the

wealth or inclination of the donors; one of which

was found at Thebes by Mr. Burton, and is now
in the British Museum. On the lower compart-

ment, or shelfi are

cakes ; the cen-

tral shelf has a

duck, cut open at

the breast and

spread out, "but
not divided asun-

der " * (in a man-

ner frequently

adopted at this

day in Egypt

for grilhng fowls and chickens); and at the top

is a similar bird, trussed in the usual mode when
brought to an Egyptian table. Similar ofterings

** for the dead" were strictly forbidden by the law

of Moses t ; and it was doubtless the Egyptian cus-

No. 497. A table found in a tomb by Mr. Burton, on
which are a duck trussed, and another cut open, with
cakes. British Museum.

* Conf. Levitic. i. 17. f Vide Deul. xxvi. 14-.

c c 4
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torn that the Hebrew legislator had in view when

he introduced this wise prohibition.

Though the privilege of keeping a mummy in

the house was sanctioned by law and custom, care

was always taken to assign some plausible reason

for it, since they deemed it a great privilege to be

admitted to the repositories of the dead, as their

final resting-place. To be debarred from the rites

of burial reflected a severe disgrace upon the whole

family ; and the most influential individual could

not be admitted to the very tomb he had built for

himself, until acquitted before that tribunal which

sat to judge his conduct during life.

In cases of debt, a certain law, enacted, according

to Herodotus, by King Asychis, subjected the tomb

to a claim from the creditors of the deceased, who
had the right to prevent the body of a debtor from

being buried with his fathers ; and this law even put

the former in possession of the family sepulchre. *

THE TOMBS.

The tombs of the rich consisted of one or more

chambers, ornamented with paintings and sculp-

ture, the plans and size of which depended on the

expense incurred by the fomily of the deceased, or

on the wishes of the individuals who purchased

them during their lifetime. They were the pro-

perty of the priests t; and a sufficient number

* This lias been already mentioned among the laws of the Egyp-

tians. Vol. TI. p. f)].

f Vide supra, Vol. I. p. 93.; and inj'rn, p. .'J9(i.
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being always kept ready, the purchase was made
at the " shortest notice ;" nothing being requisite to

complete even the sculptures or inscriptions but

the insertion of the deceased's name, and a few

statements respecting his family and profession.

The numerous subjects representing agricultural

scenes, the trades of the people, in short the various

occupations of the Egyptians, were already intro-

duced. These were common to all tombs, varying

only in their details and the mode of their exe-

cution ; and were intended as a short epitome of

human life, which suited equally every future oc-

cupant.

It has been a question why the Egyptians took

so much care in embellishing their sepulchres,

" styling them," as Diodorus * tells us, ^^ eternal

habitations^ and neglecting no excess of magni-

ficence in their construction ; whilst they termed

the dwellings of the living inns^ to be inhabited

only for a limited period, paying little attention

to the mode of building or ornamenting them."

Some have supposed that they considered the soul

conscious of the beauty of these abodes, and that

it took a pleasure in contemplating the scenes it

delighted in during its sojourn upon earth, which

were represented on their walls. The same idea

may be traced in the vv^ritings of Plato t, who
puts these words into the mouth of Socrates :

—
" Death seems to me nothing else than the dis-

solution of two things, viz. of the soul and body

* Diodor. i. 51. f Plato, Gorgias, p. 453-4.
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from each other. But when they are mutually

separated, each possesses its own habit, not much
less than when tlie man was living; the body con-

spicuously retaining its own nature, attire, and

passions. So that, for instance, if the body of any

one while living was large by nature or aliment,

or both, the body of such a one when dead will

also be large; and so with respect to

other things. And if any one while living was

studious to obtain long hair, the hair also of the

dead body of such a one will be long ;

and if the limbs of any one were broken or dis-

torted while he lived, these will likewise appear

so when he is dead. In short, whatever was the

condition of the body of any one while living,

such will be its condition entirely, or for the

most part, during a certain time, when dead. The
same thing also, Callicles, seems to take place

respecting the soul ; viz. that all things are con-

spicuous in the soul, after it is divested of the

body, as well whatever it possesses from nature,

as those passions which the man acquired in his

soul from his various pursuits." A still closer

resemblance is found in the description given by

Virgil of the occupations of those, who, in a future

state, were admitted to the abode ofthe blessed * :
—

" Devencre locos lastos, ct aina'iia vireta

Fortiinatorum pcinoruni, so(lcs(iiie beatas.

Qu;t gratia curium
ArmoruirKjuc fuit vivis, (juic cura nitentes

Pasccre c(juos, eaclem sequitur tcUure reposto.s."

The same notion would account for the custom

* Virg. ^11. vi. G.'J8. 063.
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of burying different objects with the dead, which

had belonged to them during Hfe ; as arms with

the soldier, and the various implements of their

peculiar trade with the bodies of artisans. Thus
^neas selected suitable objects for the sepulchre

of Misenus.* But another reason also suggests

itself for this custom— the supposed return of the

soul to the same body after the lapse of a certain

period of years, which I shall have occasion to

notice in treating of transmigration.

t

In some instances all the paintings of the tomb
were finished, and even the small figures repre-

senting the future occupant were introduced,

those only being left unsculptured which being

of a large size required more accuracy in the

features in order to give his real portrait ; and

sometimes even the large figures were completed

before the tomb was sold, the only parts left un-

finished being the hieroglyphic legends containing

his name and that of his wife. Indeed the fact

of their selling old mummy cases, and tombs

belonging to other persons, shows that they were

not always over scrupulous about the likeness

of an individual, provided the hieroglyphics were

altered and contained his real name: at least when
a motive of economy reconciled the mind of a

purchaser to a second-hand tenement for the body
of his friend.

* Virg. Mn. vi. 232. :
—

" At pius^neas ingenti mole sepulcrum
Iraponit, siiaquc anna viro, reinunique, lul)aii)(juc.''

t Vide infra, p. 4'40.
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The tomb was always prepared for the reception

of a husband and his wife ; and whoever died first

was buried at once there, or was kept embalmed in

the house until the decease of the other, as I have

already had occasion to observe. The manner

in which husband and wife are always portrayed,

with their arms round each other's waist or neck, is

a pleasing illustration of the affectionate feelings

of the Egyptians ; and the attachment of a family is

shown by the presence of the different relations,who

are introduced in the performance of some tender

ofl[ice to the deceased. Each is said to "love,"

or to " be loved by him ;" and when children died

they were buried in the same tomb with their

parents.

Any person desirous of purchasing a tomb for

himself, or for a deceased friend, applied to those

who were known to have them for sale, and the

parties proceeded to view them and make a se-

lection. The bargain, no doubt, took the usual

time occupied on such occasions in the East ; but

notwithstanding all the efforts of the purchaser, the

advantage was greatly on the side of the seller,

who profited by the wants of the former, as well as

by immense profit on a small outlay; and no com-

petition could be expected among the priests, who
enjoyed this privileged monopoly. When tiie

bargain had been agreed to, a deed was carefully

drawn up to secure to the purchaser the property

he had bought ; and some idea may be formed of

tlie precautions taken by the Egyptians to prevent

any future question upon the subject, by the number
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of witnesses required for the smallest contracts.*

And, judging from the minute repetition of ex-

pressions, and the precision with which tlie accept-

ance of the price was acknowledged, we may
conclude that they were as ready to take advantage

of the least flaw in a deed as any people of the

present day.

Besides the upper rooms of the tomb, which

were ornamented with the paintings already men-

tioned, were one or more pits, varying from 20 to

70 feet in depth ; at the bottom or sides t of which

were recesses, like small chambers, for depositing

the coflins. The pit was closed with masonry after

the burial had been performed, and sometimes re-

opened to receive other members of the family.

The upper apartments were richly ornamented with

painted sculptures, being rather a monument in ho-

nour of the deceased than the actual sepulchre
;

and they served for the reception of his friends,

who frequently met there, and accompanied the

priests when performing the services for the dead.

Each tomb, and sometimes each apartment, had a

wooden door, either of a single or double valve,

turning on pins, and secured by bolts or bars, with

a lock ; which last was protected by a seal of clay,

upon which the impress of a signet was stamped

when the party retired, as Herodotus describes at

the treasury of Rhampsinitus.t Remains of the

* Vide Vol. II. p. 53. 56.

t Conf, "Whose tombs are in the side of the pit ;" and the common
expression in the Bible, " They that go down to the pit," meaning those
that die. Ezek. xxxii. 29. &c.

t Vide Vol II. p. 111.
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clay have even been found adhering to some of

the stone jambs of the doorways in the tombs of

Thebes; and the numerous stamps buried near

them were probably used on those occasions.

It may be a question whether these stamps were

really seals, by which the impressions were made
upon the clay; because the characters upon them
are in relief, and because their edges are sometimes

raised unequally around their faces, both arguing

that theij had been impressed with another seal. We
even find them of a square form, with a stamp on

all the sides, and made of the same materials
;

which is a clay mixed with fine ashes, and after-

wards burnt, the exterior being of a finer quality

than the inside. It may also be said that the red

ochrous colour, with which they are sometimes

stained, was imparted to them from the seal that

stamped the impression ; though, on the other

hand, as the colour frequently extends halfway up

the whole length, it is evident that they were

dipped into this red mixture for some purpose.

Again, if they were mere impressions, and not

used as seals, it is difficult to understand the reason

5^.,,*^

No. 498. Seals Ibiind near tho tombs at Thebes.

1.2. An instance of one with a raised edge round the stamped part.
.?. Anotiier staiiicil with red ochre from a to ft.

\. Style of th(> inscriptions iin some of them.
5. A iirick stamped in a similar manner.
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of their being so stamped, and buried near the

tombs : unless, indeed, they were passports from

the family, or the priest who had the superintend-

ence of the tomb, to permit strangers to visit it.

They generally bear the name of the person of

the adjacent tomb, with that of his wife ; and

sometimes the same characters occur on different

ones, which vary also in size. They are mostly of

a conical shape, about a foot in length ; the cir-

cular face bearing the inscription being about three

inches in diameter*; and they appear to be made

for holding in the hand, and for giving rather than

receiving an impression. The characters were pro-

bably first put upon them, when unburnt, from a

mould. This they afterwards imparted to the clay

seals ; and the red liquid, into which they were

dipped, was intended to prevent their adhering.

Similar seals were used for securing the doors of

temples, houses, and granaries.

Tombs were built of brick and stone, or hewn
in the rock, according to the position of the Necro-

polis. Whenever the mountains were sufficiently

near, the latter was preferred ; and these were

generally the most elegant in their design and

the variety of their sculptures, not only at Thebes,

but in other parts of Egypt. Few, indeed, be-

longing to wealthy individuals were built of ma-

sonry, except those at the Pyramids in the vicinity

of Memphis.

The sepulchres of the poorer classes had no up-

* Several are met with in the British Museum and other European
collections.
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per chamber. The coffins were deposited in pits

in the plain, or in recesses excavated at the side of

a rock, which were closed with masonry, as the pits

within the large tombs. Mummies of the lower

orders wereburied together in a common repository;

and the bodies of those whose relations had not

the means of paying for their funeral, after being

" merely cleansed by some vegetable decoctions,

and kept in an alkaline solution for seventy days*,'*

were wra})ped up in coarse cloth, in mats, or in a

bundle of palm sticks, and deposited in the earth.

Some tombs were of great extent ; and when a

wealthy individual bought the ground, and had

an opportunity during a long life of making his

family sepulchre according to his wishes, it was

frequently decorated in the most sumptuous man-

ner. And so much consequence did the Egyptians

attach to them, that people in humble circum-

stances made every effort to save sufficient to pro-

cure a handsome tomb, and defray the expenses of

a suitable funeral. This species of pomp increased

as refinement and luxury advanced ; and in the

time of Amasis and other monarchs of the 26tli

Dynasty, the funeral expenses so fu' exceeded

what it had been customary to incur during the

reigns of the early Pharaohs, that the tombs of

some individuals far surpassed in extent, if not in

splendour of decoration, those of the kings them-

selves.

Many adorned their entrances with gardens,

in which flovv^ers were reared by the hand of an

* Herodot. ii. 88. Vide infra, on embalming, p. 454. 459.
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attached friend, whose daily care was to fetch water

from the river, or from the wells on the edge of the

cultivated land ; and I have myself found remains*

of alluvial soil brought for this purpose, and placed

before some of the sepulchres at Thebes.

It is reasonable to suppose that in early times

the tombs were more simple and of smaller dimen-

sions ; which is proved by the appearance ofthose at

Thebes, and in the vicinity of Memphis. The tombs

in the rock at the Necropolis of Thebes, of the

time of Amunoph I. and other early monarchs of

the 18th Dynasty, were smaller and more simple

than those made at the close of that dynasty ; and

this display in the mode of decorating them, and

extending their dimensions continued to increase,

to the time of Amasis, when, as Herodotus states,

the wealth of Egypt far surpassed that of any pre-

vious period. But as a detailed description of

them would encroach too much on the limits of

this work, I must be contented for the present

with referring to my ** Topography of Thebest;"
where I have spokenof their dimensions and general

plan, as well as the subjects that adorn the walls of

their passages and chambers, nearly all of which

are hewn in the limestone rock of the Libyan

mountain.

Those tombs at Memphis and the Pyramids,

which are of masonry, differ in their plan, and in

many instances in the style of their sculptures.

The subjects, however, generally relate to the

* I have indicated some of these in my Survey of Thebes.

f Fide p. 124. et seq.

VOL. IL—Second Series. D D
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manners and customs ofthe Egyptians ; and parties,

boat scenes, fishing, fowling, and other ordinary

occupations of the people, are portrayed there, as

in the sepulchres of Thebes.

The tombs of the kings at Thebes are prin-

cipally of Pharaohs of the 18th and 19th Dy-
nasties ; the oldest in the eastern valley, where

they are nearly all situated, being of Remeses I.,

thegrandfather of the conqueror of the same name.

That of the third Amunoph is in the western

valley, with two others of an old and uncertain

era. They have likewise been mentioned in my
" Topography of Thebes * ; " where their plans, and

the subjects of their sculptures, are described as

of the sepulchres of private individuals.

MOURNING FOR THE DEAD.

"When any one diedt, all the females of his

family, covering their heads and faces with mud,

and leaving the body in the house, ran through

the streets, with their bosoms exposed, striking

themselves t, and uttering loud lamentations." §

Their friends and relations joined them as they

went, uniting in the same demonstrations of grief

;

and when the deceased was a person of consider-

ation, many strangers accompanied them, out

* Topogr. of Thebes, p. 100. H acq.

f llerotlotus (ii. 85.) says " a person of rank ;
" but the same himent-

ation was made by the family, whatever his station in life might be;
the only diif'crence lx.'ing that tiic funeral was not attended by strangers,

out of respect to the deceased, when unknown or of low condition.

\ They were forbidden to cnt themselves, as were the Jews. Lev. xix.

28.; Dent. xiv. 1. Vide supra. Vol. I. ("id Scries) p. ;}80. This was a
Syrian custom at the worship of Baal. I Kings, xviii. 28.

"

9 Vide Woodcut, No. 7. Vol.1, p. 256.
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of respect to his memory.* Hired mourners

were also employed to add, by their feigned de-

monstrations t of grief, to the real lamentations

of the family, and to heighten the show of respect

paid to the deceased. " The men, in like man-

ner, girding their dress below their waist 1^, went

through the town smiting their breast," and throw-

ing dust and mud upon their heads.§ But the

greater number of mourners consisted of women ||,

as is usual in Egypt at the present day ; and since

the mode of lamentation now practised at Cairo

is probably very similar to that of former times, a

description of it may serve to illustrate one of

the customs of ancient Egypt.^

As soon as the marks of approaching death are

observed, the females of the family raise the cry of

lamentation ; one generally commencing in a low

tone, and exclaiming, " O my misfortune !
" which

is immediately taken up by another with increased

vehemence-, and all join in similar exclamations,

united with piercing cries. They call on the de-

ceased, according to their degree of relationship,

— as, "O my father," "O my mother," **0 my
sister," *'0 my brother," " O my aunt;" or ac-

* As the Egyptians mourned for Jacob. Gen. 1. 3,

-|-
" Ut qui conducti plorant in funere dicunt

Et faciunt prope plura dolentibus ex animo."
(Hor. de Arte Poet, verse 429.)

Conf. Jerem. ix. 17.; Matt. ix. 23.

J Herodot. ii. 85. " ETrf^wfr/tfj/ot km ovroi." llcfe pnsshn.

»5 Herodot. ii. 85. Diodor. i. 91.

II
From the sculptures. In the Woodcut, No. 7. (Vol. I. p. 256.),

are nine women, one man, and one child

If For minute details of this I refer to Lane's admirable work on

the Modern Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 286.
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cording to the friendship and connection subsisting

between them, as "O my master," *'0 lord of the

house," *' O my friend," "O my dear, my soul, my
eyes;" andmany of the neighbours, as well as the

friends of the family, join in the lamentation.

Hired mourning women are also engaged, who

utter cries of grief, and praise the virtues of the

deceased ; while the females of the house rend

their clothes, beat themselves, and make other

violent demonstrations of sorrow. A sort of fu-

neral dirge* is also chanted by the mourning

women to the sound of a tambourine, from which

the tinkling plates have been removed.

This continues until the funeral takes place,

which, if the person died in the morning, is per-

formed the same day ; but if in the afternoon or

evening, it is deferred until the morning, the lament-

ations being continued all night. Previous to, or

immediately after, the departure of the vital spark,

they take care to close the eyes and mouth t;

which is always looked upon as a tender and du-

tiful office worthy of the kind feelings of a sincere

friend; and soon after the mourners have collected,

the body is given over to the moghussel (or

washer), who, placing it on a bench, the eyes being

closed, and the mouth bound up, washes it, the

barber having previously })erformed his office.

In tlie mean time prayers are read in an ad-

joining apartment by i\\Q fekkees, wlio officiate as

* Like the " incondituni (|uotlthim cariiion," mentioned by Quintus
Curtiiis, sum; l)y m;itroiis and virgins at tlic temple of Animon. Vide

supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 152.

f As did the Romans. Virg. JEn. ix. 487. &c.
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priests ; and preparations are then made for carry-

ing out the corpse to the grave. It is placed on a

bier borne by four friends of the deceased, who,

after a short distance, are relieved by four others,

and so on, till arrived at the cemetery j the pro-

cession which accompanies it depending on the

rank of the person, or the attentions of his friends.

This has been so fully and so accurately described

by Mr. Lane *, that I cannot do better than give

it from his valuable book.
" The first persons (in the procession), are about

six or more poor men, called Yemeneeh, mostly

blind, who proceed two and two, or three and three

together. Walking at a moderate pace, or rather

slowly, they chant in a melancholy tone the profes-

sion of faith, or sometimes other words : they are

followed by some male relations and friends of the

deceased, and in many cases by two or more per-

sons of some sect of Dervishes, bearing the flags

of their order. . . . Next follow three or four or

more schoolboys, one of whom carries a copy of

the Coran, , . . placed upon a kind of desk formed

of palm sticks, and covered over, generally with

an embroidered kerchief. These boys chant, in

a higher and livelier voice than the Yemeneeh,

usually some words of a poem descriptive of the

events of the last day, the judgment, &c., com-

mencing—
" ' (I assert) the absolute glory of Him who createth whatever hath

form,

And reduceth his servants by death :

* Modern Egyptians, ii. 289.
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Who bringeth to nought (all) his creatures, with mankind.
They shall all lie in tlie graves :

The absolute glory of the Lord of the East* :

The absolute glory of the Lord of the West f :

The absolute glory of the illuminator of the two lights ;

The sun, to wit, and the moon :

His absolute glory : how bountiful is He !

'

" The schoolboys immediately precede the bier,

which is borne head foremost. Three or four

friends of the deceased usually carry it for a short

distance ; then three or four other friends ; who
are in like manner relieved. Behind the bier walk

the female mourners ; sometimes a group of more

than a dozen or twenty, with their hair dishevelled,

though generally concealed by the head-veil, cry-

ing and shrieking ; and often the hired mourners

accompany them, celebrating the praises of the

deceased. Among the women the relations and

domestics of the deceased are each distinguished

by a strip of linen, or cotton stuff, or muslin, ge-

nerally blue, bound round the head, and tied in a

single knot behind, the ends hanging down a few

inches. Each of these also carries a handkerchief,

usually dyed blue, which she sometimes holds over

her shoulders, and at other times twirls with both

hands over her head, or before her face. The

cries of the women, the lively chanting of the

youths, and the deep tones uttered by the Yeme-

nech, compose a strange discord.

" The ivailing ofwomen at funerals was forbidden

by the Prophet; and so also was the celebration of

* " Literally, ' the two Easts,' or ' tlic two places of sunrise ;
' the

point wlicre the sun rises in summer, and that where it rises in winter,

•f-

" Or ' the two places of sunset.'

"
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the virtues of the deceased. . . . Some of these pre-

cepts are every day violated ; . . • and I have seen

mourning women of the lower classes following a

bier, having i\\e\Y faces (which were bare), and

their head-coverings and bosoms, besmeared with

mud.
" The funeral procession of a man of wealth,

or of the middle classes, is sometimes preceded by

three or four or more camels, bearing bread and

water to give to the poor at the tomb, and is com-

posed of a more numerous and varied assemblage

of persons." In this, besides the persons already

mentioned, ''the led horses of the bearers, if men
of rank, often follow the bier ; and a buffalo, to be

sacrificed at the tomb, where its flesh is to be dis-

tributed to the poor, closes the procession.'*

The funeral of a devout Shekh differs in some

respects from that of ordinary mortals ; and "the
women, instead of wailing, rend the air with the

shrill and quavering cries ofjoy, called zughareet :

and if these cries are discontinued but for a minute,

the bearers of the bier protest they cannot proceed,

that a supernatural power rivets them to the spot.'*

Very often, it is said, a welee impels the bearers of

his corpse to a particular place ; a curious anec-

dote of which is related by Mr. Lane *
; and I

have repeatedly witnessed instances of this at

Cairo, having for some time lived in the main

street leading to a cemetery near one of the gates

of the city.

* Lane, p. 294. Fide supra, p. 298. note \.
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Several points of resemblance may be observed

between the funeral processions of ancient Egypt

and the above-mentioned ceremony : as in the

female mourners ; their heads bound with a fillet

;

the procession of the friends on foot ; the head of

the corpse foremost ; the horses (or chariot) in the

procession ; and the ox or calf for sacrifice, the

meat of which was probably given to the poor,

like the visceratio of the Romans.

Of the magnificent pomp of a royal funeral in

the time of the Pharaohs no adequate idea can be

formed from the processions represented in the

tombs of ordinary individuals ; and the solemn

manner in which a public mourning was observed

in his honour, the splendour of the royal tombs,

and the importance attached to all that apper-

tained to the king, sufficiently show how far these

last must have fallen short of regal grandeur. A
general mourning was proclaimed throughout the

country, which lasted seventy-two days after his

death. " The people tore their garments* ; all

the temples were closed ; sacrifices were for-

bidden ; and no festivals were celebrated during

that period. A procession of men and women, to

the number of 200 or 300, with their dresses at-

tached below their breast, wandered through the

streets, throwing dust t and mud upon their heads
;

and twice ever)' day they sang the funeral dirge in

* Diotlor. i. 72. Vide sitpra, Vol. I. p. 256.

\- The Greeks say " nmd ;
" hut in the (h-y dusty Egypt this would

havehecn more difficult to find tJian dust in England, if we had so un-

pleasant a custom at our funerals.
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honour of the deceased monarch, calUng upon his

virtues, and passing every encomiunri upon his me-

mory. In the meantime a solemn fast was esta-

bhshed ; and they neither allowed themselves to taste

meat or wheaten bread *, abstaining also from wine

and every kind of luxury ; nor did any one venture,

from a religious scruple, to use baths or ointments,

to lie on soft beds, or in any way to gratify his

appetites
;
giving himself up entirely to mourning

during those days, as if he had lost the friend most

dear to him."

Considering the marked distinction maintained

between the sovereign and the highest subjects in

the kingdom, in a country where the royal princes

walked on foot when in attendance upon their fa-

ther, and even bore him in his chair of state upon

their shoulders,—where the highest functionaries

of the priestly order, the most influential of the

hereditary nobles of the land, walked behind the

chariot t of their monarch, — we may readily be-

lieve how greatly the funeral processions of the

wealthiest individuals fell short of those of the

kings. But from the pomp of ordinary funerals,

some idea may be formed of the grand state in

which the body of a sovereign was conveyed to the

tomb.

In the funeral processions of the Egyptian

grandees the order was frequently as follows :
—

* Conf. "As the bread of the mourners." Hos. ix. 4.

-}- The greatest honour conferred on Joseph was permission " to ride

in the second chariot which he (the King) had." This was a royal

chariot, no one being allowed to appear in his own in the presence

of majesty, except in battle.
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^i

1 2

No. 499. Closets containing
figures of Gods.

First came several servants

carrying tables laden with fruit,

-A Jk cakes, flowers,vases ofointment*,

^\ ^ wine and other liquids, with

three young geese and a calf

for sacrifice, chairs and wooden

tablets, napkins t, and other things. Then 'others

bringing the small closets in which the mummy of the

deceased and of his ancestors had been kept, while

receiving the funeral liturgies previous to burial,

and which sometimes contained the images of the

Gods.t They also carried daggers, bows, sandals,

and fans ; each man having a kerchiefor napkin on

his shoulder. Next came a table of offerings, fau-

teuils, couches, boxes, and a chariot§; and then

the charioteer with a pair of horses yoked in another

car, which he drove as he followed on foot, in token

of respect to his late master. After these were men
carrying gold vases on a table, with other offerings,

boxes, and a large case upon a sledge borne on

poles by four men, superintended by two function-

aries of the priestly order ; then others bearing small

images of his ancestors, arms, fans, the sceptres,

signets, collars, necklaces, and other things apper-

taining to the king, in whose service he had held an

important office. To these succeeded the bearers of

* I have had occasion to notice the different materials of which vases
used for holding ointment were made. Alaha,«ter was most common, as

with the Greeks and Romans, who even adopted the name "alabaster" to
signify a vase, as inTheocr. Id.xv. 112. ^vpuii (^t fivf)(i)xf>vcni' a\a(::(((Trpa.

f These were sometimes spread over the tables of offerings as table-

cloths. Vide Plate 86.

t Vide supra, p. 298. note f

.

§ Vide Vol. III. p. 17(i.
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a sacred boat, and the mysterious eye* of Osiris(?) as

God of Stability t, so common on funereal monu-

ments, — the same which was placed over the in-

cision in the side of the body when embalmed, was

the emblem of Egypt, and was frequently used as a

sort of amulet, and deposited in the tombs. Others

carried the well-known small images of blue pottery

representing the deceased under the form of Osiris,

and the bird emblematic of the soul. Following

these were seven or more men bearing upon staves,

or wooden yokes, cases filled with flowers and

bottles for libation ; and then seven or eight women,

having their heads bound with fillets, beating their

breasts, throwing dust upon their heads, and ut-

tering doleful lamentations for the deceased, inter-

mixed with praises of his virtues.

One is seen in the picture turning round, in the

act of adoration, towards a sacred case containing

a sitting Cynocephalus, the emblem of the God of

Letterst, placed on a sledge drawn by four men
;

the officiating high priest or pontiff, clad in a leo-

pard skin, following, having in his hand the censer

and vase of libation, and accompanied by his attend-

ants bearing the various things required for the

occasion.

Next came the hearse, placed in the conse-

crated boat upon a sledge §, drawn by four oxen

and by seven men, under the direction of a super-

* Vide Plate 83. and si<prd, p. 269.
-j- Given also to Pthah in the same character.

J This emblem of Thoth seems to correspond to the book carried on
the desk of palm-sticks at the Moslem funerals.

§ Vide Pint, de Is. s. 35.
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intendant, who regulated the march of the pro-

cession. A high functionary of the priestly order

walked close to the boat, in which the chief mourn-

ers, the nearest female relatives of the deceased,

stood or sat at either end of the sarcophagus ; and

sometimes his widow, holding a child in her arms,

united her lamentations with prayers for her tender

offspring, who added its tribute of sorrow to that

of its afflicted mother.

The sarcopliagus was decked with flowers ; and

on the sides were painted alternately the emblems

of Stability* and Security (?) two by two (as on

the sacred arks or shrines t) upon separate panels, t

one of which was sometimes taken out to expose to

view the head of the mummy within.

^MMIMMi nwd

The mummy's head, seen at an open panel of the coffin. Thebes.

These two emblems are frequently put into the

hands of the mummies, as may be seen in the

This pcrhiips roprescntK tlie four bases of laiiiblichus. It appears

to be called tut. Vide supra, p. 2(iG. and Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 253. 341.

f Vide the ark of Neph on the exterior of these two volumes ; and

Contents, p. xxiii.

X Vide also Plates 83. and 85.
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coffins of the British Museum and other collec-

tions. The first appears to be a sort of stand used
by workmen for supporting vases, or other things

they were chiseling whicli required a firm position
;

and the other resembles the knot or clasp of a

belt worn by the Gods and Kings.*

Behind the hearse followed the

male relations and friends of the

deceased ; some beating their

breasts ; others, if not giving the

same tokens of grief, at least

showing their sorrow by their si-

No. 500. «. Knot of a belt. Icnce aud solemn step as they

walked, leaning on their long sticks. These closed

the procession.

Arrived at the sacred lake, the coffin was placed

in the barisfy or consecrated boat of the dead,

towed by a larger one furnished with sails and
oars, and having frequently a spacious cabin t,

which, in company with other sailing boats carry-

ing the mourners and all those things above men-
tioned appertaining to the funeral §, crossed to the

other side. Arrived there, the procession went
in the same order to the tomb ; at which the priest

offered a sacrifice, with incense and libation j the

Vide sujjra, p. 26. note *.

•f-
" The boat which carries over the bodies of the dead is called

baris." Diod. i. 96. Vide infra, p. 433. Baris signifies the " boat of the

sun."

I It is probable that Strabo alludes to these boats with cabins under
the name of thalaniegi or thalaniiferi, in which the Egyptians made
parties of pleasure on the \n ater. Lib. xvii. p. 550. Some were very
small, and towed on the lakes of their pleasure grounds by servants.

^ On the cabin of the baris is the case containing'the Cynocephalus.
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women still continuing their lamentations, united

with prayers and praises of the deceased. It

frequently happened that the deceased, with his

wife, if dead at the time of his funeral, was re-

presented seated under a canopy*, in lieu of the

coffin. Before him stood an altar laden with of-

ferings ; and a priest, opening a long roll of papy-

rus, read aloud the funeral ritual, and an account

of his good deeds, " in order to show to Osiris and

the Assessors the extent of his piety and justice

during his life." When the boats reached the

other side of the lake, the yards were lowered to

the top of the cabin ; and all those engaged in the

ceremony left them and proceeded to the tomb
;

from which they appear to have returned by land,

without recrossing the lake.

Such was the funeral procession of a hasilico-

grammaty or royal scribe, a member of the priestly

order. He lived during the four successive reigns

of Thothmes III., Amunoph II., Thothmes IV.,

and Amunoph III., and held the office of tutor

to one of the young princesses, as the sculptures

inform us, which represent him nursing her on his

knee, while entertaining a party of friends.t This,

since it shows that the education of the daugh-

ters of kings was entrusted to members of the

priestly order distinguished for their talents, is

another trait of resemblance in the customs of

* This canopy was very similar to that mentioned by Herodotus, of

wood, gilt, in which the statue of a God was placed in processions.

Vkle supifi, p. .'ilO.

f Vtde Plate 12. Vol. II. p. 222.
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ancient Egypt and the most refined of modern

European nations.

The funerals of other persons differed in the

order of the procession, as well as in the pomp
displayed on the occasion ; and the mode of cele-

brating them appears to have depended on the

arrangements made by the family, except in those

particulars which were prescribed by law. The fu-

neral ofNqfri- Otliph, a priest of Amun at Thebes,

is thus described on the walls of his tomb ; the

scene of which lies partly on the lake, and partly

on the way thence to the sepulchre itself :
—

First came a large boat, conveying the bearers of

flowers, cakes, and numerous things appertaining

to the offerings,— tables, fauteuils, and other pieces

of furniture; as well as the friends of the deceased,

whose consequence is shown by their dresses and

long walking-sticks,—the peculiar mark of Egyp-

tian gentlemen. This was followed by a small skiff

holding baskets of cakes and fruit, with a quantity

of green palm-branches, which it was customary to

strew in the way as the body proceeded to the

tomb ; the smooth nature of their leaves and stalks

being particularly well adapted to enable the sledge

to glide over them.

In this part of the picture the love of cari-

cature common to the Egyptians is shown to have

been indulged in, even in the serious subject of

a funeral ; and the retrograde movement of the

large boat, which has grounded and is pushed

off the bank, striking the smaller one with its

rudder, has overturned a large table loaded with
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cakes and other things upon the rowers seated

below, in spite of all the efforts of the prowman,

and the earnest vociferations of the alarmed steers-

man.

In another boat men carried bouquets, and

boxes supported on the usual yoke over their

shoulders ; and this was followed by two others,

one containing the male, the other the female

mourners, standing on the roof of the cabin, beating

themselves, uttering cries, and making other de-

monstrations of excessive grief. Last came the

consecrated boat, bearing the hearse, which was

surrounded by the chief mourners, and the female

relations of the deceased. A high priest burnt in-

cense over the altar, which was placed before it

;

and behind it stood the images of Isis and Nep-

thys. They were the emblems of tlie Beginning

and the End, and were thought to be always pre-

sent at the head and feet of the dead who had

led a virtuous life, and who were deemed worthy

of admission into the regions of the blessed.

Arrived at the opposite shore of the lake, the pro-

cession advanced to the catacombs, crossing the

sandy plahi which intervened between them and the

lake ; and on the way several women of the vicinity,

carrying their children in shawls suspended at their

side or at their back*, joined in the lamentation.

The mummy being taken out of the sarcophagus,

* Tliis is the common custom of the Arab women on the west bank

of the Nile at this day. It may perhaps be analogous to "Tiiy daughters

shall be nursed at thy side." Is. Ix. i:.
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was placed erect in the chamber of the tomb ; and

the sister or nearest relation, embracing it, com-

menced a funeral dirge, calHng on her relative with

every expression oftenderness, extolling his virtues,

and bewailing her own loss. In the mean time the

high priest presented a sacrifice of incense and liba-

tion, with offerings of cakes and other customary

gifts, for the deceased ; and the men and women
without continued the ululation, throvying dust upon

their heads, and making other manifestations of

grief.

Many funerals were conducted in amore simple

manner ; the procession consisting merely of the

mourners and priests, with the hearse conveyed,

as usual, on a sledge drawn by two or three oxen,

and by several men, who aided in pulling the

rope. The priest who wore the leopard skin dress

and who performed the sacrifice, was in attendance,

burning incense and pouring out a libation as he

w'ent; and behind him walked a functionary of an

inferior grade, clad in a simple robe, extending a

little below the knees and standino; out from the

body. In form it was not altogether unlike a

modern Abbaieh, and was made of some stiff sub-

stance, with two holes in front, through which the

arms passed, in order to enable him to hold a long

taper. * At the head and foot of the hearse was a

female, who generally clasped one arm with her

hand in token of grief, her head being bound with

* I believe this to be a taper or torch. Jldc Plate 83.

VOL. II, — Second Series. E E
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M^

a fillet, her bosom exposed, and

her dress * supported, like that

of mourning women, by a strap

over the shoulder. She some-

times wore a scarftied across her

hips ; much in the same manner

as Egyptian women now put on

their shawls both in the house

and when going out of doors.

She appears either to be a type
No. 501. A pecijiiar attendant ofmoumlng, or a woman who
had some peculiar office on these occasions.

A procession of this kind was all that attended the

funeral of a person who held the office of " scribe,

of weights and measures ;" but, as I have already

observed, the pomp displayed in the ceremony

depended on circumstances ; and individuals sur-

passed each other in the style of their burial, as in

the grandeur of their tombs, according to the sums

their family, or they themselves by will, granted for

the purpose. In another funeral t the order of the

procession was as follows :
—

First came eight men throwing dust upon their

heads, and giving other demonstrations of grief;

then six females, in the usual attire of mourners,

preceding the hearse, which was drawn by two oxen

—in this instance unassisted by men, two only being

near them; one uttering lamentations, and theother

driving them with a goad or a whij). Immedi-

* ETTtKiorrftu')). Vide p. 402. Vide Plate 83. ; and Woodcut, No. 502.

Apuleiiis (Mctam. xi. 2.50.) says the liii;li priest nuule a purification

" vvitli a liijhtcd torch, an egg, and suljjhur."

I

/V'/r Plate 85.
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ately before the sledge bearing the coffin was the

sprinklei'y who, with a brush dipped in a vase, or

with a small bottle, threw water upon the ground,

and perhaps also on those who passed. The same is

done in the funeral ceremonies of the East at the

present day ; and so profusely do they sometimes

honour the passengers, that Mr. Lane* found his

dress wetted very uncomfortably on one occasion

when he happened to pass by. Next came the high

priest, who, turning round to the hearse, offered

incense and libation in honour of the deceased, the

chief mourner being seated in the boat before it

:

other men followed ; and the procession closed

with eight or more women, beating themselves,

throwing dust on their heads, and singing the fu-

neral dirge. Arrived at the tomb, which stood

beneath the western mountain of Thebes, the

mummy was taken from the hearse ; and being

placed upright, incense was burnt, and a libation

was poured out before it by the high priest as he

stood at the altar, while other functionaries per-

formed various ceremonies in honour of tlie de-

ceased. The hierogammat or sacred scribe read

aloud from a tablet, or a roll of papyrus, his eu-

logy, and a prayer to the Gods in his behalf; "not
enlarging,*' says Diodorust, "on his descent, but

relating his piety and justice, and other virtues
;

and supplicating the Deities of Hades to receive

him as a companion of the pious, the multitude at

* Modern Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 297.

-f-
Diodor. i. 92. Vide infra.

E E 2
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the same time applauding, and joining in the

praises of his memory."

Sometimes this document was read from the

boat, immediately after the deceased had passed

that ordeal which gave him the right to cross the

sacred lake, and proclaimed the presumed admis-

sion of his soul into the regions of the blessed ;

and it is probable that the same was again re-

peated when the body arrived at the tomb.

The order of the procession which accompanied

the body from the sacred lake to the catacombs

was the same as before they had passed it : the time

occupied by the march depending, of course, on

the position of the tomb, and the distance from

which tlie body had been brought ; some coming

from remote towns or villages, and others from the

city itself, or the immediate vicinity. The same

was the case at Memphis and other places ; and

the capital of each province appears to have had

its sacred lake, where the funerals were performed,

with the same regard to the ceremonies required

by the religion.

The tomb, in the subject above described, is re-

presented at the base of the western mountain of

Thebes, which agrees perfectly with its actual

position ; and from this, as from several other si-

milar paintings, we learn that, besides the excavated

chambers hewn in the rock, a small building

crowned by a roof of conical or pyramidical form

stood before the entrance. It is probable that

many, if not all the pits in the plain below the hills,

were once covered with buildings of this kind,
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whicli, from their perishable materials, crude brick,

have been destroyed after a lapse of so many ages.

Indeed we find the remains of some of them, and

occasionally even of their vaulted chambers, with

the painted stucco on the walls. The small brick

pyramids on the heights, which still stand to attest

the antiquity of the arch, were built for the same

purpose; and similar paintings occur on their stuc-

coed walls as on those of the excavated tombs.

Many other funerals occur on the tombs, which

vary only in some details from those already men-

tioned. I cannot however omit to notice an in-

stance of palm branches strewed in the way*, and

the introduction of two tables or altars for the

deceased and his wife,— one bearing a profusion of

cakes, meat, fruit, vegetables, and other customary

gifts; and the other numerous utensils and insig-

nia, as flabella, censers, ostrich feathers, asps, and

emblems, together with the hind leg of a victim,

placed upon a napkin spread over the table.

Another is curious, from its showing that water or

grease was sometimes poured upon the ground or

platform on which the sledge of the hearse passed,

as was done in moving a colossus or any great

weight by the same process.

t

The hearse containing the mummy was gene-

rally closed on all sides ; but it was sometimes

open, partially or entirely ; and the body was seen

placed upon a bier, ornamented, like some of the

* Vide Plate 86. They are represented as if standing upright, ac-

cording to Egyptian custom, to show tliem, though in reality on the

ground.

f Woodcut, No. 30:^. next page. Vide also Vol. III. p. 328.

E E 3
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couches in their houses, with the head and feet of

a Hon. Sometimes the mummy was placed on the

top of the sarcophagus, within an open hearse
;

and three friends of the deceased, or the func-

tionaries destined for this office, took it thence to

convey it to the tomb, where it received the ac-

customed services previous to interment in the
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pit ; an affectionate hand often crowning it with

a garland of " immortelles,** bay leaves, or fresli

flowers *
; and depositing, as the last duty of a

beloved friend, some object to which while alive

he had been attached.

I must mention one more subject portrayed in

the tombs, ifnot from its novelty, from the grouping

and character of the figures, t Three women and

a young child follow the hearse of their deceased

relative, throwing dust upon their heads in token

of grief; and the truth with which the artist

has described their different ages is no less striking

than tlie elegance of the drawing,— as well in the

aged mother, as in the wife, the grown-up daugh-

ter, and the youthful son. This picture afibrds a

striking confirmation of the conjecture that mar-

ried women were alone permitted to wear the ma-

gasees, or ringlet at the side of the face ; which, as

I have already observed 1^, was frequently bound

at the end with string, like the plaits at the back

of the head. The grey hairs of the grandmother,

shortened by age, still show this privileged mark

of the matron ; and its absence in the coiflt'ure of

the daughter indicates that, though grown up, she

had not yet entered the connubial state. The
child, less remarkable than the other three, is not

without its interest, as it fully confirms a statement

of Diodorus§, that " the Egyptians bring up their

children at an incredibly small expense, both in

* Some suppose that tliese wreaths of xeranthemums and other
flowers were only given to unmarried persons.

f Vide my Materia Hierog., Plate 4.

t Vol. III. p. 370. § Diodor. i. 80.

E E 4
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food and raiment, the mildness of the climate en-

abling them to go without shoes, or indeed without

any other clothing," For, judging from this, as

from others represented in the sculptures, we may
presume that the yearly bill for shoes, and all ar-

ticles of dress, pressed very lightly on the purses

of the parents in many classes of society. *

Such are the principal funeral processions re-

presented in the tombs of Thebes, which, as I

have already observed, followed the same order in

going to the sacred lake as from thence to the tomb.

It remains for me to describe the preparatory

rites, and the remarkable ceremony that took place

on arriving at the lake, before permission could be

obtained to transport the body to the opposite

shore.

We have seent that the first step taken by

the friends of the deceased at the moment of his

death was to run through the streets, throwing

dust upon their heads, and uttering bitter cries of

grief for his loss :
*' after which the body was

conveyed to the embalmers.t The afflicted family

during seventy-two days § continued their lament-

ations at homey, singing the funeral dirge, and ful-

filling all the duties required both by custom and

their own feelings on this mournful occasion." ^
No opportunity was lost of showing their respect

• Vk/r Vol. III. p. 363.
}• Vide supra, p. 402.

j Herodot. ii.85. In order not to interrnpt the account of the

funeral, I defer the dcscri[)tion of embalininj,' for the present.

(J
Vkic infra, on the enibalining, p. 459.

11
Gen. 1. 3.

f The same as at the tlcath of a king. Vide tuiprd, p.'408.
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for the memory of their departed friend. They
abstained from all amusements ; the indulgence in

every kind of luxury, as " the bath, wine, deli-

cacies of the table, or rich clothing* ;" " they

suffered their beard and hair to growt;" and en-

deavoured to prove, by this marked neglect of their

personal comfort and appearance, how entirely

their thoughts were absorbed by the melancholy

event that had befallen them. But they did not

cut themselves in token of grief; and the com-

mand given to the Israelites t, *' Ye shall not cut

yourselves, nor make any baldness between your

eyes for the dead," does not refer to a custom of

the Egyptians, but of those people among whom
they were about to establish themselves in Syria;

as IS distinctly stated of the votaries of Baal.§

The body, having been embalmed, was restored

to the family, either already placed in the mummy
case, or merely wrapped in bandages, if we may
believe Herodotus, who says the friends of the

deceased made the coffin 1|; though, from the

paintings in the tombs, it would appear that the

body was frequently enveloped and put into the

case by the undertakers, previous to its being re-

turned to the family. % After it had been deposited

in its case, which was generally inclosed in two or

three others, all richly painted, according to the

* Diodor. i. 91. f Herodot. ii. 36.

X Deut. xiv. 1. Vide stiprd, p. 402. ; and Vol. I. C'2d Series.) p. 380.

§ 1 Kings, xviii. 28. " Cut themselves after their manner with
knives."

II
The similarity of our word coffin and the Arabic ciiffen, " a winding

sheet," is remarkable.

H Vide Vol. III. p. 183. ; and infra, on the embalmers.
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expense they were pleased to incur, " it was

placed in a room of the house, upright against the

wall,'* until the tomb was ready, and all the neces-

sary preparations had been made for the funeral.

The coffin or mummy case was then " carried

forth," and deposited in the hearse, drawn upon a

sledge, as already described, to the sacred lake of

the nome ; notice having been previously given to

the judges, and a public announcement made of

the appointed day. " Forty-two judges having

been summoned, and placed in a semicircle, near

the banks of the lake, a boat was brought up,

provided expressly for the occasion, under the

direction of a boatman called, in the Egyptian lan-

guage, . Charon ; " and it is from hence," says

Diodorus*, " that the fable of Hades is said to be

derived, which Orpheus introduced into Greece.

For while in Egypt he had witnessed this cere-

mony, and he imitated a portion of it, and sup-

plied the rest from his own imagination."

'* When the boat was ready for the reception

of the coffin t, it was lawful for any person wlio

thought proper to bring forward his accusation

against the deceased. If it could be proved that

he had led an evil life, the judges declared ac-

cordingly, and the body was deprived of the ac-

customed sepulture ; but if the accuser failed to

establish what he advanced, he was subject to the

* Dioilor. i. 92.

f-
Diodorus (i. 72.) says lliat the cofliii of a king was placed in the

vestibule of the tomb when awaiting this sentence. Vide supra. Vol. I

p. 257.
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heaviest penalties. When there was no accuser, or

when the accusation had been disproved, the re-

lations ceased from their lamentations, and pro-

nounced encomiums on the deceased. They did

not enlarge upon his descent, as is usual among
the Greeks, for they hold that all the Egyptians

are equally noble* ; but they related his early

education and the course of his studies ; and then

praising his piety and justice in manhood, his tem-

perance, and the other virtues he possessed, they

supplicated the Gods below to receive him as a

companion of the pious. This announcement was

received by the assembled multitude with accla-

mations ; and they joined in extolling the glory of

the deceased, who was about to remain for ever with

the virtuous in the regions of Hades. The body

was then taken by those who had family catacombs

already prepared, and placed in the repository t al-

lotted to it.

*' Some," continues the historian, ** who were

not possessed ofcatacombs constructed a new apart-

ment for the purpose in their own house t, and set

the coffin upright against the firmest of the walls :

and the same was done with the bodies of those

who had been debarred the rites of burial on ac-

count of the accusation brought against them, or

in consequence of debts they or their sons had

* Vide siqira. Vol. I. p. 244.

f-
This, ^//)c//, may allude to the stone or wooden sarcophagus, into

which the mummy case was placed, and which was probably conveyed
beforehand to the tomb.

X Cicero says, " Condiunt ^gyptii mortiios, et eos domi servant.'

Tusc. Quaest. lib. i.
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contracted. These last however, ifthen- children's

children happened to be prosperous, were released

from the impediments of their creditors, and at

length received the ceremony of a magnificent

burial. It was, indeed, most solemnly established

in Egypt that parents and ancestors should have

a more marked token of respect paid them by
their family, after they had been transferred to

their everlasting habitations. Hence originated

the custom of depositing the bodies of their de-

ceased parents * as pledges for the payment of

borrowed money ; those who failed to redeem those

pledges being subject to the heaviest disgrace, and

deprived of burial after their own death."

The grief and shame felt by the family, when
the rites of burial had been refused, were exces-

sive. They not only considered the mortification

consequent upon so public an exposure, and the

triumph given to their enemies ; but the awful

sentence foretold the misery which had befallen

tlie soul of the deceased in a future state. They
beheld him excluded from those mansions of the

blessed, to which it was the primary object of

every one to be admitted ; his memory was

stained in this world witli indelible disgrace

;

and a belief in transmigration suggested to them
the possibility of his soul being condemned to

inhabit the body of some unclean animal.

It is true that the duration of this punishment

was limited according to the extent of the crimes

* Diodor. loc. cit. Hcrodot. ii. 136. Vidr siiprd, Vol.11, p. 51.

Lucian says " a brother or father." Essay on Grief.
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of which the accused had been guilty ; and when
the devotion of friends, aided by liberal donations

in the service of religion, and the influential

prayers of the priests, had sufficiently softened

the otherwise inexorable nature of the Gods, the

period of this state of purgatory was doubtless

shortened ; and Diodorus shows that grandchil-

dren, who had the means and inclination, might

avail themselves of the same method of satisfying

their creditors and the Gods. But still the fear

of that cruel degradation, however short the pe-

riod, was not without a salutary effect. Those,

too, who had led a notoriously wicked life, could

not expect any dispensation, since the credit of

the priesthood, even if they were corrupt enough
to court the wealthy, would have suffered when
the case was flagrant ; and in justice to them we
may believe that, until society had undergone those

changes, to which all nations are subject at their

fall, the Egyptian priests were actuated by really

virtuous feelings, both in their conduct and the

object they had in view.

The disgrace of being condemned at this public

ordeal was in itself a strong inducement to every

one to abstain from crime : not only was there

the fear of leaving a bad name, but the dread of

exposure ; and we cannot refuse to second the

praises of Diodorus in favour of the authors of so

wise an institution.

The form of the ritual read by the priest in

pronouncing the acquittal of the dead is preserved

in the tombs, usually at the entrance passage j in
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which the deceased is made to enumerate all the

sins forbidden by the Egyptian law, and to assert

his innocence of each. They are supposed by

Champollion to amount to forty-two, being equal in

number to the assessors who were destined to ex-

amine the deceased at his final judgment *, re-

specting the peculiar crime which it was his pro-

vince to punish.

I have stated t that every large city, as Thebes,

Memphis, and other places, had its lake, at which

the same ceremonies were practised ; and it is pro-

bable, from what Diodorus says of the "lake of

the nome^^ that the capital of each province had

one in its immediate vicinity, to which the funeral

procession of all who died within the jurisdiction of

the nomarcli was obliged to repair. Even when

the priests granted a dispensation for the removal

of a body to another town, as was sometimes done

in favour of those who desired to be buried at

Abydust and other places, the previous ceremony

of passing through this ordeal was doubtless re-

quired at the lake of their own province.

Those persons who, from their extreme poverty,

had no place prepared for receiving their body

when denied tlie privilege of passing the sacred

lake, appear to have been interred on tlie shores

they were forbidden to leave ; and I have found

the bones of many buried near the site of the lake

of Tiiebcs, whicli a))})eared to be of bodies imper-

fectly preserved, as of persons who could not afford

* Supm, p. 70. t Supra, j). 420.

X r\dc Vol. I. (2(1 Scries) p. .3+0.
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the more expensive processes of embalming. * This

cannot fail to recall the " centum errant annos, voli-

tantque hsec litora circum" of Virgil t ; and though

the souls he mentions were condemned to hover a

hundred years about the Stygian shores in conse-

quence of their bodies having remained unburiedt,

the resemblance is sufficiently striking : as are

the many tales related by the Greeks respecting

the " Stygicm marsh" and the various places or

personages of their Hades, to those connected

with the funeral rites of the Egyptians. Of their

introduction into Greece Diodorus gives the fol-

lowing account§:— "Orpheus is shown to have

introduced from Egypt the greatest part of his

mystical ceremonies, the orgies that celebrate the

wanderings of Ceres, and the whole fable of the

shades below. The rites of Osiris and Bacchus

are the same; those of Isis and Ceres exactly

resemble each other, except in name : and the

punishments of the wicked in Hades, the Elysian

fields of the pious, and all the common imaginary

fictions, were copied from the ceremonies of the

Egyptian funerals. Herme-s, the conductor of souls,

according to the ancient institutions of Egypt,

* Vide my Plan of Thebes, the S. W. corner of the lake.

f Virgil, Mn. vi. 330.

j For which reason the soul of Patroclus, appearing to Achilles in

a dream, prays him to bury his body as quickly as possible:—
QaTTTi jxe OTTi Ta\i(TTa, TTvXag a'icao Trepijaai.

T)jXt fxt ttpyovcri \//ii\'Oi, eiCwXa Kaj-iorTwi',

Ovds lit TVdjQ fj.iayi(TGai vinp KOTctnoio eoiaiv. (II. xxiii. 71.)

Conf. Hor. Car. lib. i. od. 23. ; and Virg. Mn. vi. 526., " hi quos veliit

unda, sepulti."

§ Diodor. i. 96.
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was to convey the body of Apis to an appointed

place, where it was received by a man wearing

the mask of Cerberus ; and this being communi-

cated by Orpheus to the Greeks, gave rise to tlie

idea adopted by Homer * in his poetry:—
*'

' Cyllenius now to Pluto's dreary reign

Conveys the dead, a lamentable train!

The golden wand that causes sleep to fly.

Or in soft slumber seals the wakeful eye,

That drives the ghosts to realms of night or day.

Points out the long uncomfortable way

:

Trembling the spectres glide, and plaintive vent
Thin, hollow screams, along the deep descent.'

" And again,

—

"
' And now they reached the earth's remotest ends,

And now the gates where evening Sol descends.

And Leucas' rock, and Ocean's utmost streams,

And now pervade the dusky land of dreams

;

And rest at last where souls embodied dwell,

In ever-flowery meads of asphodel :

The empty forms of men inhabit there,

—

Impassive semblance, images of air!'

" To the river he gives the name of Ocean, be-

cause, as they say, the Egyptians call the Nile

Oceanus in their language ; the gates of the Sun

are derived from Heliopolis ; and the meadow and

the fabled dwelling of the dead are taken from the

place about the lake called Acherusia, near Mem-
phis, which is surrounded by beautiful meadows

and marshes, abounding with lotus and flowering

rushes. The reason of the dead being thought to

inhabit those places, is that the greater part and

the most considerable of the Egyptian catacombs

are there, and the bodies are ferried over the river

and Acherusian lake, previous to being deposited in

* Homer, Odyss. O. \. rt scq.
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those sepulchres. The rest of the Greek fancies re-

specting Hades are not less analogous to the present

practices in Egypt. The boat which carries over

the bodies is called ban's; and a penny is paid as

the fare to the boatman, who is called Charon in

the language of the country. There are also in the

neighbourhood of the same place a temple to

gloomy Hecate; the gates of Cocytus and of

Lethe, fastened with brazen bars ; and other gates

of Truth, near which stands the figure of Justice

without a head.

'* Many other things mentioned in fable exist in

Egypt, the habitual adoption of which still con-

tinues. For in the city of Acanthus, on the Libyan

side of the Nile, 120 stades (15 miles) from Mem-
phis, they say there is a barrel pierced with holes,

to which 360 priests bring water every day from

the Nile ; and in an assembly in the vicinity the

story of the ass is exhibited, where a man twists

one end of a long rope, while other perspns un-

twist the opposite end. Melampus, in like manner,

brought from Egypt the mysteries of Bacchus,

the stories of Saturn, and the battles of the Titans;

as Dasdalus* imitated the Egyptian labyrinth in

the one he built for King Minos, the former having

been constructed by Mendes, or by Marus, an

ancient king, many years before his time.'*

That the flible of Charon and the Styx owed its

origin to these Egyptian ceremonies, cannot be

* The reputed dedication of a temple to Djedalus in one of the
islands near Memphis, which he says existed in his time, and was
honoured by the neighbouring inhabitants, is evidently a Greek fancy.

Diodor. i. 97.

VOL. IL— Second Series. F F
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doubted; and when we become acquainted with all

the names of the places and personages connected

with the funeral rites of Egypt, these analogies

will probably appear still more striking.

Of Charon it may be observed that both his

name and character are taken from Horus*, who
had the peculiar office of steersman in the sacred

boats of Egypt; and the piece of money given him

for ferrying the dead across the Styxf appears to

have been borrowed from the gold or silver plate

put into the mouth of the dead by the Egyptians.

For though they did not intend it as a reward to

the boatman t, but rather as a passport to show the

virtuous character of the deceased, it was of equal

importance in obtaining for him admittance into

the regions of the blessed.

§

The Egyptian custom of depositing cakes in the

tombs probably led to the Greek notion of sending

a cake for Cerberus, which was placed in the mouth

of the deceased; and it was by means of a similar

one, drugged with soporiferous herbs, and given

to the monster at a hungry hour ||, that yEneas and

* The Greeks had not the Egyptian letter Z, and therefore snhsti-

tuted thex, as they now do in modern names ; as Charris for Harris, &c.

f " Cocvti stagna alta Stygiumque pahidem." Virg. JEn.

vi. 323.

% Virg. ^n. vi. 299.:—
" Portitor has liorrcnchis aquas et flinnina scrvat

Terril)ili scjualore C'haron

Ipse ratem conto sul)igit, velis(]ne ministrat,

Et fcrruginea subvectat corjjora cymba."

§ Vide Pcttigrew, PI. G. fig. 1. and [). (>S.

II
Virg. Ain. vi. 419. :—

'

" Cni vates, horrere vidcns jam colla cojiibris,

Melle soporatam et medicatis friigibns offam

Objicit : ille fame rabida tria gnttm'a pandens,
Corripit objectam."
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the Sibyl obtained an entrance into the lower re-

gions.

The judge of the dead is recognized in Osiris;

the office of Mercury Psychopompos is the same

as that of Anubis; the figure of Justice without a

head, and the scales of Truth or Justice at the

gate of Amenti, occur in the funereal subjects of

the Egyptian tombs; and the hideous animal who
there seems to guard the approach to the mansion

of Osiris is a worthy prototype of the Greek Cer-

berus.

It was not ordinary individuals alone who were

subjected to a public ordeal at their death, — the

character of the king himselfwas doomed to undergo

the same test ; and if any one could establish proofs

of his impiety or injustice, he was denied the usual

funeral obsequies* when in the presence of the

assembled multitude his body was brought to the

sacred lake, or, as Diodorust states, to the vesti-

bule of the tomb. " The customary trial having

commenced, any one was permitted to present

himself as an accuser. The pontiffs first passed

an encomium upon his character, enumerating all

his noble actions, and pointing out the merit of

each ; to which the people, who were assembled

to the number of several thousands, if they felt

those praises to be just, responded with favourable

acclamations. If, on tiie contrary, his life had

been stained with vice or injustice, they showed

their dissent by loud murmurs : and several in-

stances are recorded of Egyptian monarchs having

* Vide supra, Vol. I. p. 2o7. f Diodor. i. 72.

F F 2
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been deprived of the honour of the customary

pubhc funeral by the opposing voice of the people.'*

*' The effect of this," adds the historian," was

that succeeding kings, fearing so disgraceful a

censure after death, and the eternal stigma at-

tached to it, studied by their virtuous conduct to

deserve the good opinion of their subjects*; and

it could not fail to be a great incentive to virtue,

independent of the feelings arising from a wish to

deserve the gratitude of men, and the fear of for-

feiting the favour of the Gods."

The custom of refusing funeral rites to a king

was not confined to Egypt; it was common, also,

to the Jews t, who forbade a wicked monarch to re-

pose in the sepulchres of his fathers. Thus Joash,

though *' buried in the city of David," was not in-

terred "in the sepulchres of the kingst;" Manas-

seh§ " was buried in the garden of his own house,"

and several other kings of Judah and Israel were

denied that important privilege. That the same

continued to tlie time of the Asmoneans, is shown

by the conduct of Alexander Janneus, who, feeling

the approach of death, charged his wife, " on her

return to Jerusalem, to send for the leading men
among the Pharisees, and show them his body,

giving them leave, with great appearance of sin-

cerity, to use it as they might please,— whether

they would dishonour the dead body by refusing it

burial, as having severely suffered through him, or

* Vide Vol. II. p. G9., of the (inititiulc of the Egyptians towards their

Kings.
+ 1 Kings, xiv. 13. 2 Kings, ix. 10.

J 2 Chron. xxiv. 25. § 2 Kings, xxi. 18. and 2G.
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whether in their anger they would offer any other

injury to it. By this means, and by a promise

that nothing should be done without them in the

affairs of the kingdom, it was hoped that a more

honourable funeral might be obtained than any

she could give him, and that his body might be

saved from abuse by this appeal to their gene-

rosity."* They had also the custom of instituting

a general mourning for a deceased monarch t, whose

memory they wished to honour.

But the Egyptians allowed not the same ex-

tremes of degradation to be offered to the dead as

the Jewst sometimes did to those who had incurred

their hatred ; and the body of a malefactor, though

excluded from the precincts of the necropolis, was

not refused to his friends, that they might perform

the last duties to their unfortunate relative. The
loss of life and the future vengeance of the Gods
was deemed a sufficient punishment, without the

addition of insult to his senseless corpse ; and hence

the unusual treatment of the body of the robber

taken in Rhampsinitus' treasury appeared to his

mother a greater affliction than the death of her

son.

It was not, however, a general custom among the

Jews to expose the bodies of malefactors, or those

who had incurred their hatred : it was thought suf-

ficient to deprive them of funeral obsequies ; and

the relations were permitted to inter the body in

their own house, or in that of the deceased. Thus

* Joseph. Antiq. xiii. 13. 3. f 1 Kings, xiv. 18. &c.

J As Jezebel was eaten by doga. 2 Kings, ix. 33.

T ¥ 3
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Joab " was buried in his own house in the wilder-

ness*" when slain by the order of Solomon for the

murders he had committed ; and the greatest se-

verity to which they usually exposed an individual

was to deny him the rites of burial.

t

A question might arise whether the Egyptians

positively prevented a king, thus rejected at his

public ordeal, from being buried in the catacomb

prepared for him, or, merely forbidding the celebra-

tion of the pomp customary on that occasion, con-

ducted his body privately to the sepulchre. But

the evidence of the sculptures, in one of the tombs

of the kings of Thebes, appears conclusive on this

point. The name of the monarch has been erased;

which shows that he was not admitted to the con-

secrated precincts of the royal cemetery ; and this

suggests that the same custom prevailed in Egypt

as with the Jews, of burying the kings rejected

by the public voice either in their own private

grounds, or in some place set apart for the purpose.

It was not the dread of this temporary disgrace

wliich the Egyptians were taught to look upon as

tlie principal inducement to virtue : a far graver

consideration was held out to them in the fear of

that final judgment which awaited them in a future

state, where they were to suffer both for crimes of

omission as well as of commission, and where

nothing could sliield them from the just vengeance

of tlie Gods. The same doctrine is put forth in the

writings of PK^to, wlio, in his Seventh Epistle, says,

* 1 Kings, ii. .'i4.

f Ps.lxxix. 3. Jcr. xiv. Hi., aiul viii. 2., ;iud xvi. 4.
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*' It is necessary, indeed, always to believe in the

ancient and sacred discourses, which announce to

us that the soul is immortal, and that it has judges

of its conduct, and suffers the greatest punishment

when it is liberated from the body."

Tiie commission of secret crimes might not ex-

pose them to the condemnation of the world ; they

might obtain the credit of a virtuous career, en-

joying throughout life an unsullied reputation
;

and many an unknow^n act of injustice might es-

cape those who applauded them on the day of their

funeral. But the all-scrutinising eye of the Deity

was known to penetrate into the innermost

thoughts of the heart ; and they believed that

whatever conscience told them they had done

amiss was recorded against them in the book of

Thoth, out of which they would be judged accord-

ing to their works. The sculptured walls of every

sepulchre reminded them of this solemn ceremony
;

the rewards held out to the virtuous were re-

puted to exceed all that man could imagine or

desire ; and the punishments of the wicked were

rendered doubly odious by the notion of a trans-

migration of the soul* into the most hateful and

disgusting animals. The idea of the punishment

was thus brought to a level with their comprehen-

sion. They were not left to speculate on, and

consequently to call in question, the kind of pu-

nishment they were to suffer, since it was not pre-

sented to them in so fanciful and unintelligible a

* Vide supra, p. 183. Vol. L (2ci Series) p. 310. and Plate 87.
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guise as to be beyond their comprehension : all

could feel the disgrace of inhabiting the body of a

pig ; and the very one they beheld with loathing

and disgust probably contained the soul of a

wicked being they had known as their enemy or

their friend.

TRANSMIGRATION AND IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

" The Egyptians," according to Herodotus *,

" were the first to maintain that the soul of mant
is immortal; that after the death of the body it

always enters into that of some other animal which

is born ; and when it has passed through all those

of the earth, water, and air, it again enters that of

a man ; which circuit it accomplishes in 3000

years." This doctrine of transmigration is men-

tioned by Plutarch, Plato, and other ancient wri-

ters as the general belief among the Egyptians,

and it was adopted by Pythagoras t and his pre-

ceptor Pherecydes, as well as other philosophers of

Greece.

Plutarch § says that " the Egyptians thought

* Hcrodot. ii. 123. Vide .niprd, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 21L
-j- St. Augustin says, " ^gyptii soli credunt resurrectioncni, quia

diligenter ciirant cadavera luortuonim ; niorem eniin liabent siccare

cor[)ora ct (|uasi iriica rodderc ; i^ahbaras ea vocaiit." It is singular that

tlie word now used in Egypt i'or a lo)iil) is t^nhr or gobbcr. Aug. Sermon,
c. 12.

i Conf. Lucian's Gallus ; and Ilor. 1. ()d. xxiii. 10. :

—

" Panthoiden iterum orco
Demissuni

;
qnanivis clypco Trojana refixo

Tempora testatus, nilnl ultra

Nervos atque cutem niorti concesserat atrae."

5 Plut. de Is. s. 72. and 31.
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the souls of men, which still survive their bodies,

returned into life again in animals ; " and that

*' they considered it right to prefer for sacrifice

those in whose bodies the souls of wicked men
were confined during the course of their trans-

migration ;" while the precept in the golden verses

of Pythagoras —
. . . eipyou S)pcorcov wv eittoixsu, su re xaBap^oig

commands men to abstain from food connected

with the purifications and solution of the soul.

The reason of this piu'ification of the soul I have
already noticed*, as well as the greater or less

time required, according to the degree of sin by
which it had been contaminated during its sojourn

in the world.t Herodotus fixes the period at 3000
years, when the soul returned to the human form t

;

and Plato says §,
" If any one's life has been vir-

tuous, he shall obtain a better fate hereafter ; if

wicked, a worse. But no soul will return to its pris-

tine condition till the expiration of 10,000 years.

* Vide supra, \oh I. (2tl Series) p. 316.

f The same occurs in these lines of Milton's Conuis :
—

" But when lust.

By lavish act of sin,

Lets in defilement to the inward parts.

The soul grows clotted by contagion,

Imbodies, and imbrutes, till she quite lose

The divine property of her first being."

J This seems to disagree with the custom of giving all good men the

name of Osiris immediatehi after their burial, as if their soul had already

returned to the Deity, whence it emanated.

^ Plato, in Phaedro, p. 325., transl. Taylor.
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since it will not recover the use of its wings until

that period, except it be the soul of one who has phi-

losophised sincerely, or, together with philosophy,

has loved beautiful forms. These, indeed, in the

third period of 1000 years, if they have thrice

chosen this mode of life in succession .... shall,

in the SOOOdth year, fly away * to their pristine

abode ; but other souls being arrived at the end of

their first life shall be judged. And of those who are

judged, some, proceeding to a subterraneous place

of judgment, shall there sustain the punishments

they have deserved ; but others, in consequence

of a favourable judgment, being elevated into a

certain celestial place, shall pass their time in

a manner becoming the life they have lived in a

human shape. And, in the lOOOdth year, both the

kinds of those who have been judged, returning to

tlie lot and election of a second life, shall each of

them receive a life agreeable to his desire. Here
also the human soul shall pass into the life of a

beast ; and from that of a beast again into a man,

if it has first been the soul of a man. For the soul

which has never perceived the truth cannot pass

into the human form."

It is possible that the Egyptians also supposed

the period of 3000 years to have been confined to

those who had led a philosophically virtuous life
;

but it is difficult' to determine if the full number of

10,000 years was required for other souls. From
the flict of the number 10 signifying completion

* This agrees with the E<^yptiiin notion o( a winged soul. Vide stij>rd,

Vol. I. (Second Scries) p. 442.
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and return to unity, it is not altogetlier improbable

;

particularly since the Greek philosophers are

known to have derived their notions on this, as on

many other subjects, from the dogmas of Egypt.

Herodotus states that several Greeks adopted the

doctrine of transmigration and used it as their own,

whose names he refrains from mentioning ; and

it is generally supposed by Diodorus, Diogenes

Laertiiis, Porphyry, and others, that Pythagoras

had the merit of first introducing it into Greece,*

And if Cicero thinks Pherecydes of Syros, of whom
Pythagoras was a disciple, to be the first to assert

that the souls of men were immortal, the Egyptian

origin of the doctrine is only the more confirmed,

since he had also visited and studied under the

Egyptian priests.

This metempsychosis, or rather metensomatosis,

being the passage of the soul from one animal to

another, was termed xoxMg avayxrjg, *' the circle

(or orbit) of necessity ;" and besides the ordinary

notion of its passing through different bodies till it

returned again in a human shape, some went so far

as to suppose that after a certain period all events

which had happened were destined to occur again,

in the identical order and manner as before. The
same men were said to be born again, and to fulfil

the same career ; and the same causes were thouglit

to produce the same effects, as stated by Virgil.t

This idea of a similarity of causes and effects ap-

* Diodor. i. 98. ; Diog. Laert. viii. 14. ; Porpli. Vit. Pyth, J 9.

j- " Alter erit turn Tipliys, ct altera qua' veliat Argo
Delectos heroas ; eriint etiani altera bella,

Atque iterum ad Trojam magnus mittetur Achilles."
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pears to be quite consistent with the opinions of the

Egyptians, mentioned by Herodotus *
; and not

only, says the historian, *' have the Greek poets

adopted many of their doctrines," but the origin

of most of the religious speculations of Greece may
be traced to the Egyptians ; who *' have invented

more prodigies than all the rest of mankind.'*

The Egyptian notion that the soul, after its series

of migrations, returned to the same human body in

which it had formerly lived on earth, is in perfect ac-

cordance with the passage of the Roman poet above

alluded to, and this is confirmed by Theophrastus,

who says, *' The Egyptians think that the same soul

enters the body of a man, an ox, a dog, a bird, and

a fish, until having passed through all of them it re-

turns to that from which it set out." There is even

reason to believe that the Egyptians preserved the

body in order to keep it in a fit state to receive the

soul which once inhabited it, after the lapse of a

certain number of years ; and the various occupa-

tions followed by the Egyptians during the lifetime

of the deceased t, which were represented in the

sculptures ; as well as his arms, the implements he

used, or whatever was most precious to him, which

were deposited in the tomb with his coffin, might
be intended for his benefit at the time of this re-

union, which at the least possible period was fixed

at 3000 years. -On the other hand, from the fltct

of animals being also embalmed (the preservation

of whose bodies was not ascribable to any idea

* Herodot. ii. 82. f Vide supra, p. 393. and 395.
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connected with the soul), the custom might ap-

pear rather owing to a sanitary regulation for the

benefit of the living, or be attributable to a feeling

of respect for the dead, — an affectionate family

being anxious to preserve that body, or outward

form, by which one they loved had been long

known to them.

We are therefore still in uncertainty respecting

the actual intentions of the Egyptians, in thus pre-

serving the body, and ornamenting their sepulchres *

at so great an expense ; nor is there any decided

proof that the resurrection of the body was a tenet

of their religion. It is, however, highly probable

that such was their belief, since no other satisfactory

reason can be given for the great care of the body
after death. And if many a one, on returning to

his tomb, might be expected to feel great dis-

appointment in finding it occupied by another, and
execrate in no very measured terms the proprietor

who had re-sold it after his death, the ofFendina:

party would feel secure against any injury from his

displeasure, since his return to earth would occur

at a different period. For sufficient time always

elapsed betw^een the death of two occupants of the

same tomb, the 3000 years dating from the demise

of each, and not from any fixed epoch.

The doctrine of transmigration was also admitted

by the Pharisees ; their belief, according to Jose-

ph us t, being " that all souls were incorruptible
;

but that those of good men were only removed into

* Vide also siqjrcl, p. 393. 395. and 397.

f Joseph. Bell. Jiul. ii. 8. U.
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other bodies, and that those of the bad were subject

to eternal punishment." The Buddhist and other

religions have admitted the same notion of the soul

of man passing into the bodies of animals : and even

the Druids believed in the migration of the soul,

though they confined it to human bodies.*

FUTURE JUDGMENT.

The judgment scenes, found in the tombs and

on the papyri, sometimes represent the deceased

conducted by Horus alone, or accompanied by his

wife, to the region of Amenti. Cerberus is present

as the guardian of the gates, near which the scales

of Justice are erected; and Anubis, "the dh-ector

of the weight," having placed a vase representing

the good actions t of the deceased in one scale,

and the figure or emblem of Truth in the other t,

proceeds to ascertain his claims for admission. If

on being "weighed" he is "found wanting §," he

is rejected ; and Osiris, the judge of the dead,

inclining his sceptre in token of condemnation,

pronounces judgment upon him, and condemns his

* Caes. Bell. Gall. lil). vi. " (Druidcs, in Gallia) hoc volunt persua-

dcrc, noil interire aninias, seel ab aliis post mortem transire ad alios,

atqnc hoc maxime ad virtntem excitari pntant, metn mortis neglecto."

-j- This symbol is sup[)oscd by Champollion to be a iiuman heart.

Tt appears to be a vase containing perliaps the brains and heart, repre-

sented within it.

J Of the |)rinciple of these scales, vide Vol. III. p. 240., and II. 10.

The same kind of balance is represented in a (ireek subject in the

Archaeologia of Konie of 183.'^, Plate 4-7.; where the ape is seated

above, and a figure in the attitude of Osiris sits on a throne iiokliug a

l)arred sceptre, siniihu- to the emblem of Stability in the hand of the

judge of Amenti.

^ Conf. Daniel, v. 27. j and Job, xxxi. G.
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soul to return to earth under the form of a pig, or

some other unclean anhnal.* Placed in a boat, it is

removed, under the charge of two monkeys, from

the precincts of Amenti, all communication with

which is figuratively cut off by a man who hews
away the eartli with an axe after its passage ; and

the commencement of a new term of life is in-

dicated by those monkeys, the emblems of Thotli.

But if, wlien the sum of his deeds are recorded

by Thoth, his virtues so far predominate as to

entitle him to admission to the mansions of the

blessed, Horus, taking in his hand the tablet of

Thoth, introduces him to the presence of Osiris ;

who, in his palace, attended by Isis and Nepthys,

sits on his throne in the midst of the waters, from

which rises the lotus, bearing upon its expanded

flower the four Genii of Amenti.

t

Other representations + of this subject differ in

some of the details ; and in the judgment scene of

the royal scribe, whose funeral procession has been

described §, the deceased advances alone in an

attitude of prayer to receive judgment. On one

side of the scales stands Thoth, holding a tablet

in his hand ; on the other the Goddess of Justice

;

and Horus, in lieu of Anubis, performs the office

of director of the balance, on the top of which

sits a Cynocephalus, the emblem of Thotli. Osiris,

seated as usual on his throne ||, liolding his crook

* Vide Plate 87. f Vide Plate 88.

J Vide supra, Yo]. I. (2d Series) p. 3\5. § Supra, p. 410.

II
Conf. Lucian's description of " Minos on a high throne, with the

punishments, avenging spirits, and furies standing near him." Necro-
raantia.
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and flagelluin, awaits the report from the hands of

Ills son Horus. Before the door of his palace are

the four Genii of Amenti, and near them three

Deities, who either represent the assessors, or may
be the three assistant judges, who gave rise to the

Minos, ^^acus, and Rhadamanthus * of Greek

flible.t

Another, figured in the side adytum of the Pto-

lemaic temple of Dayr el Medeeneh, at Thebes,

represents the deceased approaching in a similarly

submissive attitude, between two figures of Truth

or Justice ; whose emblem, the ostrich feather, lie

holds in his hand. The two figures show the

double capacity of that Goddess, corresponding, as

already shown, to the Thummim, or two Truths,

and according well with the statement of Diodorus

respecting her position " at the gates of Truth." t

Horus and Anubis superintend the balance, and

weigh the actions of the judged ; whilst Thoth in-

scribes an account of them on his tablet, which he

prepares for presentation to Osiris, who, seated on

his throne, pronounces the final judgment, per-

mitting the virtuous soul to enjoy the blessings of

eternal felicity. Before him four Genii of Amenti

stand upon a lotus flower ; and a figure of Har-

pocrates, seated on a crook of Osiris between

the scales and the entrance of the divine abode,

which is guarded by Cerberus, is intended to show

* Virg. TEn. vi. 5G6. :
—

" (Inosius Iiaec Rhadamanthus habct durissima regna,

Castigatqiic aiiditque dolos ; subigitqiic fateri."

f Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 320. Vide Diodor. i. 97., on tlie

Punishment of the dead.

l Siiprd, p. 28. and 433.
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tliat the deceased on admission to that pure state

must be born again, and commence a new life,

cleansed from all the impurities* of his earthly

career. It also represents the idea common to

the Egyptians and other philosophers, that to die

was only to assume a new form,— that nothing was

annihilated, — and that dissolution was merely the

forerunner of reproduction.! Above, in two lines,

sit the forty-two assessors, the complete number
mentioned by Diodorus ; whose office, as I have

already observed, was to assist in judging the dead,

and whose various forms have been given among
the other Deities of the Egyptian Pantheon.

t

Many similar subjects occur on funereal monu-

ments, few of which present any new features.

One, however, is singular, from the Goddess of

Justice being herself engaged in weighing the

deceased, in the presence of Thoth, who is re-

presented under the form of a Cynocephalus,

having the horns and globe of the Moon upon its

head, and a tablet in its hand. Instead of the

usual vase, the figure of the deceased himself

is placed in one of the scales, opposed to that

of the Goddess ; and close to the balance sits

Cerberus with open mouth, as though prepared

to vent his savage fury on the judged §, if pro-

* Vide siqyrd, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 316. Conf. Virgil, ^n. vi. 739.

745.

f Videsupm, Vol. I. (2cl Series) p. 315.407. 439. etc.

X Suj^rd, p. 76. It might be suggested that they represented the

different forms through which a soul migrated ; but I think this not

probable.

§ Cerberus, according to Hesiod, welcomed those who came in, and
devoured those who endeavoured to go out of the gates of Hades.
Hesiod. Theogon. 770.

VOL. IF. — SEcoNr Series. G G
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noiinced unworthy of admittance to the regions

of the blessed.

Another may also be noticed, from the singular

fact of the Goddess of Justice, who here introduces

the deceased, being without a head, as described

by Diodorus ; from the deceased holding in each

hand an ostrich feather, the emblem of Truth ; and

from Cerberus being represented standing upon

the steps of the divine abode of Osiris, as if in the

act of announcing the arrival of Thoth with the

person of the tomb.

Sometimes the deceased wore round his neck

the same vase, which in the scales typified his

good actions; or bore on his head the ostrich

feather of Truth. They were both intended to

show that he had been deemed worthy of admis-

sion to the mansions of the just; and in the same

idea originated the custom of placing the name
of the Goddess after that of virtuous individuals

who were dead, implying that they were "judged,"

or "justified." * Some analogy to this may perhaps

be traced in the following passage of Plato's Gor-

gias t : — " Sometimes Ilhadamanthus, beholding

the soul of one who has passed through life with

tratli^ whether it be the soul of a private man, or

of any other is filled with admiration, and

dismisses it to the islands of the blessed. t And
tlie same things are done by Tl^^acus."

The Goddesses Athor and Netpe frequently pre-

sented the virtuous after death with the fruit and

* Vide supra, p. 30. f Plato, Gorgias, p. 4'58.

X Conf. Luciaii on Grief.
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drink of heaven *
; which calls to mind the am-

brosia and nectar of Greek fable, t

EMBALMING.

The process of embalming is thus described by

ancient writers :— " In Egypt," says Herodotus t ,

*' certain persons are appointed by law to exercise

this art as their peculiar business ; and when a

dead body is brought them they produce patterns

of mummies in wood, imitated in painting, the

most elaborate of which are said to be of him

(Osiris) whose name I do not think it right to

mention on this occasion. The second which

they show is simpler and less costly ; and the

third is the cheapest. Having exhibited them all,

they inquire of the persons who have applied to

them which mode they wish to be adopted; and this

being settled, and the price agreed upon, the par-

ties retire, leaving the body with the embalmers.

In preparing it according to the first method,

they commence by extracting the brain from the

nostrils by a curved iron probe, partly cleansing

the head by these means, and partly by pouring

in certain drugs ; then making an incision in

the side with a sharp Ethiopian stone, they draw

out the intestines through the aperture. Having

* Vide supra, Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 313. 391.
-|- Some suppose the former to have been eaten, the latter drunk.

Hesiod (Theog. 640.) says,

" NtK-rtp r'rt/-(C|00(T()Jl' TCy TCI TTfp 6(01 ClVTOl f^OVCTl.

Though Homer (Od. Y, 359.) calls the wine "a stream' of ambrosia and

nectar."

X Herodot. ii. 8G.

G G 2
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cleansed and washed them with pahn wine, they

cover them with pounded aromatics ; and after-

wards filhng the cavity with powder of pure myrrh,

cassia, and other fragrant substances, frankincense

excepted, they sew it up again. This being done,

tliey salt the body, keeping it in natron* during

seventy days; to which period they are strictly

confined. When the seventy t days are over,

they wash the body, and wrap it up entirely in

bands of fine linen t smeared on their inner side

with gum, which the Egyptians generally use § in-

stead of glue. The relations then take away the

body, and have a wooden case made in the form

of a man, in which they deposit it ; and when
fastened up, they keep it in a room in their house,

placing it upright against the wall. This is the

most costly mode of embalming.
" For those who choose the middle kind, on ac-

count of the expense, they prepare the body as

follows. They fill syringes with oil of cedar ||, and

inject this into the abdomen, without making any

incision or removing the bowels; and taking care

that the liquid sliall not escape, they keep it in

salt during the specified number of days. The
cedar oil is then taken out ; and such is its strength

that it brings with it the bowels, and all the in-

* Not nitre.

t According to Genesis, 1. .3., only forty days ; which is more proba-
ble. Diodorus says '5 upwards of thirty." Tlic seventy or seventy-two,
included the whole period of mourning. Jldc infra, p. 454. 459.

;];
" i."()'roi'0(; /^I'TTirj/r rf\«/(w(T(." Jldc Yo]. II]. p. 115.

§ On this occasion, Init not lor otlier purposes. J'id/- Vol. HI. p. 173.

||
Pliny says (xvi. 1 1.), " In Syria cedriuni (e pice) cui tanta vis est,

ut in ./Egypto corpora hominum defunctorum co perfusa scrvcntur."

(And lib. xxiv. 5.)
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side, in a state of dissolution. The nation also

dissolves the flesh ; so that nothing remains but

the skin and bones. This process being over, they

restore the body without any further operation.

" The third kind of embalming is only adoj)tcd

for the poor. In this they merely cleanse the body

by an injection o{ mjrmcea^ and salt it during seventy

days; after which it is returned to the friends who
brought it.

"The bodies of women of quality are not em-

balmed directly after their death *, and it is cus-

tomary for the family to keep them three or four

days before they are subjected to that process."

The account given by Diodorust is similar to

that of the historian of Halicarnassus. '* The fu-

nerals of the Egyptians are conducted upon three

different scales,— the most expensive, the more
moderate, and the humblest. The first is said to

cost a talent of silver (about 250/. sterling) ; the

second 22 minae (or 60/.); and the third is ex-

trem.ely cheap. The persons who embalm the

bodies are artists who have learnt this secret from

their ancestors. They present to the friends of

the deceased who apply to them an estimate of

the funeral expenses, and ask them in what manner

they wish it to be performed; which being agreed

upon, they deliver the body to the proper persons

* Herodotus says, " Tag ^£ yurat/crt^ rwv nri(pai'noi> avCfXiiv, nziuv Tt-

XiVTjjaioffi, ov TTupavriKa I'lCovai rapixtviiv, ov^e oaat av loat tviiittg Knpra
Kcii Xoyoy TrXtvvoc yi'vaiceij. AXX eTreav Tpiraiai )] rirapTCiiai ycvuivrat, ovno
Tfapuhcovai tokjl -api)(^evovin. rovroCi ttohvul nvru) rovct uptKiv, iva fiij (j<pi

oi Tapi\tvTai iiiffyoji'Tai ryai yvvai'£i. Xai^'ipOijvai yap riva (paffi^fiiffyoftd'ov

viKp'iJ Tipo(T<paT(fj yvvaiKoc. KaTtnvaiCi tov ojioTi^vov.

t Diodor. i.' 9 1 . '
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appointed to that office. First, one, who is deno-

minated the scribe, marks upon the left side of

the body, as it lies on the ground, the extent of

the incision which is to be made ; then another,

who is cBlled paraschistes (the dissector'), cuts open

as much of the flesh as the law permits with an

Ethiopian stone, and immediately runs away*,

pursued by those who are present, throwing

stones at him amidst bitter execrations, as if to

cast upon him all the odium of this necessary

act. For they look upon every one who has offered

violence to, or inflicted a wound or any other in-

jury upon a human body, to be hateful; but the

embalmers, on the contrary, are held in the great-

est consideration and respect, being the associates

of the priests, and permitted free access to the

temples as sacred persons.

*' As soon as they have met together to embalm

the body thus prepared for them, one introduces

his hand through the aperture into the abdomen,

and takes every thing out, except the kidneys and

heart, t Another cleanses eacli of the viscera

with palm wine and aromatic substances. Lastly,

after having applied oil of cedar and other things

to the whole body for upwards oi'tldrfy days, they

add myrrh, cinnamon, and those drugs which have

* Vide Pausauias, Attic, lil). i. c. 24. ; who speaks of the priest flee-

ing away as soon as he had killed the victim, before the altar of Jupiter

Polic'iis, at Athens.
-|- According to Pliny, the Egyptians believed the heart to be the

great vital [)rinciple, and tliat man could not live beyond 100 years from

its being impaired by that time. " Non vivere liomincm ultra centcsi-

mum annum defectu cordis, Tl^^gyptii existimant, (piibus nios est ca-

davera asservare medicata." (lib. xi. c. .37.)
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not only the power of preserving the body for a

length of time, but of imparting to it a fragrant

odour. It is then restored to the friends of the

deceased. And so perfectly are all the members

preserved, that even the hairs of the eyelids and

eyebrows remain undisturbed, and the whole ap-

pearance of the person is so unaltered that every

feature may be recognised. The Egyptians, there-

fore, who sometimes keep the bodies of their an-

cestors in magnificent apartments set apart for the

purpose, have an opportunity of contemplating the

faces* of those who died many generations before

them ; and the lieight and figure of their bodies

being distinguishable, as well as the character of

the countenance, they enjoy a wonderful grati-

fication, as if they lived in the society of those they

see before them."

On the foregoing statements of the two his-

torians, I may be permitted some observations.

First, with regard to what Herodotus says of

the wooden figures kept as patterns for mum-
mies, the most elaborate of which represented

Osiris. All the Egyptians who, from their virtues,

were admitted to the mansions of the blessed,

were permitted to assume the form and name of

this Deity. It was not confined to the rich alone,

who paid for the superior kind of embalming, or

to those mummies wliich were sufliiciently well

made to assume the form of Osiris; and Herodotus

should therefore have confined his remark to those

* Diodorus is wrong in' supposing that they could see the actual

face of the dead body. Vide infra, p. 4v57.
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which were of so inferior a kind as not to imitate

the figure of a man. For we know that the second

class of mummies were put up in the same form of

Osiris; and if it was not so with the cheapest kind,

this was in consequence of their being merely

wrapped in cloths or matting, and assuming no

shape beyond that of a bandaged body.*

Secondly. It is evident from the mummies which

have been found in such abundance at Thebes and

other places, that in the three different modes

of embalming several gradations existed ; some of

which differ so much in many essential points as

almost to justify our extending the number men-

tioned by the historians, as will be seen from what

I shall hereafter state respecting the various modes

ascertained from the bodies themselves. I may
also refer for this subject to Mr. Pettigrew's

valuable work on the History of the Egyptian

Mummies.
Thirdly. The extraction of the brain by the

nostrils is proved by the appearance of the mimi-

mies found in the tombs; and some of the crooked

instruments (always of bronze) supposed to have

been used for this purpose have been discovered

at Thebes.

Fourthly. The incision in the side is, as Dio-

dorus says, on the left. Over it the sacred eye of

Osiris (?) was placed, and through it the viscerawere
returned wlien hot deposited in the four vases.

Fifthly. The second class of mummies without

any incision in the side are often found in the

* He perhaps had in view those oiil\ which h;ul a carlo!ia"-L'.
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tombs ; but it is also shown from the bodies at

Thebes that the incision was not always confined

to those of the first class, and that some of an in-

ferior kind were submitted to this simple and ef-

fectual process.

Sixthly. The sum stated by Diodorus of a talent

of silver can only be a general estimate of the ex-

pense of the first kind of embalming ; since the

various gradations in the style of preparing them
prove that some mummies must have cost far more
than others : and the sumptuous manner in which
many persons performed the funerals of their

friends kept pace with the splendour of the tombs
they made or purchased for their reception.

Seventhly. The execrations with which the pa-

raschisfes was pursued could only have been a re-

ligious form, from which he was doubtless in little

apprehension ; an anomaly not altogether without

a parallel in other civilised countries.

Eighthly. Diodorus is in error when he sup-

poses the actual face of the body was seen after it

was restored to the family ; for even before it was
deposited in the case, which Herodotus says the

friends made for it, the features, as well as the

whole body, were concealed by the bandages which
enveloped them. The resemblance he mentions

was only in the mummy case, or the cartonage

which came next to the bandages; and, indeed,

whatever number of cases covered a mummy, the

face of each was intended as a representation of

the person within, as the lower part was in imitation

of the swathed body.
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Diodorus mentions three different classes of

persons who assisted in preparing the body for the

funeral,— the scribe, who regulated the incision

in the side; the paraschistes^ or cutter; and the

embalmers. To these may be added the under-

takers, who wrapped the body in bandages, and

who had workmen in their employ to make the

cases in which it was deposited.* Many different

trades and branches of art were constantly called,

upon to supply the undertakers with those things

required for funereal purposes : as the painters of

mummy cases ; those who made images of stone,

porcelain, wood, and other materials ; the manu-

facturers of alabaster, earthenware, and bronze

vases ; those who worked in ivory ; the leather-

cutters, and many others. And it is not impro-

bable that to the undertakers, who were a class of

priests, belonged a very large proportion of the

tombs kept for sale in the cemeteries of the large

towns.

I have stated that the body was enveloped and

placed in its case previous to its delivery to the

relations of the deceasedt; but Herodotus seems

to say that the undertakers having received it from

the embalmers, and swathed it in bandages, some-

times returned it without any other covering than

the linen wrappers, or, when of the better quality

of mummies, in, the painted cartonage ; and these

last employed otlier persons to make the coffins

or mummy cases, in which it was finally deposited.

* Vide \o\.\\\. p. 1 83. t Siqird, p. 425.
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We may however conclude that even in these in-

stances the undertakers were again appUed to for

the purpose ; and we see among people far less

prejudiced than the Egyptians, and far less in-

clined to favour monopolies in religious matters,

that few have arrogated to themselves the right of

deviating from common custom in their funeral

arrangements.

The number of days, seventy or seventy-two*,

mentioned by the two historians, is confirmed by
the scripture account of Jacob's funeral ; and this

arbitrary period cannot fail to call to mind the fre-

quent occurrence of the numbers 7 and 70, which
are observed in so many instances both among the

Egyptians and Jews. But there is reason to believe

that it comprehended the whole period of the

mourning, and that the embalming process only

occupied a portion of it ; forty being the number
of days expressly stated by the Bible to have been
assigned to the latter, and *' three score and ten "

to the entire mourning.

The custom of embalming bodies was not con-

fined to the Egyptians : the Jews adopted this pro-

cess to a certain extent, " the manner of the

Jews" being to buryt the body " wound in linen

cloths with spices."

The embalmers, as I have already observed t,

were probably members of the medical profession,

* Diodorus (i. 72.) assigns onlyabout thirty to the einbalmingprocess;
and from Genesis we learn that " forty days were fulfilled " for Jacob,
as was customary for those who were " embalmed." Gen. 1. .3. Fide
supra, p. 452. 454.

t John, xix. 40. J Vol. III. p. 397.
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as well as of the class of priests. Joseph is said to

have " commanded the physicians to embalm his

father *
;
" and Pliny states that during this process

certain examinations took place, which enabled

them to study the disease of which the deceased

had died. They appear to have been made in com-

pliance with an order from the governmentt, as he

says, the kings of Egypt had the bodies opened

after death to ascertain the nature of their diseases,

by which means alone the remedy for phthisical

complaints was discovered. Indeed it is reason-

able to suppose that a people so far advanced as

were the Egyptians in knowledge of all kinds, and

whose medical art was so systematically arranged

that they had regulated it by some of the very

same laws followed by the most enlightened and

skilful nations of the present day, would not have

omitted so useful an inquiry, or have failed to

avail themselves of the means which the process

adopted for embalming the body placed at their

disposal. And nothing can more clearly prove

their advancement in the study of human diseases

than the fact of their assigning to each his own
peculiar branch, under the different heads of ocu-

lists, dentists, those who cured diseases in the

head, those who confined themselves to intestinal

complaints, and those who attended to secret and

internal maladies.

t

Their knowledge of drugs, and of their effects,

is sufficiently shown by the preservation of the

* Gen. 1. 2. f Plin. xix. 5.

X Herodot. ii. 84. Vide supra, Vol. III. \>. 389, 390.
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mummies, and tlie manner in which the intes-

tines and other ])arts have been removed from

the interior. And such is tlie skill evinced in the

embahning process, that every medical man of

the present day, who witnesses the evidence de-

rived from an examination of the mummies, will-

ingly acquiesces in the praise due to the ability

and experience of the Egyptian embalmers.*

Certain regulations respecting the bodies of

persons found dead were wisely established in

Egypt, which, by rendering the district or town in

the immediate vicinity responsible in some degree

for the accident, by fining it to the full cost of

the most expensive funeral, necessarily induced

those in authority to exercise a proper degree

of vigilance, and to exert their utmost efforts

to save any one who had fallen into the river, or

was otherwise exposed to the danger of his life.

From these too we may judge of the great respon-

sibility they w-ere under for the body of a person

found murdered within their jurisdiction.

t

" If a dead body," says Herodotus, " was acci-

dentally found, whether of an Egyptian or a

stranger, who had been taken by a crocodile, or

drowned in the river t, the town upon the terri-

tory of which it w^as discovered was obliged to

embalm it according to the most costly process,

* Till lately some medical men doubted the possibility of their ex-
tracting the braiu through the nostril, and other parts of the process.
Jlde Pettigrew, p. 52.

\- In Vol. II. p. 36., I have shown how severe the Egyptian law
was towards any one who did not assist in protecting human life.

X Ilerodot. i'i. 90.
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and to bury it in a consecrated tomb. None of

the friends or relations were permitted to touch

it ; this privilege was accorded to the priests of the

Nile alone, who interred it witli their own hands,

as if it had been something more than the corpse

of a human being."

Another reason assigned for their embalming the

dead (independent of those already mentioned *)

has been supposed to be a belief that the soul re-

mained in the body as long as the latter was pre-

served, and was thus prevented from passing to

any other.t But this is directly opposed to the

known opinion of the Egyptians, which, as we
see even from the sculptures, was that the soul

left the body at the moment of death ; and, ac-

cording to Herodotus, they asserted that having

quitted the body, it returned again after a cer-

tain period, t

Cassian gives another reason, still more at vari-

ance with truth,—"that they Avere unable to bury

their dead during the inundation ;
" which is at

once disproved by the fact of the tombs being ac-

cessible at all seasons of the year. Herodotus §

* Supra, p. 445.
-|- Serviiis ;vcl Vir";. Mn. iii. v. 68. " jEgyptii periti sapientiae condita

diutius rescrvant cadavera, scilicet ut aninia multo tempore pei'diiret, et

corpori sit obnoxia, ne cito ad aliud transeat. Romani contra faciebant,

coinl)iirentes cadavera, ut statim anima in gcneralitateni, id est, in suam
natiiram rediret." The latter assertion is as erroneous as the former :

the Romans did not always burn their dead in early times, as Pliny

(vii. 54.) tells us ; Sylla having ordered his body to be burnt that the

limbs might not be scattered about and insulted, as those of Marius
were. It was, however, done sometimes in the early as well as the later

periods of their history, being mentioned in the laws of Nunia; but

not universally.

:j: Hide supra, p. 440. ci scq.; and Vol. I. (2d Scries) p. 74. and 31G.

$ Herodot. iii. 16.
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observes that "they forbade the body to be burnt,

because they looked upon fire as a savage beast,

devouring all that it can lay hold of, and dying

itself after it is satiated, together with the object

of its prey ; and that being forbidden by their laws

to suffer any animal to live upon a dead body, they

embahned it as a protection against worms." This

at least has more appearance of probability : and

in the same fear of engendering these originated

the prohibition against enveloping a corpse in

woollen cloths. * That the bandages were of linen

has already been shown t; and the prejudice in

favour of that quality of stuff extended even to

the wrappers used for enveloping the small wooden
figures deposited in the tombs, which were seldom

if ever allowed to be of cotton, and apparently in

no instance of woollen texture.

Herodotus fails to inform us what became of

the intestines after they had been removed from

the body of those embalmed according to the first

process ; but the discoveries made in the tombs

clear up this important point, and enable us to

correct the improbable account given by Por-

phyry. The latter writer sayst, " When the bodies

of persons of distinction were embalmed, they took

out the intestines and put them into a vessel, over

which (after some other rites had been performed

for the dead) one of the embahners pronounced

an invocation to the Sun in behalf of the deceased.

* Vide Yoh III. p. 114.; and Vol.1, p. 2§0.

t Vol. III. p. 115.

j Porphyr. de Abbtin. iv. 10.
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The formula, according to Euphantus who trans-

lated it from the original into Greek, was as fol-

lows :
—

' O thou Sun, our sovereign lord ! and

all ye Deities who have given life to man ! re-

ceive me, and grant me an abode with the eternal

Gods. During the whole course of my life I

have scrupulously worshipped the Gods my fathers

taught me to adore ; I have ever honoured my
parents, who begat this body ; I have killed no

one ; I have not defrauded any, nor have I done

an injury to any man ; and if I have committed

any other fault during my life, either in eating or

drinking, it has not been done for myself, but for

these things.' So saying, the embalmer pointed

to the vessel containing the intestines, which was

thrown into the river ; the rest of the body, when
properly cleansed, being embalmed."

Plutarch * gives a similar account of their

" throwing the intestines into the river," as the

cause of all the faults committed by man, " the

rest of the body when cleansed being embalmed ;'*

which is evidently borrowed from the same autho-

rity as that of Porphyry t, and given in the same

words. But the positive evidence of the tombs, as

well as our acquaintance with the religious feelings

ofthe Egyptians, sufficiently prove this to be one of

the many idle tales by which the Greeks have shown

their ignorance of that people ; and no one who
considers the respect with which they looked upon

* Pint. Sept. Sap. (Jonviv., and Orat. 2. dc Esu. Carn.

f Plutarch lived in the time of Trajan ; Porphyry died in tiie reign

of Diocletian.
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the Nile, the care they took to remove all im-

purities which might aftect their health, and the

superstitious prejudice they felt towards every

thing appertaining to the human body, could for

an instant suppose that they would on any con-

sideration be induced to pollute the stream, or

insult the dead by a similar custom.

I have frequently had occasion to remark how
erroneous were the opinions of the Greeks respect-

ing Egypt and tiie Egyptians ; and not only have

we to censure them for failing to give much in-

teresting information, which they might have ac-

quired after their intercourse with the country

became unrestrained, but to regret that the greater

part of what they have given us is deficient and in-

accurate. To such an extent is this inaccuracy

carried, that little they tell us can be received with

confidence, unless in some way confirmed by the

monuments or other plausible evidence ; and many
of those things which for a time were considered

unquestionably true have proved incorrect,— as

the description of Anubis with a dog's head,

Amun with that of a ram, and many observations

relating to the customs of the Egyptians.

Hence we often find ourselves obHged to undo

what has been already done, which is a far more

difficult task than merely to ascertain what has

hitherto been untouched, and undisguised by the

intervention of a coloured medium.

It might appear incredible that errors could

have been made on the most common subjects, on

things relating to positive customs which daily

OL. II. — Second Series. H H
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occurred before tlie eyes of those who sought to

inquire into them, and are described by Greek

writers who visited tlie country. But when we
observe the ignorance of Europeans respecting the

customs of modern Egypt, — of Europeans, who
are a people much less averse to inquire into the

manners of other countries, much more exposed

to the criticism of their compatriots in giving false

information than the ancient Greeks, and to whom
tlie modern inhabitants do not oppose tlie same

impediments in examining their habits as did

the ancient Egyptians ; — when we recollect the

great facilities they enjoy of becoming acquainted

with the language and manners, and still find

that Italians, French, and others, who have re-

sided ten, twenty, or more years in Egypt, with

a perfect knowledge of Arabic, and enjoying

opportunities for constant intercourse with the

people, are frequently, I may say generally, ig-

norant of their most ordinary customs, and are

often prevented by preconceived notions from

forming a right judgment of their habits and opi-

nions;—when, I say, we bear this in mind, and wit-

ness so much ignorance in Europeans at the present

day, we can readily account for the misconceptions

of the Greeks respecting the customs or opinions

of the ancient Egyptians.

As far as the invocation of the Sun *, and the

* This and the name of the boat of the dead, Baris, " the boat of the
Sun," seem to confirm what I liavc before remarked about tlie early
worship ofthe Sun in Egypt. Vide .supra, p. 413., and Vol. I. (2d Series)
p.2R8,2H9. 291. &c.
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confession pronounced by the priest (rather than

the embahiier) on the part of the deceased, the ac-

count of Porphyry partakes of the character of

truth ; though the time when this was done sliould

rather be referred to the ceremony on the sacred

lake, or to that of depositing the body in the tomb.

The confession indeed is an imperfect portion of

that recorded in the sculptures, which has been

already mentioned.*

As soon as the intestines had been removed from

the body, they were properly cleansed, and em-

balmed in spices and various substances, and de-

posited in four vases. These were afterwards

placed in the tomb with the coffin, and were sup-

posed to belong to the four Genii of Amenti, whose

heads and names they bore. Each contained a

separate portion, which, as I have before observed,

was appropriated to its particular Deity.t The
vase with a cover representing the human head of

Amset held the stomach and large intestines

;

that with the cynocephalus head of Hapi con-

tained the small intestines j in that belonging to

the jackal-headed Smautf were the lungs and

heart t ; and for the vase of the hawk-headed

Kebhnsnof were reserved the gall-bladder and

the liver. They differed in size and the materials

of which they were made. The most costly were

of oriental alabaster, from 10 to 20 inches high, and

about one third of that in diameter; each having its

inscription, with the name of the particular Deity

* Vide siqji-fi, p. 429.
-( Vide supra, Vol.1. (2d Series) p. 71. J Vide supir/, p. 4:5i.

H H 2
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whose head it bore. Others were of common lime-

stone, and even of wood ; but these last were gene-

rally solid, or contained nothing, being merely

emblematic, and intended only for those whose in-

testines were returned into the body. They were

generally surmounted by the heads above men-

tioned, but they sometimes had human heads ; and

it is to these last more particularly that the name
of Canopi has been applied, from their resemblance

to certain vases made by the Romans to imitate the

Egyptian taste. I need scarcely add that this is a

misnomer, and that the application of the word

Canopus * to any Egyptian vase is equally inad-

missible.

Such was the mode of preserving the inter-

nal parts of the mummies embalmed according

to the most expensive process. And so careful

were the Egyptians to show proper respect to all

that belonged to the human body, that even the

saw-dust of the floor where they cleansed it was

taken and tied up in small linen bags, which, to the

number of twenty or thirty, were deposited in vases

and buried near the tomb.

In those instances where the intestines, after

being properly cleansed and embalmed, were re-

turned into the body by the aperture in the side,

images of the four Genii of Amenti, made of wax,

were put in with them, as the guardians of the

portions particularly subject to their influence ; and

* The city of Canopus probably derived its nainc from KaO i

Nof>S ' *^''*^ golden land ;
" or Xpvatov Kiffi^of,
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sometimes, in lieu of them, a plate of lead, or other

material, bearing upon it a representation of these

four figures. Over the incision the mysterious eye

of Osiris (?) was placed, whether the intestines were

returned or deposited in the vases.

I have stated * that many different gradations

existed in the three classes of mummies ; if indeed

they can be limited to tliat number. They may be

arranged under two general heads t :
—

I. Those with the ventral incision.

II. Those without any incision.

I. Of the mummies with the incision are,

1. Those preserved by balsamic matter.

2. Those preserved by natron.

1. Those dried by balsamic and astringent sub-

stances are either filled with a mixture of resin and

aromatics, or with asphaltum t and pure bitumen.

When filled with resinous matter they are of

an olive colour : the skin dry, flexible, and as if

tanned ; retracted and adherent to the bones. The
features are preserved, and appear as during life.

The belly and chest are filled with resins, partly

soluble in spirits of wine. These substances have no

particular odour by which they can be recognised j

but thrown upon hot coals a thick smoke is pro-

* Supra, p. 456.

\ Vide Pettigrew, p. 70. ; from whom these observations are taken.

He cites M.Rouger's " Notice sur les Embauments des Anciens Egyp-
tiens."

X " When the asphaltum incorporates with the body it becomes
brown and greasy, and easily crumbles into powder ; when it does not

incorporate with the flesh it retains its shining black colour."

H H 3
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duced, giving out a strong aromatic smell. Mum-
mies of this kind are dry, light, and easily broken ;

with the teeth, hair of the head, and eyebrows well

preserved. Some of them are gilt on the surface of

the body ; others only on the face, or the sexual

parts, or on the head and feet.

The mummies filled with bitumen are black
;

the skin hard and shining, and as if coloured with

varnish ; the features perfect ; the belly, chest,

and head filled with resin, black, and hard, and

having a little odour. Upon being examined they

are found to yield the same results as the Jews*

pitch met with in commerce. These mummies are

dry and heavy. They have no smell, and are diffi-

cult to develop or break. They have been prepared

with great care, and are very little susceptible of

decomposition from exposure to the air.

2. The mummies with ventral incisions prepared

by natron, are likewise filled with resinous sub-

stances, and also asphaltum. The skin is hard and

elastic : it resembles parchment, and does not ad-

here to the bones. The resins and bitumen injected

into these mummies are little friable, and give out

no odour. The countenance of the body is little

altered, but the hair is badly preserved : what re-

mains usually falls ofll^' upon being touched. These

mummies are very numerous, and if exposed to the

air they become 'covered with an efiiorescence of

suli)hate of soda. They readily absorb humidity

from the atmospluM-e.

Such arc the characteristic marks of the first

quality of mummies, according to the mode of em-
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balming the body. They may also be distinguished

by other peculiarities ; as,

1. Mummies of which the intestines were de-

posited in vases.

2. Those of which the intestines were returned

into the body.

The former included all mummies embalmed
according to the most expensive process (for

though some of an inferior quality are found with

the incision in the side, none of the first quality

were embalmed without the removal of the intes-

tines) ; and the body having been prepared with

the proper spices and drugs, was enveloped in linen

bandages, sometimes measuring 1000 yards in

length.* It was then enclosed in a cartonage

fitting closely to the mummied body, which was
richly painted, and covered in front with a net-

work of beads and bugles arranged in a tasteful

form, the face being laid over with thick gold leaf,

and the eyes made of enamel. The three or four

cases which successively covered the cartonage

were ornamented in like manner with painting and
gilding ; and the whole was enclosed in a sarco-

phagus of wood or stone, profusely chai'ged with

painting or sculpture. These cases, as well as the

cartonage, varied in style and richness, according

to the expense incurred by the friends of the de-

ceased. The bodies tlius embalmed were generally

of priests of various grades. Sometimes the skin

itself was covered with gold leaf j sometimes the

* Vide Pettigrew, p. 89.
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whole body, the face, or the eyelids ; sometimes

the nails alone. In many instances the body, or the

cartonage, was beautified in an expensive manner,

and the outer cases were little orn.amented ; but

some j^referred the external show of rich cases or

sarcophagi.

Those of which the intestines were returned into

the body, with the wax figures of the four Genii,

were placed in cases less richly ornamented; and

some ofthese were, as already stated, ofthe second-

ary class of mummies.

II. Those without the ventral incision were also

of two kinds.*

1. Salted, and filled with bituminous matter less

pure than the others.

2. Simply salted.

(1.) The former mummies are not recognizable
;

all the cavities are filled, and the surface of the

body is covered with thin mineral pitch. It pene-

trates the body, and forms with it one undistin-

guishable mass. These mummies, M. Rouger

conceives, were submersed in vessels containing

the pitch in a liquid state. They are the most

numerous of all kinds : they are black, dry, heavy,

and of disagreeable odour, and very difficult to

l)reak. Neither the eyebrows nor hair are pre-

served, and there is no gilding upon them.. The
bituminous matte-r is fatty to the touch, less black

and brittle than the asphaltum, and yields a v^ery

strong odour. It dissolves imperfectly in alcohol,

* I (juotc again from Pcttigrcvv, p. 7 J.
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and when thrown upon hot coals emits a thick

smoke and disagreeable smell. When distilled, it

gives an abundant oil ; fat, and of a brown colour

and foetid odour. Exposed to the air, these mum-
mies soon change, attract humidity, and become

covered with an efflorescence of saline substances.

(2.) The mummies simply salted and dried are

generally worse preserved than those filled with

resins and bitumen. Their skin is dry, white, elastic,

light, yielding no odour, and easily broken ; and

masses of adipocere are frequently found in them.

The features are destroyed ; the hair is entirely re-

moved ; the bones are detached from their con-

nections with the slightest effort, and they are

white like those of a skeleton. The cloth en-

veloping them falls to pieces upon being touched.

These mummies are generally found in particular

caves which contain great quantities of saline mat-

ters, principally the sulphate of soda.

Of the latter also several subdivisions may be

made, according to the manner in which the bodies

were deposited in the tombs ; and some are so

loosely put up in bad cloths and rags, as barely to

be separated from the earth or stones in which

they have been buried. Some are more carefully

enveloped in bandages, and arranged one over the

other without cases in the same common tomb,

often to the nup.iber of several hundred; a visit to

one of which has been well described bj' Belzoni.*

Some have certain peculiarities in the mode of

* Page 156. Vide Pcttigrew, p. 39.
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their preservation. In many the skulls are filled

with earthy matter in lieu of bitumen ; and some

mummies have been prepared with wax and tan-

ning, a remarkable instance of which occurs in that

opened by Dr. Granville,— for a full account of

which 1 refer the reader to his work descriptive of

the body and its mode of preservation. I cannot,

however, omit to mention a wonderful proof of the

skill of the embalmers in this as in so many other

instances, who, by means of a corrosive liquid, had

removed the internal tegument of the skull, and

still contrived to preserve the thin membrane be-

low, though the heat of the embalming matter

afterwards poured into the cavity had perforated

the suture and scorched the scalp.

It has been a general and a just remark that few

mummies of children have been discovered, — a

singular fact, not easily accounted for, since the

custom of embalming those even of the earliest

age was practised in Egypt.*

Greek mummies usually differed from those of

the Egyptians in the manner of disposing the ban-

dages of the arms and legs. The former had the

arms placed at the sides, and bound separately
;

but the arms as well as the legs, and even the

fingers of the Egyptians, were generally enclosed

in one common envelop, without any separation

ill the bandages. In these last the arms were ex-

tendedalong the side, the palms inwards and resting

on the thighs, or brought forwards over the groin
;

* Fide Pcttigrcw, p. 73.
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sometimes even across the breast; and occasionally

one arm in the former, the other in the latter po-

sition. The legs were close together, and the head

erect. These diiferent modes of arranging the

limbs were common to both sexes, and to all ages

;

though we occasionally meet with some slight de-

viationsfrom this mode of placing the hands. But no

Egyptian is found with the limbs bandaged sepa-

rately, as those of Greek mummies ; though in-

stances may occur of the latter having the arms

enveloped with the body. Sometimes the nails

and the whole hands and feet were stained with

the red dye of the henneh*; and some mummies
have been found with the face covered by a mask

of cloth fitting closely to it, and overlaid with a

coating of composition!, so painted as to resemble

the deceased, and to have the appearance of flesh.

But these are of rare occurrence, and I am unable

to state if they are of an early Egyptian or Greek

epoch. This last is most probable; especially as

we find that the mummies which present the por-

trait of the deceased painted on wood, and placed

over the face, are always of Greek time. Some
remarkable instances of these are preserved in the

collections of Europe; and one upon a coffin sent

to England by Mr. Salt, which has been figured

by Mr. PettigrewJ, is now in the British Museum.

On the breast was frequently placed a scarabaeus,

in immediate contact with the flesh. These sea-

* Lavvsonia spinosa et incrmis, Linn.

-j- I have seen a very i^ootl specimen in the possession of Dr. Hogg.

X Plate 7., and p. loT.
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rabaei*, when of stone, had their extended wings

made of lead or silver ; and when of bkie pottery,

the wings were

of the same ma-

terial. On the

cartonaffe and
No. 503. A stone scarabseus, covered with wings, and the sun *^

and asps, of silver. Inmy possession. PilSP 111 a POV-

responding situation above, the same emblem was

also placed, to indicate the protecting influence of

the Deity ; and in this last position it sometimes

stood in the centre of a boat, with the Goddesses Isis

andNepthys on either side in an attitude of prayer.t

On the outer cases the same place was occupied

by a similar winged scarabseus, or the winged globe,

or a hawk, or a ram-headed vulture or hawk, or

both these last, or the same bird with the head of

a woman, or by the Goddess Nctpe ; and some-

times a disk was supported by the beetle, having

within it a hawk and the name of Re.

The subjects represented on the mummy cases

differed according to the rank of the persons, the

expense incurred in their decoration, and other

circumstances ; and such was their variety, that

few resembled each other in every particular. I

shall, therefore, in describing them, confine my

* The two most usual forms of tlie scarabaei found in tombs are
witli the lower part as a flat level surface for bcarinn; an inscription,

or witli tlic le<Ts inserted tliere in imitation of nature. They have then a
ring for suspending them, being [)rol)ably intended for ornamental pur-
poses, as necklaces and the like. Sometimes the head and tiiorax are
replaced by a human face, and occasionally the body (or elytra) has
the form of a I'oyal cap.

t Vide Pettigrew, PI. 8. figs. 1, 2, 3.
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remarks to their general character, and to the most

common representations figured upon them.

In the first quahty of mummies, the innermost

covering of the body, after it had been swathed in

the necessary quantity of bandages, was the carton-

age. This was a pasteboard case fitting exactly to

its shape; the precise measure having been carefully

taken, so that it might correspond to the body it

was intended to cover, and to which it was j)ro-

bably adjusted by proper manipulation while still

damp. It was then taken off again, and made to

retain that shape till dry, when it was again ap-

plied to the bandaged body, and sewed up at the

back. After this it was painted and ornamented

with figures and numerous subjects : the face was

made to imitate that of the deceased, and fre-

quently gilded ; the eyes were inlaid ; and the hair

of females was made to represent the natural plaits,

as worn by Egyptian women.

The subjects painted upon the cartonage were

the four Genii of Amenti, and various emblems
belonging to Deities connected with the dead. On
the breast was placed the figure of Netpe, with

expanded wings, protecting the deceased ; sacred

arks, boats, and other things were arranged in dif-

ferent compartments; and Osiris* Isis, Nepthys,

Anubis, Sokari, and other Deities, were frequently

introduced. In some instances, Isis was represented

* Osiris is sometimes introduced under tlie form of a vase or a pe-
culiar emblem surmounted by two long feathers, and bound with a fillet.

It is raised on a shaft, and over it are the names and titles of the God.
Sokari was another form and character of Osiris. Vide Vol. I, (2d Series)

p. 255. and 3+2.
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throwing her arms round the feet of the mummy,
with this appropriate legend, " I embrace thy

feet ;" at once explanatory of, and explained by,

the action of the Goddess. A long line of hiero-

glyphics, extending down the front, usually con-

tained the name and quality of the deceased, and

the offerings presented for him to the Gods ; and

transverse bands frequently repeated the former,

with similar donations to other Deities. But as the

arrangement and character of these sacred orna-

ments vary in nearly all the specimens of mummies,

it would be tedious to introduce more than a general

notion of their character. Even the cartonage and

different cases of the same mummy differ in all ex-

cept the name and description of the deceased
;

and the figure of Netpe is sometimes replaced by

a winged Sun, or a scarab. This Goddess, how-

ever, always occurs in some part of the coffin, and

often with outspread arms at the bottom of the

inner case, where she appears to receive the body

into her embrace, as the protectress of the dead.

The face of the cartonage was often covered

with thick gold leaf, and richly adorned; the eyes

inlaid with brilliant enamel ; the hair imitated with

great care, and adorned with gold : and the same

care was extended to the three cases which suc-

cessively covered jt, though each differed from the

next; the innermost being the most ornamented.

Rich necklaces were ])laced or represented on the

neck of each, for all were made in the form of the

deceased ; and a net-work of coloured beads was
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frequently spread over the breast, and even the

whole body, worked in rich and elegant devices.

The outer case was either of wood or stone.

No. 504. Different forms of Mummy Cases.

1, 2. 4. 9. Of wood.'
3. 5, 0,7, 8. Of stone.
10. Of burnt earthenware.

When of wood, it had a flat or a circular summit,

sometimes with a short square pillar rising at each

angle. The whole was richly painted, and it fre-

quently had a door represented near one of the

corners. At one end was the figure of Isis, at the

other Nepthys ; and the top was painted with

bands or fancy devices. * In others the lid repre-

* Vide supra (Yo\.l. 2d Series), p. 859. of the Bull representctl at

the foot of some mummy cases.
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sented tlie curving top of the ordinary Egyptian

canopy.

The stone cases, usually called sarcophagi, were

of oblong shape, having flat straight sides, like a

box, with a curved or pointed lid. Sometimes the

figure of the deceased was represented upon the

latter in relief*, and some were in the form of a

king's name, or royal oval. Others were made in

the shape of the mummied body, whether of basalt,

granite, slate, or limestone, specimens of which are

met with in the British Museum and other collec-

tions. 1 have even seen one of this formt, found

during my stay at Thebes, of a red earthenware,

very similar to our tiles, made in two pieces sewed

together, small holes having been made in the clay

before it was burnt for this purpose. The upper

part was broken off, but it was evidently a con-

tinuation of the human figure in the form of the

mummy it contained.

It is unnecessary to examine in detail all the

various substances used in embalming, as they have

been already indicated by Mr. Pettigrew. t With

regard to the question when the custom of em-

balming the body ceased in Egypt, it may be ob-

served that some are of opinion that it ceased at

an early time, when Egypt became a Roman j)ro-

vince. But this^has been fully disproved by mo-

dern discoveries ; and it not only appears that the

* As tlmt of the Queen of Amasis at the British Museum. I Iiave

seen a fij^furc raised nine inches in reHef, and cut in granite, on the sar-

copluif^us of one of the kings at Tiiebes.

-|- /'/V/r Woodcut, No. 504., fig. 10. t Chap. vi.
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early Christians embalmed their dead, but accord-

ing to " St. Augustine mummies were made in his

time, at the beginning of the fifth century.'* The
custom may not have been universal at that pe-

riod ; and it is more probable that it gradually fell

into disuse, than that it was suddenly abandoned

from any accidental cause connected with change

of custom, or from religious scruple.

The disposition of various objects placed with

the dead varied in different tombs according to

the rank of the person, the choice of the friends

of the deceased, or other circumstances, as their

number and quality depended on the expense in-

curred in the funeral. For, besides the richly

decorated coffins, many vases, images of the dead,

papyri, jewels, and other ornaments were depo-

sited in the tomb ; and tablets of stone or wood
were placed near the sarcophagus, engraved or

painted with funeral subjects and legends relating

to the deceased. These last resembled in form

the ordinary Egyptian shield, being squared at the

base, and rounded at the summit*; and it is pro-

bable, as already observed t, that their form ori-

ginated in the military custom of making the

shield a monument in honour of a deceased sol-

dier. Many of the objects buried in the tomb

depended, as I have already observed, on the pro-

fession or occupation of the individual.t A priest

had the insignia of his office ; as the scribe his

* Vide supra. Woodcut, No. 456. ; Vol. I. (2d Series) p. 401.

f Vide Vol. I. p. 299.
J.

Vide supra, p. 395,

VOL. XL— Second Series. I I
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inkstand or palette ; the high priest the censer

;

the hieraphoros a small model of a sacred shrine,

or a figure bearing an image or emblem of a Deity ;

and others according to their grade. In the sol-

dier's tomb were deposited his arms ; in the ma-

riner's a boat ; and the peculiar occupation of

each artisan was pointed out by some implement

employed in his trade.

The four vases, each with the head of one of the

Genii of Amenti, have been already mentioned. *

There were also others of smaller size, of alabaster,

hard stone, glass, porcelain, bronze, and other ma-

terials, many of which were of exquisite workman-

ship ; but these were confined to the sepulchres

of the rich, as were jewellery and other expensive

ornaments.

Papyri were likewise confined to persons of a

certain degree of wealth; but small figures of the

deceased, of wood or vitrified earthenware, were

common to all classes, except the poorest of the

community. These figures are too well known to

need a detailed description. They usually present

a hieroglyphic inscription, either in a vertical line

down the centre, or in horizontal bands round the

body, containing the name and quality of the de-

ceased, with the customary presentation of offerings

for his soul to Osiris, and a funereal formula very

similar to many on the scarabaii. In the hands of

these figures are a hoc and a bag of seed. Their

arms are crossed in imitation of certain repre-

sentations of Osiris, whose name and form I

* Supra, p, 467.
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have before shown the dead assumed ; and tlieir

beard mdicates the return of the human soul,

which once animated that body, to the Deity from

whom it emanated.

I do not enter into a minute description of all

the modes of arranging the objects in the tombs,

the endless variety of Egyptian mummies, or the

subjects of their painted cases. The subject, even

if it were sufficiently interesting to the reader,

would lead to an inquiry beyond the scope of the

present work ; and now, having accompanied the

Egyptians to the tomb, I take my leave of them

with this wish,

" Sedibus ut saltern placitlis in morte quiescant."

vc I I I

yVvVA
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